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Summary 

Major Features 
• Combine GDS + Direct Connect segments in Flex Faring 

• Support multi-segment trips in Meetings with bypass map setting 

• Capture Non-Cliqbook hotel data 

Minor Features 
• Support TRAVELfusion implementation of easyJet Direct Connect 

• Search by Schedule for Deutsche Bahn and SNCF 
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Release Notes 

Administration 

Update to the Help screen on each site 

GDS' Supported: N/A 
Configuration Setting: Default On 

A new user-friendly Help screen is now 
in place on every client site. The Help 
menu on a site will display multiple 
options. Every Cliqbook Travel user has 
access to the Travel Help Link. Travel 

administrators have access to the Travel Administration Help link. 

The new end-user Travel Help page: 
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The former screen: 

 

Air 

Air Canada Direct Connect: Support Flight Pass API FP10.0 
V20081023 (Flight Pass Versioning) 

GDS' Supported: Air Canada Direct Connect 
Configuration Setting: Default On 

Air Canada successfully migrated to Version 2 (Release 10.0/V20081023) of their 
Flight Pass API platform on December 2 2008. Concur Cliqbook Travel has completed 
validation testing with Air Canada and migrated to their new software version. 
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Make Sabre Shop Options in Travel Config page configurable by 
agencies 

GDS' Supported: Sabre 
Configuration Setting: Default On 

The Sabre Shop Options setting in the 
company travel configuration is now editable by 
users with login IDs with access to Travel 
System Administration. 

Sabre's pricing engine (ATSEv2) does not honor 
preferences of stops vs. price any longer. For 
some customers, the results returned on their 
frequently traveled routes tend to favor 
connections or double-connections because of 

Sabre's algorithm when flights with fewer stops are available.   

The Classic JR. Shop does a series of requests for preferred carriers followed by a 
request for all other carriers. This setting (Single pass JR. shop) is the 
recommended setting and works well for most situations.   

The multi-pass shop options will perform the preferred carrier requests followed by 
the request for all other carriers but limit the results to non-stops only. Cliqbook then 
looks at the total number of results returned.   

• If it is greater than or equal to the threshold chosen (5, 10, 20, or 30), then 
those results are displayed to the traveler.   

• If fewer results are displayed, then the system will repeat all the scans but 
limit to 1 stop.   

• If the total number of non-stop and one-stop flights are greater than the 
threshold chosen, then the 0 and 1 stop flights are displayed to the traveler.   

• If the number of results is less than the threshold, then the search will be 
repeated looking for 2-stop flights. 

NOTE: This option may lead to increased scans. 
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Permit mixed GDS + Direct Connect bookings in Flex Faring display 
for both Canada and Australia 

GDS' Supported: Sabre 
Configuration Setting: Default Off 

Sabre GDS customers who have Flex-faring (currently supported in Canada and 
Australia) enabled now have the ability to combine a GDS and a Direct Connect 
segment in the same booking. 

To enable this functionality, select the 
Enable multiple booking sources 
capability option in the company 
travel configuration.   

! IMPORTANT: The Within 
Australia and/or Within Canada 
flex-faring option must also be enabled for the feature to work. 

Below are screenshots from some example bookings. 
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This functionality is scheduled to be available for the Apollo, Galileo, and Amadeus 
GDS’ in the future. 

Note the following: 

• It is now possible, for example, to combine an Air Canada Direct Connect 
Flight Pass segment with a GDS (i.e. Westjet) segment in a Concur Cliqbook 
Travel reservation. However, it is not possible to combine an Air Canada 
Direct Connect Flight Pass segment with an Air Canada Direct Connect non-
Flight Pass segment within a single reservation. 

• TRAVELfusion is not supported in Flex-faring, so it is not possible to combine 
a TRAVELfusion Web fare segment with either a GDS or Direct Connect 
segment. 
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Support TRAVELfusion implementation of easyJet Direct Connect 

GDS' Supported: TRAVELfusion 
Configuration Setting: Default OFF 

Concur was informed by TRAVELfusion, our provider of low-cost carrier webfares, 
that they will be transitioning from a model where they read from easyJet's Web site 
to a model where they have a direct connection with easyJet's internal reservation 
system. This is a requirement by easyJet, who has decided to require that all booking 
tools connect to easyJet in this way. Most sites that had been reading easyJet's Web 
site have voluntarily stopped and those who have refused will likely face legal action 
against them. 

This change benefits Concur customers by providing increased reliability for easyJet 
purchases. The former process of a computer program reading Web sites is prone to 
issues when:  

• The airline provider makes a change 

• When the Web site comes under increased traffic from the public due to fare 
specials or other periods of high demand 

By going directly to easyJet's reservation system, TRAVELfusion is now guaranteed 
to have all of easyJet's fares in a more reliable fashion. 

With this change also comes the levy of a point of sale (POS) fee of £3.30/4EUR per 
segment/per passenger for easyJet fares booked through Concur services (Concur 
Cliqbook Travel and Concur Travel & Expense). Please note that this fee is being 
levied by easyJet and that the fee will also apply to easyJet bookings made through 
the Global Distribution Systems (GDS) were a traveler to call a travel agent and book 
the fare through that channel.   

At this time, easyJet is not itemizing the POS fee separate from the fare, therefore, 
easyJet fares displayed in the Concur service will be inclusive of this fee. Travelers 
comparing fares displayed in the Concur service with the fares displayed on the 
easyJet Web site will notice a difference in the fares presented on each site.  

Additionally with this change, the B2B connection for easyJet will no longer be 
offered through Concur services because it is not supported by easyJet's internal 
reservation system. 

Because of the POS fee, Concur has decided to disable easyJet webfares for all 
customers beginning January 16, so that travelers do not unknowingly incur this fee.  
Those customers who wish to continue to book easyJet webfares through Concur 
services on and after January 16, without interruption, were given the option to 
contact Concur ahead of time to arrange that. Any easyJet bookings made through 
Concur services prior to January 16 2009 did not have incurred this point of sale fee. 

A notation has also been added next to easyJet webfares within the Concur Cliqbook 
Travel booking wizard, detailing that the fare includes the additional fee. 
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If you would like to enable, 
easyJet webfares, please 
navigate to Administration > 
Company Admin > Travel 
Admin > WebDirect Providers 
tab, and select the easyJet 
check box. 
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TRAVELfusion: Update Provider Names to show name instead of 
code 

GDS' Supported: TRAVELfusion 
Configuration Setting: Default On 

Cliqbook has been updated to display the full name of the airline carrier for 
TRAVELfusion bookings, instead of just the TRAVELfusion airline code.  For example, 
"Norwegian Air Shuttle" will now be displayed as "Norwegian Air Shuttle" instead of 
just "norwegian", during various points in the booking process. 

Below are examples of where this change has been instituted: 
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TRAVELfusion: Add AirArabia to the list of Web providers 

GDS' Supported: TRAVELfusion 
Configuration Setting: Default Off 

AirArabia has been added as a new supplier by TRAVELfusion, Cliqbook's provider of 
low-cost carrier webfares.  If you would like to enable AirArabia webfares, please 
navigate to Administration > Company Admin > Travel Admin > WebDirect 
Providers tab, and select the airarabia check box.   

 

Hotel 

Capture Hotel information not reserved in Cliqbook: Non-Cliqbook 
hotel 

GDS' Supported: ALL GDS’, Air Only Reservations 
Configuration Setting: Default Off 

The purpose of this feature is to track and report upon travelers who have overnight 
stays, but do not have hotel reservations that correspond to the trip. The key 
benefits are: 

• Provides visibility to leakage 

• Allows travel managers to determine where their travelers are in case of 
disaster 

• Provides metrics to be used in hotel rate negotiations 

A report will be forthcoming in the February release within the Cliqbook reports 
portal for companies to track these hotels. Cliqbook will be the only source for 
reporting. These hotels do not always correspond to live inventory and as such there 
are no passive segments in the PNR nor are there plans to add any. 

Known Limitations: 

• Only works with round trip flights, not multi-segment trips 

• Users do not have the ability to edit or delete the hotel information after it is 
been submitted other than to cancel the entire trip which would cancel the 
hotel 

• Cliqbook only; comments are not being put in the PNR; this enables the 
feature to be deployed with zero impact on the agency 

• Only one hotel per trip 
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The feature is enabled by setting the module property Enable User Supplied 
Hotels to True. Only Concur has access to the Module Properties section. To update 
a module property, contact Concur Support by creating a new case within Concur 
Client Central. 

In a future release, this functionality will be supported at the rule-class level so that 
companies can self-enable it. It resides primarily on the Travel Details itinerary 
display page (this is the first complete itinerary displayed to the traveler). Assume 
that a traveler books a flight for an overnight trip but does not have a hotel 
reservation on the itinerary. When the traveler clicks the Next button to finalize the 
purchase, the traveler will see this pop-up: 

 

The pop-up offers four choices: 
 

Option Description 

I will book a hotel now Sends the traveler to the hotel booking page, just as if they 
had clicked on Add Hotel 

I will book a hotel later Allows the user to go to the next stage of the booking process 

I will not be staying at a 
hotel 

Allows the user to go to the next stage of the booking process 

I booked a hotel outside of 
Cliqbook (such as a 
conference hotel) 

A new pop-up appears (shown below) and begins the data 
collection process where we request details about the hotel 
from the user 
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This pop-up allows the user to search in the database for the hotel where he/she 
booked a room so the user will not have to enter the information manually. 

#1 - This link takes the 
user to the manual entry 
form. 

#2 - Standard search 
feature; the city/state is 
filled out by default based 
on their itinerary 

#3 - This button begins 
the search for the hotel 
based on the search 
criteria the user provided. 
Depending on the type of 
search, the user may go 
through the usual hotel 

search feature "Searching for location" interface where they confirm the location they 
want to search near. 

The user will then see an animated "busy" gif  that will be replaced by the search 
results: 
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Notice that the Select button is disabled.  

When a user clicks a hotel in the search results list, the button becomes enabled: 

  

When a user has selected a hotel and clicks the Select button, the pop-up displays 
the Manual Hotel Entry form.   

NOTE: This is the same thing the user will see if he/she clicks the Enter your hotel 
information manually link without searching for a hotel first. The only 
difference is that the hotel information will not be filled out for them if they do 
not search for and select a hotel. 
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This form is where all the data collection takes place. 

#1 - This link takes the 
user back to the hotel 
search feature. 

#2 - We're asking for the 
user to calculate the 
average nightly rate for 
the hotel stay. 

#3 - This drop down 
contains reasons the user 
can pick from for why 
they booked the hotel 
outside of Cliqbook.  

NOTE: This field will not 
appear if the company has 
not entered violation 
reasons as described 
later. 

The following fields are required: Hotel name, City, and Country 

#4 - Clicking the Submit button will save the information from this form, reload the 
page, and show the new hotel segment in the user's itinerary: 
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Adding violation reasons 

1. On the menu, select Company Admin > Travel Policy Administrator.  

2. Select the Policy Violation Reasons tab. 

3. Click the Add New Policy Violation Reason link.  

 

You will see the interface for adding violation reasons: 

 

#1 - In the Code field, enter a unique code (has not been used yet). 

#2 - In the Description field, enter the text the user will see. 

#3 - In the Type list, select User Supplied Hotel. These reasons will be used only 
for User Supplied Hotels. 

#4 - Select the configuration(s) that will use this reason. 

#5 - Click Save. 
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Rail 

Deutsche Bahn and SNCF: Search by Schedule 

GDS' Supported: Deutsche Bahn, SNCF 
Configuration Setting: Default On 

Travelers can now perform schedule searches for Deutsche Bahn and SNCF. This can 
be completed from the Rail tab on the travel home page and from the Change 
Search section when viewing price or schedule results. 

This feature will allow travelers to combine different types of rail fares and provide 
multiple options. 

Deutsche Bahn examples: 
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SNCF examples: 

   

NOTE: If you perform an arrive by search for early in the morning, you may get 
trains that arrive on the previous day. 

Deutsche Bahn and SNCF: Search by Arrival time 

GDS' Supported: Deutsche Bahn, SNCF 
Configuration Setting: Default On 

Travelers can now specify the time of arrival for searches on Deutsche Bahn and 
SNCF. This is specified from the Rail tab on the travel home page and from the 
Change Search section when viewing price or schedule results. 

NOTE:  An arrive by search will show train results including the hour to arrive and up 
to 5 later results. We are working to change this behavior in a future release, 
as it is not consistent with other Cliqbook searches. 
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SNCF: Update to Riva 6 API 

GDS' Supported: SNCF 
Configuration Setting: Default On 

Cliqbook has successfully migrated our code to use the RIVA 6 API. All SNCF 
previous functionality in Cliqbook is exactly the same as before, with the exception of 
Search by Schedule and arrival time, added in this release. 

Meeting 

Allow multi-segment reservations to work with bypass map 

GDS' Supported: ALL GDS’ 
Configuration Setting: Default On 

Prior to this release, it was not possible to book multi-segment Meeting trips if the 
Bypass map page setting was enabled - even if the Allow multi-segment trips 
option was enabled, within both Concur Meeting and Third Party Meeting. 

Trips now default to round trip, but if the configuration is enabled for one-way and 
multi-segment trips in Meeting Admin > Travel – Agency Settings > Meeting 
Agency Information section, one-way or multi-segment trips can be created. 

 

What a meeting attendee will see: 

To create a multi-segment trip for the 
meeting that does not have maps, click 
the Multi-Segment radio button at the 
top of the page. 

Once in multi-segment mode, use the Add flight 
segments button to add additional segments to the flight 
search. 

Click End trip here to remove any segments after that point. You can also click the 
Round Trip or One Way buttons at the top to leave multi-segment mode.   
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NOTE: This functionality is exactly the same as a regular (non-meeting) traveler 
would make a multiple segment reservation from the Flight tab within the 
Concur Cliqbook Travel home page. 

When your flight search is ready, click Next at the bottom of the page, as usual. 

 

For Meeting hotels, Cliqbook no longer displays the additional fields pertaining to 
finding a hotel. 

One segment is required to arrive at the Meeting airport. If the meeting did not 
specify a hub, the exact airport must match. Find Meeting Hotel is the check box 
label when the segment correctly matches the Meeting airport. 
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Profile/PNR 

Handle null / empty "Name on Card" credit card field from Profile 
XML Sync 

GDS' Supported: ALL GDS’ 
Configuration Setting: Default On 

If a profile is synched via XML to Cliqbook and: 

• the Name on Card node does not exist in the XML or  

• the Name on Card node exists in the XML but it is blank/NULL  

Any "Name on Card" data that already exists in the user's Cliqbook profile will not be 
modified. When the Name on Card node exists in the XML and it is not blank/NULL, 
then any "Name on Card" data that already exists in the user's Cliqbook profile will 
be overwritten with that data. 

Support for Queen and Single Room Type to Profile 

GDS' Supported: ALL GDS’ 
Configuration Setting: Default On 

Queen and Single room type 
preferences are supported in the 
Cliqbook travel profile and available to 
synchronize to the GDS. 

The default room types in the Profile 
Mapping Template editor are: 

• Q = Queen 

• 1 = Single 

Deutsche Bahn and SNCF are major vendors in the Frequent Flier 
sort list 

GDS' Supported: Deutsche Bahn, SNCF 
Configuration Setting: Default On 

Deutsche Bahn and SNCF have been changed to "major vendor" status, so they now 
appear highlighted in the major vendor section at the top of vendor lists within 
Concur Cliqbook Travel.   
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Here is one example of the preference within the Add Travel Programs section of 
the Cliqbook profile: 

 

Miscellaneous 

Add carrier code to flight appointment subject within iCal 
appointment 

GDS' Supported: ALL GDS’ 
Configuration Setting: Default On 

The airline carrier code is now included in the subject of the iCal .ics appointment 
attachment(s) that is sent out with each new Cliqbook booking confirmation e-mail. 

For example, the following itinerary: 
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Will produce the following calendar entry: 

 

Billing Report Details modified to display Sabre Convenience Fee 

GDS' Supported: ALL GDS’ 
Configuration Setting: Default On 

The Company and Agency billing reports have been modified with an additional 
output column to display the Sabre Convenience Fee. 
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Jira List 

Enhancements 

 

Key Summary Parature 
Ticket ID 

CRMC Case 
ID 

CEN-772 / 
CEN-958 

Request the ability for Allow multi-segment trips to work 
in Meetings 

705-5429405,  

081119-000189 

081125-000248 

081202-000126 

CRMC-4995, 
CRMC-4843, 
CRMC-4774 

CEN-946 National Car Rental Receipts (load data)     

CEN-1253 Alamo Rent A Car Receipts (load data)     

CEN-1256 SNCF: search by schedule for rail    

CEN-1262 SNCF: Update to Riva 6     

CEN-1275 Rail: allow search for schedule for both SNCF and DB     

CEN-1287 Aer Lingus: Going Live Preparations     

CEN-1299 Deutsche Bahn: No Preselection of identification 
preferences on twTripCredit.asp 

    

CEN-1308 INTERNAL: Add columns to 
OUTTASK_TRAVEL_AIR_TICKET to track form of 
payment 

    

CEN-1309 Pass Air Canada Flight Pass information to Concur 
Expense for Cliqbook Flight Pass bookings 

    

CEN-1311 Non-Cliqbook hotels - back-end     

CEN-1314 Air Canada Direct Connect: Support Flight Pass API 
FP10.0 V20081023 (Flight Pass Versioning) 

    

CEN-1318 Exchange Server integration for trip appointments     

CEN-1319 Re-geocode hotel properties in Spain     

CEN-1346 Update Concur Expense stored procedure used to get 
tickets to return FOP type 

    

CEN-1350 Make Sabre Shop Options in Travel Config page 
configurable by agencies 

    

CEN-1358 Permit mixed GDS + Direct Connect bookings in Flex 
Faring display for both Canada and Australia SABRE Only 

    

CEN-1361 Report of most likely RideCharge users     

CEN-1364 Add Monitor for SNCF     
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Key Summary Parature 
Ticket ID 

CRMC Case 
ID 

CEN-1366 Handle null / empty "Name on Card" credit card field 
from Profile Sync 

    

CEN-1368 Add disclaimer for easyJet TRAVELfusion fares point of 
sale (POS) fee 

    

CEN-1369 Support TRAVELfusion implementation of easyJet Direct 
Connect 

    

CEN-1371 AerLingus status monitor     

CEN-1373 Cliqbook scrub script enhancements to reduce 
inadvertent customer bookings from QA 

    

CEN-1375 When importing credit card from CES and the card is 
being created set it as the default for all booking types 
unless another default card exists. 

    

CEN-1377 HOTFIX - add airports; HP go-live blocked in Malaysia 
and Philippines 

   

CEN-1384 Travel Config option: Allow Mixed GDS Booking     

CEN-1385 Add carrier code to flight appointment subject sent by 
iCal 

    

CEN-1386 ImportTool user preferences should import car 
transmission type settings 

    

CEN-1388 Add support for Queen and Single Room Type to Profile     

CEN-1390 Modify Enterprise e-receipt loader to accept 0 record 
files 

    

CEN-1392 CLONE -Enhancement - make Deutsche Bahn and SNCF 
major vendors in the Frequent Flier sort list 

   

CEN-1394 CLONE -Please add Guwahati (GAU), Agartala (IXA) and 
Raipur (RPR) airports in India (HP) 

    

CEN-1404 BookingBuilder IP address change     

CEN-1406 Allow user to add Exchange Id from personal profile 
page 

    

CEN-1409 Vanguard e-receipt feed     

CEN-1410 IE fixes for User Supplied Hotels     

CEN-1413 AAirpass: Remove $79.07 USD fuel charge for each O&D 
inside the United States 

    

CEN-1416 Do not shop GDS for rail only searches     
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Support Cases 

 

Key Summary Parature 
Ticket ID 

CRMC Case 
ID 

CLQ-1672 Duplicate Hotel Names in Chain List - Profile Page 080821-000252 

081027-000287 

081210-000102 

CRMC-3322, 
CRMC-4317, 
CRMC-5032 

CLQ-1814 Multi Reminder Emails sent to the Same User, in most 
cases 100 plus 

705-5069108 

705-5852300 

705-6077217 

705-6501167 

080731-000031 

081030-000195 

080916-000081   

CRMC-3528, 
CRMC-4368, 
CRMC-3583,  

CLQ-3082 KLM does not use Y class so templates fail    

CLQ-3088 Exclude one way travel from trip duration less then 1 
day rule 

   

CLQ-3178 Bic codes: DL flying on AF Metal is displaying I class 
Economy and should be treated as Business Class 

080826-000017  

CLQ-3190 Cars: ET now has GPS and we need to allow SQ-NVS 
entry 

   

CLQ-3218 Java script error searching for hotel in Crescent City CA    

CLQ-3668 PS617116-Hotels are displaying incorrect rate on the 
Rate Details/Cancel Policy page 

080929-000112  CRMC-5258 

CLQ-3687 Air Canada Direct Connect: Incorrect Flight Pass 
availability for single- and double-digit flight numbers 
(i.e. AC1, AC93, etc.) 

    

CLQ-3721 "Input not set" error occurs in Trip Cancel web service 
requires better checking and command pipe comment 
for error investigation and handling 

    

CLQ-3723 Wings of Alaska/Seaport Airlines now instant purchase 
carrier, code needs to be updated 

   

CLQ-3727 Air Canada Direct Connect: new city (IAH) added to 
USEAST Flight Pass 

    

CLQ-3728 Error while changing status from KK to HK for Southwest    

CLQ-3730 DW Travel Archive failing on Meeting_Attendee_travel 
with FK violation 

    

CLQ-3731 Hide Baggage Fees from Non-U.S. Companies     

CLQ-3738 Cliqbook Data Import for Credit cards not working    
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Key Summary Parature 
Ticket ID 

CRMC Case 
ID 

CLQ-3739 XMLSelect error in Apollo Seat Requests when no seat 
initially assigned 

    

CLQ-3741 Agencies with existing Alt Queue Sets get JavaScript 
error when trying to save 

   

CLQ-3746 Add "Miss" to title list on admin page    

CLQ-3748 Non-existent/Closed Car Rental Locations Appearing in 
Searches 

    

CLQ-3750 Long PCCs for reporting queues cause queue sucker to 
break 

   

CLQ-3752 add Bahn card to employee import program     

CLQ-3755 CLONE - JetLite is showing Z and I Class as if it were 
Business Class 

   

CLQ-3756 CLONE -Sabre - Multi-segment bookings    

CLQ-3757 CLONE -Add Airport TYN (Taiyuan, China)    

CLQ-3758 CLONE -WUS Airport code needs to show up in Cliqbook   

CLQ-3759 CLONE -add airport TCQ (Tacna Peru)    

CLQ-3761 Adding non-air segments to TRAVELfusion booking 
results in times of segments not being displayed on 
itinerary 

   

CLQ-3766 Enterprise Car rental rates results differ when searching 
by air and car only 

   

CLQ-3767 CLONE -Selected fare and Lowest fare show as 0.00 on 
travel rule violation page for Sabre AC Flights booking 

   

CLQ-3771 Cliqbook PNR Template Editor - Update Request    

CLQ-3776 Forget Password Link showing from address 
DoNotReply@outtask.com 

   

CLQ-3777 Itineraries not showing date in UK format    

CLQ-3778 Limited brands Shuttle not listed correctly    

CLQ-3785 CLONE -German Translations    

CLQ-3793 Incorrect geocoding for Manassas, VA airport    

CLQ-3794 CLONE -Sabre needs to price C cabin on DL for business 
rather than J 

   

CLQ-3797 CLONE -PS636300 - Pepsi - AAirpass Rule Violation 
Issue 

081030-000044 CRMC-4698 

CLQ-3804 CLONE -Discrepancy of price between Booked /shown 
price and Chosen price displayed in Violation pop up 
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Key Summary Parature 
Ticket ID 

CRMC Case 
ID 

CLQ-3808 CLONE -THF - Tempelhof Airport, Berlin: Airport closed 
in Nov, please remove from Cliqbook 

   

CLQ-3825 CLONE -Booking/Inventory Errors in Cliqbook    

CLQ-3839 hotels do not default hotel search to right city when the 
outbound leg has a stopover 

   

CLQ-3842 AC Flight Pass Error being returned after User selects 
rule violation code 

081121-000210 CRMC-5124 

CLQ-3844 Missing airports - Latin America    

CLQ-3860 CLONE -Remove Varig From Cliqbook Frequent Program 
Dropdown 

090114-000160 
– opened by 
Concur 

CRMC-5417 
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Summary 

Major Features 
• Support private fares for Air Canada direct connect 

• Support Form of ID selection for Iberia and Lufthansa 

• Support City pair Frequence advantage cards for SNCF 

Minor Features 
• Support Mixed Direct Connect + GDS in Flex Faring for the Galileo GDS 

• Agency preview for Hertz and Sixt Direct Connects 
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Release Notes 

Administration 

Microsoft Exchange calendar integration 

GDS' Supported: N/A 
Configuration Setting: Default off 

When a trip is booked in Concur Clipbook Travel, an e-mail is sent with iCal 
attachments that correspond to the trip times.  This enables users to mark these 
times as blocked in their calendars.  The traveler must open the iCal attachments in 
order to add appointments to their calendars.  If a client enables the new Directory 
Server Integration feature, Cliqbook will use the delegate account to directly add an 
appointment to their calendar, saving the user the extra steps of checking e-mail and 
opening the attachments to add the appointments. 

Known Limitations... 

• The only Directory Server supported currently is Microsoft Exchange. 

• Requires WebDAV to be enabled in the Exchange Server. 

• Requires a Delegate User with appropriate permissions created for all users 
using this feature. 

• Only one Exchange Server is supported per company. 

Directory Server Configuration 

To enable this feature, the company must add its exchange server information in 
Cliqbook under Administration > Company Admin > Directory Server Admin. 

NOTE: This functionality is only available to Concur with this release, but will be 
available on all client sites, if the login id has the Company Admin 
permission associated in the next product update.  To enable this feature 
immediately, please create a new support case within Concur Client Central. 

This will bring up the Directory Server Administration page to add or edit Exchange 
Servers for the company. 

 

• The Delegate Password is not displayed while typing or displayed once saved. 
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• The ‘Test Connection’ allows a user to test the Exchange Server configuration 
and delegate credentials before saving the configuration. 

User Configuration 

In order to enable a user for this integration, go to the User Detail in User 
Administration and add their Exchange Login ID. 

Cliqbook will also support a batch mode of adding 
exchange logins using batch jobs or user synchs.  
Please create a support case within Concur Client 

Central when you are ready to perform this process.  In a future release you will be 
able to perform this task without the assistance from Concur.  Additional instructions 
will be forth coming when that process is made available. 

NOTE:  The Exchange Login ID field is only visible to Concur today, but will be 
made available to any login id that has the Company Admin permission 
assigned in the next product update.   

New Report Available: User Supplied Hotels 

GDS' Supported: N/A 
Configuration Setting: Default off 

Capture Hotel information not reserved in Cliqbook: Non-Cliqbook hotel; is a new 
feature, announced in last month’s release.  Concur has added a report to 
compliment and display the information captured with the Non-Cliqbook hotel 
feature.   

For more information about the feature, please refer to the January 2009 release 
notes found within Concur Client Central (concur.com/support) > Document Library 
> Concur Cliqbook Travel Documentation > TMC Partners > Select the appropriate 
year and month. 

How to enable 

To add the new report, navigate to Administration > Report Admin, and select the 
report titled, Travel – User Supplied Hotels. 
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New Report Available:  General – Employee Details (Slim)  

GDS' Supported: N/A 
Configuration Setting: Default off 

This report is similar to the Employee Details Extended Report but with fewer 
columns.  The output columns are: 

 

Results may be narrowed by selecting the Last Name (or part of the name) and the 
Status of the employee.  

NOTE:  If no Last Name is used, then user information is returned based on the 
Status selected in the report filter. 

Available filter selections 
for this report are: 

• Status = All, 
Active, Not Active 

• Export To = 
Comma Delimited 
Test file (csv), 
Fixed Delimited 
(txt), XML 

How to enable 

To add the new report, navigate to Administration > Report Admin, and select the 
report titled, General – Employee Details (Slim). 
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Air 

Air Canada Direct Connect: Private fares support (migrate to ac2u 
13.0 V20081015) 

GDS' Supported: Air Canada Direct Connect  
Configuration Setting: Default off 

Air Canada now supports private corporate discounted fares through their direct 
connect.  Once this feature can be deployed widely, there will no longer be a need to 
source fares from both Air Canada Direct Connect and the GDS, which will simplify 
the experience for travelers.   

To enable this feature, customers must contact their Air Canada account manager 
and their Travel Agency for activation.  Concur is able to assist the agencies with the 
Company Travel Configuration, but does not have the authority to enable the feature 
as Air Canada will conduct a controlled rollout. 

To enable private fares within Concur Cliqbook Travel, go to Administration > 
Company Travel Configuration > Air Canada Direct Connect section.  Check the box 
named “Enable Private Fares.”  The Tour Code, provided by Air Canada, is the code 
for the discount. 

With private fares enabled, the travelers will see no difference during the booking 
process.  The fares however will reflect the corporate discount.   
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Support mixed GDS + Direct Connect bookings in Flex Faring 
display for Galileo GDS 

GDS' Supported: Galileo and Sabre 
Configuration Setting: Default off 

Galileo and Sabre GDS customers who have Flex-faring enabled (currently supported 
in Canada and Australia), now have the ability to combine a GDS and a Direct 
Connect segment in the same booking. 

To enable this functionality, select the 
Enable multiple booking sources 
capability option in the company 
travel configuration.   

! IMPORTANT: The Within 
Australia and/or Within Canada 
flex-faring option must also be enabled for the feature to work. 

This functionality is scheduled to be available for the Apollo, and Amadeus GDS’ in 
the future. 

Note the following: 

• It is possible, for example, to combine an Air Canada Direct Connect Flight 
Pass segment with a GDS (i.e. Westjet) segment in a Concur Cliqbook Travel 
reservation. However, it is not possible to combine an Air Canada Direct 
Connect Flight Pass segment with an Air Canada Direct Connect non-Flight 
Pass segment within a single reservation. 

• TRAVELfusion is not supported in Flex-faring, so it is not possible to combine 
a TRAVELfusion Web fare segment with either a GDS or Direct Connect 
segment. 
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Car 

Car Shop User Interface Improvements 

GDS' Supported: ALL GDS’ 
Configuration Setting: Default On 

Several enhancements were made to the Concur Cliqbook Travel Wizard pages 
related to car rentals. The most visible change was the addition of a panel on the 
right side of the page which allows users to: 

♦ recall past searches 

♦ modify the current search 

♦ filter the car results by air conditioning and transmission type. 

 

The Previous Searches function works exactly the same as the air functionality in 
the Booking Wizard.  

• Loading previous search results simply recalls the results – it does not query 
the GDS and/or Direct Connect source again.  

• The Previous Searches section does not appear until the user searches a 
second time using the right-side panel because, for the first search, there are 
no search results to recall. 

NOTE: This functionality was added to air tickets as well. 
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Results grid 

Cosmetic changes were made to the results grid to improve the appearance, 
especially when one of the data sources (GDS or Direct Connect) fails. The default 
auto-selection mechanism for the results grid has been improved and now uses the 
following rules: 

• If there is only one preferred vendor or only one preferred vendor that 
returned results, then that vendor's row is automatically selected. 

• If there is only one preferred car type or only one preferred car type was 
returned in the results, then that car type's column is automatically selected. 

• If both of the above rules apply, then only the appropriate cell in the grid is 
automatically selected. 

The text of the Previous button was updated to match that used in air ticketing. 

• When no other segments exist:  

 

• When other segments exist:  

Car search results  

Car search results now display the source (GDS or Direct Connect name) in brackets 
after the car type, as is done for air tickets. Currency is now displayed next to all 
rates in the search results: 

 

Rail 

SNCF: Support City pair Frequence advantage cards 

GDS' Supported: N/A 
Configuration Setting: N/A 

This enhancement enables the user to specify the type of Forfait or Frequence card 
owned. These are: 

• Whole Network: The advantage card is valid for the whole network of SNCF 
in France. 

• Route-Specific: The advantage card is valid only for specific routes. 
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If the user holds a route-specific card (or cards), when making a traveler reservation 
the below pop-up appears, to search for flights or rail trips within France: 

 

NOTE: If the user holds a card that is valid for the whole network, the pop-up will 
not appear; the card is automatically used. 

On the price and schedule results page, the pop-up appears just in case the user 
changed either the departure or the arrival airport/rail station. 

The Cliqbook retains the user's selection throughout the session. After logout, the 
check boxes for all cards will clear by default. 
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Better filtering on SNCF arrive by 

GDS' Supported: N/A  
Configuration Setting: N/A 

Due to the specific functionality of the interface provided by SNCF, the Arrive By 
functionality works in what may be, for some, a non-intuitive way. In Arrive By 
mode, the SNCF interface provides, at most, one train before the desired arrival train 
and up to five trains after that time. Most travelers expect to receive the last 
possible train before the desired arrival time, possibly more results before the 
desired arrival time, and at most one result after the desired arrival time. 

The function of the Cliqbook rail search for SNCF has been modified to complete 
multiple background searches in arrival mode to find the latest train before the 
arrival time (but at most 10 hours before the desired time). Additional trains may 
also be returned depending on the individual background search that was successful. 

The following example is for a given one-way train search in which the standard 
arrival times are 8:30, 9:30, 10:30, and so on every hour until 22:30. 
 

Desired 
Arrival Time 

Results Returned with  
Previous Functionality 

Results Returned with  
New Functionality 

11:00 10:30, 11:30, 12:30 10:30, 11:30, 12:30 

10:00 9:30, 10:30, 11:30 8:30, 9:30 

09:00 9:30, 10:30, 11:30 8:30 

08:00 9:30, 10:30, 11:30 21:30, 22:30 previous day 

NOTE: The improved functionality is currently available only in Search by Price 
mode. 

Amtrak: Bookings force user to choose credit card from drop down, 
even if associated with rail in profile 

GDS' Supported: N/A  
Configuration Setting: N/A 

For Amtrak bookings, the Use my default credit card check box will appear on the 
Amtrak booking screen, if the user has a default card for rail. This works similar to 
air: 

• By leaving this check box selected, the user will skip the credit card page and 
book with this card.  

• If the user clears the check box, then the Trip Payment Information screen 
displays so the user can select from any credit card they have access to. 
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Meeting 

General Text and Screen Changes 

GDS' Supported: Concur Meeting ONLY 
Configuration Setting: N/A 

Two enhancements were added to the meeting General page: 

• Contact Email: Increase this field to the same length as the Meeting Name 
and Location Name fields. The field length maximum of 255 characters 
remains the same. 

NOTE: Multiple e-mail addresses are not visible when the meeting is locked.  

 

• Matching Start Date and Matching End Date: Add the following text 
directly above the Matching Start and End Date section: "Meeting Match 
requires onetime activation, per company travel configuration, through the 
Concur support desk prior to using the feature." 
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Do not allow a meeting to go live without a travel configuration 

GDS' Supported: Concur Meeting ONLY 
Configuration Setting: N/A 

This enhancement adds the ability for the system to mark an item in the Meeting 
Setup Checklist as blocking. An item is blocked if it is a fundamental configuration 
option and if it is not resolved. 

Until the item is resolved, the meeting admin cannot activate the meeting.  

For now, the only blocking item appears when no travel configuration is selected for 
the meeting, as indicated by the : 

 

If the meeting admin clicks Activate Meeting, a warning appears: 
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In addition, the blocking item is slightly highlighted: 

 

 

Profile/PNR Administration  

Support FOID selection from the User Interface in the GDS 

GDS' Supported: Sabre and Amadeus 
Configuration Setting: Default off 

Important Implementation note for Concur and for Travel Agency Partners: 
A company whose agency currently uses a custom finishing template to insert FOID 
into PNR for Sabre or Amadeus MUST first remove the FOID command from the 
finishing template before enabling FOID selection. Otherwise, the double FOID (one 
added by this feature and another one added by custom finishing template) will 
cause an error in the finishing process.  

Limitations: This update does not currently support multiple FOIDs in a single PNR, 
which will be available in a future release.    

NOTE:  The only use case where this would occur in the current system would be a 
multi-carrier booking that involved both Lufthansa and the Spanish Shuttle on 
the same PNR, so Concur believes this issue will not affect customers. 

There are three areas in Concur Cliqbook Travel affected with this feature: 

#1: Adding Driver’s License and National ID in Personal profile page 

In addition to the three FOID types currently supported in user profile – 
passport, frequent traveler program and credit card – this release adds text 
fields for user to enter driver's license and national ID in the personal profile 
page. Neither will appear in personal profile page unless their module 
properties are enabled for them to display. The user may enter up to one 
driver's license and one National ID in the profile page for FOID purpose. 
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To enable, create a case with Concur Client Services and request that the 
following Module Properties be enabled for the client site, Display Drivers 
License and Display National ID. 

#2: Enable FOID-required carriers in Company Administration  

This release implements FOID rules on the following two carriers.  

♦ Iberia  - shuttle flights operated between Barcelona and Madrid  

♦ Lufthansa – flights that depart within Germany and arrive outside 
Germany, and the point of sale is in Germany. 

The FOID rules are disabled on above carriers by default, until the company 
enables these two carriers within the client site.  

To enable, within the client site: 

♦ Navigate to Administration > Company Admin > Travel Policy 
Administrator > Vendor FoID Admin tab.  

♦ Select the vendor you would like to require FoID. 

♦ Click Save. 
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#3: FOID choices drop-down in Trip Details Page  

When a user books flights that match 
any FOID rules implemented by this 
release, one or more dropdowns will 
appear on trip details page for the 
user to pick the applicable FOID info 
stored in user's profile. Each 
dropdown is labeled with a carrier 
name the FOID choice is associated 
with. Each list consists of FOID 
choices accepted by the carrier, and 
are labeled with remarks for users to 
differentiate them properly. 

 

 

A blank line text appears on each 
dropdown by default. When a 
dropdown is not selected, when the 
user clicks Next, the following 
warning appears to remind the user 
to select one FOID choice for each 
FOID-required carrier before continuing. 

Amadeus File Finishing - Change Responsibility Format 

GDS' Supported: Amadeus 
Configuration Setting: N/A 

ChangeOwnership has been added as a line type to PNR finishing 
for Amadeus, so an additional entry of REP/OfficeID/ALL can be 
added. What this entry will do is change responsibility to the 
fulfillment office, which is different from the virtual office ID used 
for trip creations and bookings. Going forward all airline messages 
(changes, cancellations, upgrades, terminal changes, etc) will go 
to the fulfillment office instead of the virtual office ID. 
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Change Passport header text in Profile so that it makes sense if 
passport required 

GDS' Supported: N/A 
Configuration Setting: N/A 

The text on the profile screen previously read: "Adding your passport information to 
your profile will allow us to include it in your reservations. While not a requirement, 
having this information in your reservation can make international travel a little 
easier." 

"While not a requirement" was removed since passport information may be required. 

 

Travel Agency March Release Preview 

Hertz and Sixt Direct Connect *TRAVEL AGENCY PREVIEW* 

GDS' Supported: ALL GDS’ 
Configuration Setting: Default Off 

IMPORTANT: The February release for Hertz and Sixt Direct Connects is for agency 
preview only. The information in this release note can be shared with agencies but 
not direct customers.  These Direct Connects will be available for general use in the 
March Release, but an agency can setup and test today.   

The Hertz and Sixt Direct Connects are a worldwide program, where the greatest 
benefits are seen in high vendor adoption areas. Unlike airline vendor Direct 
Connects, Hertz and Sixt will have no additional fees when used.  The cost of use is 
the same as what is in place to reserve a GDS car today.  Hertz advised, on a case-
by-case basis, European car rates might be less expensive with the Direct Connect, 
than what is available in the GDS.  This is similar to what Sixt does today. 

In order to support the new car Direct Connects (Hertz and Sixt), changes were 
made to itineraries. While booking a car from Hertz or Sixt Direct Connects, the 
itinerary view page will produce results similar to when a user books a car from the 
GDS. Samples are shown below. 
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Pick-up and drop-off at the same location: 

 

Pick-up and drop-off at different locations: 
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Off-Airport location: 

 

The functionality of the Info link is changed, for car search results that originate 
from a Direct Connect. It now displays a pop-up window rather than a new page, 
messages and charge breakdown provided by the vendor. 
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Company Travel Configuration 

Changes were made to the Company Travel Configuration to allow the Hertz and Sixt 
Direct Connects to be selectively enabled and to allow the entry of a Corporate 
Discount Code. If you do not have a discount code, it can be tested without, however 
Hertz and Sixt recommend that you contact your local representative to get a 
discount code setup. 

NOTE: For these Direct Connects, the source of the discount code is the Company 
Travel Configuration screen, not the Corporate Discount screen. 

When a Travel Configuration option is added, that determines whether the daily, 
weekly, or monthly rate shown in the car search results should include a proportion 
of the additional compulsory charges (required insurance coverage, concession fees, 
road tax, etc.) or whether they should show only the base rate. 
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Be aware that under certain circumstances – in particular when the rental period is 
exactly a given number of weeks or months with no "extra day" charges – Hertz and 
Sixt do not provide a daily rate. In this situation, an average rate is calculated. This 
is indicated in the car search results. 

NOTE: The General check box in the Company Travel Configuration has no 
functionality associated today, but is reserved for a future release. 

In order to support the new car Direct Connects (Hertz and Sixt), changes were 
made to cancel reservation requests. Users can cancel the whole reservation or car 
segment as shown below. 

 

Passive Segments 

During a direct connect purchase, passive segments are written to the GDS. For each 
GDS we sent the following commands to create an appropriate passive segment 

Sabre 

0CARZEGK1PRG08JUN-10JUN/ICAR/ARR-1700/RET-1300/DO-PRG/RG-CZK1226.89 UNL 
DY/CF-E271A385166 
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Worldspan 
<WSC1> 
 <MSG_VERSION>1</MSG_VERSION> 
 <VARIABLE_COUNT>0001</VARIABLE_COUNT> 
 <PNR_RLOC /> 
 <OVERRIDE_CUST_REF>Y</OVERRIDE_CUST_REF> 
 <END_OPTION>E</END_OPTION> 
 <VENDOR_CODE>ZE</VENDOR_CODE> 
 <STATUS_CODE>MK</STATUS_CODE> 
 <QUANTITY>1</QUANTITY> 
 <ASSOCIATE_TYPE>CAR</ASSOCIATE_TYPE> 
 <START_DATE> 
  <START_DAY>18</START_DAY> 
  <START_MONTH>MAY</START_MONTH> 
 </START_DATE> 
 <END_DATE> 
  <END_DAY>20</END_DAY> 
  <END_MONTH>MAY</END_MONTH> 
 </END_DATE> 
 <TRANS_ID>E271A380551    </TRANS_ID> 
 <ASSOCIATE_NAME>Hertz</ASSOCIATE_NAME> 
 <TRAVEL_SEG_IND>T</TRAVEL_SEG_IND> 
 <VAR_DATA> 
  <WEB_OPTIONS> 
   <OPTION_ID>FF1</OPTION_ID> 
   <OPTIONAL_FIELD_INFO>NONSMOKING </OPTIONAL_FIELD_INFO> 
  </WEB_OPTIONS> 
  <WEB_OPTIONS> 
   <OPTION_ID>FF2</OPTION_ID> 
   <OPTIONAL_FIELD_INFO>UNL FM</OPTIONAL_FIELD_INFO> 
  </WEB_OPTIONS> 
  <WEB_OPTIONS> 
   <OPTION_ID>FF3</OPTION_ID> 
   <OPTIONAL_FIELD_INFO>CARTYPE ECMN</OPTIONAL_FIELD_INFO> 
  </WEB_OPTIONS> 
  <WEB_OPTIONS> 
   <OPTION_ID>DO</OPTION_ID> 
   <OPTIONAL_FIELD_INFO>PRGT51</OPTIONAL_FIELD_INFO> 
  </WEB_OPTIONS> 
  <WEB_OPTIONS> 
   <OPTION_ID>DT</OPTION_ID> 
   <OPTIONAL_FIELD_INFO>20MAY2009</OPTIONAL_FIELD_INFO> 
  </WEB_OPTIONS> 
  <WEB_OPTIONS> 
   <OPTION_ID>PUP</OPTION_ID> 
   <OPTIONAL_FIELD_INFO>PRGT51</OPTIONAL_FIELD_INFO> 
  </WEB_OPTIONS> 
  <WEB_OPTIONS> 
   <OPTION_ID>PUT</OPTION_ID> 
   <OPTIONAL_FIELD_INFO>0900</OPTIONAL_FIELD_INFO> 
  </WEB_OPTIONS> 
  <WEB_OPTIONS> 
   <OPTION_ID>RTD</OPTION_ID> 
   <OPTIONAL_FIELD_INFO>DY1226.89CZK TO3872.00CZK TX618.22CZK 
FE800CZK</OPTIONAL_FIELD_INFO> 
  </WEB_OPTIONS> 
 </VAR_DATA> 
</WSC1> 
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Apollo / Galileo 
<PassiveSegmentSell_1_0> 
 <PassiveSegmentSellMods> 
  <PassiveSegmentSellRequest> 
   <PassiveSegType>CAR</PassiveSegType> 
   <Vnd>ZE </Vnd> 
   <Status>BK</Status> 
   <NumItems>01</NumItems> 
   <City>PRG</City> 
   <StartDt>20090615</StartDt> 
   <EndDt>20090616</EndDt> 
   <Type>ICAR</Type> 
   <DuePaidTextInd>D</DuePaidTextInd> 
   <AmtDuePaid>3872.00</AmtDuePaid> 
  </PassiveSegmentSellRequest> 
  <PassiveSegmentSellFreeformRequest> 
   <PropAddrInd>CF</PropAddrInd> 
   <Text>E271A364739    </Text> 
  </PassiveSegmentSellFreeformRequest> 
  <PassiveSegmentSellFreeformRequest> 
   <PropAddrInd /> 
   <Text> 
    TOTAL CZK3872.00 
    /RT-CZK1226.89DY- /MG-UNL FM CT-ECMN 
   </Text> 
  </PassiveSegmentSellFreeformRequest> 
 </PassiveSegmentSellMods> 
</PassiveSegmentSell_1_0> 

Amadeus 
<PoweredCar_PassiveSell> 
 <pnrInfo> 
  <paxTattooNbr> 
   <referenceDetails> 
    <type>PT</type> 
    <value>16</value> 
   </referenceDetails> 
  </paxTattooNbr> 
 </pnrInfo> 
 <sellData> 
  <companyIdentification> 
   <travelSector>CAR</travelSector> 
   <companyCode>ZE</companyCode> 
  </companyIdentification> 
  <locationInfo> 
   <locationType>176</locationType> 
   <locationDescription> 
    <code>1A</code> 
    <name>PRG</name> 
   </locationDescription> 
  </locationInfo> 
  <pickupDropoffTimes> 
   <beginDateTime> 
    <year>2009</year> 
    <month>06</month> 
    <day>15</day> 
    <hour>17</hour> 
    <minutes>00</minutes> 
   </beginDateTime> 
   <endDateTime> 
    <year>2009</year> 
    <month>06</month> 
    <day>17</day> 
    <hour>01</hour> 
    <minutes>00</minutes> 
   </endDateTime> 
  </pickupDropoffTimes> 
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  <vehicleInformation> 
   <vehTypeOptionQualifier>VT</vehTypeOptionQualifier> 
   <vehicleRentalNeedType> 
    <vehicleTypeOwner>ACR</vehicleTypeOwner> 
    <vehicleRentalPrefType>ECMN</vehicleRentalPrefType> 
   </vehicleRentalNeedType> 
  </vehicleInformation> 
  <confirmationNbr> 
   <reservation> 
    <companyId>1A</companyId> 
    <controlNumber>E271A420080    </controlNumber> 
    <controlType>2</controlType> 
   </reservation> 
  </confirmationNbr> 
  <rateCodeInfo> 
   <fareCategories> 
    <fareType>BAD1EU</fareType> 
   </fareCategories> 
  </rateCodeInfo> 
  <supleInfo> 
   <remarkDetails> 
    <type>CSI</type> 
    <freetext> 
     NONSMOKING  SI DY1752.60CZK\ 
     TOTAL7294.69CZK TAX1164.7CZK FEE2624.79CZK 
    </freetext> 
    <businessFunction>CAR</businessFunction> 
    <language>EN</language> 
    <source>M</source> 
    <encoding>1</encoding> 
   </remarkDetails> 
  </supleInfo> 
  <agentInformation> 
   <nameInformation> 
    <qualifier>BA</qualifier> 
    <name>DIRECT</name> 
   </nameInformation> 
  </agentInformation> 
 </sellData> 
</PoweredCar_PassiveSell> 
 

What is written to the PNR 

Sabre: 

3  CAR ZE 08JUN M GK1  FRA/09JUN/ICAR/ARR-2000/RET-2300/DO-FRA  
/RG-EUR61.56 UNL DY/CF-E271A364537-  

Amadeus: 

2 CCR SX HK1 PRG 13APR 14APR MCMN/BS-23256553/ARR-0900 
  /BA-DIRECT/RC-CZIIE0/RT-1700/SI-NONSMOKING  SI 
  DY1156.7CZK\TOTAL3538.35CZK TAX564.95CZK 
  FEE660CZK/CF-6040499328 
  **SEE RTSVCC** 

Apollo/Galileo: 

4:  1 CAR ZE BK1  PRG 08JUN-09JUN ICAR/BS-14537412**TOTAL CZK3872.0 
5: 0 /RT-CZK1226.89DY- /MG-UNL FM CT-ECMN**DUE3872.00**/CF-E294A434 
6: 6E8 
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Worldspan: 

 1 TVL ZE MK1 CAR 06APR09 08APR09/CF-E294A497091/AN-HERTZ/DO-PRG 
T51/DT-1700/PUP-PRGT51/PUT-0900/RTD-DY1226.89CZK TO4157.60CZK TX 
663.82CZK FE1040CZK/FF1-NONSMOKING/FF2-UNL FM/FF3-CARTYPE ECMN   

NOTE:  For Worldspan Concur does not use passive segments but web segments. 

Known Issue: 

Apollo/Galileo is missing the pickup and drop-off time. This will be updated in a 
future release. 
 

Finishing Data Points for Hertz and Sixt *TRAVEL AGENCY 
PREVIEW* 

GDS' Supported: N/A 
Configuration Setting: Yes 

IMPORTANT: The February release for Hertz and Sixt Direct Connects is for agency 
preview only. The Direct Connects will be available for all client use in the March 
Release. 

Finishing data points have been added for the Direct Connects to Hertz and Sixt. The 
data points are similar to those seen in a GDS car purchase. 
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The sample below shows a full list of the currently existing data points: 
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Jira List 

Enhancements 

 
Key Summary Parature Ticket ID CRMC Case ID 

CEN-1160 Support FOID selection in the UI for applicable 
airlines 

    

CEN-1214 Air Canada Direct Connect: Private fares support 
(migrate to ac2u 13.0 V20081015) 

    

CEN-1261 SNCF: Support City pair Frequence advantage 
cards 

    

CEN-1284 Hertz and Sixt Itinerary Requests     

CEN-1285 Hertz & Sixt Shop Request     

CEN-1286 Hertz and Sixt Sell Request     

CEN-1348 Hertz & Sixt Cancel Request     

CEN-1357 User Import - Employee ID is not displayed 
correctly in CTE after the employee is 
successfully imported via User Import 

    

CEN-1389 General Text and Screen Changes     

CEN-1397 Concur Meeting: Add Meeting Permissions by 
Default when a site is built 

    

CEN-1400 Volaris Direct Connect: NewSkies Upgrade     

CEN-1401 Better filtering on SNCF arrive by     

CEN-1402 Support Middle Name, Date of Birth, and Gender 
for passenger information in 3rd party meetings 
xml post 

    

CEN-1407 Finishing Data Points for Hertz and Sixt     

CEN-1415 When posting credit card creation requests from 
Concur Expense (e.g. for KR-1205) make card 
the default for everything if the user has no 
other cards. 

    

CEN-1417 Localization for Februarys 2009 Build - German     

CEN-1418 CLONE -IE fixes for User Supplied Hotels     

CEN-1419 Support FOID selection from the UI in the GDS     

CEN-1420 Rule system to tell UI which airlines support 
FOID 

    

CEN-1422 Permit mixed GDS + Direct Connect bookings in 
Flex Faring display for Galileo GDS 

    

CEN-1423 Need a Reports Portal report for Non-Cliqbook 
hotel 

    

CEN-1424 Allow customers to enable User Supplied Hotels     
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Key Summary Parature Ticket ID CRMC Case ID 

CEN-1428 Monitor for ViaRail     

CEN-1429 Amtrak: Bookings force User to choose Credit 
Card from drop down, even if associated w/Rail 
in Profile 

  CRMC-5341,  
CRMC-5327 

CEN-1432 Do not allow meeting to go live without a travel 
config 

    

CEN-1433 Wuxi (WUX) China added to database   

CEN-1440 create report to show refunds with cc processor     

CEN-1442 Add Monitor For Hertz Direct Connect     

CEN-1444 create meeting attendees info report for concur 
user conference 

    

CEN-1445 Need to remove Personal option from Add Credit 
Card functionality 

   

CEN-1447 Amadeus File Finishing - need Change 
Responsibility Format - Our European accounts 
are asking for a feature specific to Amadeus 
fulfillment 

705-6095994,  
705-6076426 

  

CEN-1448 Change Passport header text so that it makes 
sense if passport required and if it is not. 

   

CEN-1460 Improvements to CarShop UI     

Support Cases 

 
Key Summary Parature Ticket ID CRMC Case ID 

CLQ-2064 Double Booking for Limo 705-5855588, 
705-5936392, 
705-6487024 

CRMC-2221 

CLQ-2090 Unable to manually delete custom fields 705-5476154,  
705-6463074 

CRMC-3577 

CLQ-2767 Sabre - Enable AirTran FF#s to be saved to the 
common FF# area. 

  

CLQ-2774 New off airport car location codes do not contain 
numbers need to change cliqbook car database to 
accept new code without Category field 

705-6319610  

CLQ-2803 FOP not updating when air is added: When 
adding air segments to a car and/or hotel only 
booing the FOP is not updating to the AIR credit 
card for Apollo and Sabre sites 

  CRMC-5248 

CLQ-3035 CLONE -Activation Date not being honored, users 
can access prior to date 

  CRMC-2113,  
CRMC-4213 

CLQ-3063 Highlight change of airports at connecting point    

CLQ-3177 Pricing: Apollo Unable to Fare Quote    CRMC-3515,   
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Key Summary Parature Ticket ID CRMC Case ID 

CLQ-3251 Sky Europe: TravelFusion bookings failing    

CLQ-3260 Car: direct bill number not being added as an ID 
field 

   

CLQ-3321 Meetings Bar not Moving    

CLQ-3341 Fare rules: CO specific issue with rules from EWR 
airport 

   

CLQ-3366 German language: Milan incorrectly translated for 
car and hotel only 

   

CLQ-3669 Air Canada Direct Connect 
AlternateSourceBookingData/SourceSpecificBooki
ngData/FareInfo/Cost datapoint is incorrectly 
storing base fare amount instead of total fare 

  CRMC-4894 

CLQ-3680 Travelfusion: Allegiant Air results not being 
returned on TOL-PIE as we are searching FSD-
LAS for some reason 

  

CLQ-3697 Need to have new credit card attribute moved to 
profile sync 

   

CLQ-3833 Sabre CO 737 seat map issue - Sabre Seat Map 
of CO is different than Cliqbook needs to be 
added to seatmap database 

   

CLQ-3837 Apollo-only: Cliqbook not sending correct SSR to 
Virgin America for FOP 

   CRMC-5404,   

CLQ-3840 Amadeus Duration-actual flight time is off     

CLQ-3866 Adding car/hotels to Amtrak bookings - to be 
removed from Travel Config for Apollo/Worldspan 
configs 

   

CLQ-3869 Virgin Blue Baggage Handling Error in the 
booking process for search by price 

    

CLQ-3871 Add Airport Codes RTE, FSG, HDQ     

CLQ-3873 Airline locator not present on itinerary, even 
though the logs show we receive it 

   

CLQ-3875 Unable to pull the GDS Log    

CLQ-3879 Self Registration Link Error    

CLQ-3893 Sabre Flex faring not working   

CLQ-3900 PNR template missing phone line ability   CRMC-4696 

CLQ-3901 Error Profiles are not saving -    CRMC-5484 

CLQ-3911 CLONE -Meeting Error when booking a companion    

CLQ-3914 Rapid Reprice SABRE - Agencies with TJR "PQ 
REQUIRED BEFORE END TRANSACTION" causing 
Failure 

    

CLQ-3917 PS652495-Rincon-Preticket changes not 
capturing all flight segments. 

  CRMC-4787 
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Key Summary Parature Ticket ID CRMC Case ID 

CLQ-3921  PS 588175 // Dow // can not update custom 
field drop down list 

  CRMC-3577 

CLQ-3928 When a flight is on NW but operated by Compass 
the Canadian Airlines logo comes up in Cliqbook, 
which is out of business 

   

CLQ-3929 AARP Employee rates for negotiated hotels are 
not showing rates unless AARP check-box is 
checked in profile 

   

CLQ-3937 Norwegian Air successfully booked in TF however 
No PNR was created in the GDS - Amadeus 

   

CLQ-3938 TF booking made successfully, No PNR created in 
the GDS - Amadeus 

   

CLQ-3942 Create Cliqbook company feature should not 
create a travel config 

   

CLQ-3953 FOP not adding to Car only FOPs as per the 
enabled setting on the configuration 

   

CLQ-3955 travel fusion bookings aren't resulting in a 
passive segment in Amadeus 

   

CLQ-3965 Amadeus: eticket shell contains invalid fare     

CLQ-3966 UAT - Southwest Apollo Fare rules    

CLQ-3967 Self Registration Link Error    

CLQ-3968 Need to remove TTN as an airport as there is no 
commercial service 

  CRMC-5359 

CLQ-3970 Hotel sold out - message not reflected to user - 
Hotel Unavailable in Worldspan is getting error 
REQUIRES MANUAL PROCESSING. NOW BEING 
PR in Cliqbook. 

  CRMC-5382 

CLQ-3971 GetItinerary returns an error for itinerary created 
on Sabre web service 

    

CLQ-3980 OT_DW_GetReceiptsRentalCar -- if car_code is 
null we assemble a string potentially too long for 
the DW table 

    

CLQ-3981 Need airport city codes added to database    

CLQ-3982 PS630415 - KerryMexico - Seat map does not 
display on AM and MX flights - Mexicana (MX) 
Airbus 318, 319, 320, 332 / Aeromexico (AM) 
737, 737-800, ERJ-135/145, ERJ-190, MD-84 

  CRMC-4291 

CLQ-3983 Hertz Car Rates Appearing for User and selling at 
the higher car rate than what was chosen. 

  CRMC-5678,  
CRMC-5383 

CLQ-3984 Error when trying to price Prem Econ on BA NO 
FARES AVAILABLE FOR REQUESTED CABIN, when 
space is avail in GDS that prices 

  CRMC-5210 

CLQ-3999 Park 'N Fly: Change logos and maps URL, and 
update supplemental XML docs 
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Key Summary Parature Ticket ID CRMC Case ID 

CLQ-4004 If a hotel offers both pre-paid, and non pre-paid 
rates, and the config is set to has Do not allow 
bookings that require a deposit, no hotel rate 
options are allowed to be reserved for property. 

  CRMC-5801,  

CLQ-4008 Add MMH MAMMOTH LAKES, CA to Air Data Base    

CLQ-4010 Bahn card import needs to have expiration date     

CLQ-4012 Air Canada Flight Pass: AC results missing 
leading zeros in Flight Numbers 93, 1, which 
seemingly causes us not to identify these flights 
as AC Flight Pass eligible Flights. 

   

CLQ-4014 PS642717-Nestle Canada-Air Canada error 
booking flights w/no FF discount when you have 
no FF number 

  CRMC-4643 

CLQ-4018 ps651923 Jacobs Hampton Hotels not returning 
Fed Gov rates 

  CRMC-4773 

CLQ-4019 AC Flight Pass Flashes but doesn't consistently 
return Air Pass Options to pick from 

  CRMC-5730,  
CRMC-5815,  

CLQ-4023 Violation reason code not appearing   CRMC-5578,  
CRMC-5669,   
CRMC-5786,  
CRMC-5003, 

CLQ-4024 Need L'Avion airline on the vendor list in the 
Manage Corporate Discounts section 

   

CLQ-4025 Cliqbook displays DL 'operated by RP' as Redwing 
Air and it should be Chautauqua 

   

CLQ-4029 QGV, Neu-Isenberg, DE which does not support 
any commercial flights, please remove from data 
base 

   

CLQ-4036 Schedule tasks report error    

CLQ-4057 Add ZEL, BELLA BELLA BC, CANADA Airport code 
to Cliqbook 

   

CLQ-4129 AAirpass: Response for the Sabre command to 
Calculate the airport distance (WM) changed 

  CRMC-5596 
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Summary 

Major Features 
• Hertz and Sixt direct connect available to the public 

• National / Alamo / Starwood e-receipts 

• Conversion to Google Maps 

• Offering Quiet / Mobile zone option for Deutsche Bahn 

• Improved UI in Air Search by Schedule 

Minor Features 
• FP Line in Sabre post-ticket change  

• Rule to exclude fares from LLF 

• Aer Lingus pull itinerary in real time vs. only displaying passive segments 
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Release Notes 

Administration 

Arranger will receive rejection and approver emails along with user 

GDS’ Supported: N/A 
Configuration Setting: Default on 

Travel arrangers will be notified via email when a rule-violating trip they arranged 
has been rejected or approved if they indicate in system settings that they wish to 
receive such notifications. The setting is set to ON by default but can be modified at 
Profile > System Settings. 

 

NOTE: This is an existing setting that previously only applied to travelers. 

New rule action: Exclude this fare from LLF calculation 

GDS’ Supported: N/A 
Configuration Setting: Default off 

Any air segment that matches the Exclude From LLF rule action will not be used for 
calculating the LLF. The example rule below:  

• Excludes all fares less than $240 from the LLF calculation 

• Fares above $240 and $10 greater than the LLF will require approval 

• The LLF is guaranteed to be over $240 

 

NOTE: The Exclude From LLF rule action is only applicable to the Flight section of 
Travel Policy Administration. 
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Guest Travel: Enforce BIN restrictions 

GDS’ Supported: N/A 
Configuration Setting: Default off 

The new Travel System Admin setting, Enforce BIN restrictions on temporary 
cards, has been added to allow configuration-level BIN restrictions to be enforced 
for temporary credit cards entered for guest bookings. 

 

Users will not be able to go forward from the credit card selection page if they select 
the option to use a temporary credit card number, if that number does not comply 
with their configuration's BIN restrictions. 

Guest Travel: Add temporary card for hotel only 

GDS’ Supported: N/A 
Configuration Setting: Default off 

The new Travel System Admin setting, Temporary cards for hotel only, allows 
limiting the use of temporary credit cards for guest bookings to hotel reservations 
only. If the booking is not for a hotel, the temporary card fields are not displayed. 

 

Alert users setting up agency configurations if the Sabre 
credentials and Sabre Web Service credentials match 

GDS’ Supported: Sabre 
Configuration Setting: Default on 

On June 1, all Sabre customers must have valid, working Sabre Web Service 
credentials or bookings will not succeed. This is a required migration to Sabre's latest 
Web Services technology and continues the process begun in late 2007.  

Most agencies have these credentials set up properly but many still do not. One of 
the common errors made by an agency is to use the same credentials for Databahn 
and Sabre Web Services. Per Sabre, while this is a workable method if the correct 
setup is followed, it is unlikely that the credentials will be the same for both 
Databahn and Sabre Web Services. In addition, testing the credentials may show 
that the login was successful, thus confusing the user.  
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To minimize the likelihood of error, Cliqbook will display a message any time 
someone changes the Sabre Web Services credentials if the change matches the 
Databahn credentials. The user will see the dialog box shown below. If the user clicks 
OK, the credentials will be updated. Typically, the user should cancel and provide 
correct credentials. 

 

Remove "Use Sabre Web Services for Booking" settings and replace 
with a new field 

GDS’ Supported: Sabre 
Configuration Setting: Default Off 

The following check boxes on the company travel configuration page related to Sabre 
Web Service have been removed: 

• SABRE ONLY: Use Sabre Web Services instead of Databahn under 
System Configuration Options   

• Use web service for Sabre profiles under Profile  

A new check box is available for customers who would like to enable Sabre Web 
Services for all available functions:  

 

NOTE: This Sabre Web Services feature is automatically enabled for Sabre customers 
who enabled Use web service for Sabre profiles previously.  
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As of today, when this feature is turned on, Cliqbook sends messages to Sabre, using 
the associated Agency Configuration Web service credentials for the following 
functions: 

• Profile Sync 

• Fare Rules 

• Air Schedule Search 

Replace MapPoint with Google Maps 

GDS’ Supported: N/A 
Configuration Setting: Default on 

With this feature, Concur Cliqbook Travel moves from using Microsoft's MapPoint 
service to using Google Maps. This transition includes the following user interface 
changes. 

Off-Airport car rental location search 

The off-airport search is accessed from the Car tab on the Travel home page: 

A new window opens allowing the user 
to search for a rental location close to an 
airport, address, reference point / postal 
code, or company location. 

The radius is specified in miles or 
kilometers. 

For example, assume that the user 
searches for a car rental location in 
Springfield. On the Car tab, the user 
selects Off-Airport and clicks the 
Search link.  

 

In the search window, the user selects Reference Point / Zip Code, enters 
Springfield in the field, and clicks Search: 
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If the system finds locations, it displays a window with a dropdown list of all found 
locations. To show all found locations on a map, the user can click on the Show All 
On Map link: 

 

The user can select a location by either selecting the location in the dropdown list or 
by clicking a marker on the map: 
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If this is the correct location, the user clicks Choose. The next page loads, showing 
all found car rental locations: 
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There are two new controls on the map: 

• Every location has a Show on Map link. If the user clicks the link, that 
location is centered on the map and Google zooms in. 

 

• The Show All On Map link in the upper right corner resets the center and 
zoom level so that all located car rental locations are displayed. 

Legend for the different kind of markers 

The map view uses different markers for reference points and for car rental 
locations, as shown in the table below. 
 

 
Car Rental Location 

 
Hotel 

 
Restaurant 

 
Reference Point 

Hotel search and results page 

On the Hotel tab of the Travel home page, the user can start a hotel search close to 
an airport, company location, address, or reference point (just like for the off-airport 
car rental location search). 
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When searching for an address or a reference point, a map appears showing the 
found reference points: 

 

The sample above shows a reference point search for the Empire State Building. 

If a user selects a location, Cliqbook search for hotels within the specified radius. On 
the result page, the user can consider the location of all hotels or a single hotel by 
clicking on the links shown in the sample below: 
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The Map Controls 

There are two control groups on each map screen: 

• The user can use the arrow controls to move the displayed map 
west, north, east, and south. Most of the time, it is more 
convenient to use drag-and-drop to move the map. 
 
The plus (+) and minus (-) button are for zooming in and out  

• These three buttons switch between a map only, satellite only, 
and hybrid view. 

More pages using Google Maps now 

Here are more pages that have been enhanced with the Google Maps technology: 

• Search for restaurants - The functionality is the same as described above for 
hotels. 

• Search for Limo pick-up and drop-off locations 

• Hotel Report (Accessible e.g. over the Hotel Summary Report) 

• Nearest airport search (Accessible over the Air Configuration within the 
Cliqbook Meeting Admin) 

• Driving directions plus a map in the itinerary email 

• Vinnet – Expense – Personal Car Mileage 

Air 

Move the Sabre commands for air schedule to Sabre Web Services 
native XML 

GDS’ Supported: Sabre 
Configuration Setting: Default off 

Cliqbook can now search the Sabre Air schedule using native Sabre Web Services 
XML for clients with valid Sabre web services credentials, using the setting below: 
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SWABIZ: Additional itinerary emails 

GDS’ Supported: N/A 
Configuration Setting: Default on 

A new Email Options section has been added to the BookingBuilder configuration 
page so administrators can specify additional email addresses. (Multiple email 
addresses must be comma separated.) These email addresses (in addition to the 
traveler's email address) will be sent to BookingBuilder and then BookingBuilder will 
email a copy of the traveler's itinerary. 

How to access 

To access the page, navigate to Administration > Travel System Admin > 
SWABIZ Configuration: 

 

Aer Lingus direct connect itinerary 

GDS’ Supported: N/A 
Configuration Setting: Default on 

Prior to this release, the Aer Lingus direct connect did not include an itinerary 
function, which means that all data shown when viewing the itinerary after reserving 
a ticket was coming through the primary GDS. 

With this service update, itinerary data comes directly from Aer Lingus whenever 
possible. In case of a communication problem or other error, the primary GDS is 
used: 
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The data provided by Aer Lingus directly does not include Class of Service (Business 
or Economy), but does include information about purchased checked-in baggage. In 
addition, data about the ticket cost is not provided, so that is always recalled from 
the Cliqbook reservation record. 

NOTE: The message "To view the most up to date itinerary go directly to 
www.aerlingus.com", is no longer applicable and has been removed.  

Change UI for interaction between Flight Class dropdown and 
Price/Schedule radio buttons 

GDS’ Supported: N/A 
Configuration Setting: Default on 

Concur Cliqbook Travel handled flight class of 
service options by hiding the Price choice and 
changing the text of the other choice from 
Schedule to Schedule only. This solution 
caused the choices to be in different areas on the 
screen. 

If the user is allowed to select different flight 
classes, then two behaviors must be enforced: 

• If the user wants to search flights in any 
class except economy, then a search by 
Schedule is the only option available. 

• If a user has selected a class other than 
economy and switches from search by 
Schedule to search by Price, then the class 
selector must be set to Economy. 

With this service update, the behaviors described 
above now occur. In addition, a yellow highlight 
appears, drawing the user's attention to the fact 

that the class and/or search option has changed. 
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Concur Cliqbook Travel Booking Wizard change to schedule page so 
interface matches current flex faring display 

GDS’ Supported: N/A 
Configuration Setting: Default on 

Overview 

The air schedule page has been redesigned so that the user's selected flights move 
to the top of the page and appear in the Chosen Flights area. This allows the user 
to always view the currently selected flights regardless of the filter used. This 
solution also addresses issues involving multiple flights (or no flights) selected for a 
segment when the user clicks Next. 

This update mirrors what is used for flex-faring. 

How it works 

At all times, there will be only one selected flight or set of flights for a segment, and 
it will appear at the top of the page in the Chosen Flights area. As a visual cue, the 
flight selection will float to the top of the page, as shown below: 
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These selected flights will remain there until removed or until another flight is 
selected, which will replace the one in that segment. This simplifies the selection 
process as these flights remain visible regardless of the filter or view used. 

NOTE: If the company travel configuration is set up to use OAG, the initial selections 
are made from a database entry. When selected, Cliqbook runs an availability 
check using the GDS to make sure that the user can actually book these 
flights. If there is no availability for a flight, Cliqbook runs a full GDS search 
and replaces the data on screen with live GDS data. In this case, any flights 
in the Chosen Flights area are removed. 
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Virgin Blue baggage handling error in the booking process for flex 
faring 

GDS’ Supported: Galileo and Sabre 
Configuration Setting: Default on 

Prior to this release, when booking a flight with the Virgin Blue direct connect and 
flex faring and using a Virgin Blue elite frequent flyer (Velocity) card, the sell 
transaction could fail. The failure occurs because the traveler has achieved Silver or 
Gold status, which entitles the traveler to a free baggage allowance, causing the 
predicted total cost to differ from actual total cost. 

The Flight Options transaction will now complete an extra check using the traveler's 
frequent flyer credentials. If the traveler is entitled to a free baggage allowance, this 
is now shown in the Flight Options dialog instead of the normal baggage options: 

 

Currently a combination of the circumstances below, mean that the free baggage 
allowance from frequent flyer status is always greater than or equal to the greatest 
possible paid baggage allowance.  If the user has a free baggage allowance, no other 
options display. 

• The Virgin Blue direct connect is used only on flights within Australia 

• Virgin Blue allows a maximum of 23kg of baggage on domestic flights 

• The minimum free baggage from Velocity status is 23kg 

However, should that situation change, the travel will be given the option of using 
the free baggage allowance or paying for an increased allowance. For example, if the 
traveler has a current Silver Velocity card with a 23kg free baggage entitlement and 
the traveler was flying internationally with a surcharge option for 32kg, both options 
would be offered.   

NOTE: Since it is not currently possible to duplicate this situation, no integration 
testing was done on this special functionality. 
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Amadeus not showing Spanish shuttle flights 

GDS’ Supported: Amadeus 
Configuration Setting: N/A 

Amadeus customers who would like to book Iberia flights that operate between 
Barcelona and Madrid as Spanish Shuttle must select Refundable only air fares 
when doing air schedule search for this city pair. Otherwise, those Iberia flights will 
be booked as regular flights and no FOID will be collected during the booking. 

Airports Added 

GDS’ Supported: N/A 
Configuration Setting: Default on 

With this service update, Cliqbook has added support for commercial flights to and 
from CJA and TPP (Peru). 

Car 

Adjust width of re-search widget for car display 

GDS’ Supported: N/A 
Configuration Setting: Default on 

The results screen shown when searching for car rentals was 
too wide. When viewed in a browser sized to 1024 pixels 
wide, the user was required to use the horizontal scroll bar 
to see the right edge of the page. 

This has been corrected by changing the layout of the search 
panel so that it is slightly narrower (normally at most 267 
pixels wide): 
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Car rental location opening hours localized 

GDS’ Supported: N/A 
Configuration Setting: Default on 

Previously, when searching for a car rental, in some cases the opening hours of the 
rental location (as displayed in the detail pop-up window) are shown in military (24-
hour) format. 

Times now display according to the format chosen by the user in their profile system 
settings. 

Adjust colors on car search widget labels 

GDS’ Supported: N/A 
Configuration Setting: Default on 

The car search sections have been updated to 
match the color themes: 
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Change Car transmission selection to radio button 

GDS’ Supported: N/A 
Configuration Setting: Default on 

The results screen shown when searching for car 
rentals allows the user to filter the results by car 
transmission type. This was modeled as two check 
boxes, but Concur's standard is to use a radio button: 

 

 

 

 

 

Enable all clients for National/Alamo e-receipts 

GDS’ Supported: N/A 
Configuration Setting: Default on 

Concur has completed beta testing National/Alamo e-receipts. All e-receipt enabled 
companies that have a Corporate Discount number for National/Alamo will now see 
their e-receipts.   

How to use 

Any company that has e-receipt-
enabled travel configurations, 
and who has National and/or 
Alamo discount codes stored in 
their car vendor discounts, will 
start receiving National and 
Alamo e-receipts.   

The Corporate Discount Number 
is entered for a company by 
their travel agency or travel 
manager in Travel System 
Admin > Company Specific > 
Manage Corporate Discounts 
> Car Vendors. 
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Alamo and National are now identified as e-receipt enabled vendors when searching 
for cars in the Concur Cliqbook Travel Booking Wizard: 

 

Car pick-up time now honored when arrival flight is during off 
hours 

GDS’ Supported: N/A 
Configuration Setting: Default on 

Currently, when adding a car to air, Cliqbook automatically assigns the car pick-up 
and drop-off time based on the appropriate flight segment. This was being done at 
sell time. Therefore, even though the user may have changed their time manually – 
such as 7 AM for a flight that arrives at 5 AM – Cliqbook was still selling the car with 
the flight time of 5 AM.  

Since the times closely match the flights, if the car start time generated from the 
search times is more than an hour different from the associated flight time, Cliqbook 
treats these car sells as walk-ins and does not provide flight information (flight 
number, etc.). Also, in some cases, (Sabre and Amadeus) Cliqbook provides the Air 
vendor as ZZ and the flight number as 1234. 

Hertz and Sixt direct connect 

GDS' Supported: ALL GDS’ 
Configuration Setting: Default Off 

The Hertz and Sixt Direct Connects are a worldwide program, where the greatest 
benefits are seen in high-vendor-adoption areas. Unlike airline vendor direct 
connects, Hertz and Sixt will have no additional fees when used. The cost of use is 
the same as is in place to reserve a GDS car today. Hertz advised, on a case-by-case 
basis, European car rates might be less expensive with the direct connect, than what 
is available in the GDS. This is similar to what Sixt does today. 

In order to support the new car direct connects (Hertz and Sixt), changes were made 
to itineraries. While booking a car from Hertz or Sixt Direct Connects, the itinerary 
view page will produce results similar to when a user books a car from the GDS. 
Samples are shown below. 
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Pick-up and drop-off at the same location: 

 

Pick-up and drop-off at different locations: 
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Off-Airport location: 

 

The functionality of the Info link is changed, for car search results that originate 
from a Direct Connect. It now displays a pop-up window rather than a new page, 
messages and charge breakdown provided by the vendor: 
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Company Travel Configuration 

Changes were made to the Company Travel Configuration to allow the Hertz and Sixt 
direct connects to be selectively enabled and to allow the entry of a Corporate 
Discount Code. The direct connect can be tested without a discount code, if you do 
not have one, however Hertz and Sixt recommend that you contact your local 
representative to get a discount code setup. 

NOTE: For these direct connects, the source of the discount code is the Company 
Travel Configuration screen, not the Corporate Discount screen. 

When a Travel Configuration option is added, that determines whether the daily, 
weekly, or monthly rate shown in the car search results should include a proportion 
of the additional compulsory charges (required insurance coverage, concession fees, 
road tax, etc.) or whether they should show only the base rate. 
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Be aware that under certain circumstances – in particular when the rental period is 
exactly a given number of weeks or months with no "extra day" charges – Hertz and 
Sixt do not provide a daily rate. In this situation, an average rate is calculated. This 
is indicated in the car search results. 

NOTE: The General check box in the Company Travel Configuration has no 
functionality associated today, but is reserved for a future release. 

In order to support the new car direct connects (Hertz and Sixt), changes were made 
to cancel reservation requests. Users can cancel the whole reservation or car 
segment as shown below: 

 

Passive Segments 

During a direct connect purchase, passive segments are written to the GDS. For each 
GDS we sent the following commands to create an appropriate passive segment. 

Sabre 

0CARZEGK1PRG08JUN-10JUN/ICAR/ARR-1700/RET-1300/DO-PRG/RG-CZK1226.89 UNL 
DY/CF-E271A385166 
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Worldspan 
<WSC1> 
 <MSG_VERSION>1</MSG_VERSION> 
 <VARIABLE_COUNT>0001</VARIABLE_COUNT> 
 <PNR_RLOC /> 
 <OVERRIDE_CUST_REF>Y</OVERRIDE_CUST_REF> 
 <END_OPTION>E</END_OPTION> 
 <VENDOR_CODE>ZE</VENDOR_CODE> 
 <STATUS_CODE>MK</STATUS_CODE> 
 <QUANTITY>1</QUANTITY> 
 <ASSOCIATE_TYPE>CAR</ASSOCIATE_TYPE> 
 <START_DATE> 
  <START_DAY>18</START_DAY> 
  <START_MONTH>MAY</START_MONTH> 
 </START_DATE> 
 <END_DATE> 
  <END_DAY>20</END_DAY> 
  <END_MONTH>MAY</END_MONTH> 
 </END_DATE> 
 <TRANS_ID>E271A380551    </TRANS_ID> 
 <ASSOCIATE_NAME>Hertz</ASSOCIATE_NAME> 
 <TRAVEL_SEG_IND>T</TRAVEL_SEG_IND> 
 <VAR_DATA> 
  <WEB_OPTIONS> 
   <OPTION_ID>FF1</OPTION_ID> 
   <OPTIONAL_FIELD_INFO>NONSMOKING </OPTIONAL_FIELD_INFO> 
  </WEB_OPTIONS> 
  <WEB_OPTIONS> 
   <OPTION_ID>FF2</OPTION_ID> 
   <OPTIONAL_FIELD_INFO>UNL FM</OPTIONAL_FIELD_INFO> 
  </WEB_OPTIONS> 
  <WEB_OPTIONS> 
   <OPTION_ID>FF3</OPTION_ID> 
   <OPTIONAL_FIELD_INFO>CARTYPE ECMN</OPTIONAL_FIELD_INFO> 
  </WEB_OPTIONS> 
  <WEB_OPTIONS> 
   <OPTION_ID>DO</OPTION_ID> 
   <OPTIONAL_FIELD_INFO>PRGT51</OPTIONAL_FIELD_INFO> 
  </WEB_OPTIONS> 
  <WEB_OPTIONS> 
   <OPTION_ID>DT</OPTION_ID> 
   <OPTIONAL_FIELD_INFO>20MAY2009</OPTIONAL_FIELD_INFO> 
  </WEB_OPTIONS> 
  <WEB_OPTIONS> 
   <OPTION_ID>PUP</OPTION_ID> 
   <OPTIONAL_FIELD_INFO>PRGT51</OPTIONAL_FIELD_INFO> 
  </WEB_OPTIONS> 
  <WEB_OPTIONS> 
   <OPTION_ID>PUT</OPTION_ID> 
   <OPTIONAL_FIELD_INFO>0900</OPTIONAL_FIELD_INFO> 
  </WEB_OPTIONS> 
  <WEB_OPTIONS> 
   <OPTION_ID>RTD</OPTION_ID> 
   <OPTIONAL_FIELD_INFO>DY1226.89CZK TO3872.00CZK TX618.22CZK 
FE800CZK</OPTIONAL_FIELD_INFO> 
  </WEB_OPTIONS> 
 </VAR_DATA> 
</WSC1> 
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Apollo / Galileo 
<PassiveSegmentSell_1_0> 
 <PassiveSegmentSellMods> 
  <PassiveSegmentSellRequest> 
   <PassiveSegType>CAR</PassiveSegType> 
   <Vnd>ZE </Vnd> 
   <Status>BK</Status> 
   <NumItems>01</NumItems> 
   <City>PRG</City> 
   <StartDt>20090615</StartDt> 
   <EndDt>20090616</EndDt> 
   <Type>ICAR</Type> 
   <DuePaidTextInd>D</DuePaidTextInd> 
   <AmtDuePaid>3872.00</AmtDuePaid> 
  </PassiveSegmentSellRequest> 
  <PassiveSegmentSellFreeformRequest> 
   <PropAddrInd>CF</PropAddrInd> 
   <Text>E271A364739    </Text> 
  </PassiveSegmentSellFreeformRequest> 
  <PassiveSegmentSellFreeformRequest> 
   <PropAddrInd /> 
   <Text> 
    TOTAL CZK3872.00 
    /RT-CZK1226.89DY- /MG-UNL FM CT-ECMN 
   </Text> 
  </PassiveSegmentSellFreeformRequest> 
 </PassiveSegmentSellMods> 
</PassiveSegmentSell_1_0> 

Amadeus 
<PoweredCar_PassiveSell> 
 <pnrInfo> 
  <paxTattooNbr> 
   <referenceDetails> 
    <type>PT</type> 
    <value>16</value> 
   </referenceDetails> 
  </paxTattooNbr> 
 </pnrInfo> 
 <sellData> 
  <companyIdentification> 
   <travelSector>CAR</travelSector> 
   <companyCode>ZE</companyCode> 
  </companyIdentification> 
  <locationInfo> 
   <locationType>176</locationType> 
   <locationDescription> 
    <code>1A</code> 
    <name>PRG</name> 
   </locationDescription> 
  </locationInfo> 
  <pickupDropoffTimes> 
   <beginDateTime> 
    <year>2009</year> 
    <month>06</month> 
    <day>15</day> 
    <hour>17</hour> 
    <minutes>00</minutes> 
   </beginDateTime> 
   <endDateTime> 
    <year>2009</year> 
    <month>06</month> 
    <day>17</day> 
    <hour>01</hour> 
    <minutes>00</minutes> 
   </endDateTime> 
  </pickupDropoffTimes> 
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  <vehicleInformation> 
   <vehTypeOptionQualifier>VT</vehTypeOptionQualifier> 
   <vehicleRentalNeedType> 
    <vehicleTypeOwner>ACR</vehicleTypeOwner> 
    <vehicleRentalPrefType>ECMN</vehicleRentalPrefType> 
   </vehicleRentalNeedType> 
  </vehicleInformation> 
  <confirmationNbr> 
   <reservation> 
    <companyId>1A</companyId> 
    <controlNumber>E271A420080    </controlNumber> 
    <controlType>2</controlType> 
   </reservation> 
  </confirmationNbr> 
  <rateCodeInfo> 
   <fareCategories> 
    <fareType>BAD1EU</fareType> 
   </fareCategories> 
  </rateCodeInfo> 
  <supleInfo> 
   <remarkDetails> 
    <type>CSI</type> 
    <freetext> 
     NONSMOKING  SI DY1752.60CZK\ 
     TOTAL7294.69CZK TAX1164.7CZK FEE2624.79CZK 
    </freetext> 
    <businessFunction>CAR</businessFunction> 
    <language>EN</language> 
    <source>M</source> 
    <encoding>1</encoding> 
   </remarkDetails> 
  </supleInfo> 
  <agentInformation> 
   <nameInformation> 
    <qualifier>BA</qualifier> 
    <name>DIRECT</name> 
   </nameInformation> 
  </agentInformation> 
 </sellData> 
</PoweredCar_PassiveSell> 
 

What is written to the PNR 

Sabre: 

3  CAR ZE 08JUN M GK1  FRA/09JUN/ICAR/ARR-2000/RET-2300/DO-FRA  
/RG-EUR61.56 UNL DY/CF-E271A364537-  

Amadeus: 

2 CCR SX HK1 PRG 13APR 14APR MCMN/BS-23256553/ARR-0900 
  /BA-DIRECT/RC-CZIIE0/RT-1700/SI-NONSMOKING  SI 
  DY1156.7CZK\TOTAL3538.35CZK TAX564.95CZK 
  FEE660CZK/CF-6040499328 
  **SEE RTSVCC** 

Apollo/Galileo: 

4:  1 CAR ZE BK1  PRG 08JUN-09JUN ICAR/BS-14537412**TOTAL CZK3872.0 
5: 0 /RT-CZK1226.89DY- /MG-UNL FM CT-ECMN**DUE3872.00**/CF-E294A434 
6: 6E8 
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Worldspan: 

 1 TVL ZE MK1 CAR 06APR09 08APR09/CF-E294A497091/AN-HERTZ/DO-PRG 
T51/DT-1700/PUP-PRGT51/PUT-0900/RTD-DY1226.89CZK TO4157.60CZK TX 
663.82CZK FE1040CZK/FF1-NONSMOKING/FF2-UNL FM/FF3-CARTYPE ECMN   

NOTE:  For Worldspan, Concur does not use passive segments, but Web segments. 

Known Issue: 

Apollo/Galileo is missing the pick-up and drop-off time. This will be updated in a 
future release. 

Sixt Rental showing up in North America searches 

GDS’ Supported: N/A 
Configuration Setting: Sixt Direct Connect – Default on 

If a user is shopping for a car rental in the US and if the Sixt direct connect is 
enabled, the car results for Sixt were displaying the error "The Sixt rental location is 
not valid. Please try a different location." – regardless of whether Sixt is preferred.  

NOTE: Sixt does not have any rental locations in the US, Canada, or Mexico. 

The normal functionality for car vendors in a primary GDS is that a "NO LOCATIONS 
AT AIRPORT" message is displayed only if the vendor is preferred. 

The Sixt direct connect has been changed so that when enabled, it will display the 
consistent message above used for other preferred car vendors, even when not 
available in North America. 

Hertz & Sixt change request 

GDS’ Supported: N/A 
Configuration Setting: Default on 

This enhancement adds the capability to change the dates of an existing car 
reservation at a direct connect car rental vendor like Hertz and Sixt.  

Regarding the user interface and the functionality, there are no differences when 
changing the reservation of a direct connect compared to the GDS.  
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Sixt rental location hours display update 

GDS’ Supported: N/A 
Configuration Setting: Default 
on 

Prior to this release, when 
searching for a car rental from 
a Sixt rental location using the 
Sixt direct connect, the 
opening hours displayed 
incorrectly in the car rental 
detail pop-up window. For 
example, the location at FRA 
airport is open 00:01 to 01:00 
and 06:00 to 23:59, but this 
was displayed incorrectly as 1: 
- 01:00, 06:00 to 23:59. 

Hotel 

Enable all clients for Starwood e-receipts 

GDS’ Supported: N/A 
Configuration Setting: E-Receipts Enabled Default on 

Concur has completed beta testing Starwood e-receipts. All e-receipt enabled 
companies will now see Starwood e-receipts.   

How to use 

Any company that has e-receipt-enabled travel configurations will start receiving 
Starwood e-receipts. Starwood chains include: Sheraton, W Hotels, Westin, Aloft 
Hotels, Element Hotels, Luxury Collection, Le Meridien, and St. Regis.   

Starwood hotels are identified as E-Receipt Enabled when searching for hotels: 
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Rail 

Deutsche Bahn: offer mobile and quiet carriage 

GDS’ Supported: All GDS’ 
Configuration Setting: Deutsche Bahn Default on 

This enhancement involves the ability to: 

• Select a seating preference in the Mobile or Quiet zones on ICE trains 
(InterCity Express and Rhealys)  

• Select outbound seat reservations but not the return seat reservations, or 
vice versa (hereinafter referred to as partial seat reservations) 

• Retain the benefit of printing out the PDF e-tickets yourself 

In these cases, two PDF e-tickets will be generated:  

• One for the ticket portion of the trip 
– and –  

• One for the seat reservation portion of the trip (hereinafter referred to as 
split ticketing) 

Conditions 

Note the following: 

• When booking a Deutsche Bahn trip in Cliqbook, there is the notion of a ticket 
and the notion of seat reservations, each can be booked independently. 

• When the ticket and the [non-partial] seat reservations are booked together 
in the same booking, it is called a combi booking. 

• Only ICE trains have Mobile and Quiet zones. 

• Split ticketing applies only if a ticket and seat reservations are involved. One 
without the other means split ticketing will not take place. 

• Split ticketing applies when ICE trains are involved and the traveler selects 
Mobile or Quiet preference. This is true for both roundtrip and one-way trips. 

• Split ticketing applies when partial seat reservations are involved regardless 
of train type or Mobile/Quiet preferences. 

• Choosing Don’t Care for Noise Comfort means split ticketing will not take 
place, provided partial seat reservations are not involved. 

• If a ticket-only booking or a seat reservations-only booking is involved, no 
split ticketing will be done. 

• If an online ticket is not available for a trip, meaning only pickup-at-ticket-
machine is possible or if the traveler voluntarily chooses to pick up his/her 
ticket at a machine even if online ticket is possible, then no split ticketing will 
be done. 
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Reduced Reservation Fee 

The regular cost of a seat reservation is: 

• €4.00 in Second class per direction with up to one free connection 

• €5.00 in First class per direction with up to one free connection 

However, when making combi bookings, the traveler enjoys the benefit of a reduced 
reservation fee. 

The reduced cost of a seat reservation is: 

• €2.00 in Second class per direction with up to one free connection 

• €3.00 in First class per direction with up to one free connection 

NOTE: If the outbound segment has 2 or 3 connections, the seat reservation cost is 
twice the respective regular or reduced fee. 

Example 1: 

Roundtrip, second class, from X to Y with 1 connection in the outbound and 2 
connections in the return, non-combi booking: 

Outbound: 

X    to    A 
A    to    Y ………………… 1 connection which is free, so €4.00 

Return: 

Y   to   B 
B   to   A 
A   to   X ………………….. 2 connections, with 1 free connection, so €8.00 

Example 2: 

Roundtrip, first class, from X to Y with 2 connections in the outbound and 3 
connections in the return, combi booking: 

Outbound: 

X    to    A 
A    to    B 
B    to    Y ………………… 2 connections, with 1 free connection, so €10.00 

Return: 

Y   to   C 
C   to   B 
B   to   A 
A   to   X ………………….. 3 connections, with 2 free connections, so €10.00 
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Booking scenarios that yield different kinds of seat requirements 

Not all scenarios below have example routes at this time. We will add them when 
they become available. 

• Outbound and return seat reservations optional 

Example:  
Berlin to Frankfurt (MAIN) 

 

• Outbound and return seat reservations required 

Example: 
Paris to Frankfurt (MAIN) 
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• Outbound and return seat reservations not required nor possible 

Example:  
Bonn Hauptbahnhof to Siegen 
Hanover Hbf to Wolfsburg 

 

• Outbound seat reservations optional, return seat reservations required 

• Outbound seat reservations optional, return seat reservations not required 
nor possible 

Example: 
Hanover Hbf to Wolfsburg 

 
 

• Outbound seat reservations required, return seat reservations optional 

• Outbound seat reservations required, return seat reservations not required 
nor possible 

• Outbound seat reservations not possible nor required, return seat 
reservations optional 

• Outbound seat reservations not possible nor required, return seat 
reservations required 

• Outbound seat reservations required, return seat reservations optional 
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• Outbound seat reservations not required nor possible, return seat 
reservations optional  

Example: 
Hanover Hbf to Wolfsburg 

 

• Outbound seat reservations optional, return seat reservations required 

• Outbound seat reservations not required nor possible, return seat 
reservations required 

• Outbound seat reservations optional, return seat reservations not possible nor 
required 

• Outbound seat reservations required, return seat reservations not possible 
nor required 

Changes to the Credit Card Page 

The Ticket Delivery and Seating Preferences section on the credit card page now 
has a Noise Comfort dropdown. 
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PDF E-tickets and Split Ticketing 

In the case of a regular combi booking, the result is a single PDF document with the 
ticket and seat reservation information residing in the same ticket.   

However, when online tickets have to be split (based on the points mentioned in the 
Conditions section above), the result is a single PDF document containing two 
separate parts:  one part containing the ticket portion of the booking and another 
part containing the seat reservation portion of the booking. The traveler should print 
both parts of the PDF document. 

Here is an example of a booking with split tickets. 

Ticket Portion: 
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Seat Reservation Portion: 

 

Deutsche Bahn: Recognize an expired Bahn card when making a 
rail booking 

GDS’ Supported: All GDS’ 
Configuration Setting: Default on 

A new option called Don’t allow expired DB cards was added to the Company 
Travel Configuration. If this option is enabled no Deutsche Bahn bookings are 
allowed with already expired Bahn cards.  

 

Deutsche Bahn: ticketed travelers can cancel a trip if... 

GDS’ Supported: All GDS’ 
Configuration Setting: Default on 

Deutsche Bahn rail bookings may now be canceled up to 10 days after travel has 
started, if the status is something other than “needs expense report”. 
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Deutsche Bahn: Unbookable trains to be selected cannot be 
selected on schedule page 

GDS’ Supported: N/A 
Configuration Setting: No 

The Deutsche Bahn search by schedule screen displays all connections available 
through the Deutsche Bahn API. For segment options, which cannot be booked 
(neither through Cliqbook nor through www.bahn.de), the radio button will be 
disabled and a mouse over item informs the user that “This segment must be 
purchased at the local station”.  

Deutsche Bahn: Display all company locations by country when 
adding hotel to rail 

GDS’ Supported: All GDS’ 
Configuration Setting: Default on 

For Deutsche Bahn reservations, Cliqbook does not have a start city for adding hotel 
to rail. In addition, the Cliqbook Deutsche Bahn rail station database does not have 
latitude and longitude geocoding, so when adding hotels to rail trips, the user is not 
able to select Company Locations. Cliqbook will now retrieve all company locations 
by country. 

Correct Class of Service drop down 

GDS’ Supported: All GDS’ 
Configuration Setting: Default on 

For Amtrak, Cliqbook no longer shows an extraneous Class of service dropdown on 
the right side search section: 
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For Deutsche Bahn and SNCF searches, Cliqbook now shows the correct Class of 
service dropdown on the trip dates page: 
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Taxi 

RideCharge: Allow administrators to turn on/off the RideCharge 
reminder email 

GDS’ Supported: N/A 
Configuration Setting: Default on 

Travel Administrators can now turn on/off the RideCharge reminder emails. 

How to enable 

Changes may be updated in two areas: 

• Administration > Company Admin > RideCharge: 

 

• Administration > Travel System Admin > Company Travel 
Configuration > Send email reminder before flight check box: 
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Meeting 

Change meeting details view to recognize refunded and/or declined 
attendees in payments 

GDS’ Supported: N/A 
Configuration Setting: Concur Meeting Default on 

On the Overview page in Meeting Admin, the value in the Number Paid column will 
no longer include any payments that have been refunded (partial or otherwise). 

 

Add discount code to Meeting Attendees Info report 

GDS’ Supported: N/A 
Configuration Setting: Concur Meeting Default on 

The payment step called Discount Code now has a column on the Meeting Attendees 
Info report. It will reflect the discount code the attendee entered or the discount 
code a meeting administrator has set for the attendee using the Edit functionality on 
the Attendee page in Meeting Admin: 

 

Add note to 3rd-party meetings for meeting match 

GDS’ Supported: N/A 
Configuration Setting: Third Party Meeting Default on 

The following text was added to the Third-Party Registration Meetings administration 
page above the Matching Start Date and Matching End Date fields. This matches 
the text added to the Concur Meeting administration screen: 
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Changing a leg of a trip - asked to select an airport but the airport 
is grayed out 

GDS’ Supported: N/A 
Configuration Setting: Concur Meeting Default on 

There is a Concur Meeting setting to not allow the traveler to change his/her 
destination airport. The intent - if the meeting is in Denver, attendees should not be 
using the Meeting interface to book a trip to Chicago. Meetings where this option is 
set, the right-side search from availability in the Cliqbook Booking Wizard is: 

• Disabling the arrival airport for one-ways and roundtrips 

• Disabling all airports for multi-segment trips 

This is not an issue in normal Meetings bookings, but the Trip Change interface uses 
the same code in a different way – formerly causing all airports to be disabled.  This 
has been corrected in this release. 

Profile/PNR Administration  

Post Ticket Change: Improve Discount handling, and write FP line 
for Sabre 

GDS’ Supported: Sabre 
Configuration Setting: Default on 

Sabre agencies using cross-GDS rapid reprice will now have a ticket driveline (FP) 
written to the PNR when a ticket change is performed through Cliqbook.   

Prior to this release, discounts that were not being applied properly during ticket 
change are now corrected. 

PNR Finishing datapoint to identify multi-source (mixed GDS & 
direct connect) 

GDS’ Supported: Galileo/Sabre, Canadian/ 
Australian Direct Connects 
Configuration Setting: Default on 

A new datapoint is available in the Finisher for 
multi-source air bookings. When the booking 
contains segments from both a GDS and a 
direct connect, then the 
IS_MULTI_SOURCE_AIR node will be set to 
true.  
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Multiple Form of ID Updates 

GDS’ Supported: Amadeus, Galileo and Sabre 
Configuration Setting: Default on 

FOID, released in the February build, was implemented to accept a single FOID 
choice on the Trip Details page when a user travels on a Lufthansa or Iberia flight 
on Sabre or Amadeus. The following enhancements were implemented in March to 
fulfill the rest of FOID requirements. 

Support FOID for Galileo customers 

Concur Cliqbook Travel’s former logic inserts 
one credit card FOID field during air sell for 
Galileo customers when their travel begins with 
a flight operated by carrier LH, AF, OS, AZ, or 
SK. To substitute this logic today with the FOID 
implementation, these five carriers are FOID-
enabled automatically in all Galileo customers' 
travel configurations. The settings are reflected 
in the Vendor FOID Admin tab of Galileo 
customer's Travel Admin screen seen here. 

Unlike the old logic (which only considers FOID 
for the first flight), FOID is required by any 
flight in the trip that operated by one of those 
five carriers. 

All FOID functions (such as collecting user FOID 
choices in Trip Details page, adding FOID fields 
to GDS PNR during finishing) implemented for 
Galileo are identical to what were previously 
done for Sabre and Amadeus. 

Remind user with specific FOID choices in    
Trip Confirm Page  

When a user enters FOID choices on the Trip Details page and navigates to the 
Trip Confirm page, a pop-up appears to remind the user to carry the chosen FOID 
documents when traveling on the flights: 
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When one FOID is chosen for more than one carrier, the reminder text is displayed 
as: 

 

Since this pop-up is also used for the visa reminder, when the visa reminder is 
enabled, FOID and visa reminders are presented together in the same popup as: 

 

Include FOID user choices in trip display 

The same reminder text presented in the pop-up is used on the trip display, under 
the Trip Record Locator as: 

  

NOTE: The FOID information is displayed as long as Cliqbook has FOID choices 
matching to carriers in the reservation.  
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Include FOID user choices in trip email 

The same FOID information that is displayed in reservation is included in HTML 
format email as:  
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Or in plain-text format email as: 

 

Likewise, it appears in the Microsoft Outlook appointment file: 
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Support FOID for trip change in the UI  

During a trip change, a user may change a flight to another one operated by a 
carrier that requires FOID, while no FOID information for that carrier is available in 
the PNR. In this case, the user will be asked for FOID on the Edit Confirm page; in 
the same way when new trip creation collects FOID on the Trip Details page. 

On the other hand, any carriers in the PNR that already have FOID information 
available in Cliqbook will have their FOID presented on the Edit Confirm page to 
reconfirm. 

Here is an example of a flight 
change, where: 

• The existing flights are on 
Alitalia and Lufthansa,  

• The Traveler changes the 
Alitalia flight to Air France 
but keeps the Lufthansa 
flight in the trip.  

You can see the FOID for Air France is required, while Lufthansa's FOID is presented 
to re-confirm with a modified field label of, “Form of ID chosen for Lufthansa”.   

The FOID associated to a carrier that is no longer in the PNR due to a trip change, 
like the Alitalia flight in above example, Cliqbook does not display it on the Edit 
Confirm page as that FOID information is no longer relevant.  

Lufthansa FOID requirement update  

The FOID requirement rule for Lufthansa is changed from “leaving-Germany 
international flights only” to “any flights”. 

Hertz and Sixt Direct Connect: Finishing Data Points 

GDS' Supported: N/A 
Configuration Setting: Default off 

Finishing data points have been added for the direct connects to Hertz and Sixt. The 
data points are similar to those seen in a GDS car purchase. 
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The sample below shows all data points: 

 

The structure of the finishing data for direct connect cars has been changed. The 
XML layout of the screen shot above appears as shown below. 

NOTE: Most of the non-relevant XML has been removed so that this information did 
not span several pages. […] marks indicate the section of deleted text. 

<PNRFinishData> 
 <FinishingMode> 
  <MODE>TICKETING</MODE> 
 </FinishingMode> 
 [………] 
 <AlternateSourceBookingDataArray> 
  <AlternateSourceBookingData> 
   <BookingSource>Sixt</BookingSource> 
   <RecordLocator>5P7TVA</RecordLocator> 
   <CarSpecificBookingData 
xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance"> 
    <Vendor>SX</Vendor> 
    <PickupLocation> 
     <CityCode>PRG</CityCode> 
     <Category>T</Category> 
     <Number>1</Number> 
     <ChainLocationCode>3391</ChainLocationCode> 
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    </PickupLocation> 
    <DropoffLocation> 
     <CityCode>PRG</CityCode> 
     <Category/> 
     <Number/> 
     <ChainLocationCode>3391</ChainLocationCode> 
    </DropoffLocation> 
    <CarType> 
     <Class>E</Class> 
     <BodyType>D</BodyType> 
     <Transmission>M</Transmission> 
     <AirCond>R</AirCond> 
    </CarType> 
    <StartDate>2009-04-13</StartDate> 
    <StartTime>09:00</StartTime> 
    <EndDate>2009-04-14</EndDate> 
    <EndTime>17:00</EndTime> 
    <ConfNum>6040499342</ConfNum> 
    <NumCars>1</NumCars> 
    <DropoffFee></DropoffFee> 
    <DropoffFeeCurrCode></DropoffFeeCurrCode> 
    <BookedTotal>4377.01</BookedTotal> 
    <RateInfo> 
     <RateType>Day</RateType> 
     <RateAmount>1509.08</RateAmount> 
     <RateTypeAmount>2</RateTypeAmount> 
     <CurrencyCode>CZK</CurrencyCode> 
     <MileageAllowance>Unlimited</MileageAllowance> 
     <TotalFees>660</TotalFees> 
     <TotalTax>698.85</TotalTax> 
    </RateInfo> 
   </CarSpecificBookingData> 
  </AlternateSourceBookingData> 
 </AlternateSourceBookingDataArray> 
</PNRFinishData> 

Need to be able to hide the credit card billing address 

GDS’ Supported: N/A 
Configuration Setting: Default off 

A new module property, Hide Credit Card Billing Address, allows companies to 
specify that travelers using specific travel configurations not be prompted for their 
credit card billing address. If set to True, the billing address fields will be hidden 
when adding/editing a credit card, and services that would normally require billing 
address information for credit cards (i.e. certain direct connects) would transparently 
be passed the traveler's profiled work address.  This feature was added to save the 
traveler a step when Company issued credit cards are in place. 

How to enable 

To enable, create a case with Concur Client Services and request that the Hide 
Credit Card Billing Address module property be enabled for a specific 
configuration or globally on the client site. 
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Retention lines & MIS segments are turned into false FlightSegs 
and causing errors on itinerary page 

GDS’ Supported: Amadeus 
Configuration Setting: Default on 

Certain actions, like adding a retention line to an Amadeus PNR, would cause an 
additional miscellaneous segment to be added to the itinerary. These segments 
would appear as FlightSegs, causing inaccurate displays and errors on trip change 
code generation. This issue has been resolved. 
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Jira List 

 

Enhancements 

 

Key Summary Issue Links 

CEN-1550 Enhance FOID to work for Domestic Germany LH flights for 
companies using FOID 

  

CEN-1549 Do not send Deutsche Bahn Bahncards in XML Sync   

CEN-1540 Los Angeles Area Airports - do not show up when requested with LAX 
area airports 

CRM Case: CRMC-
4392 

CEN-1537 If possible, do not allow unbookable trains to be selected on schedule 
page (disable button) 

  

CEN-1526 need specific text on credit card entry page for Deutsche Bank   

CEN-1525 Deutsche Bank - when adding hotel to rail narrow company locations 
by country 

  

CEN-1524 New module property to control editing of credit cards imported from 
Concur Expense 

  

CEN-1523 Remove "Use Sabre Web Services for Booking" setting   

CEN-1522 Deutsche Bank would like trip library to include withdrawn trips as 
the default 

  

CEN-1519 Deutsche Bank show all company locations for add hotel to rail   

CEN-1518 Allow Any Deutsche Bahn traveler to cancel Deutsche Bahn trip if it is 
in past but started 10 days ago or less, when status is something 
other than "needs expense report." 

  

CEN-1517 Allow Any Deutsche Bahn traveler to cancel Deutsche Bahn trip if it is 
in "needs expense report" status and trip is either in future or started 
10 days ago or less. 

  

CEN-1516 Allow Deutsche Bank traveler to cancel Deutsche Bahn trip if it is in 
"needs expense report" status and trip isj either in future or started 
10 days ago or less. 

  

CEN-1514 Need to be able to hide the Credit Card Billing Address   

CEN-1512 Enable all clients for Starwood e-receipts   

CEN-1511 Enable all clients for National/Alamo e-receipts   

CEN-1510 Add Travelconfig-level module property to enforce bin restrictions on 
guest travel 

  

CEN-1500 UI change to Schedule Page so interface matches current Flex Faring 
UI 
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Key Summary Issue Links 

CEN-1499 RideCharge: Allow Company Admins to turn on/off the RideCharge 
Reminder Email 

  

CEN-1497 One-time database update to add FOID carriers -LH, AF, OS, AZ and 
SK, for all Galileo companies 

  

CEN-1494 Change UI for interaction between Flight Class dropdown and 
Price/Schedule radio buttons 

  

CEN-1493 Replace MapPoint with Google Maps   

CEN-1492 Change car transmission selection to radio button in CarChoose   

CEN-1490 Aer Lingus get itinerary   

CEN-1489 Add the Directory Server Login ID to the user web service   

CEN-1488 Include FOID user choices in trip display   

CEN-1487 Include FOID user choices in trip e-mail   

CEN-1484 Support FOID for trip change in UI   

CEN-1483 Remind user with specific FOID choices in TripConfim page   

CEN-1482 Alert users setting up agency records if the Sabre credentials and 
Sabre Web Service credentials match. 

  

CEN-1480 add note to 3rd party meetings for meeting match   

CEN-1478 SWABIZ: an option for "always cc itineraries to this address"   

CEN-1476 CB does not recognize an expired bahn card when making a rail 
booking 

  

CEN-1475 Support trip change for FOID (works in behind-UI data access logic 
and finisher) 

  

CEN-1474 Modify Queue Sucker Logic in Worldspan, Sabre and Amadeus to 
reduce scans 

  

CEN-1470 Adjust colors on car search widget labels   

CEN-1469 Adjust width of re-search widget in cars   

CEN-1467 Updates to Finishing Data points for Hertz and Sixt   

CEN-1465 Sixt and Hertz Billing   

CEN-1464 add discount code to meeting attendees info report   

CEN-1459 Support mixed GDS + Direct Connect on Apollo GDS in Flex Faring   

CEN-1457 write rapid reprice fare endorsements to phase IV fare store   

CEN-1454 Change meeting details view to recognize refunded and/or declined 
attendees in payments 

  

CEN-1452 Localization for March 2009 Build - German, French   

CEN-1450 Implement FOID for Galileo in finisher   
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Key Summary Issue Links 

CEN-1449 Need Finisher Data point to identify multi-source (mixed GDS & 
Direct Connect) 

  

CEN-1446 Better filtering on SNCF arrive by in Search By Schedule   

CEN-1443 Improve post-ticket change discount handling, and write FP line for 
Sabre post-ticket change 

CRMC-5920 

CEN-1427 FOP Guest Travel - Add Temporary Card for Hotel Only Solution 
Suggestion ID: 
SID576 

CEN-1421 Move the Sabre Commands for Air Schedule to Sabre Web Services 
native XML 

  

CEN-1411 new rule action: exclude this fare from LLF calculation   

CEN-1408 Import for Hertz Rental Locations   

CEN-1349 Hertz & Sixt Change Request   

CEN-1328 INTERNAL: New Cliqbook Billing System - Admin UI/Invoicing Engine   

CEN-1326 DBahn: Partial (only outbound or inbound) seat reservation of an E-
Ticketable booking causes Ticket Pick-up at Kiosk instead 

  

CEN-1220 Sixt Direct Connect   

CEN-1219 Hertz Direct Connect   

CEN-1112 DBahn: offer mobile and quiet carriage   

CEN-1036 Arranger should receive rejection and approver e-mails along with 
user 

Parature: 705-
6181764 

Support Cases 

 

Key Summary Parature Ticket 
ID 

CRMC Case ID 

CLQ-2216 Add a button on the Travel step for no travel 
needed and Local indicator under attendee 
booked column 

705-4055893   

CLQ-2607 Virgin Blue Credit Card Processing Fee missing 
creating invalid total fare due on Itinerary 

705-6201761   

CLQ-2840 BIC Codes: British Airways R class returning as 
Economy, but should be Business. 

705-6381632, 
090204-000137, 
080916-000043, 

090310-000235 

CRMC-5793, 
CRMC-4170, 
CRMC-6411 

CLQ-2899 Update Johannesburg, South Africa Airports 705-6465524   
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Key Summary Parature Ticket 
ID 

CRMC Case ID 

CLQ-3040 Farestore: Plating issue with KLM for US bookings 
which require NW plating instead of KLM 

081230-000201, 
081126-000014, 
090303-000504, 
090122-000120, 
080909-000444, 
080725-000017, 
090108-000132, 
090122-000462   

CRMC-5249, 
CRMC-4850, 
CRMC-6341, 
CRMC-5780, 
CRMC-5779, 
CRMC-1890, 
CRMC-5625, 
CRMC-5653 

CLQ-3120 Air Canada Direct Connect: Business class 
requested but not returning via API 

090129-000321, 
080827-000070   

CRMC-5781, 
CRMC-3146 

CLQ-3176 Car: General shop in Config is not working 080829-000236, 
081112-000288  

CRMC-3353, 
CRMC-4628 

CLQ-3197 Duplicate fares appearing in CB   CRMC-6290 

CLQ-3206 Cars: update of pick time not be being honored 
when arrival flight is during off hours 

081205-000285, 
080902-000202, 
081204-000286 

CRMC-5110, 
CRMC-3340, 
CRMC-4990 

CLQ-3222 GIDS: Agent booked trips not coming into 
Cliqbook 

080912-000212, 
081006-000196, 
081211-000112, 
081031-000225, 
080922-000068, 
081029-000027, 
081208-000117, 
081219-000069, 
080905-000170, 
081212-000040, 
080923-000312, 
081008-000025, 
081024-000133, 
081208-000213, 
080914-000035, 
081013-000127    

CRMC-3607, 
CRMC-4010, 
CRMC-4892, 
CRMC-5052, 
CRMC-4433, 
CRMC-3608, 
CRMC-4326, 
CRMC-4994, 
CRMC-6278, 
CRMC-3609, 
CRMC-5104, 
CRMC-3611, 
CRMC-4021, 
CRMC-4011, 
CRMC-4260, 
CRMC-5201, 
CRMC-3909, 
CRMC-4304 

CLQ-3377 Search by schedule: selected options do not reset 
when going from filtered to all flights 

 081014-000407 CEN-1500, CRMC-
4168 

CLQ-3707 Deutsche Bahn: Missing dot in filename of PDF E-
ticket link in Cliqbook confirmation e-mail, but 
dot is present in itinerary within Cliqbook. 

 090223-000716 CRMC-6136 

CLQ-3946 A user can add a BahnCard to the profile with a 
blank expiration date 

   

CLQ-3997 Server Error entering record locator into Finisher 
tester 

 090217-000347, 
090217-000279   

CRMC-6016, 
CRMC-6021, 
CRMC-6012 
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Key Summary Parature Ticket 
ID 

CRMC Case ID 

CLQ-4005 WN flights not creating pricing record in Apollo 090121-000526, 
090123-000117, 
090120-000178, 
090127-000418 

CRMC-5712, 
CRMC-5714, 
CRMC-5713, 
CRMC-5715 

CLQ-4027 Sabre Seat maps - Mexicana (MX) Fokker 100     

CLQ-4044 New Prefix module negates requirement module 081106-000261, 
090202-000507  

CRMC-4570, 
CRMC-5867 

CLQ-4058 Seat map not working correctly for travel 
arrangers when using French,French Canadian, 
German, or Russian language. 

 090119-000323 CRMC-5797 

CLQ-4060 Hotel Chain Code Addition of Hotel Code JI - 
Jury's Inn to all Hotel Data base areas. 

090203-000339 CRMC-5792 

CLQ-4101 Web Vendor requiring DOB in CB when not 
required on vendor site 

090204-000295 

  

CRMC-5901 

CLQ-4102 ability to show 2nd page of fare rules in amadeus     

CLQ-4108 DJ Virgin Blue Baggage Handling Error in the 
booking process for Flex Faring 

081005-000008, 
090112-000381, 
081111-000208  

CRMC-3879, 
CRMC-5443, 
CRMC-4690 

CLQ-4133 Air Canada Direct Connect Tour Code is not being 
sent in the sell request in every non-Flight Pass 
booking 

 080812-000143 CRMC-3232 

CLQ-4150 Amadeus info link not working in cars  090213-000014 CRMC-5876 

CLQ-4154 Incorrect terminology as Waggon for the rail 
preferences in XA and on the form of payment 
page. 

090204-000104  CRMC-5872 

CLQ-4160 Add Dolce Hotels DX to the hotel database 081118-000069 CRMC-4768 

CLQ-4166 Changing a leg of a trip - asked to select an 
airport but the airport is greyed out 

   

CLQ-4176 Meeting admins are unable to pull the list of 
attendees for tMeeting; receive a server error. 

 090217-000495, 
090217-000281, 
090217-000300, 
090217-000065, 
090216-000433, 
090217-000384 

CRMC-5990, 
CRMC-5988,  
CRMC-5989, 
CRMC-5987, 
CRMC-5986, 
CRMC-5960 

CLQ-4178 Church & Dwight form of payment issue 090217-000431, 
090217-000362, 
090217-000211    

CRMC-5958, 
CRMC-5957, 
CRMC-5959 

CLQ-4181 Quick Help displays appear 'behind' the editable 
fields on Add New Corp Ghost Card Page under 
Company Admin page for IE 6.0 User's. 

 090203-000467 CRMC-5804 

CLQ-4182 CWTsite - script error when loading finishing 
templates 

 090126-000190 CRMC-5597 
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Key Summary Parature Ticket 
ID 

CRMC Case ID 

CLQ-4185 Aer Lingus Sell Fails with Zero Base Cost  090217-000089 CRMC-6000 

CLQ-4189 SWABiz is turned on, and Config set to Exclude 
WN from GDS; however, we're still returning 
options from Apollo for WN 

 090113-000268 CRMC-5572 

CLQ-4197 Volaris not returning avail; The underlying 
connection was closed: Could not establish trust 
relationship for the SSL/TLS secure channel in 
the logs. 

090212-000261  CRMC-6005 

CLQ-4198 Airport missing for Peru: CJA â€" Cajamarca, 

Peru, TPP â€" Tarapoto, San Martin, Peru 

 090210-000081 CRMC-6014 

CLQ-4200 TP and EC     

CLQ-4210 When typing in GOA for the Indian city of of GOA, 
we return the Airport code of Genoa, Italy. 

090131-000002  CRMC-5892 

CLQ-4211 Korean Airlines R business class showing as 
Economy 

 090210-000071 CRMC-5966 

CLQ-4212 Add the Monarch Airlines logo   

CLQ-4213 CB Meetings hotel block allowing reservations 
outside of block dates vs. showing sold out. 

 090126-000234 CRMC-5911 

CLQ-4219 FedEx Freight //hotel map/directions not included 
in e-mail when adding hotel to air 

 081118-000289 CRMC-4770 

CLQ-4220 Vanguard E-Receipt Loader No Mileage Car Nodes     

CLQ-4223 Address sporadic Air Canada booking failures 
where a traveler may fail to book and then try 
again and have it succeed with same parameters 

 090227-000363 CRMC-6145 

CLQ-4226 Update Air Canada "Canada East Flight Pass" City 
Pairs Table for YBG and YVO 

 090226-000330 CRMC-6121 

CLQ-4229 Fully refundable Deutsche Bahn ticket not having 
the credit show up in travel buffer when import 
into expense 

    

CLQ-4236 Cancel not showing properly for Deutsche Bahn 
after travel 

    

CLQ-4239 Meeting allow edit destination does work if allow 
one-way/multi is not enabled 

 090204-000474 CRMC-6078 

CLQ-4241 SNCF Booking fails due to "Variable is undefined: 
'GetPropertyConfigIDFromRuleClass" error 

 090305-000233 CRMC-6195 

CLQ-4247 Accor Hotels allowing users to book even though 
room requires a deposit & it is not allowed by 
policy 

 090121-000297 CRMC-5702 
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Key Summary Parature Ticket 
ID 

CRMC Case ID 

CLQ-4249 Trip Change, when a booking is on hold, and the 
date is changed, VERIFY TICKETING DATE 
results, and the change fails 

 081202-000362 CRMC-4955 

CLQ-4251 AirTran Apollo reservations: Cliqbook adding PT 
to the end of the stored fare line which indicates 
paper ticket, should be ETKT 

 090210-000521, 
090305-000403 

CRMC-5932, 
CRMC-6416 

CLQ-4252 GIDS Issue - GIDS Callback not appearing to run 
so ticketed trips not changing status to ticketed 

090304-000410, 
090126-000074 

CRMC-6417, 
CRMC-5745 

CLQ-4253 Deutsche Bahn: When booking today for today, 
trains that already departed earlier that day is 
displayed but cannot be booked 

   

CLQ-4255 Post Ticket Change Apollo - Itin not display not 
reflecting new fare 

   

CLQ-4256 Post Ticket Change Sabre - Itin Display not 
reflecting new fare 

   

CLQ-4262 Canadian Airport (YYT) should be St. John's  090228-000020 CRMC-6227 

CLQ-4263 PS644792-Harris-Internet Error during AC Direct 
Connect booking. 

 081128-000076, 
081110-000287 

CRMC-4879, 
CRMC-4554 

CLQ-4264 Meal not re-booked after change of flight  081114-000051 CRMC-4832 

CLQ-4268 Air Tran baggage fee incorrect  090210-000311 CRMC-6082 

CLQ-4269 Checked Baggage Policy Updates  081119-000043 CRMC-4772 

CLQ-4271 Retention lines & MIS segments are turned into 
false FlightSegs and causing errors on itinerary 
page 

    

CLQ-4272 When changing the date on a car and/or a hotel, 
the change date button is semi hidden for IE 6.0 
User's 

 090107-000234 CRMC-5754 

CLQ-4282 Finger Fare Fails when Y Class not avail  090113-000264, 
090305-000374, 
090302-000462, 
090311-000081 

CRMC-5602, 
CRMC-6069, 
CRMC-6235, 
CRMC-6248, 
CRMC-6288 

CLQ-4311 GIDS: User Cliqbook History Report Shows 
withdrawn on ticketed PNR 

 090220-000073 CRMC-6244 

CLQ-4327 flights not being offered because of OAG Vendor 
knockout even when carrier serves the route 

 090213-000234, 
090306-000462   

CRMC-6127, 
CRMC-6351 

CLQ-4328 AirTran and Jet Blue recently added markets to 
All Configs not engaging search in logs; possible 
OAG routing issue 

090127-000215, 
090212-000266 

CRMC-6004, 
CRMC-5936 

CLQ-4352 Amadeus one-way fare rules for air not showing 
full data 
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Summary 

Major Features 
• Transportation Security Administration (TSA) requirements 

• Change the rail passive segment in the Sabre PNR for SNCF 

 

Minor Features 
• Support for SNCF PCC based in the UK 

• Agency-level discounts/net fares support for Europe 
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Release Notes 

TSA-Related Changes 

Several updates relate to recent changes made by the Transportation Security 
Administration (TSA) for Secure Flight.  

With Secure Flight, TSA will assume responsibility from the airlines for matching 
passenger names to federal watch lists before flight departures.  

The requirements are: 

• Airlines operating in, to, from (flights originating or ending in the USA), or 
over the United States (such as from Canada to Mexico)  

• At the time of booking, it is required to collect every passenger's full name 
(first, middle, and last name), date of birth and gender  

All information then gathered is passed from the airline to TSA. Currently, travelers 
are required to give airlines a last name and first initial. Airlines, in turn, provide 
passenger information to TSA to compare to the watch list. 

The SSR requirements will be written automatically by Concur Cliqbook Travel, based 
on the information provided for each GDS. The GDS' have advised that the SSR 
requirements are subject to change until May 1 so the final format will be 
forthcoming. 

The default Name fields will be used for the TSA requirements. You may have several 
travelers whose legal name on their travel documents do not match the name fields 
and subsequently the name listed on their Frequent Travel programs. If this is the 
case, the traveler must modify the name listed on the Frequent Traveler program to 
continue receiving points from the vendor when reserving through Concur Cliqbook 
Travel. 

TSA – Administration:  Company Travel Configuration 

In each Company Travel Configuration (Administration > Company Travel 
Configuration) for a client site, there are two new fields for TSA. They work in 
conjunction with each other and care must be taken to ensure that the correct 
options are selected so that this feature works properly. 

1. In the For information required by the TSA for travel to/from the USA 
field: 
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The choices are: 

♦ Don't show applicable fields on profile, prompt for information when 
needed, but don't save it 

NOTE: The traveler will only be prompted in the Cliqbook Booking Wizard 
for this option if the corresponding TSA field is not set to Never. 

♦ Show applicable fields on profile, but don't require; prompt if missing and 
give options to save 

♦ Show and require on profile; prompt if missing and give option to save 

2. In the When to send TSA required data to air carriers field: 

 

NOTE:  In order for the traveler to be asked for data when making a 
reservation, the When to send TSA required data to air carriers 
field must be set to Only for traveler to, from, or transferring through 
the USA or Always. 

! VERY IMPORTANT! If you begin to send the data before the GDS is 
ready to accept it, it will only incur extra scans without actually doing 
anything. Do not enable sending the data until the GDS and airlines 
are ready to accept it. 

TSA – End User:  Concur Cliqbook Travel Profile 

The changes present in the Concur Cliqbook Profile, based on the For information 
required by the TSA for travel to/from the USA field setting, are:  

• The TSA fields in the Concur Cliqbook Travel Profile look like: 
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• The warning that lists the TSA fields that are not completed look like: 

 

• The requirement to add the data before the profile can be saved looks like: 

 

NOTE:  By default, the Middle Name field is now open for all travelers to modify, if 
there is no present value, and the Company Travel Configuration field “For 
information required by the TSA for travel to/from the USA” is enabled 
to one of the “Show” options. 

TSA – Guest Traveler 

When making a guest 
traveler reservation, 
two modifications 
were made: 

• The middle 
name is now 
required. 
- and-  

• The TSA 
requirements 
are requested. 

NOTE:  The TSA items are only requested if the Company Travel Configuration When 
to send TSA required data to air carriers field is set to Only for traveler 
to, from, or transferring through the USA or Always. 
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This page displays after the Trip Payment Information page: 

 

NOTE:  Please make sure the person making the reservation previously received the 
Date of Birth and DHS Redress No. 

TSA – Companions 

If your Company Travel Configuration is set to allow companions and if the When to 
send TSA required data to air carriers field is set to Only for traveler to, from, or 
transferring through the USA or Always, then users will see this page in the Booking 
Wizard after a flight is selected: 
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When in Concur Meeting, the Companion page looks like: 

 

TSA – XML Profile Sync fields 

The following XML profile sync field tags were added: 

• DHS Redress: <DHSRedressNumber> in the Air preferences section 

• No Middle Name: <NoMiddleNameFlag>, (Boolean, so true or false) in the 
General section 

• Gender: <Gender> (Male or Female) in the General section 

• Birthdate: <BirthDate> in the General section 
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TSA – Profile Template Values 

The profile template values that match the TSA profile fields are: 

• DHS Redress No.:  DHS_REDRESS_NUM 

• Middle Name:  MIDDLE_NAME 

• Gender:  GENDER 

• Date of Birth:  BIRTHDATE 

TSA – User Import Update 

The UserInformationUpload.xml document has been modified. The XML is located at 
Administration > Travel System Admin > Import Data > Import Formats Samples. 

 

• The DHS Redress field is found on the Travel Preferences tab. 

• The No Middle Name Flag is on the User Information tab. The value to 
enter is: 

♦ T for True  
– or – 

♦ F for False 

• The Gender field is on the User Information tab. The value to enter is: 

♦ M for Male  
– or –  

♦ F for Female 

• The Date of Birth field is on the User Information tab. The date format to 
enter is MM/DD/YYYY 

TSA – HR Data Feed Update 

Concur Cliqbook Travel-only customers utilizing an HR data feed must request that 
their HR data file be modified to accommodate for TSA requirements only if the 
customer is able to pass along this data from a centralized point. To request this 
billable modification, please create a case within Concur Client Central. 

For Concur Travel and Expense (CT&E) customers, the HR data feed files have been 
modified to accommodate the TSA Requirements. The Employee Import 300 record 
type has always contained the Middle Name value and has been used upon request. 
The 350 type now contains Date of Birth and Gender. 
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TSA – Concur Meeting 

TSA requirements for middle name, gender, date of birth, and redress number is 
available for Concur Meeting. This update affects: 

• The Add Attendee page 

• The attendee import 

The new fields appear when the new TSA Company Travel Configuration field option 
in Travel System Admin is selected to a Show option. 

 

To access the Add Attendee page: 

3. In Meeting Admin, click an edit link to edit a meeting. 

4. Click Attendees (in the Attendees section of the left menu). 

5. Click Add non-profiled attendee. The new fields appear: 

 

NOTE: If the administrator selects No Middle Name, then the Middle Name field 
becomes disabled. 

To access the attendee import information: 

1. In Meeting Admin, click an edit link to edit a meeting. 

2. Click Attendees (in the Attendees section of the left menu). 
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3. Click Import attendees. The template available contains these new 
columns: 

♦ MIDDLE 

♦ BIRTH_DATE 

♦ GENDER (where GENDER = 0 is male,  1 is female) 

♦ REDRESS_NUM 

TSA – SSR Information 

The SSR format used by each GDS varies, as does the date they will officially begin 
accepting it. Therefore, Concur has provided options that allow you to start collecting 
the data without actually sending it to the GDS until they are ready (this is the 
Company Travel Configuration field option titled When to send TSA required data 
to air carriers). At the appropriate time, you will be able to enable the sending of 
the data. The GDS' all emphasize that the final formats are subject to change – 
Concur will make you aware of such changes. 

Amadeus 

Amadeus has released details of their formats at: 

https://extranets.us.amadeus.com/SolutionProviders/service/cn_details.asp?cn_key=525 

Their current goal is to begin accepting these formats on May 1. Sending 
them before then will not achieve any effect and will incur scan charges. 

Apollo/Galileo/Worldspan 

The formats specified for all TravelPort companies were released in a document titled 
2nd Secure Flight Communique to Customers_Final.doc. Please refer to that 
document, which all TravelPort customers should have received. Because we have 
received evolving versions of that document and because all TravelPort customers 
should have received it as well, we will not include details of the precise formats 
here. 

Their current goal is to begin accepting these formats on May 1. Sending 
them before then will not achieve any effect other than testing and will 
increase scans so may have an impact on scan charges. 

Sabre 

The formats for Sabre are described in a document sent to all Sabre customers titled 
Secure Flight_TN_FINAL 20MAR09.doc. 

Their current goal is to begin accepting the gender/middle name/date of 
birth formats on May 18 and the redress number format on July 13. Sending 
them before then will not achieve any effect and will increase scans so may 
have an impact on scan charges. Because we do not allow granularity on the 
sending of redress number vs. the other parameters, Cliqbook will not send 
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redress numbers in Sabre prior to their official launch date regardless of 
your travel configuration settings. 

TSA – Miscellaneous 

Known issues to be addressed in the next build and urgent items by May 1: 

• Third Party Meeting: Does not prompt for the TSA-required information for 
third-party meetings bookings when travelers do not have the required 
information in their profile 

• SSR: SSR formalized line requirements from each GDS 

• Guest Traveler: Redress number is not being saved for the guest even 
though the Save Information check box is selected on the Secure Flight 
page 

• Multi-passenger booking: Middle name/DOB/Gender and/or redress 
number is not added to the user and remembered when re-using a companion 

• Worldspan: When adding air to a hotel or car reservation, the SSRs are not 
being correctly sent for the TSA information 

• Pre and Post Ticket Change: Not collecting or sending TSA SSRs 

• Format: Cliqbook does not properly validate the format of text entered for 
middle name and birth date, which can lead to improper information written 
in the SSR or a failure to properly write the SSR 

Administration 

New travel policy for lowest logical car and hotel rates 

GDS' Supported:  All GDS' 
Configuration Setting: N/A 

Similar to the lowest logical fare for air reservations, there is now a travel rule data 
point for lowest logical car and hotel. When enabled, if a user does not select the 
lowest rate available on the hotel result page, he/she is asked to enter a reason for 
the selection. 

The new travel policy rule data points are located at Administration > Company 
Admin > Travel Rule Builder > Rule Template category = Car and Hotel. 
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This is the car data point: 

 

This is the hotel data point: 

 

Post Ticket Change:  Do not use the same "comments to agent" on 
the ticket change as used on the initial purchase 

GDS' Supported: Apollo, Sabre, and Worldspan 
Configuration Setting: N/A 

Previously, for post-ticket changes, Cliqbook was pulling in the original "comments to 
agent" and re-saving them. This caused the agent to be notified and prevented 
touchless ticket changes. 

With this service update, this issue has been resolved. 
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Post Ticket Change:  Sabre - FP line pulling penalty amount 

GDS' Supported: Sabre 
Configuration Setting: N/A 

In Cross-GDS Rapid Reprice for Sabre, the coupons affected in the FP line will be 
written as /ALL, and Concur will not allow ticket changes when within the void 
window for the ticket.  

NOTE: The latter change was made to prevent auto-reissue (with change fees) when 
Rapid Reprice quotes a $0 change fee knowing you can void the ticket. 

Air 

Net Fare support for Sabre 

Net Fare support is now available within the Company Travel Configuration. This 
feature is enabled when a proper passenger type code (such as "NEG" for Sabre) is 
entered in the Passenger Type Code field. This is also commonly used for 
customers to access pseudo city-based agency fares when no other discount (SNAP, 
passenger type) is available.  

The Access to Agency Fares fields are located at Administration > Travel System 
Admin > Company Travel Configuration > System Options section: 

 

NOTE:  Concur Cliqbook Travel adds PNEG automatically to the Sabre JR. command 
when a SNAP discount code is used, whether or not agency fares is enabled.  
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Guest Traveler:  SWABIZ support for temporary credit cards 

GDS' Supported: All 
Configuration Setting: N/A 

This enhancement 
enables a user to 
enter the credit 
card address 
information when 
using a temporary 
credit card for a 
SWABIZ Guest 
Traveler Booking. 

The address 
information can be 
entered on the 
SWABIZ Trip 
Payment 
Information 
page: 

 

Allow traveler to choose refundable for cloned/shared trips 

GDS' Supported: All 
Configuration Setting: N/A 

A check box for choosing refundable-only airfares is either shown or hidden based on 
the user's travel configuration. Regardless of whether the trip being cloned is 
refundable or non-refundable, the user can choose the refundable option he/she 
prefers:  
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TRAVELfusion: Updates to Credit Card Edit and Contact pages 

GDS' Supported: All 
Configuration Setting: N/A 

The Credit Card Edit page and the WebDirect Contact Information page have 
been updated to: 

• Require State/Province/Region only in the United States, Canada, Australia, 
and Brazil 

NOTE: For other countries, the word "(Optional)" appears now in the field 
label. 

• Require Postal Code/Zip only in those countries that have a postal code 
system 

NOTE: For other countries, the word "(Optional)" appears now in the field 
label. 

• The label of the State/Province/Region field reflects the terminology used in 
the country, according to the following table: 
 

ISO  
3166-2 Country Name State/Province/Region Label 

AR Argentina Province 

AT Austria State (in German Bundesland) 

AU Australia State, Territory 

BR Brazil State 

CA Canada Province, Territory 

CH Switzerland Canton 

CN China Province 

DE Germany State (in German Bundesland) 

DK Denmark Region 

ES Spain Community 

FI Finland Province 

FR France Region, Department 

GB United Kingdom County 

IE Ireland County 

IN India State, Territory 

IT Italy Region 

JP Japan Prefecture 
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ISO  
3166-2 Country Name State/Province/Region Label 

MX Mexico State 

NL Netherlands Province 

NO Norway County 

NZ New Zealand Region 

SE Sweden County 

US 
United States of 
America State 

 
• Validate the postal code in a more detailed way for the countries in the above 

table (excluding Ireland, which does not use postal codes) 

• Switch automatically from Canada to the United States (and vice versa) if a 
US state is chosen (or a Canadian province) 

The credit card address validation that is performed during travel purchasing has 
also been modified to: 

• Require State/Province/Region only for United States, Canada, Australia, and 
Brazil 

• Require Postal Code/Zip only for countries that use them 

During the purchase of WebDirect fares, if the State/Province/Region is blank (where 
allowed), a value of "NA" is now sent to the airline. Similarly, if the Postal Code/Zip 
is blank (where allowed), a value of "00000" is now sent to the airline. 

This update was in direct response to issues with Irish addresses (because Ireland 
does not use postal codes) and German addresses (because state is not normally 
required in Germany). 

Aer Lingus Flight Options step removed when bag cost is zero 

GDS' Supported: All GDS'  
Configuration Setting: N/A 

Aer Lingus allows purchasing of checked-in baggage allowance but not on trans-
Atlantic flights.  

Previously, when reserving a ticket, the traveler was offered bags at zero cost. When 
viewing the itinerary, this was incorrectly displayed as 0. This has been fixed to 
remove any mention of purchased checked-in bag allowance for all flights to 
transatlantic destinations. 
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Show multiple currencies on flex-fare results 

GDS' Supported: Apollo, Galileo, Sabre, and Amadeus 
Configuration Setting: N/A 

When viewing fares using flex-faring, the currency of the marketing airline will show 
in addition to that of the agency, if the two differ. 

 

Travel Policy Exclude from LLF: If all fares excluded, re-run the LLF 
and do not exclude any of those fares 

GDS' Supported: All GDS' 
Configuration Setting: N/A 

If every flight returned in a price shop were excluded from the LLF calculation by a 
rule, then previously there would be no LLF. This lack of LLF could cause some 
policies to have unintended consequences.  

 

With this service update, if every flight returned in the price shop were excluded 
from the LLF by rules, then Cliqbook will recalculate the LLF without considering any 
of the Exclude From LLF rules. In the above example, all flights greater than $1 
would be excluded from the LLF, which would be all flights. Therefore, the Exclude 
From LLF rule would be ignored. 
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Withhold the dedicated WN shop if traveler has chosen a class 
higher than economy on any leg of the trip 

GDS' Supported: Sabre 
Configuration Setting: N/A 

This update excludes WN in the general shop in addition to skipping a dedicated WN 
shop, to ensure no WN flights are returned when a non-economy cabin (business or 
first class) is specified in any leg of a trip. This resolves a LLF rule violation issue 
caused by lower-priced WN flights and reduces scans. 

Add airplane type travel rule data point 

A new flight rule has been added in rule builder named The aircraft used for one 
or more flights is one of <name>. A popup of all the aircraft bodies Concur 
knows about shows up for the administrator to multi-select. 

The new travel policy rule data point is located at Administration > Company Admin 
> Travel Rule Builder > Rule Template category = Flight: 
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When clicking into the space to add an aircraft, 
you will see the following pop-up list: 

To select multiple items, hold the Ctrl key on 
your keyboard while selecting the aircrafts: 

 

 

 

 

Search for airports correct on Internet Explorer 

GDS' Supported: All 
Configuration Setting: N/A 

Previously when using Internet Explorer, the feature to locate the nearest airport 
was failing. When using Firefox, the map appears correctly. This has now been 
corrected: 

 

  

Duplicate Air Berlin fares appearing in Cliqbook 

GDS' Supported: All 
Configuration Setting: N/A 

Cliqbook now correctly identifies A as an economy fare on Air Berlin. Previously it 
was misidentified the cabin, so Cliqbook displayed multiple results to the traveler. 
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Car 

Removed Enable checkbox for Car Connector "General" Category 

GDS' Supported: All 
Configuration Setting: N/A 

The Car direct connect General section has an Enable checkbox, which is not 
necessary. The check box has been removed: 

 

The Car Connector is found at Administration > Travel System Admin > Company 
Travel Configuration. It is necessary to enable the specific desired car direct connect 
check box for Hertz and/or Sixt. 

Inconsistency in RC-Best generation between shop and sell 
commands 

GDS' Supported: Sabre 
Configuration Setting: N/A 

When Concur sells a car in Sabre, we send a shop command and then sell a 
particular car out of that listing. If the shop commands differ – even a little – the car 
chosen may not appear in the availability.  

To ensure that Concur Cliqbook Travel is generating the exact same list of cars in the 
sell as was in the shop, Cliqbook is passing through shop command used from 
availability to the sell. We simply re-use that one when we go to sell the cars. 

Opening hours title not localized in car direct connect info popup 

GDS' Supported: All 
Configuration Setting: N/A 

The words Opening Hours in the popup description for car rentals via the Hertz and 
Sixt direct connects was not localized into all of Concur's supported languages. This 
issue has been resolved with this service update. 
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Incorrect car arrival information for SWABIZ reservations 

GDS' Supported: Worldspan 
Configuration Setting: N/A 

Before this update, when a SWABIZ reservation was made in Worldspan and a car 
was on the same itinerary, the car reservations was not appended with the arrival 
flight information from Booking Builder. Corrections were made so that Worldspan 
recognizes SWABIZ air bookings.  

User preferences not reflected in Travel home car search 

GDS' Supported: All 
Configuration Setting: N/A 

The traveler's preferences (as recorded in the profile) were not always being used to 
refine the car rental search. 

With this service update, when car rental results are returned, the traveler's 
preferred car class (Compact, Intermediate, etc.) is now selected when possible. 
Previously, only the travel configuration default car class was used.   

The rules for auto-selection in the car rental result grid is as follows: 

• If only one result is the traveler's preferred car class (or if the traveler has no 
preferred car class, then the travel configuration default car class) from a 
preferred vendor, that combination of vendor and car class is automatically 
selected when the page loads. 

• Otherwise, if only one of the vendors who returned results is preferred, that 
vendor is automatically selected, but no car class is automatically selected. 

• Otherwise, if only one of the car classes is the traveler's preferred class (or if 
the traveler has no preferred car class, then the travel configuration default 
car class), that car class is automatically selected, but no vendor is 
automatically selected. 

• Otherwise, no results are automatically selected. 

When car rental results are returned, the traveller's preferred car transmission 
(Automatic, Manual, or Don't Care) is automatically selected in the results filter. If a 
new search is performed using the right-side search panel, the current transmission 
filter (not the traveller's preference) is automatically used in the new search results. 
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If a new search is performed using the right-side search panel, the current air 
conditioning filter is automatically selected in the new search results: 

 

The sample above shows all cars from Hertz automatically selected and filtered for 
air conditioning and automatic transmission. 

Hotel 

Hotel Rate Change is not reflected consistently  

GDS' Supported: Sabre 
Configuration Setting: N/A 

Concur Cliqbook Travel now handles the additional ways Sabre hotels pass through 
Rate Change information. Some of the challenges involved information returned as 
pure text data, and others where the info is returned as structured XML data.  
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The screenshots below are examples of how these two ways of returning the data 
are displayed: 
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HOTEL RATE CHANGE: Hotels returning multiple rates during stay 
are showing as highest rate on itinerary and displaying lowest rate 
on approval email 

GDS' Supported: All 
Configuration Setting: N/A 

At times, the rate shown in Concur Cliqbook Travel availability would be different 
from the one shown in the PNR: one being the higher rate and the other being lower 
and vice-versa. 

The hotel rate may change over the stay, but the GDS can display only one of the 
rates. This rate is displayed on the availability page, the rate rules popup, and the 
itinerary.  

NOTE:  The rate is also displayed on the rule justification popup, the approver 
emails, and request views, although those use the rate directly from the 
availability.  

In this release, Cliqbook will show all the rate change information that is available so 
an approver has more information when approving or rejecting a hotel booking. 

Company location flag now appearing on the hotel map 

GDS' Supported: All 
Configuration Setting: N/A 

Company locations now appear in the map functionality. The company location is 
displayed like a reference point with a dot in the center of the marker. When clicking 
on the marker, the name of the location is listed: 
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Rail 

SNCF: Change the rail passive segment in the Sabre PNR 

GDS' Supported: Sabre 
Configuration Setting: SNCF enabled 

This enhancement involves modifying the Sabre passive segment when making an 
SNCF booking in Cliqbook so that Turbo Sabre can pick up the information in the 
passive segment(s), retrieve the SNCF booking from Resarail, and enable the SNCF 
booking to be ticketed robotically by an agency's back-office system. 

Passive Segment Input 

The Sabre format used to create the SNCF passive segment is as follows: 

0RAL2CGK1/<departureStationName>/<arrivalStationName><departureDate>-LV-
<departureTime>/FR-<departureStationCode>/AR-<arrivalTime>/AT-
<arrivalStationCode>/AD-<arrivalDate>/RESA/OC-87/DC-87/NA-<trainType> 
<trainNumber>/SP-<seatNumber>/SI-<class>-<classOfService>/CF-
<recordLocator> 

Example: 

0RAL2CGK1/LONDONSTPANCRAS/PARISNORD12MAY-LV-0926/FR-GBSPX/AR-
1247/AT-FRPNO/AD-12MAY/RESA/OC-87/DC-87/NA-TGT 09014/SP-015/SI-2-BY/CF-
TJVFAW 

Description of Input Fields in Passive Segment 
 

Field Description Example 

0 Sell (constant)  

RAL Rail Passive Segment Identifier (constant)  

2C SNCF carrier code (constant)  

GK Passive segment status Code (constant)  

1 One passenger  

departureStationName Departure station name without any 
intervening spaces 

LONDONSTPANCRAS 

arrivalStationName Arrival station name without any intervening 
spaces 

PARISNORD 

departureDate Departure date in ddMMM format 12MAY 

-LV- Departure time follows (constant)  

departureTime Departure time in hhmm format 0926 

/FR- Departure station code follows (constant)  
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Field Description Example 

departureStationCode Departure station code – 5 letters GBSPX 

/AR- Arrival time follows (constant)  

arrivalTime Arrival time in hhmm format 1247 

/AT- Arrival station code follows (constant)  

arrivalStationCode Arrival station code – 5 letters FRPNO 

/AD- Arrival date follows (constant)  

arrivalDate Arrival date in ddMMM format 12MAY 

RESA Indicates that this is booked in RESArail 
(constant) 

 

/OC- Origin country  

87 This is currently set to always be 87 which is 
the country code for France even if the 
departure station is outside France since it 
will be overwritten by Turbo Sabre anyway 
(constant) 

87 

/DC- Destination country  

87 This is currently set to always be 87 which is 
the country code for France even if the 
arrival station is outside France since it will 
be overwritten by Turbo Sabre anyway 
(constant) 

87 

/NA- Train info follows (constant)  

trainType Train equipment code TGT 

trainNumber Train number 09014 

/SP- Seat number follows (constant)  

seatNumber Seat number 015 

/SI- Class info follows (constant)  

class Class number – either 1 or 2 2 

classOfService Class of service – 2-letter BY 

/CF- Record locator follows (constant)  

recordLocator Resarail record locator TJVFAW 
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Passive Segment Output 

This is how the passive segment example above appears in the Sabre PNR: 

RAL 2C 12MAY T GK1  LONDONSTPANCRAS PARISNORD/LV-0926/FR-GB  

SPX/AR-1247/AT-FRPNO/AD-12MAY/RESA/OC-87/DC-87/NA-TGT 09014/SP-  

015/SI-2-BY/CF-TJVFAW- 

Passive Segment Overwritten by Turbo Sabre 

After Turbo Sabre retrieves the SNCF booking from Resarail, it generates its own 
passive segments, which overwrite the ones created by Cliqbook. Except for the /OC 
and /DC fields, which may change depending on the origin country and destination 
country respectively. The other fields should be very similar to those created by 
Cliqbook. In general, it suffices that Cliqbook creates the passive segments with just 
enough information for Turbo Sabre to retrieve the Resarail booking. It is not 
important that Cliqbook generates the passive segments to exactly match the ones 
generated by Turbo Sabre since they will be overwritten by Turbo Sabre anyway. 

For this reason, we cannot depend on the contents of the passive segments for 
displaying the SNCF itinerary in Cliqbook. As part of this enhancement, the 
information needed to display the SNCF booking in the Cliqbook itinerary is now 
taken directly from the live itinerary retrieved from RIVA/Resarail. 

SNCF: Add support for using Resarail PCCs based outside of France 

GDS' Supported: All 
Configuration Setting: SNCF enabled 

Appropriate login credentials are used when calling the various RIVA Webservices 
based on the company's country location. A new dropdown list with country selection 
(France, United Kingdom) was added to the travel configuration page for SNCF. 

To access the dropdown list, navigate to Administration > Travel System Admin > 
Company Travel Configuration > Rail section: 
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Deutsche Bahn: Cancellation up to 9 days after departure of 
outbound trip 

GDS' Supported: All GDS' 
Configuration Setting: Deutsche Bahn enabled 

Customers who have a BMIS corporate number are able to cancel Normalpreis 
Deutsche Bahn tickets up to 9 days after their departure date. The BMIS corporate 
number is the Corporate Discount Code in the Concur Cliqbook Travel, Company 
Travel Configuration. 

To enter the BMIS corporate number, navigate to Administration > Travel System 
Admin > Company Travel Configuration > Rail section: 

 

The Cancel link appears for all Deutsche Bahn bookings in the upcoming trips tab 
(even if the departure date has past, but not reached the 9-day limit): 

 

If the traveler selects a 
trip that is refundable 
(Normalpreis not a 
reduced price fare such as 
Dauer Spezial), he/she 
receives a confirmation 
page that the trip has 
been canceled. If the 
traveler elects to cancel a 
trip that is not refundable, 
he/she receives an error 
message: 

Tickets can be refunded 
with the paper refund 
form for up to 6 months 
after the travel date. 
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Deutsche Bahn: Show error message that train is booked and 
provide reference number, even when GDS sell fails 

GDS' Supported: All 
Configuration Setting: Deutsche Bahn enabled 

The reservation of a Deutsche Bahn Ticket consists out of two steps: 

1. Reserve the ticket in the Deutsche Bahn reservation system 

2. Write information to the GDS 

This enhancement improves the displayed error message in case the second step 
fails: 

 

The message contains the confirmation / order number plus a link to the PDF-Ticket 
in case the user booked an online ticket. 

Deutsche Bahn: Prevent kiosk ticket pick up outside of Germany 

GDS' Supported: All 
Configuration Setting: Deutsche Bahn enabled 

There are no ticket machines outside of Germany. The user is warned if he/she 
chooses this option on twTripCredit page: 
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Rail Wording and Icon updates 

GDS' Supported: N/A 
Configuration Setting: N/A 

Some air-centric text and icons have been updated in Cliqbook to reflect rail 
bookings: 
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Limo/Taxi 

RideCharge: Add links to taxi tab on 
travel home for information 

GDS' Supported: N/A 
Configuration Setting: N/A 

The Learn More link has been added to the Taxi 
/ Ride tab: 

 

Meeting 

Allow "match" to be configurable for 
Meetings 

GDS' Supported:  
Configuration Setting: 

This enhancement allows the Meeting administrator to enable or disable the Meeting 
Match functionality. The configuration option is located on the General configuration 
page for Concur Meetings or on the Standard Configuration page for Third-Party 
Meetings. 

For Concur Meeting: 

 

The Meeting Match option is enabled by default (for Concur Meeting only), when a 
new meeting is created. 
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For Third Party Meeting: 

 

The Matching Start and End Dates are set to the start and end date of the 
meeting by default but can be changed as needed. 

When booking for a meeting that is in a different travel 
configuration, force a manual profile build 

GDS' Supported: All 
Configuration Setting: Concur Meeting 

A company that is using multiple GDS' (or even multiple PCCs on the same GDS) 
would often encounter profile move errors when completing meeting bookings for 
profiled attendees whose travel configuration did not match that of the meeting. This 
was because Cliqbook was trying to move the wrong profile name. 

Cliqbook will now recognize the difference and will complete a manual profile build 
for the meeting booking. 

Allow destination change for multi-segment meeting 

GDS' Supported: All 
Configuration Setting: Concur Meeting 

The setting that permitted a meeting administrator to allow an attendee to change 
the destination airport / rail station was disregarded for multi-segment meeting trips. 

This update disables the 
validation for multi-segment 
meeting trips if the 
administrator did not enable 
the option Allow attendee 
to change destination 
airport/rail station. This 
option is located at the 

Travel – Air/Rail section once Rail has been added as a component of the meeting. 
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Self Registration | Field Titles not reflecting color choice for all 
fields 

GDS' Supported: All 
Configuration Setting: Concur Meeting 

The field labels for optional attendee information on the Meeting self-registration 
page were not reflecting the color choice in the setup. With this service update, this 
issue has been resolved: 

 

3rd Party Meetings: Companion travel shows in configuration but 
not in Meeting setup 

GDS' Supported: All 
Configuration Setting: Third Party Meetings 

This enhancement adds a configuration 
option to the Third Party Meeting Setup to 
configure the maximum number of 
companions. 

If the Meeting administrator set up the 
maximum number of companions to 3, for 
example, then the attendee will have the 
option to select 1, 2, 3, or 4 adults for the 
travel on the flight search page when 
booking a flight for the meeting. 
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Profile/PNR Administration  

Modify XML Sync to lock down "primary fields" when customer also 
has Concur Expense 

GDS' Supported: N/A 
Configuration Setting: N/A 

The XML Profile Sync will now check to see whether the profiled user's company has 
the Concur Expense module activated. If so, it will not allow incoming XML to modify 
the Title, First Name, Middle Name, Last name, Name Suffix, Preferred Name, 
Employee ID, Assistant/Arranger, Manager, or Email 1 of the user's profile.  

You can still update these fields through the HR Data Feed or from Expense. 

Module property to hide Profile should only hide Cliqbook profile for 
Travel & Expense customers and should show Mobile Profile for all 
customers 

GDS' Supported: N/A 
Configuration Setting: N/A 

The Personal Information link now appears for Concur Expense customers even if 
the module property Hide Travel Profile Links is activated. 

The Concur Mobile Registration link now appears for all users. 

 

With this release, all profile fields that an Expense-only user needs for Mobile 
registration are available.  

Home Address: 
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Home Phone and Mobile Carrier: 

 

Credit Cards (and Billing Address): 

 

EC (EuroCard) disappearing, change them all to CA (MasterCard) 

GDS' Supported: All 
Configuration Setting: N/A 

Since EuroCard (EC) is no longer supported by MasterCard (the parent company), all 
EC cards are being updated to MasterCards (CA). This affects personal and ghost 
cards. EC will no longer be an option when entering new credit cards.  

Expiration Date for rail discount cards; add the functionality to 
synchronize the Deutsche Bahn rail discount card to Cliqbook with 
2-way sync 

GDS' Supported: N/A 
Configuration Setting: XML Profile Sync 

In order to support the expiration date for Deutsche Bahn Rail discount cards, a new 
section has been added to the XML Profile Sync. Rather than include them with the 
loyalty program memberships as they were previously, they are now in a separate 
section called AdvantageMemberships.   

Included are: 

• VendorCode, VendorType, CardNumber, DiscountPercentage, ClassOfService 
and ExpirationDate 

• OriginCode and DestinationCode for future use (These will be populated when 
we include SNCF discount cards in the output, but are currently ignored.) 

This information is also included in the XML Profile Sync Schema document at 
http://app2.outtask.com/ns/TravelProfile.xsd 
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Miscellaneous 

Link to Google Maps Get Directions in Itinerary Email 

GDS' Supported: N/A 
Configuration Setting: N/A 

When sending an itinerary via email for 
a trip involving flight and hotel, it is 
possible for the user to request that the 
email include driving directions from the 
airport to the hotel. Such emails include 
turn-by-turn driving directions and an 
overview map (as a GIF graphic file). 

With this release, an additional web link 
is shown below the map. The link will 
open a web browser on a page where 
the user can customize the driving 
directions by adding notes and 
additional maps for specific points along 
the route. 

NOTE: This applies only to emails sent 
in HTML format. 

The customizable driving directions page 
is provided directly by the Google Maps 
Web site. 
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Make Company Location sort by city 

GDS' Supported: N/A 
Configuration Setting: N/A 

Company locations in all dropdowns are now sorted by and grouped by city if state is 
not in Australia, United States, or Canada. 

Sabre post ticket change clear existing phase IVs 

GDS' Supported: Sabre  
Configuration Setting: Post Ticket Change enabled 

Previously, there was an issue with ticket change where an existing phase IV fare on 
the PNR would prevent the new one from being stored. This issue has been resolved 
with this service update. 
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Jira List 

 

Enhancements 
Key Summary Issue Links 

CEN-395 Allow Passenger Type Code NEG configured on site level (Travel 
Config) for fare pricing/storing 

Parature Ticket: 
705-4384840 

CEN-1265 Agency Level Pricing Issue: when passing JR. on Sabre some 
agencies have PCC code discounts passenger type PNEG 

081007-000129 

 

CEN-1343 Support for TSA Secure Flight - Part 1 (Middle Name)   

CEN-1434 SNCF: change the rail passive segment in the Sabre PNR   

CEN-1437 User Preferences not Reflected in TravelHome Car Search   

CEN-1438 SIXT Car Direct Connect Status Monitor   

CEN-1439 DBahn Cancellation up to 9 days after departure of outbound trip 090202-000010 

CEN-1477 Dashboard report for car direct connects   

CEN-1479 Allow "match" to be configurable for meetings 090216-000387 

CEN-1491 Opted in card not used for matching by Starwood   

CEN-1495 CLONE -When booking SWABIZ for a Guest, the user is unable to use 
a temp credit card, as they are not be prompted to enter temp card 
billing address on screen, which is required for address validation. 

090205-000316, 
090219-000084, 
090306-000406 

CEN-1502 Support TSA Secure Flight - Part 2 - Date of Birth, Gender, redress 
number 

  

CEN-1503 Support for TSA Secure Flight - Add "Do not have Middle Name" flag 
to user import, XML Sync, and Profile Sync 

  

CEN-1504 Support for TSA Secure Flight - Add Date of Birth, Gender, and 
redress number to user import, XML Sync, and Profile Sync 

081203-000191 

CEN-1505 TSA Secure Flight - Support Middle Name, Date of Birth, and Gender 
in Apollo 

  

CEN-1506 TSA Secure Flight - Support Middle Name, Date of Birth, and Gender 
in Sabre 

  

CEN-1507 TSA Secure Flight - Support Middle Name, Date of Birth, and Gender 
in Worldspan 

  

CEN-1508 TSA Secure Flight - Support Middle Name, Date of Birth, and Gender 
in Amadeus 
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Key Summary Issue Links 

CEN-1513 Allow traveler to choose refundable for cloned/shared trips 090219-000009, 
Parature Ticket: 
705-5747653, 
Solutions 
Suggestion: 
SID607 

CEN-1533 When booking for a meeting that is in a different travel configuration, 
force a manual build profile 

  

CEN-1536 Allow destination change for multi-segment meeting   

CEN-1543 Modify XML Sync to lock down "primary fields" when customer also 
has Concur Expense 

  

CEN-1544 XML Sync + Divisional View: Allow us to configure which travel 
configurations can be retrieved by agency. 

  

CEN-1546 Link to Google Maps Get Directions in Itinerary Email   

CEN-1551 Change "Cliqbook/Expense Login" on default.asp to just "Login"   

CEN-1552 Module property to hide Profile should only hide Cliqbook profile for 
Travel & Expense customers and should show Mobile Profile for all 
customers 

  

CEN-1553 DeutscheBahn: Enable full gdslogs logging for Deutsche Bahn   

CEN-1558 Localization for April 2009 Build - German, French   

CEN-1563 Travel Fusion requires non-blank State field even where not 
applicable 

  

CEN-1564 Remove Aer Lingus Flight Options step when bag cost is zero   

CEN-1565 show multiple currencies on flex fare results as we do on fare shop 
results 

  

CEN-1572 Sabre Web Service for Hotel Search   

CEN-1573 Show error message that train is booked and provide reference 
number, even when gds sell fails 

  

CEN-1574 Deutsche Bahn: Prevent kiosk ticket pick up outside of Germany   

CEN-1575 Rename "Individual Corporate Card for Air" module property to 
"Individual Ghost Card for Air" 

  

CEN-1578 Sabre Webservices native XML Migration - Air Sell   

CEN-1594 Make Company Location Sort by City  

CEN-1597 ConfigOuttask - create a new data center location for Lynnwood 
Implementation 

  

CEN-1601 For exclude from LLF rules, if all fares excluded, re-run the LLF and 
do not exclude any of those fares 

  

CEN-1603 Fix translations in German for Quiet vs. Mobile carriage   

CEN-1616 Allow Postal Code Omission for Irish Credit Card Addresses 090316-000040 
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Key Summary Issue Links 

CEN-1617 CLONE -do not do the dedicated WN shop if traveler has chosen a 
class higher than economy on Any leg of the trip. 

081224-000066 

CEN-1618 Support for TSA Secure Flight - Travel Config Setting   

CEN-1625 TSA requirements for concur meetings   

CEN-1626 TSA requirements for multi pax   

CEN-1628 PS721173 - Goodyear - Add turbo prop to commuter flight 
information in Cliqbook 

090317-000349  

Solutions 
Suggestion: 
SID943 

CEN-1630 CLONE -New rule parts for car and hotel: compare rate to lowest 
available rate 

090325-000169 

CEN-1631 Removed confusing Enable checkbox for Car Direct Connects 
"General" Category 

  

CEN-1632 need a stored procedure for OAG to return flifo for a given flight   

CEN-1637 RideCharge: Add links to taxi tab on travel home for information   

CEN-1639 Increase all JR.'s (and the Sabre Web Services equivalent) to 19 
results to reduce scan 

  

CEN-1644 Clean up OAG stored proc files to handle future needs   

CEN-1646 add travel configuration option to control when TSA SSRs are sent   

CEN-1648 Monitor for TravelFusion   

CEN-1659 Ability to create two savings lines for a split ticket booking  

CEN-1660 Guest booking information page needs Middle Name field for TSA 
Secure flight. 

090331-000445 

 

Support Cases 
Key Summary Parature  

Ticket ID 
CRMC Case ID 

CLQ-1583 Hotel Rate Change isn't reflected consistently 705-4841079 080730-000144, 
090102-000106, 
081030-000001 

CLQ-2166 Southwest Sabre trips show zero dollars on 
itinerary and in reports 

705-5608372,  
705-5970561 

  

CLQ-2232 3rd Party Meetings: Companion travel shows in 
configuration but not in Meeting setup 

705-5691239  

CLQ-2601 Stripping out dashes in email address @C-A-M 705-6067146  
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Key Summary Parature  
Ticket ID 

CRMC Case ID 

CLQ-2996 HOTEL RATE CHANGE: Hotels returning multiple 
rates during stay are showing as highest rate on 
itinerary and displaying lowest rate on approval 
email. 

705-5621526   

CLQ-3043 CLONE - Cliqbook Trips that Failed Finishing report 
is not working for "agency notified" checkbox 

  080806-000232, 
081003-000139, 
081016-000223 

CLQ-3264 Virgin Blue: fare types in CB are not matching what 
is in the Virgin Blue website. 

  080910-000398  

CLQ-3320 Southwest Native Apollo: Need to show Southwest 
as preferred in the drop down menu 

   

CLQ-3350 Cars: Inconsistency in RC-Best generation between 
shop and sell commands causing failure 

  090127-000320, 
081219-000107, 
081013-000268, 
081022-000139, 
090313-000115, 
081024-000205,  
081006-000142, 
081022-000185, 
090115-000297,  
080922-000070, 
090130-000276 

CLQ-3365 Hotel Summary report: US year to date report 
showing multiple line item in hotel booking section 

  080910-000165, 
081118-000185 

CLQ-3628 OAG Knockout cache logic modification     

CLQ-4180 Inability to book flights book Flex-fare Multi-carrier 
JetStar and Qantas/AeroPelican from NTL - BNE 
and receives an error when reserving after the GDS 
Fare has been calculated 

  090205-000553, 
090129-000491 

CLQ-4217 CHO Car Template   081114-000069 

CLQ-4245 Cliqbook Wiping Out Program Settings   090210-000453, 
081117-000310 

CLQ-4288 AAirpass-not working on international business 
class J flights. 

  081212-000207 

CLQ-4314 "Trip booked via agent" is not localized for agent-
booked trips in reporting 

   

CLQ-4332 PS 699030/BCD Travel test - Lost hotel nights - 
pops up when no overnight 

  090211-000331 

CLQ-4360 Sabre Tango Plus fares not being displayed - Flex 
Faring 

  090212-000187 

CLQ-4366 Meetings report - Billable Meeting Registrations By 
Agency returning error 

  090303-000388 
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Key Summary Parature  
Ticket ID 

CRMC Case ID 

CLQ-4367 Self Registration | Field Titles not reflecting color 
choice for all fields 

  090224-000526 

CLQ-4377 AC Flight pass hanging up when purchasing and 
going back to the reserve page 

   090310-000363, 
090305-000054, 
090306-000238 

CLQ-4379 Mentor Graphics EMEA CC module property 'enable 
individual corporate cards for air' 

  090318-000033, 
090306-000021 

CLQ-4418 CompanyConfig WS errors when creates travel 
config 

  090323-000166, 
090323-000237 

CLQ-4424 Fare Rules showing incorrect vendor fare details    

CLQ-4426 Server Error creating companies    

CLQ-4429 Cliqbook is not placing the FOP in correct format for 
VX booking so records are cancelled 

  090223-000452 

CLQ-4436 Custom profile field drop list delete data integrity 
issue 

  090225-000051, 
090224-000184, 
090217-000120, 
090113-000175 

CLQ-4442 Client is not seeing the plus sign to the left of the 
profile template to see the history. 

  090324-000622 
090324-000490, 
090320-000397 

 

CLQ-4443 CLQ-4269 was completed on March build to update 
baggage fees. For Airtran it appears the 1st bag fee 
was updated; however, the 2nd bag fee is incorrect 

  090310-000597 

CLQ-4444 Need to Change Air France Logo    

CLQ-4445 change all Jameson Inn and Signature Inn logos to 
the new attached 

  090209-000592 

CLQ-4446 Need to get a logo for Morgans Group hotels - 
currently using the Schraeger logo 

  090211-000498 

CLQ-4447 Add Branson, MO airport BKG to Cliqbook for FL 
Service that begins 5/11/09 

  081215-000483 

CLQ-4448 AMTRAK-Search results not displaying "Acela 
Express" or "Northeast Regional" Trains 

  090330-000576 

CLQ-4450 UserWS should ignore password expiration/lockup    

CLQ-4456 Company Location Flag not appearing on the hotel 
map 

  090324-000307, 
090325-000410, 
090325-000269, 
090326-000346 

CLQ-4461 Email notifications are not being sent when valid 
email addresses are present in the Config, for 
"When a user's GDS profile is changed by Cliqbook" 
for Amadeus sites. 

  090311-000543 
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Key Summary Parature  
Ticket ID 

CRMC Case ID 

CLQ-4464 Cannot clone lines in Finishing Template    

CLQ-4467 Hotel discount import -error PropertyID is too long 
when importing but can be added manually 

  081218-000203, 
090107-000230, 
081209-000405, 
CRMC-6358, 
090107-000212, 
090211-000372 

CLQ-4468 CLONE -Concur GDS session logs-unable to save 
due to server error-Have an urgent case I need to 
open and can't save the logs 

  090324-000525 

CLQ-4469 Profile template used for Import Data erroring due 
exceeding Par/Level 2 character limitation 

  081204-000124 

CLQ-4470 Search for nearest airport sometimes returns 
results outside the requested mileage, is not clear 
that we return max of 7 airports 

  081217-000238 

CLQ-4477 CLONE -Hilton Grand Vacations ClubÂ® at Hilton 
Hawaiian VillageÂ® showing incorrect cancellation 
policy in Cliqbook. 

  090217-000375 

CLQ-4478 CLONE -incorrect car arrival information for 
SWABIZ car bookings 

  081205-000156 

CLQ-4480 CLONE -Meeting - Unable to access Merck Meeting 
site via SSO 

  090324-000454 

CLQ-4486 Deutsche Bahn: Change verbiage to not direct the 
traveler to the agency when Deutsche Bahn 
booking succeeds and GDS passive fails (relates to 
CLQ-4472) 

    

CLQ-4489 Penalty applied when DBahn booking cancelled 
after date of departure 

   

CLQ-4490 Incorrect Fare rules being applied for DBahn for the 
normaelpries fare type 

   

CLQ-4493 Do not use the same "comments to agent" on the 
ticket change as were used on the initial purchase, 
as these cause the trip to kick out to an agent for 
manual processing 

   

CLQ-4494 Sabre Post Ticket change FP line issues, not pulling 
penalty amount 

   

CLQ-4502 Changes needed to ensure Akamai is utilized for 
clients using SSO 

  090401-000529 

CLQ-4503 'Flight Options' not translated into German for 
Germanwings web bookings 

   

CLQ-4505 CLONE -Request for new datapoint   081029-000057 
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Key Summary Parature  
Ticket ID 

CRMC Case ID 

CLQ-4507 CLONE -Expiration Date for Rail Discount Cards; 
add the functionality to synchronize the Deutsche 
Bahn Rail Discount card to Cliqbook with 2-way 
sync. 

  081210-000343 

CLQ-4513 Receiving Govt car rates for all the vendors other 
than ZI for which Discount code/Best is loaded 

  090324-000144, 
090331-000444, 
090327-000071, 
090331-000341, 
090323-000498 

CLQ-4514 Add E and Q class to Red e Deal fare bucket   090324-000641 

CLQ-4515 Company Notes and Travel Info   081125-000330 

CLQ-4517 duplicate Air Berlin fares appearing in CB    

CLQ-4518 Air Canada Direct Connect-Flight Pass-Seat Map 
issue 

   

CLQ-4521 Airline Logo Missing & Database name update - 
Aeromar (WV) 

  090305-000394 

CLQ-4539 Sabre Post Ticket Change Clear existing Phase IVs    

CLQ-4542 Need to batch re-geocode hotels in countries where 
Google Maps has coverage and Mappoint did not 

   

CLQ-4556 Add chain code Hotel Chain - AT - The Address 
Hotels 

  090327-000115 

CLQ-4559 When choosing AC flights on flightpass or retail, the 
Finger Fare is not identified, nor is it on top. 

  090324-000590, 
090325-000095, 
090406-000513 

CLQ-4562 Jetstar FOP FORMAT CHANGE REQUIRED   090402-000536 

CLQ-4566 ticketing line not updating in amadeus finisher    

CLQ-4567 Sabre: No fare rules can be displayed when 
requesting a search by Price however only fare 
rules are returned for finger fares when searching 
by schedule. All other carriers in the list do not 
return fare rules. 

  090407-000014 

CLQ-4570 Air Canada Direct Connect: Traveler selecting 
"Standard checked baggage allowance" opt-in but 
is actually being sold "No checked baggage" opt-in 

  081105-000295 

CLQ-4571 CLONE -Sabre- CB showing false availability ( DJ )   090325-000001 

CLQ-4610 CLONE -Multi-gds WN, Apollo PNR creation fails in 
Cliqbook due to TAU line IF Sabre Web Services is 
switched on in the Config. 

  090324-000167 
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Summary 

Major Features 
• Ability to show refundable and non-refundable in multiple classes of service 

on finger fare and other fares in the Sabre and Apollo GDS’ 

• Use RU memo segments for Deutsche Bahn segments in Amadeus 

 

Minor Features 
• TRAVELfusion Ghost card and improved CVV support 

• Alert the traveler/arranger if a booking is attempted and it overlaps with 
another booking by the same traveler 

• Add GOL support in TRAVELfusion 

• New Rule data points to compare all hotel rates to lowest rate at any 
preferred hotel 

• Add support for weather outside the USA 
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Release Notes 

Administration 

TRAVELfusion Ghost card and improved CVV support 

GDS' Supported: TRAVELfusion  
Configuration Setting:  Default On when TRAVELfusion Sites enabled 

This feature improves the way Cliqbook handles TRAVELfusion bookings with 
corporate cards. If TRAVELfusion specifies that a vendor does not require the card 
security number, then we will not ask for it on the credit card page: 

 

There is a new Company Admin setting on the Corporate Ghost Card edit page that 
allows companies to specify under what circumstances they want the card to be used 
for TRAVELfusion. The credit cards available to purchase the Web fare will vary 
depending upon the vendor and Allow Travelfusion Bookings setting option 
below: 

  

The Allow Travelfusion Bookings setting has three choices: 

• Never: Don’t allow this card to be used for TRAVELfusion 

• If CVV is not required: Only allow this card to be used if the vendor does 
not require CVV verification 

• Always: Always allow this card to be used 
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Configuration option to search multiple cabins, refundable and non-
refundable airfares 

GDS' Supported: Sabre and Apollo 
Configuration Setting: Respects current configuration settings 

NOTE: This feature adds a fare quote scan for each additional fare shown to the 
traveler on the finger fare or when View more fares is selected. This could 
impact GDS scan costs. However, the feature may also reduce shopping since 
travelers can see multiple fares for a flight with one Booking Wizard session, 
instead of multiple searches.  

A traveler can search multiple cabins, 
refundable and non-refundable airfares for 
Sabre and Apollo when Enable "View 
More Air Fares" Option from the 

Company Travel Configuration screen is 
selected. Both Databahn and Sabre 
Webservices are supported. 

NOTE:  If this feature is enabled, then travelers will be able to book refundable fares, 
even if the travel configuration hides the refundable checkbox. If you do not 
want to permit your travelers to purchase refundable tickets, please 
wait for a future release when rules are created that specify whether or not 
refundable fares can be purchased by travel rule class. 

How to access 

To access the Enable "View More Air Fares" Option, navigate to Administration 
> Travel System Admin > Company Travel Configuration. 

How does this appear to the traveler when the setting is enabled? 

1. When doing a Search by Schedule reservation, the selected options will 
appear as the finger fare on the Search by Price page with multiple fares 
available to select: 
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2. On the Search by Price page, there is a View More Air Fares link on each 
displayed flight option: 

 

3. Click the View More Air Fares link: 
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4. It will return more fares to choose: 

 

Known limitations: 

• Class of Service is not always displayed as economy, premium economy, 
business, first, in order from left to right 

• The view more Air Fare options is not defaulting to the selected finger fare 
radio button on the schedule page and has to be re-selected (Sabre only) 

Both items are scheduled to be corrected in an upcoming release. 

Alert the traveler/arranger if a booking is attempted with dates 
that coincide with an existing reservation 

GDS' Supported: All  
Configuration Setting: N/A 

If a traveler (or an arranger) tries to make a reservation with dates that overlap with 
another reservation for the same traveler, the following alert now appears: 
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The verification is made as soon as the user clicks the Search button on the Flight 
tab on the Travel home page or from the arranger view.   

• If there is no conflict, the user will briefly see a processing popup and then 
proceed to the next page. 

• If there is a conflict: 

♦ If the user clicks Yes to continue, he/she is taken to the next page as 
normal.  

♦ If the user clicks No, the popup disappears and he/she is allowed to 
change the search parameters. 

The alert for arrangers is almost identical. The only difference is that the text 
identifies the name of the traveler: 

 

NOTE: This change does not apply to guest bookings. 
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Allow Site Administrators to view travel profiles even when "Hide 
Profile Links" setting is enabled 

GDS' Supported: All  
Configuration Setting: N/A 

Administrators will no longer be affected by the "Hide Travel Profile Links" module 
property when viewing users' profiles. They will be able to view all levels of profile 
data via their profile access in User Administration. This allows administrators to set 
profile fields when their company is using a third-party profile tool provided by their 
travel agency. 

 

Allow up to 125 Airports in an Airport rules list 

GDS' Supported: All 
Configuration Setting: N/A 

Previous versions of Cliqbook restricted rule datapoints that accepted airport lists to 
a maximum of 10-12 airports. We have increased the limit to 125. This will allow 
companies that, for example, have large lists of city pairs and wish to display text 
about videoconferencing to manage this in a single rule instead of multiple rules. 

Worldspan Configuration setting to add #FSR to fare store 

GDS’ Supported: Worldspan 
Configuration Setting: See below 

Some discounts in Worldspan are 
accessed by appending #FSR without 
any discount to the pricing command. 
Cliqbook now supports those through a 
“Pricing Option” on the travel 
configuration page. Please work with 
your agency to have this enabled if 
appropriate. 

How to access 

To access the Use FSR option, navigate to Administration > Travel System 
Admin > Company Travel Configuration. 
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Air 

Update flight segments in archive for Analytics/Concur Intelligence 

GDS' Supported: All  
Configuration Setting: N/A 

Currently, flight segments are not updated in the Data Warehouse archive – only the 
ticket. This means that the accuracy of vendor reports and city pair spend reports 
could be improved since a reservation can be changed without a new ticket being 
issued. Cliqbook is currently only reporting flight information on the original ticket. 

With this release, flight segments (for both air and rail) will be loaded into the Data 
Warehouse Travel Archive. They will not be available for reporting until a later build.  

Currently, only customers who have purchased the integrated Concur Travel & 
Expense offering have access to Analytics and Concur Intelligence. 

TSA: AirTran middle name support 

GDS' Supported: AirTran Direct Connect  
Configuration Setting: TSA Enabled  

The passenger’s middle name for AirTran Direct Connect bookings is now supported.  
The AirTran API does not currently support Date of Birth or Gender, but when 
available a future release will pass all required information. 

 

SWABIZ upgrade 

GDS' Supported: SWABIZ 
Configuration Setting: default off 

This enhancement allows the client to switch from the old BookingBuilder / SWABIZ 
API to the new one. 

NOTE: The new API is required for companies to use the Track exchanges and credits 
for agencies feature 

This option appears in Travel System Admin (on the Travel Admin page, SWABIZ 
Configuration in the left-side menu). 
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NOTE:  In a future release, all customers will be upgraded to the new API.  Concur is 
making it configurable only for the short term. 

 

The new options are: 

• API Version: Select the old or new Booking Builder / SWABIZ API 

• Hide Email Address: Select this check box to hide the email address on the 
Passenger and Payment information pages 

SWABIZ: Track exchanges and credits for agencies 

GDS' Supported: All 
Configuration Setting: Default off – enable “new API” to get this feature 

If the traveler applies Ticket Exchange Funds 
during a SWABIZ Booking Builder reservation, 
these funds will be tracked for the agency. They 
are available in the appropriate flight reports, 
Concur Expense integrated clients, and as an 
endpoint in Finishing. 

NOTE: This option works for companies with the 
“New” Booking Builder / SWABIZ API 
Enabled. 
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GOL added to the WebDirect Providers list for Travelfusion 

GDS' Supported: TRAVELfusion 
Configuration Setting: N/A 

GOL is now available in TRAVELfusion, web direct providers. To access navigate to 
Company Administration > Travel Policy Administration > WebDirect 
Providers tab. 

 

Need to hide co-terminal connections from fare display 
 
GDS’ Supported: All GDS’ 
Configuration Setting: none 

This rule data point identifies flight options where a connection would require the 
traveler to travel from one airport to another. 

To enable it, build a new rule (or modify an existing one) and use datapoint, One or 
more connections requires changing 
airports. 

Turn the rule on for one or more travel classes:  
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Travelers will be notified of rule violations/matches as they are for any other rule: 

 

How to enable 

1. Add/Modify the datapoint:  Administration > Company Admin > Travel 
Rule Builder > Rule Template Category = Flight. 

2. Update the travel policy:  Administration > Company Admin > Travel 
Policy Administration > Flight section 

For more information about creating and modifying travel policies, please 
refer to the Company Administration Guide found within the Travel Training 
Toolkit or Concur Client Central in the Document Library. 

British Airways seat map is now showing correctly for first and 
business class on a 747 

GDS' Supported: Sabre 
Configuration Setting: N/A 

Concur Cliqbook Travel has made changes to the Sabre structured seat map 
information to correctly interpret the British Airways seat maps that have more than 
one section: 
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Scan Reduction: eliminate scan that searches non-preferred 
airlines at airports that are only serviced by preferred carriers 

GDS' Supported: OAG 
Configuration Setting: Respects current settings 

Previously, Cliqbook made one search for company and user preferred airlines and 
then a second search that excluded all the preferred airlines to get the rest of the 
market. 

In this release, Cliqbook will no longer run the search that excludes all preferred 
airlines unless there is at least one non-preferred airline servicing the route. This 
feature should eliminate an occasional fare shop scan that previously would return 
no results, so it reduces scans at no detriment to the end users.  

Scan Reduction: Adjust the retrieve PNR parameters to skip 
unnecessary scans 

GDS' Supported: Sabre 
Configuration Setting: N/A 

Cliqbook was commonly issuing an *HAC (display accounting line history) command 
for every Sabre itinerary retrieval. This command is needed only in the Queue 
Sucker for reporting.  

With this service update, that command will be called only in the Queue Sucker. The 
typical Cliqbook booking will see a reduction of 2 to 4 basic scans. 

Scan Reduction: Remove ‘ignore’ commands when starting and 
ending host sessions. 

GDS' Supported: Sabre 
Configuration Setting: N/A 

Sabre Databahn TWS (Travel Web Services) has been changed to remove “ignore” 
commands when starting and ending a host session. These ignores comprised 
approximately 25% of basic scans executed by Concur Cliqbook Travel. Sabre 
agencies should see a significant scan reduction.   

 Scan Reduction: Make the dedicated WN shop configurable 

GDS' Supported: Sabre, Apollo 
Configuration Setting: Default On 

Unlike other airlines where the dedicated shop is configured by the company via 
setting the airline as preferred, Southwest Airlines has a dedicated shop for all 
configurations. This shop is unique in that it will: 

• Perform a shop if Southwest services the lane 
– and – 
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• Also search alternate airports in a hub even if the traveler chose a specific 
airport.   

For example, if a traveler searched ORD-PVD (instead of Chicago area airports to 
PVD) then the Southwest dedicated shop would search MDW-PVD. 

At the request of some agencies, we have made this setting configurable. If disabled, 
Southwest results will only show up if the low-fare shops naturally return it. This will 

reduce scans.   

Concur’s recommendation 
for companies that are scan 
sensitive about Southwest 
Airlines is to consider using 
the SWABIZ Direct Connect. 
Companies that would like 
their travelers to consider 
flying Southwest when it 
services a route should 
leave this setting as-is.  
Companies that would 
prefer that their travelers 
fly other airlines should feel 
free to disable the dedicated 
shop.   

The Southwest scan air shop is configurable through a new check box added in 
Company Travel Configuration. By default, this feature was enabled for all 
customers. The box will be checked by default, when a new travel configuration is 
created.  

Car 

Re-enable RC-BEST for Thrifty 

GDS' Supported: All where RC-Best is supported 
Configuration Setting: Default Off 

Previously, Cliqbook disabled RC-BEST for Thrifty when a CD number was passed 
because the results were unreliable. Thrifty notified Cliqbook recently that they have 
made certain changes and Cliqbook can now resume the process. A corporate 
discount number does need to be set for RC-Best to be used. 

How to add RC-BEST 

The Corporate Discount Number and RC-BEST or RC-CORP is entered for a company 
by their travel agency or travel manager at: Travel System Admin > Company 
Specific > Manage Corporate Discounts > Car Vendors. 
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Hotel 

New rule points to compare all hotel rates to lowest rate at any 
preferred hotel 

GDS' Supported: All  
Configuration Setting: N/A 

This rule datapoint is used to find the lowest rate amongst all preferred hotels 
returned during the initial Hotel Shop performed in the Concur Cliqbook Travel 
Booking Wizard.  

 

The rule can have actions such as Require Approval or Hide when the rule is violated.  

 

NOTE: The rate is only calculated once. If a lower rate is found after retrieving more 
rates, the lowest preferred will not be updated. 

How to enable 

1. Add/Modify a datapoint:  Administration > Company Admin > Travel 
Rule Builder > Rule Template Category = Hotel.   

2. Update the travel policy:  Administration > Company Admin > Travel 
Policy Administration > Hotel section 

For more information about creating and modifying travel policies, please 
refer to the Company Administration Guide found within the Travel Training 
Toolkit or Concur Client Central in the Document Library. 

Add Hotel Address and Phone to the "User Supplied Hotels" report 

GDS' Supported: N/A 
Configuration Setting: N/A 

The User Supplied Hotels report now has the hotel address and phone number, to 
enable companies to find the location of travelers who did not reserve their hotels 
through the travel agency.  

The User Supplied Hotels report were released in the January 2009 release and can 
be enabled by navigating to: Travel Policy Administration > Edit Classes > 
Enable the Manual Hotels option for the rule class. For further details, please 
reference the January 2009 release notes, available within Concur Client Central. 
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Rail 

 Use RU memo segments for Deutsche Bahn segments in Amadeus 

GDS' Supported: Amadeus 
Configuration Setting: Default On 

This enhancement involves modifying the Amadeus passive segment when making a 
Deutsche Bahn booking in Concur Cliqbook Travel, to better represent the segments 
in the trip for the agency’s back office system.   

NOTE:  This is not for the purpose of issuing a ticket as Deutsche Bahn bookings 
made through Cliqbook are already ticketed. 

Passive Segment Input 

The Amadeus format used to create the Deutsche Bahn passive segment is as 
follows: 

RU1AHKQYG<departureDate_ddMMM>-/TRN-DBAHN-<confirmationNumber>/LV-
<departureDate_ddMMMyyyy>-<departureTime>/FR-<departureStationCode>-
<departureStationName>/AD-<arrivalDate_ddMMMyyyy>-<arrivalTime>/AT-
<arrivalStationCode>-<arrivalStationName>/NA-<trainType>-<trainNumber>/SI-
<class>/SP-<wagonNumber>-<seatNumber>/<totalPrice><currency>/PAX1/ 

Example: 

RU1AHKQYG10JUN-/TRN-DBAHN-680992709/LV-10JUN2009-0942/FR-8000105-
FRANKFURT(MAIN)HBF/AD-10JUN2009-0954/AT-8091032-FRANKFURT(M) 
FLUGHAFEN FERNBF/NA-ICE-1026/SI-2/SP-2-92/83.6EUR/PAX1/ 

Description of Input Fields in an Amadeus Passive Segment 

Field Description Example 

RU Memo segment identifier 
(constant) 
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Field Description Example 

1A Vendor code (constant, has 
to always be 1A even 
though Deutsche Bahn’s 
carrier code is 2A) 

 

HK Action Code (constant, has 
to always be HK even 
though this is a passive 
segment, not an active 
segment) 

 

QYG Generic IATA code for 
German Rail (constant) 

 

<departureDate_ddMMM> Departure date in ddMMM 
format 

10JUN 

TRN Denotes a train segment 
(constant) 

 

DBAHN Denotes Deutsche Bahn 
(constant) 

 

confirmationNumber Also known as the Order 
Number, numeric 

680992709 

-LV- Departure date and time 
follow (constant) 

 

departureDate_ddMMMyyyy Departure date in 
ddMMMyyyy format 

10JUN2009 

departureTime DepartureTime in hhmm 
format 

0942 

/FR- Departure station code and 
name follow (constant) 

 

departureStationCode Departure station code, 
numeric 

8000105 

departureStationName Departure station name FRANKFURT(MAIN)HBF 

/AD- Arrival date and time 
follow (constant) 

 

arrivalDate_ddMMMyyyy Arrival date in ddMMMyyyy 
format 

10JUN2009 

arrivalTime Arrival time in hhmm 
format 

0954 

/AT- Arrival station code and 
name follow (constant) 

 

arrivalStationCode Arrival station code, 
numeric 

8091032 

arrivalStationName Arrival station name FRANKFURT(M) FLUGHAFEN 
FERNBF 
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Field Description Example 

/NA- Train type and number 
follow (constant) 

 

trainType Train equipment code ICE 

trainNumber Train number 1026 

/SI- Class number follows 
(constant) 

 

class Class number – either 1 or 
2 

2 

/SP- Wagon and seat number 
follow (constant) 

 

wagonNumber Wagon number 2 

seatNumber Seat number 92 

totalPrice Total price of the trip 83.6 

currency Currency EUR 

PAX1 Denotes 1 passenger  

Passive Segment Output 

This is how the passive segment example above appears in the Amadeus PNR: 

MIS 1A HK1 QYG 10JUN-/TRN-DBAHN-680992709/LV-10JUN2009-0942/FR-8000105-
FRANKFURT(MAIN)HBF/AD-10JUN2009-0954/AT-8091032-FRANKFURT(M) FLUGHAFEN 
FERNBF/NA-ICE-1026/SI-2/SP-2-92/83.6EUR/PAX1/ 

Taxi 

Setting for default credit card for Taxi on profile page now saves 

GDS' Supported: All 
Configuration Setting: N/A 

Prior to this build, when a user assigned a credit card in their profile to be used as 
the taxi default form of payment it was not always respected when saving. This has 
been corrected.  
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Meeting 

Make the "no travel needed" button optional in the Meeting Travel 
Step 

GDS' Supported: All   
Configuration Setting: Concur Meeting Administration 

A new check box appears on the Travel step in Concur Meeting. The administrator 
can select or clear the new Show 'No Travel Needed' button check box to 
show/hide the No Travel Needed button for users.  

NOTE: This check box is similar to those for alternate travel or book hotel only.  

In the Meeting Travel step: 

 

As it appears to users: 
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Profile/PNR Administration  

Addition of a data point for Virgin America Value on CB Profile 
Editor 

GDS' Supported: Sabre 
Configuration Setting: Profile Template data point 

Virgin America is now available as a special carrier to allow Frequent Flyer number 
synchronization in Sabre: 

 

NOTE:  This feature is not yet supported by the GDS natively. 

Allow the customer to hide the check box for air or rail in the credit 
card record 

GDS' Supported: All  
Configuration Setting: Default Off 

Six new module properties allow companies to hide the "default for" check boxes for 
user-defined credit cards. For an existing site, when enabled, this will prevent users 
from changing their default credit card(s) for air, car rental, hotel, rail, taxi, or limo 
reservation, since the option would no longer be present. For a new client site, the 
option is not available when adding a new credit card.   

This feature assists automated data feed files, XML and GDS to Cliqbook profile 
synchronization, when data is passed from another source and not added by the 
traveler. In addition, this feature creates less confusion for travelers when a 
Corporate Credit card is in use for a specific travel segment, like air reservations 
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only. This feature is a module management property setting, and is only modified by 
Concur.   

In this example, you can see that the Hotel check box is missing when adding a new 
credit card: 

 

When reviewing/editing an existing card: 

 

 

How to enable 

To enable, create a case with Concur Client Services and request that one of the 
module property settings listed below, be enabled for a specific configuration or 
globally on a client site. 
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Capture Form of Payment (FOP) data from SWABIZ 

GDS' Supported: SWABIZ 
Configuration Setting: Default Off 

With this enhancement, the exact credit card used for SWABIZ via Booking Builder is 
captured and used when the Travel Configuration option, Send user-selected Form 
of Payment (FOP) for bookings that do not have any live air segments, is 
enabled. 

TSA fields for companions are now populating via lookup 

GDS' Supported: All  
Configuration Setting: 
Default Off 

When using Look up a 
company employee or 
Look up previous guest for 
multi-passenger travel, the 
TSA fields for gender, middle 
name, and date of birth were 
not being populated. 

With this service update, this 
issue has been resolved. 

 

 

 

Add the Expiration Date field for Air France Abonnement card 

GDS' Supported: N/A 
Configuration Setting: Default On 

The Expiration Date field has been added for the Air France Abonnement card 
within the Cliqbook Profile, Frequent Traveler Program editor pop-up: 
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Miscellaneous 

Add cabin onto e-receipts for all air tickets loaded into Cliqbook 
reporting via Queue Sucker 

GDS' Supported: All 
Configuration Setting: N/A 

Previously this was only supported for Sabre, now it is supported for Sabre, 
Worldspan, Amadeus (companies using Queue Sucker instead of ProPrinter), Apollo, 
and Galileo. Ticket segments loaded via Queue Sucker and GIDS will now include the 
cabin for the segment if it is available. This will allow auto-generated air e-receipts 
(for Concur Expense) to include the highest cabin for the ticket. 

Include the room type on the itinerary    

GDS' Supported: All 
Configuration Setting: N/A 

When users view their hotel reservations in Cliqbook now, the room type will be 
displayed for the user. For Amadeus, this will be a textual description provided by 
the hotel. For all other GDS, it will be decoded from the room type returned from the 
GDS. 

Amadeus: 
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Other GDS: 

 

Weather tab now displays international airport information   

GDS' Supported: N/A 
Configuration Setting: N/A 

An enhancement to the import and display of weather data was made to include 
international airports. The forecast information for global cities is being provided by 
Accuweather via FTP and stored in the same manner as the weather data for US 
cities.  

The weather widget will now be able to display weather forecast for international 
airports in virtually the same manner as it currently displays the forecast for airports 
in the U.S.A. While every attempt was made to make this change transparent to the 
end-user, there are some differences between the weather data we currently get and 
the new feed from Accuweather: 

• For U.S. airports, there are usually two daily forecasts available, one for the 
daytime hours and one for the evening. This is not the case for international 
forecasts as Accuweather only provides one forecast per day. 

• The weather icon that displays on the widget is slightly smaller for 
international airports as we will be using the icons provided by Accuweather 
as opposed to the icons from weather.gov currently being used for U.S. 
forecasts. 

• The international weather forecast data does not include a precipitation 
percentage forecast. 

The new data feed from Accuweather provides forecasts using their own proprietary 
weather station ID to identify the location for a particular weather forecast. This ID is 
sometimes equal to an airport’s IATA code, it is sometimes equal to the airport’s 
ICAO code, and other times it is simply a numeric ID assigned by Accuweather. For 
this reason, only about 60% of the international airports can currently be matched to 
a weather forecast provided in Accuweather feed. Most major airports in major 
international cities are currently supported but the remaining 40% of airports will not 
have a weather forecast to display. It is expected that Accuweather will start 
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providing forecast data using each airport’s IATA code soon. The change to the 
enhanced data feed that will cover a greater percentage of international airports is 
currently slated for the June release.   

As many airports around the world may use the metric system, a further 
enhancement to the weather widget allows the display of temperature in either 
Fahrenheit or Celsius. The unit that displays initially is determined by querying the 
distance unit default for the current user: 

• If the user has a setting of “km” as the default distance unit, it is assumed 
that the metric system is used and the weather widget displays the 
temperature in degrees Celsius. 

• If, on the other hand, the user has “mile” as the distance unit, the 
temperature is displayed in degrees Fahrenheit.  

• The user also has the option to switch back and forth between the two units 
by clicking on the newly added “Change to C°” or “Change to F°” link: 

 

The Change to C° link appears only if the unit currently displayed is Fahrenheit and 
the Change to F° link appears only when displaying temperature in degrees Celsius. 
Both the High and Low temperatures are changed when the unit changes.  

Improve the State / Postal field handling when adding a credit card 
during the booking process 

GDS' Supported: All  
Configuration Setting: N/A 

The Credit Card Information page in the Cliqbook Booking Wizard has been 
changed to include the following: 

• Require State/Province/Region only in the United States, Canada, Australia, 
and Brazil 

NOTE: For other countries, the word "(Optional)" appears in the field label. 

• Require Postal Code/Zip only in those countries that have a postal code 
system 
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NOTE: For other countries, the word "(Optional)" appears in the field label. 

 

• Have the label of the State/Province/Region field reflect the actual term used 
in that country, according to the following table: 

 

ISO  
3166-2 Country Name State/Province/Region Label 

AR Argentina Province 

AT Austria State (in German Bundesland) 

AU Australia State, Territory 

BR Brazil State 

CA Canada Province, Territory 

CH Switzerland Canton 

CN China Province 

DE Germany State (in German Bundesland) 

DK Denmark Region 

ES Spain Community 

FI Finland Province 

FR France Region, Department 

GB United Kingdom County 

IE Ireland County 

IN India State, Territory 

IT Italy Region 
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ISO  
3166-2 Country Name State/Province/Region Label 

JP Japan Prefecture 

MX Mexico State 

NL Netherlands Province 

NO Norway County 

NZ New Zealand Region 

SE Sweden County 

US United States of America State 

• Validate the postal code in a more detailed way for the countries in the above 
table (excluding Ireland, which does not use postal codes) 

• Switch automatically from Canada to the United States (and vice versa) if a 
US state is chosen (or a Canadian province) 

Note the following additional improvements: 

• The Edit Credit Card page in Profile has been improved. While using the 
credit card page, if the user chooses to use his/her home or work address 
from the profile, the state dropdown will automatically select the correct US 
state or Canadian province – even if the profile address contains something 
other than the official ISO3166-2 abbreviation for that state or province.   

• The Edit Credit Card page in Profile and in the TRAVELfusion (WebDirect) 
contact details page has been improved. If the user enters the state as free 
text and then subsequently changes the country to Canada or the US (which 
uses a dropdown), the state will automatically be selected. 

NOTE: This previously was true only if the free text field contained the official 
ISO3166-2 abbreviation for the state.  

• This case happens frequently when entering a completely new address in 
normal order (address, city, state, zip, then country). 

One-Click – User Ability to Choose Expense Policy  

GDS' Supported: All  
Configuration Setting: Default On 

Users with access to more than one Concur Expense Policy, that have CT&E are able 
to select the desired policy for use with the one-click functionality. The list of 
available policies appear in two locations. 

1. The Upcoming Trips tab of the Travel Home screen: 
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2.  The Trip List section of My Concur: 

 

NOTE:  The choose policy is for choosing the Expense policy, and has nothing to do 
with the Travel Policy. 
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Jira List 

Enhancements 
Key Summary Issue Links 

CEN-1008 Need Data point for Virgin America Value on CB Profile 
Editor 

  

CEN-1380 Scan Reduction: Do not run the scan in schedule or price 
that searches all non-preferred airlines if only preferred 
airlines service the airport 

  

CEN-1437 User Preferences not Reflected in Travel home Car Search   

CEN-1479 Allow "match" to be configurable for meetings  

CEN-1529 SWABIZ API upgrade  

CEN-1539 Amadeus Enhancement Request: to include the room type 
on the itinerary 

 

CEN-1542 Ability to allow customer to hide the checkbox for air or rail 
in the CC record 

 

CEN-1606 Update flight segments when a reservation is changed 
without a new ticket or cancelled and capture in a flight 
segments archive: 

  

CEN-1615 TRAVELfusion Ghost card and improved CVV support   

CEN-1619 use RU memo segments for DeutscheBahn segments in 
Amadeus 

  

CEN-1623 TSA: AirTran middle name support   

CEN-1627 capture FOP data from SWABIZ   

CEN-1633 SWABIZ: track exchanges and credits for agencies and in 
reports. 

  

CEN-1651 New rule parts to compare all hotel rates to lowest rate at 
any preferred hotel 

  

CEN-1652 Sabre Databahn: remove extra ignores to clear TA's that 
Databahn handles automatically 

  

CEN-1653 Weather tab only includes US cities - needs to be global Parature Case: 705-5062619 

CEN-1654 Make the dedicated WN shop configurable   

CEN-1656 Config option to Show refundable and non-refundable (or 
buckets for flex faring carriers) on finger fare and other 
fares the user asks for more fares 

  

CEN-1665 TSA fields for companions not getting populated via lookup   

CEN-1670 Add Expiration Date field for Air France Abonnement Card CRM Cases: CRMC-5111, 
CRMC-7222, CRMC-7088, 
CRMC-7019 
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Key Summary Issue Links 

CEN-1671 Support showing all available cabins on the finger fare or 
on other fares when "show more fares" is clicked. 

  

CEN-1675 Add cabin onto e-receipts for all air tickets loaded into 
Cliqbook reporting via Queue Sucker 

  

CEN-1676 Re-enable RC-BEST for Thrifty   

CEN-1679 Alert traveler/arranger if a booking is attempted that 
overlaps with another booking by the same traveler 

Solutions Suggestions: SID139 

CEN-1682 Guess state based on full name in Credit Card Address 
Entry 

  

CEN-1684 Improve State / Postal field handling when adding Credit 
Card during booking process 

  

CEN-1689 Add GOL (and other new TRAVELfusion carriers) to the 
web fares list 

  

CEN-1691 Make "no travel needed" button optional Solutions Suggestions: SID1073 

CEN-1693 Allow admins to view travel profile even when hide profile 
links is enabled 

090424-000366 

CEN-1694 Allow 125 Airports in an Airport list in rules   

CEN-1698 add #FSR to fare stores (via configuration setting) when 
pricing fares that have no associated ATPCO or SecuRate 
code to enable access to agency fares. 

090409-000480 

CEN-1701 Default Ridecharge on for all new not-cloned configs   

CEN-1703 Need to Hide co-terminal connections from Sabre Fare 
Display 

081022-000239 

CEN-1728 Localization for May 2009   

CEN-1731 Add Hotel Address and Phone to the "User Supplied Hotels" 
report 

  

 

Support Cases 
Key Summary Issue Links 

CLQ-642 Sabre Search by SKD: the return date is not being 
searched for Preferred Carriers in smaller markets, 
returning no results found to the User 

Cases: 090415-000123, 
081110-000298, 090409-
000068, 090428-000188, 
080922-000189, Parature 
Tickets: 705-3699557,705-
4003776,705-5193895,705-
3221616 
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Key Summary Issue Links 

CLQ-1137 National/ET Car Locations drop-off location being cut off 
for Mass Mutual 

Cases: 090202-000343, 
090105-000301, 090302-
000699; Parature Tickets: 
705-4328103,705-4650757 

CLQ-2089 Duration is incorrect on Air Canada direct connect - use 
airport TZ from database/session 

Cases: 080924-000156, 
081021-000194, 090202-
000501; Parature Tickets: 
705-5403507,705-5348873 

CLQ-2439 Sabre CB to GDS Sync - profile left in change mode and 
not ended 

Cases: 090209-000051, 
090210-000160, 080827-
000235, 090319-000159, 
090316-000257, 090428-
000267, 090202-000275, 
090205-000319, 090209-
000187; Parature Tickets: 
705-5950072,705-
6045319,705-6436768,705-
6436852,705-6454608,705-
6197587, 705-6463052, 705-
6464550 

CLQ-2447 Air Canada Direct Connect: Seat Change Confirmation 
Change 

081219-000237 

CLQ-3115 Meal codes: need to update V meal code to refreshment 
for purchase 

080822-000217 

CLQ-3127 Limo's: Limo Post Back stalling on specific error type, 
causing reservations not be updated w/Conf numbers 

080911-000174, 080909-
000275 

CLQ-3128 Filters: need duplicate filters for multi city routing. 081231-000021, 080828-
000314 

CLQ-3181 University of California passed Java Script code into a CB 
profile via XML Sync 

080918-000084, 090205-
000113 

CLQ-3394 SWABIZ booking fails when skip billing page option is 
checked. 

081021-000053, 090107-
000349, 090330-000248 

CLQ-4659 British Airways Seat Map Not Showing Correctly for First 
and Business Class on a 747 

081118-000103, 081209-
000157 

CLQ-4662 No approval process exists, but trips booked require 
approval 

081125-000305, 081121-
000168, 081120-000177 

CLQ-4661 Premium Economy on Virgin Blue in Cliqbook 080930-000287, 081124-
000295  

CLQ-4127 Cliqbook - Sabre needs to respect the TIME in the LDTP 090319-000020, 081204-
000005, 090128-000218 

CLQ-4658 Bearskin flights do not display when flex faring for Canada 
is enabled 

090109-000254, 090217-
000240, 081220-000004, 
090219-000459 

CLQ-4240 Spirit Air Error Message THIS ALREADY HAS A FARE - 
CANNOT T:UNABLE 

090224-000197, 090130-
000206 
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Key Summary Issue Links 

CLQ-4281 Default for Taxi setting on CC will not save 090304-000363 

CLQ-4430 QUANTAS RED E-DEALS - Cliqbook is not searching "E" 
Class and "Q" Class is Not Associated Correctly 

090324-000641 

CLQ-4439 Cliqbook Meetings - Meeting Calendar link results in Server 
Error 

090402-000504, 090310-
000327 

CLQ-4479 Google Maps Popup broken in Hotel/Car Geocoder Editor 090512-000353 

CLQ-4491 Error received when trying to add limo prior to first flight. 090403-000250, 090325-
000073, 090406-000621  
090316-000528 

CLQ-4512 When going to view "meeting calendar" under Meeting 
Administration you receive a server error. 

090326-000369 

CLQ-4545 When trying to view schedules of trains, if the time does 
not include a train after the time available, it states that 
there are no results available when options are really avail. 

090113-000269 

CLQ-4554 Rule not Working as Expected - Marketing airline is in 
Alaska Airlines and Any segment carried by American - 
Hide Results 

081125-000093 

CLQ-4617 Changed TF booking reflects new flight number and date, 
but flight times are those of original booking. 

090219-000133 

CLQ-4638 Amtrak should always go to Databahn 090417-000388 

CLQ-4643 AC DC - Flex Faring - prices showing in AUD & CAD funds 090417-000328, 090420-
000286, 090419-000011 

CLQ-4644 -CB is creating duplicate bookings in the GDS and booking 
processes very slowly. 

 090419-000030, 090417-
000433, 090417-000434 

CLQ-4652 Hide Travel Profile Module Property = True, is displaying 
travel profile data 

 

CLQ-4653 Profile Syncs with Sabre giving us an error on 
no_middle_name 

 

CLQ-4654 Flight pass hanging up when purchasing and going back to 
the reserve page 

090417-000052, 090416-
000372 

CLQ-4669 Don't show No Hotel nag when round trip is not over night 090420-000623 

CLQ-4673 Cliqbook - Amex - Primary Data sync problem 090423-000342 

CLQ-4678 AVIS Car Rental Monthly Search Results in 2 Rates for 
Same Car Type 

080902-000378 

CLQ-4679 OAG search returns alternate flights when selected flight is 
actually available 

090409-000476 

CLQ-4682 Send account information not working as expected 090120-000217 

CLQ-4685 CC being added twice into PNR 090421-000264 

CLQ-4686 Can not change Preferred seats on CO 738/737-800 series 
and 735/737-500 series 

090113-000167 
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Key Summary Issue Links 

CLQ-4688 Language - AC DC flight pass does not show amount info 
when selected French Canadian 

090217-000202 

CLQ-4689 -CB not requesting GPS in Apollo for Budget Car 090204-000579 

CLQ-4690 Unable to select applicable cost center from dropdown field 
in users profile 

090123-000000 

CLQ-4694 When using registration link from Starcite to Cliqbook, 
Chubb users with 2nd level profiles cannot complete any 
travel reservations. 

090423-000066, 090420-
000201 

CLQ-4695 Limo: Search for limo by address 0 results return. If you 
search for same address using company location then you 
get results 

090410-000101, 090415-
000113 

CLQ-4698 GDS B6 Frequent Flier Numbers returning with errors in B6 
Apollo GDS bookings 

090106-000245 

CLQ-4700 Jakarta hub set as CGK instead of JKT 090209-000126 

CLQ-4701 Error when changing a reservation from economy class to 
business class, in the same session. 

090126-000112 

CLQ-4703 Frequent Guest Number for Chain Code of Kimpton Hotels 
code shows as KP and needs to be changed to KC, or KP 
Deleted as an option 

090224-000531 

CLQ-4705 User Supplied Hotel Feature - When Scrolling through list 
of hotels in search the lines are running together on IE 6.0 

090326-000014 

CLQ-4709 GYD does not appear automatically in the airport filters for 
BAK; unable to search flights to/ from GYD. GYD does not 
appear in the search box. 

090205-000024 

CLQ-4710 The AC Booking Details 2 box has a bad translation for Trip 
Purpose when site is turned to French Canadian. 

090313-000399 

CLQ-4711 Need to load logo for Openskies airline. 090422-000347 

CLQ-4712 Not displaying govt hotel rates 081027-000134 

CLQ-4713 GDS B6 Frequent Flier Numbers returning with errors in B6 
Apollo GDS bookings 

090106-000245 

CLQ-4715 Clone Trip Error when 1st segment is Car booking 090112-000158 

CLQ-4716 Hertz Car fare information not displayed on Amadeus for 
terminal location HAJ 

090316-000013 

CLQ-4719 TSA - Company Travel Config option to not require, is 
requiring value to be entered on profile 

090511-000476 

CLQ-4721 Stored fare does not match the CB/Fare documentation 
total, which causes problems for back office. 

090101-000011 

CLQ-4724 Lilly-Travelers unable to reserve US/NW/DL via CB 090501-000411 

CLQ-4727 Branding at logout is for Cliqbook 090115-000236 
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Key Summary Issue Links 

CLQ-4728 -Error when booking Allegiant Air through travel fusion-
Travel fusion ticket Concur-42 

090403-000106 

CLQ-4731 Implementation - Adjust XML sync designated primary 
fields 

 

CLQ-4738 Pacific Coastal non BSP carrier  

CLQ-4744 No Flights except WN Sabre results being returned in 
Apollo for MHT-ELP 

090311-000116 

CLQ-4750 Unable to reserve US/DL/NW-Flights being returned as 
status NN 

090505-000393 

CLQ-4751 Apollo error selection outside of marriage on some 
connecting flights. 

090123-000230 

CLQ-4752 FL FF numbers not writing to sabre (Filter for 
'notspecialairprogram' for FF numbers does not account for 
FL (airtran) when it should) 

090216-000045 

CLQ-4754 Non-GDS hotels listed as preferred when they shouldn't be 090120-000082 

CLQ-4760 Apollo: When TSA settings are Show app fields but don't 
require; prompt if missing, and give option to Save, the 
data is moved into the GDS, nor is the User Level Profile 

090504-000406, 090504-
000317 

CLQ-4761 First Hotels chain does not exist in the hotel data base; 
this Chain is currently in Amadeus only 

090326-000225 

CLQ-4762 Issue with the PNR elements, no history 090324-000047 

CLQ-4766 When making a booking for WestJet flights you receive 
error 'unable to save PNR' after the payment page. This is 
happening because when CB ends the record on a Sabre 
Westjet booking. 

090429-000527, 090508-
000333, 090421-000171 

CLQ-4781 Cliqbook adding retention line before flight segments 090420-000573, 090508-
000170, 090504-000488, 
090428-000438, 090504-
000500 

CLQ-4795 Preauthorization error - car rate causes error in Amadeus 
for Hertz, Avis, Eurocar 

 

CLQ-4807 Sabre customer unable to add car or hotel to a ticketed 
reservation, Sabre returns 
"$$00100357HTL00SDSSELL002" or 
"$00100553CAR000SDSSELL002" message 

090403-000276 
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Summary 

Major Features 
• View More Fares extended to Worldspan, Galileo, and Amadeus and Rules for 

when to show/hide Refundable/Non-Refundable in View More Fares 

• Handle business-unit-specific car discounts without requiring a travel 
configuration per business unit 

Minor Features 
• Support flex-faring between Australia and New Zealand (Trans-Tasman Flex 

Faring) 

• Upgrade to latest version of Hilton Direct Connect 

• Improvements on Eurostar in the GDS 

• Enhance E-Receipt Loading to Match to User Even when no itinerary found 
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Release Notes 

Administration 

Search for profiles under User Administration by XML Sync ID 

GDS’ Supported: All 
Configuration Setting: User Administration, Default On 

The View 
Company Users 
page now 
supports 
searching for 
users by XML 
sync ID. Enter 
the ID in the 
Search Text 
field select “XML 
Profile Sync ID 

(exact match)” Profile Sync ID from the Search What drop-down. When you click 
Search, the page will display the record for the user having that exact Sync ID. 

Add TSA info to Employee Details (Extended) report 

GDS’ Supported: All 
Configuration Setting: Company Reports 

The Employee Details (Extended) report now includes this data: 
 

Field Description 

No Middle Name Flag Will be true if the No Middle Name check box is selected on 
the traveler's profile; otherwise will be false or blank 

Birth Date Traveler's date of birth 

Gender Will be: 

• M if the profile indicates the traveler is male 

• F if the profile indicates the traveler is female 

• blank if gender has not been specified in the profile 

DHS Redress Number Redress number provided by the United States Department of 
Homeland Security (DHS), if provided on the traveler's profile 

DHS Known Traveler 
Number 

This program has not yet been defined and so this field will be 
blank until such time that the DHS defines and rolls out the 
program. This is being included in the report for future use. 
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These fields will be present only on the default system report. If your company or 
agency has customized the report and you would like these fields added, please 
contact Concur Client Support by opening a support case in Concur Client Central. 

Handle business-unit-specific car discounts without requiring a 
additional travel configuration & Company Level Discounts 

GDS’ Supported: All 
Configuration Setting: Module Property, Default Off 

In order to allow numerous car discounts from the same vendor, Cliqbook now 
supports discounts by Org. Unit/Division for companies with the following Module 
Property setting enabled: Travel Discounts By Org Unit. This functionality allows 
discounts without setting up a new travel configuration for each CD number. 

When booking travel, Cliqbook will look for the most specific (meaning: either org 
unit/division level – for companies that have it enabled for cars – or the travel 
configuration level) discount first, then fall back to a company-level discount if 
Cliqbook did not already retrieve it for air or hotel. 

Administration 

There are two ways to access this Update: 

1. Administration > Travel System Admin > Company Travel Configuration > 
Select the “+” next to the name of the Company Configuration > Discounts: 

 

2. Administration > Travel System Admin > Company Travel Configuration > 
Manage Corporate Discounts. 

When Navigating directly to Manage Corporate Discounts, the administrator is 
required to select the Company Name, Company Travel Configuration and GDS (if 
there is more than one in use). 
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Once a GDS is selected, 
the discounts page will 
refresh and show a 
company-wide level view. 
Discounts set at this level 
will be highlighted in the 
tables showing the 
discounts. 

When adding or 
editing a 
discount at the 
company-wide 
level for a 
specific GDS, 
Cliqbook will display this reminder: 

 

When the main discounts 
page is set to a specific 
travel configuration, 
Cliqbook will still show the 
company-level discounts 
(although they cannot be 
edited) at this level to 
assist the administrator in 
adding travel-
configuration-specific 
discounts and avoiding 
duplication. The discounts 
will be highlighted the 
same as in the company-
level view. 

Car Org Level Discounts 

Companies that require Org Level car discounts, they first need to select a travel 
configuration, which determines the GDS used to store the discounts. When adding a 
new discount if there is more than one org unit available, the user will see a multi-
select, allowing the user to apply the discount to multiple org units at one time. 
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NOTE: To select more than one Org. 
Unit/Division when adding the 
new discount, use the Ctrl key 
when the items are not one after 
the other.  If one after the other, 
hold the Shift key when selecting. 

 

Once saved, the 
output display contains 
the Org. 
Unit/Division 
selected.  When 
multiple Orgs are 
selected entering the 
discount, they are 
displayed in different 
rows. 

Once an Org has been added, it 
cannot be edited.  To make an 
update you will need to delete 
the existing entry, and then re-
enter as needed. 

Additional Information 

Note the following: 

• Vendor exclusions are 
still set at the travel 
configuration level.  

• Importing/exporting 
company-level discounts 
(or car org-unit-level 
discounts) is not 
supported. 

• Cloning travel configurations will not affect org-unit-level discounts.  

• Webfare login credentials have been moved off the discounts editing page to 
their own page.  They are now listed as a link (Manage Webfare Login 
Credentials) on the left side of the screen when at Administration > Travel 
System Admin, beneath Manage Corporate Discounts. 

• Car discounts for direct connects are set on the travel configuration editing 
page. Cliqbook will support direct connects with Org Unit discounts in a future 
release. 
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How to enable 

To enable, create a case with Concur Client Services and request that the module 
property setting titled “Travel Discounts By Org Unit”, be enabled for a specific 
configuration or globally on a client site. 

NOTE:  This feature should only be enabled before entering CD numbers in the 
Manage Discount Table for a Concur Cliqbook Travel site.  If CD numbers 
already exist, first remove them, and then submit the support case to enable 
the module property. 

Rules for when to show/hide Refundable/Non-Refundable in View 
More Fares 

GDS’ Supported: All 
Configuration Setting: Travel Policy Admin, Default Off 

In May, the View More Air Fares option was made available on the Travel Admin 
– Travel Policy tab in Company Admin.  This is in the May release notes section 
titled: Configuration option to search multiple cabins, refundable and non-refundable 
airfares 

(The option is activated when enabling Wizard Option: Enable "View More Air 
Fares" Option field, in the Travel System Admin.) 

Cliqbook has four data points available in the 
Travel Rule Builder  (Company Admin > 
Travel Rule Builder > Rule Template 
Category = Flight – View More Air Fares) that 
can be used to create travel policies. 

The data points are: 

• cheapest fare in {cabin} should be 
{green, yellow, red, or show but not 
allow} if fare is {>,< } the LLF 
{plus/minus} {amount} 

• refundable fare in {cabin} should be 
{green, yellow, red, or show but not 
allow} if fare is {>,<} the LLF 
{plus/minus} {amount} 

• refundable {cabin} should be {green, yellow, red, or show but not allow} if 
fare is {>,<} the cheapest fare in the same flight {plus/minus} {amount} 

• cheapest fare in {cabin} should be {green, yellow, red, or show but not 
allow} if fare is {>,<} the refundable in the same flight {plus/minus} 
{amount} 

Additional rules will be added in future releases. 
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Allow ghost card to be configured for Guest Travelers 

GDS’ Supported: All 
Configuration Setting: Corporate Ghost Cards 

This enhancement allows limiting the use of a particular ghost card to guest travel. 
Cards designated as such will not appear as a payment option for non-guest 
bookings. 

How to enable 

To enable, on the customer Concur Cliqbook Travel site, navigate to Company Admin 
> Corporate Ghost Cards > Select an existing card and/or add a new one, then 
update the drop down pick list of who should see this card. 

 

Netherlands Postal Code Validation 

Cliqbook validates postal code addresses during credit card address entry for several 
countries. For the Netherlands, it was previously coded to allow only four-digit postal 
codes, but the Netherlands use four digits plus two letters.  

This validation for the Netherlands has been corrected. 

References to "Safe Harbor Agreement" removed from popup 
window title and blocker page 

Concur Travel & Expense supports the display of customized privacy statements to 
travelers on their first login. When originally developed years ago, these privacy 
statements were strictly within the context of the Safe Harbor policy. Today, Concur 
complies with data privacy and protection regulations, including the provisions of the 
European Union Directive 95/46/EC, Canadian PIPEDA (Personal Information 
Protection and Electronic Documents Act), and the UK Data Protection of 1998.  

References to "Safe Harbor" have been replaced with "Privacy Agreement." Changes 
were previously made in other locations, but these two screens were inadvertently 
missed. 
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Hide Expiration Date fields for credit cards imported from Expense 

If a company has enabled the feature where – for integrated travel and expense 
customers – Concur Expense can extract the credit card numbers, expiration dates, 
and addresses from the credit card data feeds and then push those corporate cards 
to Cliqbook, then card cancelations and renewals are automatically managed via the 
card feed.  

There is no reason to empower travelers to edit the expiration date since any change 
would make the date inaccurate and, cause problems. This is not configurable 
because the purpose of the integrated feature is to prevent individual travelers from 
mis-keying information. 

Air 

TSA requirements for SWABIZ 

GDS’ Supported: All 
Configuration Setting: Travel System Admin – Default Off 

Concur Cliqbook Travel and Booking Builder are ready to pass TSA data to SWABIZ, 
however they are not ready to receive it. Once SWABIZ is ready to receive the data, 
A TSA screen will only appear if the configuration has TSA enabled. 
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TSA information is collected in the below cases: 

• Travel configuration settings (Wizard Options – Transportation Security 
Administration (TSA) Secure Flight Options in Travel System Admin) for 
TSA are set up with one of the following options: 

♦ The For information required by the TSA for travel to/from the USA 
field is set to: Show and require on profile; prompt if missing and 
automatically save – or – Show applicable fields on profile, but don’t 
require; prompt if missing and give the option to save 

♦ The When to send TSA required data to air carriers field is set to: 
Only for travel to, from, or transferring through the USA or Always 

• Guest booking or the employee (profiled user) misses information about 
middle name, gender, and/or date of birth in his/her profile. 

If the above conditions are true, the following screen will appear after clicking on the 
SWABIZ icon on the flight result page: 

 

Missing fields are marked in red. After filling in the required information, the booking 
process continues with the collection credit card information (if applicable) and the 
booking of the trip itself. 

NOTE:  SWABIZ is not yet ready to receive this data but Cliqbook is now ready to 
send this data via the direct connect.  

For more information about TSA requirements, please refer to the April 2009 release 
notes, available within the Document Library of Concur Client Central 
(concur.com/support). 
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Support flex-faring between Australia and New Zealand (Trans-
Tasman Flex Faring) 

GDS' Supported: Apollo, Galileo, Sabre, and Amadeus 
Configuration Setting:  Company Travel Configuration, Default On if previously 
enabled for Australia 

 

 

Cliqbook now supports flex-faring between Australia and New Zealand or within New 
Zealand.  A trip that starts and ends in Australia or New Zealand will be eligible for 
Flex-faring.  The configuration option that formerly enabled Australian flex-faring 
now enables Trans-Tasman flex faring. 

Access to Trans-Tasman flex-
faring is set by enabling the 
Within Australia and/or New 
Zealand check box in the Flex-
faring section on the 
Company Travel Configuration page in Travel System Admin: 

Configuration option to search multiple cabins, refundable and non-
refundable airfares 

GDS' Supported: Amadeus, Galileo and Worldspan (May release Apollo & Sabre) 
Configuration Setting: Company Travel Configuration, Default Off 

In the May release, Cliqbook supported a new feature called View More Air Fares in 
the Apollo and Sabre platforms. Cliqbook has now extended that to Worldspan, 
Amadeus, and Galileo. 

NOTE: This feature adds a fare quote scan for each additional fare shown to the 
traveler on the finger fare or when View more fares is selected. This could 
impact GDS scan costs. However, the feature may also reduce shopping 
since travelers can see multiple fares for a flight with one Booking Wizard 
session, instead of multiple searches.  
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A traveler can search multiple cabins, refundable and non-refundable airfares for 
Sabre and Apollo when Enable "View More Air Fares" Option from the Company 
Travel Configuration screen is selected. Both 
Databahn and Sabre Webservices are 
supported: 

NOTE:  If this feature is enabled, then travelers will be able to book refundable fares, 
even if the travel configuration hides the refundable checkbox. If you do 
not want to permit your travelers to purchase refundable tickets, 
please wait for a future release when rules are created that specify 
whether refundable fares can be purchased by travel rule class. 

How to access 

To access the Enable "View More Air Fares" Option, navigate to Administration > 
Travel System Admin > Company Travel Configuration. 

How does this appear to the traveler when the setting is enabled? 

1. When doing a Search by Schedule reservation, the selected options will 
appear as the finger fare on the Search by Price page with multiple fares 
available to select: 

 

2. On the Search by Price page, there is a View More Air Fares link on each 
displayed flight option: 
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3. Click the View More Air Fares link: 

 

4. It will return more fares to choose: 
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Known limitations: 

• Class of Service is not always displayed as economy, premium economy, 
business, first, in order from left to right 

• The view more Air Fare options is not defaulting to the selected finger fare 
radio button on the schedule page and has to be re-selected (Sabre only) 

Both items will be corrected in an upcoming release.  

Support for airlines that use different booking class codes for travel 
between certain countries or airports 

GDS' Supported: All 
Configuration Setting: N/A 

Cliqbook now has the ability to distinguish classes of service that are in different 
cabins for the same airline depending on what market they are serving.  For 
example, SAS has some classes of service that are considered Business class 
domestically, but First class internationally.  Cliqbook will now label them accordingly 
by market. 

Update Airline Logo for Skyeurope (NE) 

The airline logo displayed in Cliqbook for Sky Europe (NE) was been updated with the 
airline's current logo: 
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Add new airlines to AirPlus DBI setup 

GDS’ Supported: N/A 
Configuration Setting: AirPlus DBI enabled 

The Cliqbook AirPlus DBI export for low-cost carriers was updated to include a 
significantly larger number of low-cost carriers. For companies with this feature 
enabled, the DBI export will now occur for any trips booked in Cliqbook on any of the 
following airlines.   
 
Air Algerie 
Air Alps 
Air Berlin 
Air Comet 
Air Europe 
Air Koryo 
Air Nepal Intl 
Air Vallee 
Airtran Air 
Alaska Airlines 
Astraeus 
Azul Brazilian Airlines 
Blue Panorama 
Bmibaby 
Brussels Airline 
Brussels Airline 
Cimber Air 
City Airline 
Clickair 
Clubair Sixgo 
Danish Air 
Darwin Airlines 
DBA 
Denim Air 
Eastern Airways 
Easyjet Airline 

Elysair 
Eurofly 
Flybaboo 
Flybe 
FlyMe 
FlyNordic 
Germania 
Germanwings 
Gol Trans 
Hapagfly 
Helvetic Airways 
Hemus Air 
Interjet 
Intersky 
Jet Airways 
Jet2.com 
JetBlue 
Jetstar Airways 
Jetstar Asia Air 
KD Avia 
Kingfisher Air 
Kulula.com 
Labrador 
Lufthansa 
Mongolian 
My TravelLite 

MyAir.com 
Nationwide Air 
Niki Luftfahrt 
Norwegian Shuttl 
RyanAir 
ScotAirways 
Sky Service 
SkyEurope 
Skyways 
Skywest Air (AU) 
Smartwings 
Southwest 
Spirit Airlines 
Thomsonfly 
Tiger Airways 
Transavia 
Tuifly 
Valuair LTD 
Virgin America 
Virgin Blue 
Volare 
Vueling Airlines 
Welcome Air 
WestJet 
Wind Jet 
Wizz Air 

Hotel 

Hilton Direct Connect Update 

GDS' Supported: N/A 
Configuration Setting: Company Travel Configuration, Default off 

Concur has upgraded to the Hilton HTE v3 API in Cliqbook. 

To enable a travel configuration, enter the Requestor ID provided by the Vendor, as 
well as enabling the connector and entering in any Discount and Rate Codes (Travel 
System Admin > Wizard Options > Hotel Search Options): 
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When the Cliqbook direct connect is enabled, searches for properties in the Hilton 
Family of Brands will return directly from the vendor, instead of going to the GDS.  
Currently, the Hilton Family of Brands include Hilton, Conrad, Doubletree, Hampton, 
Hilton Garden Inn, Embassy Suites, Homewood Suites by Hilton, and the Waldorf-
Astoria Collection: 

 

When a property is booked, the reservation is made directly with Hilton’s API. A 
passive hotel segment is written into the PNR, as is typical for Cliqbook direct 
connects: 

 

Cancellation of a Hilton direct connect hotel will show the cancellation number, just 
like a GDS reservation: 
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Known Issue  

If you have a booking with air, and a Hilton direct connect hotel, you cannot  
perform a pre-ticket change for the air segment, but you can modify the Hilton 
segment. This will be addressed in a future release. 

Non-GDS/Passive hotels can now assign a chain code 

GDS' Supported: All 
Configuration Setting: N/A, Auto-on 

Passive hotel segments for non-GDS hotels will now write a hotel chain code, when 
previously, only ZZ was written. This update simplifies data gathering and improves 
the accuracy of reporting based upon passive segments. 

On the admin pages for non-GDS hotels, select the Hotel Chain. By default, the chain 
will be independent (i.e. still ZZ). For existing non-GDS hotels, admins should go 
back in and populate the correct hotel chains, to update the default code of ZZ.   

NOTE:  Meeting hotels will use the chain code of the property they are created from, 
so this update does not apply. 
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Detailed Passive Hotel Segment 

GDS' Supported: All 
Configuration Setting: Default to unchecked 

Concur can now add detailed passive segments for hotels. This feature was added as 
an optional to enhance the amount of data included in a passive hotel segment and 
potentially improve back office data.  
This configuration option is found on 
the Travel System Admin > 
Company Travel Configuration 
screen beneath the Hotel Direct 
Connect section: 

NOTE: More items will come with future releases, but for now this just includes 
adding the property ID to the passive segment if turned on.   

Below are examples of the passive segment lines for each GDS: 

NOTE:  Use with “Detailed Passive Segment” enabled. 

Apollo: 

1 HTL HL BK1  PRG 11AUG - OUT13AUG /G-VIxxxxxxxxxxxx1111EXP/W-HL06082 
HILTON PRAGU"POBREZNI 1"PRAGUE"NO STATE GIVEN"186 00"1112223333/SI-
DIRECT CONNECT** CZK3433.50 ****PLS BOOK 1 ROOM**/CF-3351194649   
]&#x1D; 

Amadeus: 

2 HTL 1A HK1 PRG 11AUG-13AUG//V-HL/H-HILTON PRAGUE HOTEL/ 
    A-POBREZNI 1/C-PRAGUE/S-/Z-186 00/P-1112223333/RT-3433.50/ 
    CF-3351194649/ID-/G-VI4111111111111111 EXP 1022/PROPERTY-HL0 
    6082 

Sabre: 

1 HHT HL 11AUG T GK1 PRG/OUT13AUG/HL HL06082 HILTON 
PRAGU/SG†LB/CZK3433.50/CD-HILTON/GVI4111111111111111EXP 10 22/SI-
DIRECT †CONNECT/SI-¤POBREZNI 1‡PRAGUE 186 00 

Worldspan: 

1  HHL HL MK01 PRG IN11AUG OUT13AUG 06082-HL HILTON PRAGUE    /NP-1/R-
COR/RG-CZK 3433.50 /BS-11936735/BC-I/SP-NON SMOKING/CF-3351194649 

Galileo 

1. HTL HI BK1  PRG 14SEP -   OUT15SEP /W-64620 HILTON PRAGUE*PRAGUE**BK 1 
RM*/CF-3351194649/G-VIxxxxxxxxxxxx1111EXP/SI-DIRECT CONNECT&#x1D; 
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NOTE:  Use with “Detailed Passive Segment”  not enabled. 

Apollo: 

1 HTL HL BK1  PRG 11AUG - OUT13AUG /G-VIxxxxxxxxxxxx1111EXP/W-HILTON 
PRAGUE HOTEL"POBREZNI 1"PRAGUE"NO STATE GIVEN"186 00"1112223333/SI-
DIRECT CONNECT** CZK3433.50 ****PLS BOOK 1 ROOM**/CF-3351194649 
]&#x1D; 

Amadeus: 

2 HTL 1A HK1 PRG 11AUG-13AUG//V-HL/H-HILTON PRAGUE HOTEL/ 
    A-POBREZNI 1/C-PRAGUE/S-/Z-186 00/P-1112223333/RT-3433.50/ 
    CF-3351194649/ID-/G-VI4111111111111111 EXP 1022 

Sabre: 

1 HHT HL 11AUG T GK1 PRG/OUT13AUG/HL HILTON PRAGUE 
HOTEL/SGL†B/CZK3433.50/CD-HILTON/GVI4111111111111111EXP 10 22/SI-
DIRECT C†ONNECT/SI-¤POBREZNI 1‡PRAGUE 186 00 

Worldspan: 

 1  HTL 1P MK01 PRG IN16AUG OUT18AUG      -HL HILTON PRAGUE HOTEL/NP-1/R-
Q2/RT-CZK 3433.50 /BS-11936735/SI-@POBREZNI 1$PRAGUE 186 00$PHONE 
1112223333@/SP-NON SMOKING/CF-3351194649 

Galileo 

1. HTL HI BK1  PRG 14SEP -   OUT15SEP /W-HILTON PRAGUE*PRAGUE**BK 1 
RM*/CF-3351194649/G-VIxxxxxxxxxxxx1111EXP/SI-DIRECT CONNECT&#x1D; 

Clarify the choice on user-supplied hotels when a hotel is not 
needed 

The text has been changed for one of the User Supplied Hotel pop-up options from "I 
will not be staying at a hotel" to "I will not be staying at a hotel on this trip". 
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Google Maps: Country bias for Reference point search 

From now on, Google Maps Reference Point searches are country-biased. This affects 
Hotel, car rental off-airport locations, dining, and limo search. 

The country used for biasing is the country 
configured with this Company Travel 

Configuration screen > Agency Information section.  

Example:  

Assume that your Agency Ticketing Country is the United States of America as 
depicted above. If you search for a hotel in Hobart, the only result displayed will be 
Hobart in the USA: 

 

If your travel configuration was set up with the Agency Ticketing Country  of 
Australia, the same search would return Hobart in Australia: 

 

If a user within a travel configuration with ticketing country of United States of 
America wants to find the Australian Hobart, he/she must search for “Hobart, 
Australia” or “Hobart, AU”. 
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Meetings 

Notification when room block or event capacity is low or full 

GDS’ Supported: All 
Configuration Setting: N/A 

Two new kinds of triggered meeting e-mails have been added to Cliqbook for Concur 
Meeting. 

Event Attendance Level Notification 

Event Attendance Level Notification e-mails are sent once a specific number of 
attendees register for a meeting event. The warning level can be set by the Meeting 
administrator in the Event Setup page: 

 

The e-mail is sent only once.  After it is sent, the e-mail option is automatically 
disabled and the Event Setup page shows the date the e-mail was sent: 

 

Note the following: 

• If the Meeting administrator re-enables the warning e-mail (for example, at a 
higher attendance level), it will send again once the specified attendance level 
has been reached. 
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• If the specified attendance level is less than the current number of attendees 
registered for the event, the e-mail will be sent immediately the first time a 
new attendee registers for the event or an already-registered attendee re-
confirms attendance at the event. 

• If waiting lists are enabled, people on the waiting list are included when 
considering the warning level. In this way, it is possible to set a warning level 
greater than the meeting capacity. For example, if the warning level is set to 
30 and the meeting capacity is 25, then the warning e-mail will be sent when 
there are five people on the waiting list. 

Hotel Rate Booking Level Notification 

Hotel Rate Booking Level Notification e-mails work in a similar way with hotel blocks, 
except that the warning level is set as a percentage of capacity on any date. The 
warning level is set on the Edit Hotel Rates page: 

 

Once the e-mail is sent, it is automatically disabled and the sent date is displayed in 
the Edit Hotel Rates page.   

Note the following: 

• If the meeting administrator re-enables the e-mail (for example, after 
negotiating a larger hotel block), then the e-mail will be sent again once the 
bookings on that rate for any day reach or exceed the specified level.  

• If the bookings already exceed the warning level on any date, then e-mail will 
be sent as soon as any attendee books a new room on that rate. 

Configuration 

Both types of new triggered e-mails can also be created or edited in the Triggered 
E-mails page: 
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The Edit E-mail hyperlinks that appear in the Event Setup and the Edit Hotel 
Rates pages both lead to the Meeting E-mail Edit page: 

 

This change fixed an issue in the Edit E-mail page that prevented the Save and go 
to e-mail list button from returning to the Triggered E-mail list. Additional 
validation was added to Step Triggered e-mails to prevent them from being set up 
without selecting a step.   

The default for all triggered e-mails are added as soon as they are created – not just 
after first viewing them in the Edit E-mail page. This means that if e-mails are 
created – not edited – and then triggered, they will contain default content, rather 
than appearing blank. 
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Rail 

Ability to hide train routings that make no sense in mixed air/rail 
display 

GDS’ Supported: All 
Configuration Setting: Company Travel Configuration only when Deutsche Bahn or 
SNCF direct connects are activated. 

When searching for flights in the Flight tab, 
the results may include rail if the travel 
config has Deutsche Bahn and/or SNCF 
turned on.  Depending on the origin and 
destination being searched, the rail results 
may contain many stops (i.e. change of 
trains).  In order to minimize the clutter on 
the Schedule and Price pages, there is now 
a dropdown (hereinafter called “the 

dropdown”) for “Number of Stops” under the Filters section on the right hand side of 
the Schedule and Price pages with the following characteristics: 

1. It is displayed only if the page has rail results (Deutsche Bahn and/or SNCF). 

2. The dropdown contains an option called “Select” as well as options for the 
number of stops corresponding exactly to the number of stops in each row of 
the matrix: 

 

3. The default number of stops when the page loads is the highest number of 
stops in the flight results, otherwise it is defaulted to the highest number of 
stops in the rail results. 

4. Selecting 3 stops (for example) from the dropdown changes the page to 
display results containing 3 stops or fewer.  If “All” carriers had been selected 
earlier (which is the default), then the display shows results containing 3 
stops or fewer on any carrier.  If a particular carrier had been selected earlier 
(by clicking on the carrier icon in the matrix), then the display shows results 
containing 3 stops or fewer for that particular carrier; 

5. Clicking on any of the links in the matrix resets the dropdown to “Select”. 
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Search Scenarios 

The following are sample search scenarios that yield air/rail mixed results, air-only 
results, and rail-only results when searched from the Flight tab. 

1. Stuttgart to Brussels – mixed air/rail results, containing many rail stops 

2. Boston to Dallas – air-only result 

3. Leipzig to Heidelberg – rail-only results 

Improvements on Eurostar support in GDS 

GDS’ Supported: Amadeus, Galileo and Sabre 
Configuration Setting: None required – GDS inventory specific 

Previously the only way to get Eurostar 
availability was to ask for the LON and PAR 
hubs.  Now, Eurostar stations are now 
available in the Cliqbook station choosers. 
As the Eurostar interface is through the 
GDS, the stations are listed alongside 
airports on the Flight tab.  Additionally, 
both schedule and price displays support 
Eurostar: 
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In addition to Sabre/Amadeus and the SNCF direct connect, an Agency Preview is 
now available for Eurostar through Galileo.   

Known issues that will be resolved in future releases:  

• Cliqbook only supports one-ways today in Galileo due to an issue with 
TravelPort. They have identified the issue and assigned a resource. Once 
TravelPort resolves the issue, Cliqbook will be able to support round trip 
itineraries.  

• Sometimes a business fare appears to be economy - Cliqbook shows Eurostar 
as "Economic Unreserved..."  

• A search LON-PAR will bring back Eurostar, but a search PAR-BRU will not, 
you need to search for the rail stations specifically. Two workarounds: First, 
search the station names explicitly for Brussels. Second, add a company hub 
for Brussels that includes the Eurostar station. We are exploring a 
workaround for Cliqbook. 
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Evolvi: Ticket on departure (TOD) 

Below are samples of the Evolvi Ticket On Departure (TOD). TOD will allow a traveler 
to bypass printing a paper ticket prior to the trip. Instead, they select what location 
they will print the ticket from and simply enter their TOD reference number into the 
ticket kiosk. The TOD reference number is shown on both the Cliqbook itinerary and 
as an associated itinerary remark in the PNR itself. 

 

 

Do not click on Show Singles as Ticket On Departure (TOD) only works for one-
ways and roundtrips. If you choose dual single tickets instead of roundtrip, you will 
not be able to pick up your tickets at a TOD machine. (This will be available in a 
future version of Evolvi.) 
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You can leave the Organization Search blank. Actual screens may vary depending 
on how the agency has set up Evolvi: 

 

Select where you wish your ticket to be printed.  Select ToD Ticket Queue from the 
dropdown: 
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The screen changes to show the ToD Ticketing Location.  Select a station from the 
dropdown where you want your ticket to be printed.  It is defaulted to the departure 
station but some stations do not have ToD machines, so the traveler has to pick 
some other station to pick up the ticket from in that case: 
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The traveler is then automatically redirected back to Cliqbook to display the final 
itinerary: 
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Corresponding Sabre PNR: 

 
*OCLGGF«                                                         
 1.1JAZZER/MICK                                                  
 1  RAL Z0 04AUG T GK1  CBGSSD/LV-0809/DT-04AUG/AR-0845/CL-2/FD  
-7070220/TD-7068340/OP-XC/NA-CROSSCOUNTRY/SP-A13A/SI-CAMBRIDGE   
TO STANSTED AIRPORT/TOD-G6G2G7F4/CF-161443-                      
 2  RAL Z0 09AUG S GK1  SSDCBG/LV-1725/DT-09AUG/AR-1754/CL-2/FD  
-7068340/TD-7070220/OP-XC/NA-CROSSCOUNTRY/SP-A13A/SI-STANSTED A  
IRPORT TO CAMBRIDGE/TOD-G6G2G7F4/CF-161443-                      
TKT/TIME LIMIT                                                   
  1.TAW/                                                         
PHONES                                                           
  1.WAS703-837-6100 EXT 2-OT TRAVEL/49 64015 0                   
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  2.WAS 703-837-6100-A                                           
  3.DCA703-837-6100-B                                            
  4.DCA703-888-9999-R                                            
  5.DCA703-837-6100-A                                            
PASSENGER E-MAIL DATA EXISTS  *PE TO DISPLAY ALL                  
CUSTOMER NUMBER - 010000                                         
ADDRESS                                                          
    OT TRAVEL INC‡                                               
    209 MADISON STREET STE 400                                 ‡ 
    ALEXANDRIA VA 22314                                          
CREDIT CARD DATA EXISTS *CC TO DISPLAY                           
REMARKS                                                          
  1.-BOOKING CREATED BY CLIQBOOK                                 
  2.H-CLIQBOOK STARTING SELL                                     
  3.H-***** EVOLVI UK RAIL INFO *****                            
  4.H-ATTENTION--USING *Z0* TO REPRESENT UK RAIL                 
  5.‡S1 *****                                                    
  6.‡S1 UK RAIL TICKET REFERENCE NUMBER 161443                   
  7.‡S1 TOD REFERENCE NUMBER G6G2G7F4 -- ENTER THIS AT TICKET M  
    ACHINE                                                       
  8.‡S1 TOD COLLECTION STATION -- CAMBRIDGE                      
  9.‡S1 *****                                                    
 10.H-EVOLVI FARE - 18.00/26.95                                  
 11.H-EVOLVI DISCOUNT - 0.00/0.00                                
 12.H-EVOLVI TRANSACTION CHARGE - 0.00/0.00                      
 13.H-EVOLVI CREDIT CARD CHARGE - 0.00/0.00                      
 14.H-EVOLVI TOTAL PRICE - 18.00/26.95                         ‡ 
15.H-EVOLVI CURRENCY CODE - GBP/EUR                           ‡ 
 16.H-EVOLVI ENDPOINTS -CAMBRIDGE TO STANSTED AIRPORT            
RECEIVED FROM - PAX/JAZZER/M-703-837-6100                        
C7AC.C7AC*ACB 0440/13JUN09 OCLGGF                     

Limo/Taxi 

Add taxi receipt sample to E-Receipt Admin page 

We will now show a sample of an e-receipt for RideCharge taxis along with samples 
from Hertz and Hilton in two locations: 

1. Profile > E-Receipt Activation 

2. Company Admin > E-Receipts Administration. 
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Profile/PNR Administration  

Do not remove previously taken trips (those that fall into PNR 
history after 24 hours) when a new segment is added 

Previously, when Cliqbook processed a PNR in reporting, Cliqbook would: 

• Recreate an image of the PNR at that point in time 

• Delete the segments stored in the database 

• Re-insert the segments currently associated with the PNR   

This worked very well except for a small set of cases when a segment on a PNR was 
added or modified after one or more of the existing segments had finished (for 
instance, the passenger had already completed two flights when he/she decided to 
add a rental car, change a hotel room reservation, or change their flight home). 

The problem with keeping these extra segments is that Cliqbook cannot be 
completely sure which of them have "fallen out" of the PNR because they have 
occurred and which have been deleted because they have been cancelled. Cliqbook 
can only get a point-in-time view of the PNR in reporting. Cliqbook has decided to 
error on the side of keeping more data rather than knowingly deleting good data. 

Another complication is that the segments arrive with their local time – not UTC 
time. In order to be on the safe side, we are assuming that any segment with a start 
date in the next 24 hours in their local time has already started. This means Cliqbook 
will not delete any segment that has already begun. 
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Cliqbook is handling this differently in its two reporting methods: 

• GIDS – for Apollo and Galileo – pushes Cliqbook a series of events. Each 
event represents a point-in-time view of the PNR and has all of the current 
segments associated with it.   

• For QueueSucker – for Sabre, Worldspan and Amadeus (when not using the 
MIO option) – Cliqbook generates an itinerary for each PNR pushed to us by a 
travel agency, and we save the segments in that itinerary into the database.  

The changes to these two reporting systems to save the segments are: 

• GIDS – when a new event comes in, Cliqbook: 

♦ Updates the sequence number to a new negative number for each of the 
stored segments that: 

• Have a positive sequence number currently 

• Have a start date in their local time in the next 24 hours 

• Are not included in the new point-in-time snapshot of the PNR 

♦ Deletes all segments that still have a positive sequence after #1 

♦ Re-inserts the segments from the event 

• QueueSucker – when Cliqbook receives a PNR on the reporting queue, 
Cliqbook: 

♦ Updates the sequence number to negative for each of the stored 
segments that have: 

• A positive sequence number currently 

• A start date in their local time in the next 24 hours 

♦ Deletes all segments with a positive sequence number after #1 

♦ Re-inserts all of the segments from the PNR with these steps: 

• Try to delete any segment that matches the current segment but 
has a negative sequence number (because the primary key is the 
internal trip key and the sequence number, this is a very fast SQL 
statement) 

• Then, insert the new segment 
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Add record locator, total, and remaining credit for SWABIZ 
finishing fields 

This enhancement adds additional fields to the 
Finishing Data to handle a SWABIZ via 
BookingBuilder reservation with a Ticket 
Exchange Fund. 

• TicketExchangeRecordLocator: 
Record Locator of the exchanged ticket 
(Example: JXJ2Z6). This node will be 
empty if no credit is applied.  

• TicketExchangeFund: Amount of the 
ticket to be applied and deducted from 
the total cost. If no ticket is applied, then 
this will be empty (Example: existing 
ticket is worth 300.00USD).  

• TicketExchangeRemainingCredit: 
Remaining amount of money left on 

applied ticket. If no credit is applied or there is no remaining value, this will 
be empty. (Example: Value of the exchanged ticket is 300USD and the value 
of the current booking is 200USD. In this case, this node would be 100USD.) 

• Amount Paid: If no credit is applied, this node will be the total cost of the 
trip. If a credit is applied, this will list the add collect amount. (Example: 
Amount paid would be 0.00USD because the current trip 200USD is les than 
the exchanged ticket 300USD.)  

NOTE:  For an agency only looking to add a flag that a credit was used, Add an 
element using the TicketExchangeFund, where the data is set to Not Empty. 

Miscellaneous 

Enhance E-Receipt Loading to Match User Even When No Itinerary 
Found 

The process that Cliqbook uses to match e-receipts to users, previously relied on 
finding a confirmation number match between an itinerary booked in Cliqbook and 
the e-receipt that was loaded. In some cases, this simple matching was problematic, 
and the matching could fail if: 

• The company did not have reporting turned on 

• The segment fell off the PNR record in the GDS 

• The reservations were changed outside of Cliqbook 
– or - 

• The reservations were not made in Cliqbook 
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There is now a second and third level of matching that will enhance this process.  

• The second level of matching handles situations where there is not a 
confirmation number match, but there was a booking in Cliqbook for this user 
on this vendor around the same time. When that happens, a historical 
booking table is queried to look for a match for this user with a trip around 
the same time who has a card that ends with the last four digits of the card 
used to pay for the item on the e-receipt.  

Concur will look for an exact match on first name and last name, for a match 
on the vendor, for the user to have a card that ends with the last four digits 
of the payment card, and then look for the closest record based on date. 

To look for a match on date, we allow for the fact that you could leave early 
or stay late on your trip. So we look for matches where the receipt date is 
between the trip start date and trip end date, or where the receipt date is 
within 8 days of the trip end date. The possible trips (if more than one) are 
sorted and the one where the trip end date is closest to the receipt date is 
chosen.   

• The third level of matching will allow Cliqbook to match receipts to users 
even if the particular segment that applies to the receipt is not reserved 
within Cliqbook (depending on vendor support).  

Some vendors only match to segments booked in Cliqbook. Other vendors 
match on corporate discount codes or credit card numbers. For those 
vendors, Cliqbook can now match receipts to users even when the segment 
was not booked in Cliqbook. This could cover a situation where a traveler 
walks up to a hotel or rental car company, or calls an agent on the phone to 
get a new reservation made.   

An important caveat is that there must be some trip record in Cliqbook. The 
matching here is very similar to the matching in the second level. The 
difference is that here we are just querying for a user having a trip around 
the same time as the receipt, and for the user to have a card ending with the 
same last four digits as the payment card. We do not limit to vendor here 
since we have not found a match in the first two levels of matching, so we 
assume this segment was not reserved in Cliqbook.   

In summary, Concur will match on: 

• An exact match for first name and last name  

• For the user to have a card that ends with the same last four digits as the 
payment card  

• And for the user to have a trip around the same time as the receipt date 

NOTE: The same date logic is used in the second level of matching.   

Certification on Internet Explorer 8 

Concur Cliqbook Travel is now certified on Microsoft Internet Explorer 8 (IE 8).   
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Jira List 

 

Enhancements  

 

Key Summary Issue Links 

CLQ-4867 Request Notification when room block or event capacity 
is low or full 

Parature Ticket: 705-4342729 

CLQ-4870 Credit Card Feed: Please add Taxi to add as a default 
setting like air/car/hotel for the feed options 

080923-000285; Parature Ticket: 
705-6312901 

CLQ-4877 GK hotels currently come across into Sabre and 
Worldspan with a ZZ chain code 

090122-000150, 090422-
000192, 090317-000091; 
Parature case: 705-6487184 

CLQ-4885 Handle Business-Unit-Specific Car Discounts without 
requiring a travel config per business unit 

  

CLQ-4882 Enhance E-Receipt Loading to Match To User Even 
When No Itinerary Found 

  

CLQ-5094 FOP Guest Travel - Allow ghost card to be configured Solution Suggestion ID: SID575 

CLQ-4892 Hilton Direct Connect Upgrade - Shop   

CLQ-4903 Evolvi: Ticket on departure (TOD)   

CLQ-4909 Sabre Webservices native XML Migration - Air Specific 
Availability 

  

CLQ-4901 Do not remove previously taken trips (those that fall 
into PNR history after 24 hours) when a new segment 
is added 

  

CLQ-4913 E-Receipt Report: opted in users and cards   

CLQ-4887 Improvements on Eurostar support in GDS 090402-000054 

CLQ-4868 TSA requirements for swabiz ROUND 2   

CLQ-4911 Rules for when to show/hide Refundable / Non-
Refundable 

  

CLQ-4908 Support BIC Codes for airlines that use different BIC 
codes for travel between certain countries or airports 

  

CLQ-4886 Support Flex Faring between Australia and New 
Zealand (Tasman Flex Faring) 

  

CLQ-5093 Deutsche Bahn: Warn user about kiosk pick up outside 
of Germany even if it is the only option 

  

CLQ-5092 Park N Fly Logo needs to be updated   

CLQ-4906 Compress Request Field in GDS Logs   
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Key Summary Issue Links 

CLQ-5091 InvokeWS: Sign Request and check the signature in 
the WebSerivce 

  

CLQ-4895 Support view more air fares - Amadeus   

CLQ-4884 Rail Tab: Drop down at the time selector needs to say 
Abreise not Abflug 

 

CLQ-4815 Ability to search for profiles under User Administration 
by XML Sync ID 

090106-000346 

CLQ-4839 Add TSA info to Employee Details (Extended) report  

CLQ-4850 Hilton sell request API upgrade   

CLQ-4852 Hilton cancel request API upgrade   

CLQ-4851 Hilton get itinerary request API upgrade   

CLQ-5098 need a basic summary page for error rates   

CLQ-5112 Support view more air fares - Worldspan   

CLQ-5113 Support view more air fares - Galileo   

CLQ-5126 Add record locator, total, and remaining credit for 
swabiz finishing fields 

  

CLQ-5139 Remove references to "Safe Harbor Agreement" from 
popup window title and popup blocker page 

  

CLQ-5142 Add taxi receipt sample to EReceipt Admin page   

CLQ-5182 Clarify the choice on user-supplied hotels when a hotel 
is not needed 

  

CLQ-5196 OAG Procedure for finding flights   

CLQ-5213 Add new airlines to AirPlus DBI Set-up 090319-000519 

CLQ-5225 Update location of savings line data in the finisher for 
split tickets in Amadeus 

  

CLQ-5228 Google Maps: Country bias for Reference point search 090405-000013 

CLQ-5247 Hide Expiration Date fields for credit cards imported 
from Expense 

  

CLQ-5255 add attempt metrics for all other inventory sells   

CLQ-5265 create and monitor the daily HP and Deutsche Bank 
scripts to verify they have run each day 

  

CLQ-5286 need to write a second SI line for late arrival in 
Amadeus hotel bookings 

  

CLQ-5368 send postal code in limo shop requests   
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Support Cases 

 

Key Summary Issue Links 

CLQ-2272 Air Canada Direct Connect error message on a la 
carte options for Code Share flights 

090422-000523, 090511-000354, 
090428-000255; Parature Cases: 
705-5713095, 705-6030246,705-
6464197 

CLQ-2627 Failed business class finger fare sell when C class is 
not in inventory. 

081007-000288, 090415-000362, 
090424-000460, 081015-000283; 
Parature Cases: 705-5997505, 
705-6392649 

CLQ-2719 Bic Codes: Airfrance bic codes not recognizing "I" 
class inventory as business as CB is returning it as 
economy 

Parature Ticket: 705-6207092 

CLQ-3123 Brindabella Airlines- Not displaying in Flexfaring; 090513-000010, 080909-000432 

CLQ-3168 ZE Signature Support: need to correct arrival from 
WI to XX, XX = correct code. 

080908-000313 

CLQ-3174 Preferred Seats: not highlighted in Worldspan 081104-000210, 090203-000201, 
090121-000152, 080903-000101, 
090129-000247, 081016-000212, 
090325-000292, 081016-000262 

CLQ-3865 HILTON DIRECT CONNECT - NEED UPDATE TO NEW 
VERSION HTE (v3.0) /UPDATE PASSIVE 
SEGMENTS/BETTER IDENTIFICATION OF DIRECT 
CONNECT RATES IN DISPLAY 

  

CLQ-4660 On multi segment trip where an airline serves some 
but not all of the legs, the airline is not showing on 
leg(s) that it flies. 

090109-000289, 090312-000149, 
090217-000426 

CLQ-4730 Ability to hide train routings that make no sense in 
mixed air/rail display 

 

CLQ-4743 US Air showing Z as coach when it is actually 
business class of service 

090413-000174, 090407-000374, 
090507-000374 

CLQ-4746 Air Tran DC Not showing results MKE to SAN even 
though added to All Configs 

090504-000130,  090529-000203, 
090522-000043, CRMC-8153, 
090327-000382, 090518-000281 

CLQ-4767 Self Registration and Profile Canadian French 
Instructional Text is repeated 

 

CLQ-4778 Hotel Discounts drop down has two clarion hotels 
listed 

090129-000030 

CLQ-4814 Update to Travel Profile- Prefix not "Required" 090508-000346, 090414-000518 

CLQ-4816 Virgin Blue Change/Cancel Fees Updating  

CLQ-4832 Booking Not Identified as AC Flight Pass 090401-000106 

CLQ-4844 Add Park N Fly link not showing up on Itinerary 090413-000238 
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Key Summary Issue Links 

CLQ-4856 When TSA settings are Show app fields but don't 
require; prompt if missing, and give option to 
Save, if booking a Guest, the record is booked in 
the GDS as the Admin, but the TSA info is the 
Guest 

090515-000220, 090518-000292 

CLQ-4864 Add Carino Hotels Chain Code-UN - to hotel 
database options 

090527-000523, 090507-000476 

CLQ-4914 Cox Meeting 12823193, Accelerated Training that 
User's 3rd Party Vendor E-Touches is failing at 
Book Travel, returning Invalid Name data, when 
bookings were going through yesterday on the 
same meeting. 

090515-000296, 090515-000158 

CLQ-4918 Direct Connect with Pre Authorization form fails  

CLQ-5083 Multiple Passenger arranger booking fails 090514-000060 

CLQ-5095 Conrad Hotel Chain logo incorrect shows as Consort 
Hotels 

090427-000729 

CLQ-5099 Open Jaw - Booking created and DJ ticket issued 
when CB booking DJ and JQ, but user sees error 
screen and is told to try again 

090423-000516, 090304-000181, 
090211-000105 

CLQ-5100 Traveler gets error message when booking DJ and 
JQ, but ticket is issued 

090423-000516 

CLQ-5105 Selecting Guest Traveler & "Number of adults" 2 
does not work as designed. Only 1 reservation is 
made, not 2 

090423-000189 

CLQ-5109 Morgan Stanley EMEA receives non-refundable 
business class fare options when searching 
Refundable only airfares / Business Class / by 
Schedule 

090515-000027, 090515-000027 

CLQ-5114 TSA Regulations- Being asked for TSA information 
when it has been saved in profile already. 

090506-000269 

CLQ-5116 DW Travel Archive -- getting domain error 
calculating distance if the distances are the same. 

090608-000417 

CLQ-5121 Swiss air Frequent Flyer number should be listed as 
LX, cliqbook is listing as SR 

090507-000104 

CLQ-5123 TravelFusion: Midwestairlines Web Fare Didn't 
Work/Travel fusion Concur-44 

090320-000094 

CLQ-5124 Post Code validation NL 090525-000025,  090528-000074,  

CLQ-5127 Full fare basis not captured from fare rules link in 
air results returning error no fare in system 

090219-000218 

CLQ-5134 ''Don't allow expired Deutsche Bahn'' cards works 
only in a ''one- off ''search. 

 

CLQ-5138 Date Match Error Msg not displaying, but instead 
screen locking up. 

090520-000201 
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Key Summary Issue Links 

CLQ-5144 When searching for one way car rental for 
Worldspan site, Rates returned are actually rates 
as found in Worldspan for pup/do same city 

090218-000489 

CLQ-5150 SABRE - CLQ-2439 Sync from CB to Sabre GDS is 
leaving profiles with little or no information 

090331-000654, 090520-000563, 
090517-000014 

CLQ-5153 CLONE -Birthdate not being sent in SSR to TSA - 
Worldspan 

090519-000546, 090501-000089 

CLQ-5154 Please add Airport IATA Code : SCV to the data 
base 

090511-000013 

CLQ-5158 Deutsche Bahn :Print out your Online Ticket/Seat 
Reservation here' not translated in German. The 
text should be: Bitte drucken Sie Ihre 
Fahrkarte/Platzreservierung hier 

 

CLQ-5160 Gender not saving correctly in profile - Choosing 
Gender under TSA requirements not saved in 
Cliqbook profile 

090518-000127 

CLQ-5163 ZE Direct Connect - Car Type non transferred 
correctly to GDS - request standard in Cliqbook - 
GDS shows intermediate 

090508-000137 

CLQ-5169 Javascript error on cc save dialog when country 
hidden on credit card entry page 

090518-000320 

CLQ-5173 DW_TRVL_ARCHIVE job failure - No Travel Data in 
Cognos 

090601-000006 

CLQ-5174 Booking Builder Support: Booking builder new API 
sending Credit Card over as AA instead of AX 

090529-000233 

CLQ-5178 When TSA settings are turned on, the questions are 
not consistently being triggered for all sites during 
the booking process. 

090519-000130, 090527-000355, 
090515-000420, , 090520-
000047, 090521-000037 

CLQ-5183 Canada-Cannot get Cliqbook to return Provincial 
Airlines flight using Flex Faring 

090227-000238 

CLQ-5190 Porter Air as Alt GDS for Worldspan no passive 
segment created in Worldspan 

081208-000115 

CLQ-5192 Apollo and Sabre issues translating rate code for 
May Build "hotel description on itinerary" feature. 

090518-000384 

CLQ-5202 Concur Mobile Registration link not appearing for 
companies 

090601-000674 

CLQ-5203 When attempting to assist a User with an 
apostrophe in their name, we are returning a java 
script error; the User's reservation can not be 
complete. If you try to view their Profile, you also 
get a java script error. 

090521-000635, 090602-000362, 
090604-000130, 090521-000113, 
090602-000076, 090604-000128, 
090602-000527, 090609-000106, 
090528-000239, 090605-000358, 
090608-000129 

CLQ-5205 -IPG - Business Class on AZ showing warning 
message when reservation process is successful 

CRMC-6164, CRMC-4814 
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Key Summary Issue Links 

CLQ-5207 Air Canada booking is broken when there is a 
attribute with multiple codes separated by comma 

 

CLQ-5208 duplicate Air Berlin fares appearing in CB because I 
class is loaded as business 

 

CLQ-5209 FLIGHT results not being displayed ONLY for PVD - 
SJC route, search by price causes internal error 
caused by empty command data 

090519-000100, 090604-000394 

CLQ-5211 SWABIZ booking completes and the Cliqbook 
reservation fails due to FOP error. Ghost card setup 
on SWABIZ configuration page. 

090609-000238, 090519-000132, 
090526-000444, 090522-000483, 
090522-000144, 090610-000344, 
090520-000506, 090608-000454 

CLQ-5215 Do not allow anything other than "allow" for one-
class upgrade (was: With 'one-class upgrade' and 
'log for reports,' the premium cabins show up 
green on price page but should be yellow.) 

090213-000120 

CLQ-5217 Hotel restrictions - Excluded hotels allowed to be 
booked. 

090204-000395 

CLQ-5218 Users are receiving an error message when 
attempting to add a sedan reservation to ticketed 
pnrs 

090213-000423 

CLQ-5219 Nordstrom air contracts are showing as Re price 
when Hotel booked. ATFQ shows REPR instead of 
OK so this requires manual intervention to issue 
the ticket. 

090108-000346 

CLQ-5220 PWC flightpass bookings failing 090605-000205 090605-000205 

CLQ-5223 Hotel reserve error - produced multiple 
reservations for same hotel 

090201-000015 

CLQ-5224 C class on SAS showing as BUSINESS - suppose to 
be Economy Class 

081030-000015 

CLQ-5232 If a hotel offers both pre-paid, and non pre-paid 
rates, and the config is set to has Do not allow 
bookings that require a deposit, no hotel rate 
options are allowed to be reserved for Sofitel 
properties 

090325-000450 

CLQ-5233 Mandatory seat not booked, resulting in seat 
reservation amount of 0.00 

090602-000102 

CLQ-5242 KUP type fares on AA - unable to complete first 
class reservation 

090601-000396, 090529-000453, 
090602-000317, 090529-000443, 
090609-000350, 090521-000431, 
090529-000088, 090601-000487 

CLQ-5244 If trip is over 1 year in duration, exclude it from the 
"trip overlap" alert 

090602-000608, 090526-000546, 
090515-000176, 090526-000532, 
090526-000488, 090520-000527, 
090521-000046, 090528-000437 
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Key Summary Issue Links 

CLQ-5245 ticketing line not updating in amadeus finisher   

CLQ-5249 When selecting 1st Class for DeutscheBahn 2nd 
Class is being priced- ONLY when searching from 
the AIR tab 

 

CLQ-5250 CLONE -Java Script error for Limo only bookings 
preventing rates from returning 

090506-000270 

CLQ-5253 The chain IQ is associated with the Scanres Logo 
vs. MyFidelio; the logo needs to be updated. 

090505-000194 

CLQ-5254 Spelling error and booking multi trip 090522-000450 

CLQ-5257 Dupont Hotel Chain MyFidelio on list Chain list 
twice 

090505-000314 

CLQ-5258 Sabre - hotel rate in popup rate details does not 
match Reserve rate for NEG rates 

090601-000307, 090603-000140, 
090602-000168,  090610-000371, 
090520-000086, 090604-000226, 
090527-000359, 090609-000628, 
090603-000161, CRMC-8255, 
090604-000335, CRMC-8161, 
090603-000607, 090605-000049, 
090526-000226, 090526-000619 

CLQ-5261 Die Bahn Error - sold out trains  

CLQ-5264 Deutsche Bahn : Seat Reservation wrong price  

CLQ-5267 Bangalore is displayed incorrectly on itinerary as 
BLR Hindustan vs. BLR Bengaluru International 
Airport 

090602-000193 

CLQ-5337 E-Ticket indicator is not correct on SWS 090602-000198,  
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Summary 

Major Features 
• Pre-ticket change in flex faring 

• Direct Connect – Enterprise and National/Alamo  

• Clone trip / trip templates for rail 

 

Minor Features 
• Support for New Zealand fares in Virgin Blue direct connect 

• Additional Amtrak route support 

• Choose user rule class across travel configurations 

• Invoice queue updates 
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Release Notes 

Administration 

Invoicing queue updates 

GDS' Supported: All 
Configuration Setting: Agency Configuration Queues 

Updates to queue functionality for car and hotel segments were established to 
ensure all modifications are received by the agency and invoiced accordingly. These 
updates are automatically set to ON for all sites.  

• A new car/hotel-only trip was previously queued to the ticketing queue; it is 
now queued to the invoicing queue by default. It will go to the ticketing queue 
if the agency has no invoicing queue defined.  

• There was no queuing previously when a date change occurred on a car/hotel 
trip. PNRs are now queued to the invoicing queue like a normal trip change 
case.  

• There are no updates to current functionality for other trip change cases 
(car/hotel segment add/delete); they will continue to be sent to the invoicing 
queue. When no invoicing queue is defined, a remark is written to the PNR 
and the PNR is not queued.  

• There are no updates to queue functionality for user-on-hold and approval-
on-hold trips. When a change to the trip occurs, the PNR is sent to the user-
hold queue and approval-hold queues respectively, as long as the trip stays in 
a hold state. Once the trip is finished/approved, it is queued like a new trip to 
the ticketing or invoicing queue based on the segment types in the trip.   

Cross-Travel configuration rule class selection 

GDS' Supported: All GDS 
Configuration Setting: Rule Class Options 

The travel configuration option User Can Select Rule Class is now a dropdown 
rather than a check box. The previous options – clear (No) and selected (Yes) – are 
now represented by the first two options in the dropdown: User cannot select rule 
class and User can select from rule classes tied to this configuration respectively. A 
new option User can select from rule classes tied to this agency allows users to 
select from any rule class tied to his company/agency, effectively letting users 
change travel configurations when booking travel. 
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Because of the number of items 
affected by the selection of a 
travel configuration, users with a 
default rule class/configuration 
set to allow for cross-
configuration rule class selection 
will now need to select their rule 
class from the Travel Home page. 
Selecting a rule class there forces 
a page refresh so that only 
options appropriate to the new 
configuration (i.e., rail) are 
displayed.  

If you add a rule class label in the 
configuration, it will display like 
the sample on the left.   

Rule class selection remains 
unchanged for users who can only 
select rule classes from within 
their current configuration. Users 
will be able to select a rule as 
before, at the start of the booking 
process. The label that appears 
just above the dropdown is 

configurable but does have a 30-character limit (example here is Which policy 
should apply?). 

 

NOTE: The options shown in the dropdown are the names of the rule classes built in 
Travel Policy Administrator. These names should make sense to the users.  

This feature is used when a policy can change per booking. An example would be a 
law firm that has a different policy for firm-charged trips versus client-charged trips. 
In this case, two different travel rule classes would be created – one labeled Firm 
and one labeled Client. You would create a rule class label of Client or Firm Travel? 
You could set the configuration dropdown to rule classes within the configuration. 
When the user logs in, he/she is asked to choose Client or Firm travel and then the 
associated policy would apply.  
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If the law firm had different trip field questions that needed to be asked depending 
on the travel type, they would create two different travel configurations – one 
labeled Firm and one labeled Travel. The two travel classes would then point to the 
associated configurations. This way, the travel class would dictate not only policy but 
also trip questions asked at the end of the booking process.  

NOTE:  Companies with Custom SQL: Because of the complexity of the code 
behind custom fields (which are tied to travel configurations), this feature is 
not available to companies that have "customized" custom field SQL. 
Likewise, the cross-configuration option will not be available until a new travel 
configuration has been saved for the first time (saving ties it to a company 
ID, at which point we can determine if that company has customized SQL). 

New hotel data points in Travel Policy Administrator   

GDS' Supported: All GDS 
Configuration Setting: Hotel Rule Builder and Travel Policy Administrator 

There are five new hotel datapoints available in the Travel Rule Builder. The purpose 
of these datapoints is to allow companies to guide travelers to their hotel programs 
at a finer granularity.   

The new travel policy rule datapoints are located at Administration > Company 
Admin > Travel Rule Builder > Rule Template category = Hotel. The datapoints 
are: 

 

The first three datapoints allow rules to be built based on the rate descriptions. For 
example, your preferred chain loads rate descriptions that include the name of your 
company, for example, "ACME Corp."  If you want to guide your travelers to 
choosing your negotiated rates – even if they are not the cheapest at the hotel – you 
could create a rule "Rate description does not contain any of text ACME and other 
rate descriptions at this hotel contain any of the text ACME then Hide Results."  

The other two datapoints allow you to create rules based on the level of preference 
of the hotels in the results returned. For example, you may wish to hide results if a 
hotel property is not preferred and one of your "Most Preferred" properties is in the 
results. Previously, the only datapoint available would have tested for any preferred 
property, even a "least preferred" property. 
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How to enable a new data point into a Travel Policy/Rule 

To enable the datapoint, build a new rule (or modify an existing one) and select edit 
to the right of the specific section that you are adding the rule. 

 

Change the default number of hotels to shop  

GDS' Supported: All GDS  
Configuration Setting: Hotel Search Options 

A change has been made in the default number of hotels shown on the results page 
because most users choose a hotel from the first page of results. This update will 
also optimize sites for scan usage.  

Concur's recommended value for Number of hotel results to shop on the travel 
configuration page has been changed to default to 10 instead of 13. This affects only 
new configurations and only changes the default. The default can be modified to 
whatever is required for a configuration. Existing configurations were not updated. 

Old default:    New default:  

  

Aer Lingus allowed characters 

GDS' Supported: Aer Lingus Direct Connect  
Configuration Setting: N/A 

The list of characters allowed in the credit card address for the Aer Lingus direct 
connect has changed. Now only letters, numbers, and single spaces are allowed. 

The Aer Lingus interface has been updated to replace all non-alphanumeric 
characters in credit card addresses with a space, and then to replace all multiple 
spaces with a single space, so that no address will be rejected. 
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Incorrect online help page URL assigned when creating new travel 
configurations 

GDS' Supported: All GDS 
Configuration Setting: Travel Help 

Newly created travel configurations will now correctly default to the new online help 
system URL (/Help/online/en/Travel/emp_trav/index.htm) instead of the older online 
help system URL (/help/customers/0/help.asp). 

 

Based on permissions assigned to the user, the Help menu contains a second option, 
Travel 
Administrator 
Help. For 
example, if the 
user has Travel 
System Admin, 
Company Admin, 
or Meeting 
Admin, they will 
see the following: 

NOTE: These 
documents 
are the 
same as those available on Concur Client Central. 
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Enterprise, National & Alamo: Add help icon explaining where to 
configure discount codes 

GDS' Supported: N/A 
Configuration Setting: Car Connectors 

Discounts for the Enterprise, Alamo, and National direct 
connects are not entered in the same location as Hertz and 
Sixt.  In order to avoid confusion, the travel configuration 
page now has a help icon for the Enterprise and 
Alamo/National car direct connect category. 

 

 

Air 

Message about why user cannot change a ticket when Cliqbook 
does not show the "Change this Leg" link   

GDS' Supported: Apollo, Sabre, and Worldspan  
Configuration Setting: N/A 

There are several reasons why a user may not be able to change a flight in Cliqbook. 
Cliqbook now displays the reason to the traveler to prevent confusion and reduce 
questions to the agency. This applies to pre- and post-ticket changes.  

The user will see this message (below) if he/she hovers the mouse pointer over the 
Why can't I change this flight? label. The label will be displayed only if the site 
has changes enabled. A site that has pre-ticket change but not post-ticket change 
enabled would see the Why can't I change this flight? label only before the PNR is 
ticketed. 
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Other message examples: 

• This trip contains two or more air tickets, and Cliqbook can only change trips 
that contain a single ticket. Please contact your travel agency to change this 
trip. 

• Your trip is too complex for Cliqbook to change. Cliqbook can only change 
tickets with four or fewer flights on them. Please contact your travel agency. 

• Because this trip was booked very recently, you can cancel it without 
incurring a change fee. Please cancel the trip from the home page and then 
book a new trip, or call your travel agency for assistance. 

• This ticket has been previously changed, and Cliqbook is only able to change 
a ticket one time. Please contact your travel agency. 

• Cliqbook cannot change the flights on this itinerary. Please contact your travel 
agency.  

Seat map updates 

GDS' Supported: Sabre 
Configuration Setting: N/A 

The following seat map configurations were added to the database. This will fix 
issues in Sabre where the native seat map response is raw text. 

• DeHaviland Dash-8 100 (DH1) Y class AC8764 YQB-YYZ 8/14 

• DeHaviland Dash-8 800 (DH8) Y Class AC8701 YQB-YUL 3/13 

• Embraer ER-175 (E75) Y, C class AC10444 DFW-YYZ 8/13 

• Embraer ER-190 (E90) Y, C class AC551 LAX-YVR 8/13 

• Canadair Regional Jet (CRJ) Y class AC8917 YQBB-YYZ 8/13 

• Airbus A319 (319) Y, C class AC1133 YYZ-YVR 8/13 

• Airbus A320 (320) Y, C class AC788 LAX-YYZ 8/13 

• Airbus A321 (321) Y, C class AC180 YVR-YYZ 8/14 

• Boeing 767-300 (763) Y, C class AC1163 YYZ-YVR 8/13 

• Boeing 777-300ER (77W) Y, C Class AC881 CGD-YYZ 8/14 
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Support for New Zealand fares in Virgin Blue direct connect  

GDS' Supported: Virgin Blue Direct Connect 
Configuration Setting: N/A 

Cliqbook now shops the Virgin Blue direct connect for any search where the airports 
are based in Australia or New Zealand. Previously, it would only shop if both airports 
were in Australia.  

 

Amadeus: Need TKTL to be 24 hours after reservation if the date 
Amadeus gives Cliqbook for TKTL is the day after the reservation 
day   

GDS' Supported: Amadeus  
Configuration Setting: N/A 

Like Sabre, Amadeus now enforces the TKTL of 24 hours from the time the 
reservation is made. Previously, Amadeus had only enforced "close of business the 
next day" for most non-refundable tickets made in advance of travel. Unlike Sabre, 
Amadeus does not actually give Cliqbook the time component of the TKTL.  

In this release, we have modified Cliqbook so that when the TKTL is written, if the 
day component of the TKTL is the day after the reservation is made, the time will be 
the earlier to the close of business for the agency or 23 hours and 45 minutes after 
the reservation is entered. The extra 15 minutes is a buffer to ensure that the 
reservation does not expire. 

Direct Connect or Instant Purchase Fare Error Message   

GDS' Supported: All direct connect vendors and Instant Purchase carriers 
Configuration Setting: N/A 

The message displayed to a user when an error occurs during the booking process 
but after a ticket has been issued has been updated to better explain the next steps. 
The user is advised of a problem but the user is now told not to attempt another 
booking. We now provide the confirmation number so the user knows that the ticket 
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was issued. Last, we tell the user to contact the agency if he/she has any questions 
or need further assistance.    

The new message: 

 

The instant purchase carriers include JetBlue (B6), Canjet (C6), JetsGo (SG), JetStar 
(JQ), USA3000 Airlines (U5), Virgin Blue (DJ), Warbelows Air (WS), BMI Baby (WW), 
Palau Rock Island (PD), VBird (VX), Carriacou (C4), Wings of Alaska (K5), Pacific 
Coastal (8P) and Scenic Air (3L) 

The direct connect carriers include Air Canada, Virgin Blue, JetBlue, AirTran, Interjet, 
Volaris, and Aer Lingus. 

NOTE: This does not apply to SNCF and Deutsche Bahn but will be applied with a 
future release.  

Secure flight Air Canada  

GDS' Supported: Air Canada Direct Connect 
Configuration Setting: N/A 

Cliqbook now passes the TSA required information to Air Canada via the API. Air 
Canada does not currently support the TSA rules, but as soon as they are required to 
do so, they will have the data for all Cliqbook Air Canada direct connect bookings. 
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Add travel configuration option to hide multi-segment as an option 
in air search  

GDS' Supported: All GDS 
Configuration Setting: Air Search Options 

Users normally see a radio button on the Flight tab that allows them to select 
multiple segments when booking a trip: 

Companies can now hide the 
Multi-Segment radio button to 
prevent users from booking multi-
segment flights.  

To enable this feature in Travel 
System Admin (Company Travel 
Config > Wizard Options > Air 
Search Options) select the Hide 
Multiseg Air Search Option 
check box.  

 

NOTE: This check box is clear (unchecked) by default. 

Car 

Worldspan: Cannot book Payless car in non-air booking   

GDS' Supported: Worldspan 
Configuration Setting: N/A 

Payless does not accept "WI" entered as a carrier code for walk-in (non-air) car 
bookings. Concur Cliqbook Travel will not supply "WI" as a carrier code for Car or 
Car/Hotel only reservations. 
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*PRE-RELEASE* Direct connect for Alamo/National and Enterprise 
 

GDS' Supported: Alamo, National, and Enterprise Direct Connects  
Configuration Setting: N/A 

NOTE: The Enterprise and Alamo/National direct connects are in PREVIEW release. 
If an agency wishes to test them, they need to create a Support case in 
Concur Client Central to enable the configuration options to be visible on 
specific configurations.   

NOTE:  Amadeus is not supported for the Enterprise or Alamo/National direct 
connects. This will be addressed in a future release should an Amadeus 
agency wish to have access. 

The Alamo/National and Enterprise direct connects use the same workflow and user 
interface (UI) as: 

• Existing direct connects to Hertz and Sixt 

• Car rentals through the primary GDS 

However, new user interface elements and functionality were added to support 
specific features of the Alamo/National and Enterprise direct connect. 

Multiple discount codes (Alamo/National and Enterprise) 

It is now possible to configure 
multiple discount codes per 
vendor per travel 
configuration. This feature is 
currently only available for 
the Alamo/National and 
Enterprise Direct Connect.   

The discount codes are 
entered on the Manage 
Corporate Discounts 
screen, found beneath 
Administration > Travel 
System Admin. 
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 On the car shop results page, each discount code is displayed on its own row: 

 

The discount code is 
displayed in each single car 
result. 

 

Note the following: 

• If a row for a specific discount code does not appear in the results, this might 
be because no available cars were returned for this discount code / location / 
date. 

• If the discount code is not valid, an error message is displayed: 

 

• The discount codes displayed on the result page might be different from those 
configured on the Corporate Discounts page. That is because the discount 
code is used as a key in Clipbook localization files. So, for example, the 
discount code BUS100 will be replaced with BUS CORP. 

Daily and hourly extra charges and tax display 

If the car rental duration is days or hours longer than the period of the base rental 
rate, the details popup displays these extra charges: 

Example: 08/04 09:00AM – 08/13 11:00AM 
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For the Alamo/National and Enterprise direct connect, taxes are displayed directly as 
separate rows within the above table – instead of in an extra column (as is the case 
for Hertz and Sixt). This is based on the information Concur Cliqbook Travel retrieves 
from their reservation systems. 

Driver's Age (Enterprise only) 

The Enterprise direct connect requires Cliqbook to send information about the 
driver's age. Depending on the age, Enterprise can return different rates or deny the 
car rental. 

If the user did not specify a date of birth, Cliqbook displays a warning message when 
the user clicks the Reserve button: 

 

If the user decides to proceed, Cliqbook will assume an age of 25 or older.  

To all users who are 25 years old or older, the details popup displays this warning: 
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The user can configure his/her date of birth in the Cliqbook Profile. 

• If TSA is enabled:  

 

• If TSA disabled: 

 

For guest bookings, the user can set the date of birth on the same page as all the 
other guest information: 

 

Car Sell 

Some car rates returned by the Alamo/National direct connect require a credit card 
as guarantee when reserving the car. In this case, Cliqbook uses either the user's 
default card for car rentals or displays the credit card page to give the user the 
opportunity to pick a card for this booking. 
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NOTE: This feature overrides the Form of Payment setting in the travel configuration. 
 

 

Other Features 

Besides the car shop and sell, both direct connects support the following features: 

• Change of dates of the reservation 

• Cancel the reservation 

• View the itinerary 

Neither the user interface nor the workflow of these features was changed compared 
to cars from the GDS and other car direct connects. 

Finishing 

Enterprise and Alamo/National provide the same Finishing data endpoints as Hertz 
and Sixt: 
<PNRFinishData> 

 <FinishingMode> 

  <MODE>TICKETING</MODE> 

 </FinishingMode> 

 [………] 

 <AlternateSourceBookingDataArray> 

  <AlternateSourceBookingData> 

   <BookingSource>Sixt</BookingSource> 

   <RecordLocator>5P7TVA</RecordLocator> 

   <CarSpecificBookingData 
xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance"> 

    <Vendor>SX</Vendor> 

    <PickupLocation> 

     <CityCode>PRG</CityCode> 

     <Category>T</Category> 

     <Number>1</Number> 

     <ChainLocationCode>3391</ChainLocationCode> 

    </PickupLocation> 

    <DropoffLocation> 

     <CityCode>PRG</CityCode> 

     <Category/> 

     <Number/> 

     <ChainLocationCode>3391</ChainLocationCode> 

    </DropoffLocation> 

    <CarType> 

     <Class>E</Class> 

     <BodyType>D</BodyType> 

     <Transmission>M</Transmission> 
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     <AirCond>R</AirCond> 

    </CarType> 

    <StartDate>2009-04-13</StartDate> 

    <StartTime>09:00</StartTime> 

    <EndDate>2009-04-14</EndDate> 

    <EndTime>17:00</EndTime> 

    <ConfNum>6040499342</ConfNum> 

    <NumCars>1</NumCars> 

    <DropoffFee></DropoffFee> 

    <DropoffFeeCurrCode></DropoffFeeCurrCode> 

    <BookedTotal>4377.01</BookedTotal> 

    <RateInfo> 

     <RateType>Day</RateType> 

     <RateAmount>1509.08</RateAmount> 

     <RateTypeAmount>2</RateTypeAmount> 

     <CurrencyCode>CZK</CurrencyCode> 

     <MileageAllowance>Unlimited</MileageAllowance> 

     <TotalFees>660</TotalFees> 

     <TotalTax>698.85</TotalTax> 

    </RateInfo> 

   </CarSpecificBookingData> 

  </AlternateSourceBookingData> 

 </AlternateSourceBookingDataArray> 

</PNRFinishData> 

Hertz direct connect - Improve display message 

GDS' Supported: Hertz direct connect 
Configuration Setting: N/A 

During an intermittent 
outage of Hertz's Web 
booking service, an 
internal error message 
from Hertz was 
displayed in the results 
of searches for rental 
cars (example shown 
below). 

That specific type of 
message was replaced 
with a general error 
message that reads: 
"There was an 
unexpected error processing the Hertz car availability request. Please try again 
later." 
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Enterprise direct connect: Requires time measurement and 
comments on itinerary 

GDS' Supported: Enterprise direct connect 
Configuration Setting: N/A 

The itinerary display for cars rented through the Enterprise direct connect did not 
display the period for which the displayed rate applied (day, week, month, etc.), the 
estimated total, or any comments from the vendor (age restrictions, insurance 
options, etc.).   

With this serviec update, this issue has been corrected. 
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Rail 

Support for clone trip and trip templates 

GDS' Supported: Amtrak, Deutsche Bahn, and SNCF 
Configuration Setting: N/A 

Amtrak, Deutsche Bahn, and SNCF are now available in trip templates. The Add Rail 
link will appear only for travelers who have permissions to book at least one type of 
rail: 

 

Rail is added from existing trips in the same way as air, car, and hotel segments. 
When manually adding a segment, simply choose the vendor, the stations, and 
departure or arrival times: 

 

Limitations 

There are some limitations for how rail is used. In general, features that do not exist 
for a regular rail booking will also not work in a trip template. Below is a non-
inclusive list of some of the limitations. 

• You cannot mix rail segments of 
different vendors:  
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• After adding the second SNCF or Deutsche Bahn segment, the Add Rail 
button no longer appears. Multi-segment trips are not supported for SNCF or 
Deutsche Bahn: 

 

Vs. 

 

• For Deutsche Bahn and SNCF, you are allowed to create valid round trips, like 
A to B and B to A. "Open jaw" style trips are not currently possible: 
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Amtrak: Add Midwest routes and increase NE corridor locations 

GDS' Supported: Apollo, Sabre, and Worldspan 
Configuration Setting: N/A 

Concur has increased the Amtrak available stations in the Northeast, Northwest, and 
Midwest corridors (station list below) through all GDS reservation systems. These 
locations are automatically ON for all sites that are accessing Amtrak today.  

NOTE: The calendar attachments for Amtrak reservations do not currently translate 
all station names. This will be addressed in a future release.  

How it Works  

Select Amtrak from the Rail tab on the 
Travel Center. You can pick a round trip, one 
way, or multi-segment route:  

 

 

 

Amtrak results are returned and will include 
sold out trains so that the user sees all 
options. The train type is also noted 
(Regional versus Acela or Metroliner): 
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Users are reminded of the hold date to ensure a ticketing deadline is not missed:  
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The payment and confirmation pages follow the fare selection. Once the booking is 
confirmed, a detailed itinerary will be displayed to the traveler: 

 

Amtrak configuration options include the following: 

• Corporate discount code (if applicable) 

• Regional train configuration 

• Hold limit warning 

• Car and hotel in Amtrak PNR configuration (Sabre Only) 

• Ticketing options with customizable text (pay and pick-up at kiosk or agency 
ticketing) 
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Sabre Segment Format: 
 
  1 RAL  2V 21SEP M NYPALB GK1   815A 1045A         /MG2V-020E63  
   TRAIN 69  DPT-NEW YORK PENN NY  ARV-ALBANY RENSSLR NY         
   SI-AMTRAK 003YB COACH                                         
  2 RAL  2V 22SEP T ALBNYP GK1   605P  835P         /MG2V-020E63  
   TRAIN 68  DPT-ALBANY RENSSLR NY  ARV-NEW YORK PENN NY         
   SI-AMTRAK 004YD COACH        
                                  
Apollo Segment Format: 
 
 1 TRN 00303YD 28JUL JOLSTL HK1 1015A 0300P+0 /000000000/C001 *  
 2 TRN 00304YD 29JUL STLJOL HK1 0300P 0726P+0 /000000000/C002 * 

Worldspan Segment Format: 

 1 TR  2V   654U 22SEP TU   ARD  PHL HK1   604P  625P   /O $  
 2 TR  2V   655U 23SEP WE   PHL  ARD HK1   815P  827P   /O $  
 
Sabre Rail Remarks (P5H): 
 
 14.H-***** AMTRAK TRAIN INFO ****                               
 15.H-AMTRAK SERVICE TYPE SEG 1 - TRN                            
 16.H-AMTRAK BIC SEG 1 - Y                                       
 17.H-AMTRAK PRICE SEG 1 - 51.00 / 51.00                         
 18.H-AMTRAK DURATION 1 - 150                                    
 19.H-AMTRAK SERVICE TYPE SEG 2 - TRN                            
 20.H-AMTRAK BIC SEG 2 - Y                                       
 21.H-AMTRAK PRICE SEG 2 - 36.00 / 36.00                         
 22.H-AMTRAK DURATION 2 - 150                                    
 23.H-AMTRAK TOTALPRICE - 87.00 / 87.00                          
 24.H-AMTRAK CURRENCY - USD / USD                                
 25.H-AMTRAK SEG DEP CITIES -  NYP ALB                           
 28.H-AMTRAK ITINERARY HAS REGIONAL TRAIN                        
 29.H-AMTRAK TICKET WILL BE PICKED UP BY TRAVELER                
 30.H-AMTRAK CORPORATE DISCOUNT CODE                    
 
Apollo Rail Remarks (PRR): 
 2 AMTRAK ITINERARY HAS REGIONAL TRAIN             
 3 AMTRAK TICKET WILL BE PICKED UP BY TRAVELER     
 4 ***** AMTRAK TRAIN INFO****                     
 5 AMTRAK SERVICE TYPE SEG 1 - TRN                 
 6 AMTRAK BIC SEG 1 - Y                            
 7 AMTRAK PRICE SEG 1 - 23.00/ 23.00               
 8 AMTRAK DURATION 1 -                             
 9 AMTRAK SERVICE TYPE SEG 2 - TRN                 
10 AMTRAK BIC SEG 2 - Y                            
11 AMTRAK PRICE SEG 2 - 23.00/ 23.00               
12 AMTRAK DURATION 2 -                             
13 AMTRAK TOTALPRICE - 46.00/ 46.00                
14 AMTRAK CURRENCY - USD/ USD              
15 AMTRAK SEG DEP CITIES - JOL STL         
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Worldspan Rail Remarks (MZ): 
 

     1.***** AMTRAK TRAIN INFO **** 
     2.AMTRAK SERVICE TYPE SEG 1 - UTRN 
     3.AMTRAK BIC SEG 1 - U 
     4.AMTRAK PRICE SEG 1 - 6.50 / 6.50 
     5.AMTRAK DURATION 1 - 
     6.AMTRAK SERVICE TYPE SEG 2 - UTRN 
     7.AMTRAK BIC SEG 2 - U 
     8.AMTRAK PRICE SEG 2 - 6.50 / 6.50 
     9.AMTRAK DURATION 2 - 
    10.AMTRAK TOTALPRICE - 13.00 / 13.00 
    11.AMTRAK CURRENCY - USD / USD 
    12.AMTRAK SEG DEP CITIES - ARD PHL 
    13.AMTRAK ITINERARY DOES NOT CONTAIN REGIONAL TRAIN 
    14.AMTRAK TICKET WILL BE PICKED UP BY TRAVELER 

 
Additional Northeast Corridor Stations:  
 
"ALB" Albany-Rensselaer, NY 
"AMS" Amsterdam, NY 
"BUF" Buffalo Depew, NY 
"CRT" Croton Harmon, NY 
"FED" Fort Edward, NY 
"HUD" Hudson, NY 
"NRO" New Rochelle, NY 
"NFL" Niagara Falls, NY 
"POU" Poughkeepsie, NY 
"RHI" Rhinecliff, NY 
"ROC" Rochester, NY 
"ROM" Rome, NY 
"SAR" Saratoga Springs, NY 
"SDY" Schenectady, NY 

"SYR" Syracuse, NY 
"UCA" Utica, NY 
"YNY" Yonkers, NY 
"ARD" Ardmore, PA 
"COT" Coatesville, PA 
"DOW" Downingtown, PA 
"ELT" Elizabethtown, PA 
"EXT" Exton, PA 
"HAR" Harrisburg, PA 
"LNC" Lancaster, PA 
"MID" Middletown, PA 
"MJY" Mount Joy, PA 
"PAO" Paoli, PA 
"PAR" Parkesburg, PA 

 
New Midwest Stations: 
"ALN" Alton, IL 
"BNL" Bloomington, IL 
"CRV" Carlinville, IL 
"CHI" Chicago Union Station, IL 
"DWT" Dwight, IL 
"GLN" Glenview, IL 
"JOL" Joliet, IL 
"LCN" Lincoln, IL 
"PON" Pontiac, IL 
"SPI" Springfield, IL 
"SMT" Summit, IL 
"HEM" Hermann, MO 

"IDP" Independence, MO 
"JEF" Jefferson City, MO 
"KCY" Kansas City, MO 
"KWD" Kirkwood, MO 
"LEE" Lee's Summit, MO 
"SED" Sedalia, MO 
"STL" Saint Louis, MO 
"WAR" Warrensburg, MO 
"WAH" Washington, MO 
"MKE" Milwaukee, WI 
"MKA" Milwaukee Airport, WI 
"SVT" Sturtevant, WI 
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Templates: Add refundable-only rail option 

GDS' Supported: Deutsche Bahn and SNCF 
Configuration Setting: N/A 

A new option was added to the trip template configuration page (in Company 
Administrator) that allows you to search for refundable rail fares only: 

 

This check box appears only when Deutsche Bahn or SNCF are enabled. 

When SNCF is enabled, hide GDS Eurostar results  

GDS' Supported: SNCF 
Configuration Setting: N/A 

Cliqbook will exclude any Eurostar results from the GDS when SNCF is enabled on 
both the schedule and price pages. This is a common practice with direct connects to 
avoid confusion about which data source is to be used. In this specific case, SNCF 
also provides better and more complete fares. 

Meeting 

Create Meeting Planner role that does not have access to all 
Meeting Administrator features 

GDS' Supported: All GDS 
Configuration Setting: User Permissions under Company Administration 
 
There is a new role for meetings called Cliqbook Meetings Planner. This role has 
access to all the meeting admin pages, except for: 

• Travel > Agency Settings 

• Travel > Form of Payment 

• Tracking > Payment (the edit link is hidden from within the Payment screen) 

• Tracking > Payment Export (this page is not visible) 
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Typically, only implementation or support managers update the Agency Settings 
page and access is not necessary for Meeting administrators. The Meeting 
Accountant has access to the financial information so this access was also separated. 
Once the Cliqbook Meeting Planner permission is assigned, the user will no longer 
have access to the above areas, regardless of when it was created or when the 
permission was assigned.  

Currently there are three Cliqbook Administrator Meetings roles: 

• Cliqbook Meetings Admin: The original Cliqbook Meetings admin role – has 
access to all admin pages except the three financial pages. 

• Cliqbook Meetings Accountant: Supplemental to Cliqbook Meetings Admin 
– gives additional access to these pages, normally denied to Cliqbook 
Meetings Admin (Travel\Form of Payment, Tracking\Payment and 
Tracking\Payment Export) 

• Cliqbook Meetings Planner: For meeting planners who do not need access 
to the Agency Settings – has access to every page Cliqbook Meetings Admin 
does except for Agency Settings.  

How to use 

A company administrator can grant this role on the permissions admin page:   
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View of Concur Meetings setup page for a meeting admin without access to Agency 
Settings: 

 

If the meeting admin clicks on the Agency Settings link, they will see this message: 

 
 

NOTE:  This feature only applies to Concur Meetings and does not apply to Third-
Party Meetings.  
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Itinerary 

Show hotel and car detail in the Travel Arranger view 

GDS' Supported: All GDS 
Configuration Setting: N/A 

The Travel Arranger 
View lists upcoming 
trips belonging to 
people for whom the 
user arranges travel. 
When the arranger 
expands a specific 
trip, it shows the 
travel segments for 
that trip: 

Previously, Travel 
Arranger View only 
showed air and rail 
segments. In this release, car, hotel, limo, and dining segments are included. 

Example A: 

 

 

1 There are now icons to the left of each 
segment indicating the type of segment it 
is. In this case, there is a Rail segment, 
followed by Car, Hotel, and return Rail. 

2 This is an example of a car segment. 
The arranger can see the car company 
logo, the pick-up location, the pick-up 
date/time, and the return date/time. 
Hovering over the company logo will 
show the company's name in case it is 
not clear by the logo. 

3 This is an example of a hotel segment. 
The user can see the hotel logo, the hotel 
name, the check-in date/time, and the 
check-out date/time. The hotel name is 
truncated if it is longer than 25 
characters; you can see the full name by 
hovering over it. The hotel name will be a 
link if the hotel's Web site is known. 
Clicking the link will open the hotel's Web 
site in a new window  
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Example B: 

 

Known Limitations 

• Does not show RideCharge segments 

To turn on the Travel 
Arranger view, your login 
must be set up as an 
arranger for at least one 
traveler. Under the Travel 
menu option, click Arrangers. Once you click on this link, the Travel Arranger View 
is set for that session.  

 
To make this your default home page, click Make 
this my home page link on the right side of 
the screen.  
 

 
To undo this default, go 
to System Settings under 
your profile. Select from 
the Home Page 
dropdown under Other 
Preferences.  

 

1 This is an example of a limo segment. 
The arranger can see the limo company 
logo (or a generic one), as well as the 
limo company name and pick-up location 
and date. 

2 This is an example of a dining 
segment. The arranger can see the name 
of the restaurant and the reservation 
date/time. 
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Profile/PNR Administration/Finishing  

New profile datapoint for Virgin America as non-standard airline 
frequent flyer number 

GDS' Supported: Amadeus, Apollo, Galileo, Sabre, and Worldspan 
Configuration Setting: Profile Template Editor 

Virgin America frequent flyer numbers are now included in the non-IATA airline 
frequent flyer numbers and can be synched with user profiles. This profile line was 
added for Sabre in the May 2009 release. We have now made this available for all 
GDS.  

When making a reservation and the profile move fails, do a manual 
build and put in a Cliqbook remark 

GDS' Supported: All GDS 
Configuration Setting: N/A 

It is possible for a traveler to have information in their profile that causes an error 
while performing profile move. Prior to this release, this error would prevent the 
traveler from completing his/her trip. We now do a manual build of the traveler's 
profile if an error is encountered while moving the profile. The manual build allows 
the traveler to proceed with booking the trip even when there is a profile move error. 
The following remark is written to PNR when a manual build was performed instead 
of the profile move: 

CB/PME/Profile move error check traveler profile 

This feature will allow a traveler to complete a booking that previously would have 
caused an error. However, because we now do a manual build, there may be profile 
data missing from the PNR that is important to either the agency for reporting 
purposes or the traveler, such as their frequent flyer number.  

Credit card edit field validation should highlight field 

GDS' Supported: N/A 
Configuration Setting: N/A 

When adding or editing a credit card, the validation messages sometimes do not 
indicate the name of the affected field or highlight the field for the user. In the Profile 
Credit Card Editor, the Add Credit Card During Booking Editor, and the Fusion / Web 
Direct Contact Details have been updated to include: 

• All validation messages related to text fields causing that field to get focus 
(highlight) and any text in the field is automatically selected.  

• For non-text fields, the field simply becomes selected. 

In the Travel Fusion / Web Direct Contact Details page, all validation messages for 
blank/empty fields now contain the name of the field. 
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Amadeus: Add support for more APE lines in the profile editor 

GDS' Supported: Amadeus 
Configuration Setting: Profile Template Editor 

Concur Cliqbook Travel now allows 5 (instead of 2) APE lines in Amadeus profiles. 
The lines are not in order because of conflicts with other line types. The available 
lines for APEs are 208, 209, 215, 216, and 217. 

Because of the way Amadeus handles profiles, Amadeus does not respect Cliqbook 
line numbers. That means that Concur cannot rely on Amadeus to feed back email 
addresses in the same lines we feed them in – and you must use Concur Cliqbook 
Travel lines in numerical order. If you are including three email addresses in your 
profile template, they must be 208, 209 and 215.   

Amadeus: Allow the APE format in the PNR finishing template 

GDS' Supported: Amadeus 
Configuration Setting: PNR Template Editor 

The Amadeus profile template editor now includes an EmailAddress line type. The 
email address will be entered in the PNR as if you typed APE-PAX*E-
MAIL@HOST.COM at the terminal. 

 

Add expiration date fields for National ID and drivers license 

GDS' Supported: N/A 
Configuration Setting: N/A 

Expiration date fields were added to National ID and driver's license on the Form of 
ID section of the profile page: 
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The data can be typed or selected from the standard calendar popup. 

In addition, alerts are 
also available on the 
Travel Home page (My 
Concur, Travel home 
page, and Arranger 
home page) for when 
these forms of ID are 
expired. 

Add an expiration date field for National ID for XML feeds 

GDS' Supported: N/A 
Configuration Setting: XML Profile Sync 

Cliqbook now stores expiration dates for National IDs and drivers licenses. These are 
also available in XML Profile Sync. These fields are not required.   

Please see the XSD for the complete list of allowed fields: 

• http://www.concursolutions.com/ns/TravelProfile.xsd  
– and –  

• http://www.concursolutions.com/ns/TravelProfileType.xsd 

Ability to update the frequent flier alliance default via XML sync 

GDS' Supported: N/A 
Configuration Setting: XML Profile Sync 

The XML Profile Sync can now set a particular loyalty program as the default for the 
corresponding Air alliance. The tag was added to the AirMembership section and is 
not required. 

<AirMembershipPreferredFlag>true</AirMembershipPreferredFlag> 

Please see the XSD for the complete list of allowed fields: 

• http://www.concursolutions.com/ns/TravelProfile.xsd  
– and –  

• http://www.concursolutions.com/ns/TravelProfileType.xsd 
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Miscellaneous 

Ticket Change: Pre-ticket change supported in flex faring 
 
GDS' Supported: Apollo, Amadeus, and Sabre 
Configuration Setting: Flex Faring and Allow Pre-ticketing Flight Changes 
Regions Supported: Australia/New Zealand and Canada 

Pre-ticket changes are now available for sites using flex faring. Pre-ticket changes 
with flex faring will work the same as normal pre-ticket trip change. 

Known limitations to be corrected in a future release: 

• Land segments are not automatically updated to match the new flight 
segments. Users must modify these manually.  

• If mixed GDS + direct connect is enabled for a configuration and if the GDS 
reservation has not been ticketed and if the traveler views the itinerary, there 
will be a change this leg link next to the GDS segment. If the user clicks this 
link, he/she will eventually encounter an error. Cliqbook is not able to support 
pre-ticket change in this combination because the direct connect booking is 
already ticketed. In a future release, Cliqbook will hide the link and will 
display a notification to the traveler that he/she cannot change this flight 
because of the mixed content sources. 

Always use profile language setting after login 
 
GDS' Supported: N/A 
Configuration Setting: N/A 

Until this release, Cliqbook relied on a cookie on the browser to tell the user's 
preferred language. For most languages, there is no issue because a user can click 
the language on the login page. There is a challenge with the languages that 
Cliqbook does not support because those are not listed on the login page. In this 
instance, the only way to set the cookie is to go to the profile page and choose a new 
language.  

With this update, when the user logs in, Cliqbook will now look up the language from 
the profile and compare it to the cookie. If the two differ, we will ask the user (in 
both languages) to choose the language that he/she wants for the site. We give the 
user a choice of selecting a language for this one session or choosing one 
permanently. If the user selects the "permanent" option, Cliqbook then moves both 
the database and the cookie to using the same language.  

The only exception will be if a user clicks a language on the login page. In that case,  
Cliqbook will update the profile setting in the database with that newly selected 
language because the user already made the choice. 
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Melbourne geo-code update 

GDS' Supported: N/A 
Configuration Setting: N/A 

The latitude and longitude of Tullamarine Airport in Melbourne, Australia was 
incorrect in Cliqbook's database and was, in fact quite, close to Melbourne's 
Essendon Airport. 

The latitude and longitude of both airports are now correct: 
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Jira List 

Enhancements 

 

Key Summary Issue Links 

CLQ-4869 Rail: Need support for trip templates 090203-000425, 090401-
000290, 090406-000209; 
Parature: 705-6023582 

CLQ-4871 tell user why they can't change a ticket when we don't 
show the "change this leg" link 

  

CLQ-4879 Always use profile language setting after login 090316-000515, 090611-
000023, 090421-000207 

CLQ-4883 Update our Airports table after each OAG schedule load 090529-000330, 090628-
000025, 090609-000536 

CLQ-4889 Increase GDS Logging Level of Virgin Blue Air Sell   

CLQ-4905 If doing direct connect or rail booking and profile move 
fails, do a manual build and put in a CB remark 

  

CLQ-4920 Show Hotel and car detail in the 'arranger' view  

CLQ-4924 Add Amtrak stations to Cliqbook Solutions Suggestions: 
SID348, SID353, SID709 

CLQ-4925 Amtrak - Add Midwest Routes and Increase NE Corridor 
locations 

Solutions Suggestions: 
SID16, SID1196, SID944, 
SID918, SID712, SID709, 
SID571, SID353, SID348, 
SID1518 

CLQ-5013 Credit Card Edit Field Validation should highlight field   

CLQ-5050 "Cannot find PNR" status not applicable to Hertz e-receipts   

CLQ-5136 Build Direct Connect to Alamo / National   

CLQ-5281 Support for New Zealand fares in Virgin Blue Direct 
Connect 

CRMC-8567 

CLQ-5295 Amadeus: Need TKTL to be 24 hours after reservation if 
the date Amadeus gives us for TKTL is the day after the 
reservation day. 

  

CLQ-5354 Create Meeting Planner role that does not have access to 
all Meeting Administrator features 

Solutions Suggestions: SID707 

CLQ-5374 add support for more APE lines in the profile editor for 
Amadeus (currently max 2) 

  

CLQ-5415 Allow configuration of "choose rule class" to let users cross 
travel configs for same agency id 
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Key Summary Issue Links 

CLQ-5431 when SNCF is enabled, hide gds Eurostar results   

CLQ-5439 Support multiple car discounts from same vendor on same 
Enterprise car direct connect shop 

  

CLQ-5445 Build Direct Connect to Enterprise   

CLQ-5453 new hotel datapoints in travel policy administrator   

CLQ-5456 Change Recommended value and make the default 
number of hotels to shop on a new travel config be 10 not 
13. 

  

CLQ-5469 
CLQ-5468 

Add Expiration Date to National ID and Drivers License in 
Cliqbook 

090323-000024 

CLQ-5476 Apollo Rapid Reprice Pricing Record 090508-000213 

CLQ-5494 Secure flight Air Canada   

CLQ-5495 Enhancement Request: Ability to update the frequent flier 
alliance default through the XML sync 

090430-000189 

CLQ-5496 Add travel configuration option to hide multi-segment as 
an option in air search 

  

CLQ-5539 Allowing the APE format in the PNR finishing template 090521-000249 

CLQ-5591 Implementation - incorrect help page assigned when 
creating new travel configurations 

 

CLQ-5614 Localization for July 2009 Build - German   

 

Support Cases 

 

Key Summary Parature ID Issue Links 

CLQ-585 Non-Invoicing Queue not working 
correctly? 

705-1269319, 
705-5004581, 
705-5183643, 
705-5219783, 
705-5855309 

090610-000234, 081002-
000374, 081009-000157, 
090608-000426, 081010-
000290, 090305-000401, 
090522-000523, 090115-
000109, 081022-000122, 
CRMC-7558, 090316-000083 

CLQ-586 WORLDSPAN: Cannot book Payless car 
in non-air booking 

705-3553693, 
705-6421487 

090121-000438 

CLQ-1362 "No FF number used" text returned 
when GDS accepts FF number in PNR 

705-4524479 
705-4771324 

090119-000425 

CLQ-1969 Open JAW Amtrak/Rail Error - Add 
Arnk 

705-5268300, 
705-5820223 

090326-000228, 081111-
000048, 080905-000219 
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Key Summary Parature ID Issue Links 

CLQ-1975 Ticket Change: Pre-Ticket Change 
needs to be supported in Flex Faring 

705-4756791, 
705-5081034 

  

CLQ-2644 New profile data point for Virgin 
America as non-standard airline 
frequent flyer number 

705-6071769   

CLQ-3961 SNCF: When booking for, you can not 
add new Advantage cards or edit 
existing in the profile 

  090703-000055 

CLQ-4553 VFM Loader does not check if a 
properties VFM_ID has been 
reassigned 

  090330-000139 

CLQ-4770 Hide meeting users in "employee 
details" report 

  090421-000182 

CLQ-4790 When using the "other detail fields," 
Air Canada flight pass unable to 
complete when box is checked for 
passenger to choose their own seats. 

  090507-000406, 090508-
000355, 090430-000428 

CLQ-5240 Error being returned Need ATFQ when 
trying to confirm Apollo B6 Bookings 

  090513-000473, 090526-
000273, 090624-000215, 
090526-000522, 090522-
000031, 090529-000482 

CLQ-5241 Meal changes with Sabre   090528-000167, 090604-
000544 

CLQ-5248 Air Canada Seat maps not displaying 
for business class through Sabre 
bookings 

  090305-000302 

CLQ-5260 Sabre Post Ticket Change FP line can't 
handle "ALL" coupon numbers, needs 
actual 

   

CLQ-5283 Hertz (Also Enterprise) reservation 
booked in Cliqbook - Flight information 
not transferred to Hertz website 

  090508-000151 

CLQ-5285 Incorrect air FOP being sent for air / 
hotel combination when BTA card for 
air and "set FOP for non-live-air 
bookings" enabled 

  090506-000000, 090611-
000156 

CLQ-5359 Incorrect exchange rate displayed btw 
DKK- GBP when trying to book Cimber 
Air - Web Direct 

  090406-000015 

CLQ-5367 With SWS turned on Search by 
schedule not showing results between 
IND - LGA 6/16-6/17 results returned 
on 6/18-1/19 

  090604-000146, 090519-
000536 

CLQ-5373 Use proper case for Qantas buckets    
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Key Summary Parature ID Issue Links 

CLQ-5390 IF Zone fare is present, we don't 
return the Finger Fare using the SNAP 
Code, even though we price it in the 
logs. 

  090324-000533 

CLQ-5398 Carefusion - Profile Template - 
Amadeus RM profile lines 

   

CLQ-5401 Deutsche Bahn: Cliqbook will allow 
you to continue with a pdf ticket 
booking even though a Credit Card / 
form of id has not been selected 

   

CLQ-5407 When searching for hotels, Cliqbook 
no longer displays Preferred Hotel 
Chains with a silver diamond. 

  090619-000186, 090619-
000282 

CLQ-5409 Hotel Shop Broken   090622-000274, 090622-
000284, 090622-000226, 
090622-000241, 090622-
000282, 090622-000248 

CLQ-5411 Sabre profiles not building correctly   090622-000398 

CLQ-5413 DJ DC not returning results on sites 
that have it turned on in the Config 

  090616-000635 

CLQ-5417 Multiple web fares being returned for 
the same flight for German wings ( TF 
sourced ) 

   

CLQ-5420 If Flex Faring is turned on, the 
Company Discount SNAP Codes is not 
being applied for pricing. 

  090614-000022, 090614-
000012 

CLQ-5423 Assistant notification e-mail for Travel 
& Expense users repeats itself three 
times in German 

  090624-000010 

CLQ-5424 Post Ticket Change not returning 
refundable fares when original ticket 
was refundable 

   

CLQ-5427 City code City code: (LYG) -
LIANYUNGANG P.R.CHINA is listed in 
Cliqbook under hotel search but is not 
listed under flight search, plz add for 
AIR. 

  090506-000425 

CLQ-5428 Server error trying to "add a new 
company" on the top of the Company 
list 

  090622-000190 

CLQ-5435 Seat maps for GDS Air Canada Airbus 
A319 are not matching in Sabre and 
Cliqbook 

  090325-000104 
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Key Summary Parature ID Issue Links 

CLQ-5436 Seat map in Cliqbook for DHC-8 Dash 
8-100 aircraft of Air Canada for 
sectors YYZ-YXU shows ABCD rows, 
which is actually ACDF on GDS and Air 
Canada site. 

  090601-000642 

CLQ-5437 Seat Map Display Unavailable  - AC 
Equipment Type E-190 for Sabre AC 

  090413-000216 

CLQ-5446 Unable to pull GDS Transaction logs; 
receive Server error for BCD Travel 

  090617-000341 

CLQ-5451 Sabre - Inconsistency between HOD 
shop request and HOD shop for sell 

    

CLQ-5457 Password reset is not being forced in 
CTE 

    

CLQ-5459 When attempting to search hotel 
availability by Company Location and 
the company location name contains 
the character " & " , Cliqbook returns 
error / no results 

  090622-000229, 090622-
000874 

CLQ-5465 Seats: Exit row ICON not indicated on 
seat map on the Travel Details page 
for Sabre sites for various carriers, 
DL/CO/UA 

  090310-000073 

CLQ-5467 Deutsche Bahn: Handle sold out trains    

CLQ-5473 Implementations - Nestle - incorrect 
spelling in hotel info popup 

  090615-000408 

CLQ-5477 Unable to book premium economy   090701-000390, 090709-
000028, 090608-000272, 
090617-000036 

CLQ-5478 Arrangers who book travel for a large 
number of users and also have "self 
assigning assistant" cannot book 
travel for authorized travelers. 

  090220-000116 

CLQ-5482 Unable to book business class when C 
not available on the route 

  090612-000010, 090622-
000034, 090617-000189 

CLQ-5483 Flying into Melbourne AU airport and 
staying at the Hilton on the MEL 
airport. The directions returned on the 
itinerary have the hotel listed at the 
MEL airport but gives directions as if 
flying into the Essendon Airport. 

  090526-000668 

CLQ-5484 When searching hotels with Direct 
Connect enabled, the Hilton Hotels are 
showing with the Holiday Inn logo : 
ALL GDS. 

  090622-000439 
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Key Summary Parature ID Issue Links 

CLQ-5490 Always display a "do not try again" 
message for any error that occurs 
after we have booked a Direct Connect 
or Instant Purchase Air PNR 

  090414-000365, 090713-
000590, 090702-000781 

CLQ-5498 no PS // Fedex Freight // can not post 
XML records 

  090611-000282 

CLQ-5499 Sabre - Inconsistency between HOD 
shop request and HOD shop for sell 

  090608-000421, 090608-
000421 

CLQ-5501 CB Profile first name contains 
Apostrophe - will not create profile in 
Sabre 

  090313-000234 

CLQ-5504 When a traveler has KM set in their 
profile - they still see text in the hotel 
search referring to miles instead of 
kilometers 

   

CLQ-5506 Deutsche Bahn: One-way booked with 
seat reservation even though user 
indicates ticket-only 

   

CLQ-5513 Variable Undefined in XML Profile Sync   090630-000696, 090629-
000816 

CLQ-5517 Unable to book Fully Refundable fares 
when using View More Air Fares Link - 

  090610-000235 

CLQ-5518 Backward compatible to Sabre 1.10.1 
of OTA_AirLowFareSearchRQ just in 
case we need to go back 

  090702-000565 

CLQ-5528 Fedex Freight // XML error message- 
Cannot insert the value NULL into 
column 

  090625-000619 

CLQ-5530 Cephalon_frequent flyer numbers 
moving into records as 'use for oa' 

  090327-000424 

CLQ-5531 Error on trying to book WestJet in 
Apollo 

  090427-000817 

CLQ-5544 Pre ticket change. If user selects non-
contract carrier round trip and rebooks 
to a contract carrier round trip, the 
discount code is not applied after 
selecting Reserve 

  090306-000420 

CLQ-5545 Open Table: when asking for a 
restaurant near the Westfield MA 
office location for 1PM on 26 Mar is 
getting a result for a foreign 
restaurant in Mexico City 

  090225-000421 

CLQ-5554 Aer Lingus air sell fails when trying to 
add a hold bag to the flight. 

  090708-000011 
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Key Summary Parature ID Issue Links 

CLQ-5553 Aeromexico airlines is listed twice 
under both Manage Corp discount 
section and Travel rule builder. When 
the first one is selected under Manage 
Corp Disc section, it displays the logo 
for Donboss 

  090305-000439 

CLQ-5560 All offline approvals going through fare 
revalidation are failing. User error 
received "Price differs by more than 
the greater of 2% or $10." 

  090312-000301 

CLQ-5562 Hotel showing AAA rates when box is 
not checked. 

  090608-000202 

CLQ-5563 Post tkt changes/Rapid Reprice - 
Sabre/Cross GDS 

   

CLQ-5569 Meeting: Non GDS Hotel using wrong 
hotel vendor code when booking for a 
meeting. 

  090623-000062, 090706-
000255 

CLQ-5571 Aer Lingus allowed characters changed   090709-000115 

CLQ-5574 When syncing profiles from Cliqbook 
to GDS empty profiles were created. 

  090624-000214 

CLQ-5575 When highest class of service chosen 
and business available, class defaults 
to economy anyway in the schedule 
page 

  090703-000036 

CLQ-5576 Amadeus, Worldspan finger fares 
quoting non-refundable when 
requesting refundable only 

  090707-000852, 090701-
000343, 090624-000597, 
090622-000497 

CLQ-5581 Amadeus: All pre-ticket changes end 
up taking traveler to error screen after 
new flight combination is priced 

   

CLQ-5582 Air Canada DC incorrectly changes 
from a direct to a non-stop on the 
Reserve page. 

  090319-000301 

CLQ-5586 Sabre changes for extensive remarks 
broke ticket change for Worldspan 

   

CLQ-5587 Error selecting FOID from dropdown   090602-000025 

CLQ-5590 User is getting "stuck" at spinning 
wheel checking for Flight Pass when 
trying to clone a Canadian trip from 
one traveler to the next, when flights 
are not AC DC 

  090323-000380 

CLQ-5600 Gender is not updating in Cliqbook for 
XML feed 

  090615-000505 
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Key Summary Parature ID Issue Links 

CLQ-5659 Translation Discrepancy When the 
language is set to English the fare is 
Refundable and when the language is 
set to French the fare is non-
refundable. 

  090617-000621 

CLQ-5672 Not receiving orphan trip e-mails only 
trip cancellation e-mails 

  090616-000573 
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Summary 

Major Features 
• Configurable Message-boards 

• Airline Segment Fees (Preferred Fare Pricing for LH, OS, SR) 

• Support attrition/cancellation credits in Cliqbook Meetings 

Minor Features 
• Numbers for Google maps 

• TSA fields not allowing modification of middle name if initial already exists 

• New HR Feed Setting to Meet TSA Requirements 

• Extend OAG vendor knockout outside the United States 

• Add FOP screen for SNCF 
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Release Notes 

Administration 

Configurable message-boards  

GDS' Supported: All 
Configuration Setting: Travel Policy Administrator, Travel Rule Builder 

Travel managers have asked for the ability to alert travelers to key information, such 
as: 

• Teleconferencing available between two cities with large offices (in the hopes 
to deter travel and save costs) 

• Reminding travelers that a preferred airline agreement exists between two 
city pairs 

• Travel to a particular country or region is prohibited 

• Complex international travel should not be booked through Cliqbook 

• Office will be closed due to a holiday 

• Notify to not schedule an event in Paris during the Tour de France 

Concur Cliqbook Travel's robust rule engine currently allows travel managers to flag 
individual scenarios but the following challenges exist: 

• The size of the text on the results page for conveying an informative message 
is not as eye-catching as travel managers would like. 

• Travel Managers need a way to display messages outside a rule violation, 
company notes, or static text at the top of a page.  

• Often text is needed before the user even sees the search results. An 
example of this is to remind users in the United States to update their 
Cliqbook profile for TSA requirements.  

Travel managers are able to have dynamic text appear in a number of areas within 
Concur Cliqbook Travel based on conditions they create. While these conditions 
leverage the breadth of rule datapoints used in Concur Cliqbook Travel's rule engine, 
they are independent of workflow/approval paths. 

Setup process 

To set up a configurable message-board, go to the Travel Rule 
Builder in Company Administration and then follow these steps.  
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1. On the first page: 

♦ Select the rule template category and configuration. There are two new 
category options: Messages – Flight Search Criteria and Messages – Fare 
Shop Results.  

♦ Click Load to load the existing rules.  

NOTE:  Initially the new rule template categories will be empty. 

♦ Click Add: 

 

2. On the next page: 

♦ Enter a rule name and a unique violation code. 

♦ Select the options that you want to apply. 

♦ Click Save: 
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3. You now see the previous page where you can edit, copy, delete, or add rule 
values.   

♦ Click the Travel Admin link on the right to update a specific Travel 
policy/class.   

♦ Select the travel class and click Load.  

♦ The new message category will display below. Click Edit to enable the 
messages created in the rule builder: 

 

4. Indicate whether the text should be a popup or display inline, and add the 
customized text via the HTML editor: 

 

End-user perspective 

Here is an example of what the traveler would see if a rule was set in the Messages – 
Flight Search Criteria category as a popup message. The user types the request and 
once he/she clicks Search, the user receives the warning message. The user has the 
option to cancel and request a new search or click Continue to create the 
reservation: 
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NOTE:  As seen above, multiple messages are applied to a single search. 

If the inline option is selected for Messages – Flight Search Criteria, the message is 
displayed on the Concur Cliqbook Travel pre-flight search pages: 
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Here is an example of what the user will see when a rule is added to the Messages – 
Fare Shop Results as inline. The traveler requests the trip and once he/she reaches 
the Price screen, the user sees the message but is not prevented from continuing: 

 

 

NOTE:  Concur will be adding options for the car and hotel search pages in a future 
release as well as the option to have the messages appear in multiple 
languages similar to custom text functionality available today. 

GDS log viewer lost visual indication of last log opened 

GDS' Supported: N/A  
Configuration Setting: View GDS Transaction Logging 

IMPORTANT! This change affects only internal Concur users and selected travel 
agents with access to GDS logs. 

Previously, the GDS Log Viewer had some indication of the last log viewed in the 
form of selection cursor on the View link. This selection cursor was rendered by the 
browser and, therefore, browser-specific. Typically, it consisted of bold formatting of 
the text of the View link and/or a dotted line around the link. Recently, this 
functionality was removed. 

This functionality was restored in the form of yellow highlighting in the 
Request/Response column. All previously viewed logs are shown in light yellow, 
and the most recently viewed log is shown in a heavier yellow: 
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In addition, the formatting of no user logged in, in the Loginid column has been 
optimized for two-line display. 

Flight Detail Report is now listing AirTran bookings 

GDS' Supported: Apollo and Galileo Only 
Configuration Setting: Flight Detail Report 

Cliqbook depends on a push service of itinerary data for Apollo and Galileo customers 
called GIDS. This saves our customers scan costs but means our data quality 
depends on the feed of data.  

This feed does not include tickets for non-ARC carriers. We are supplementing this 
data by going to the GDS and pulling in these tickets when we see a user has a flight 
segment that includes a non-ARC carrier.  

AirTran is now on our list of airlines to search and was added to our database. 

Company Reports: Exported credit card report now includes last 
four digits of the credit card 

GDS' Supported: N/A 
Configuration Setting: Cliqbook Credit Cards Report 

This is an enhancement to the Cliqbook Credit Cards report. The credit card report 
always displayed the last four digits of the credit card in the HTML on-screen but did 
not include it in the exported data (like an Excel spreadsheet).   
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How to use 

The Export To HTML (display to screen) functions always provided the information: 

 

Report: 

 

Now, the other export options include the last four digits as well:   

 

Report: 
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TSA: Fields not allowing modification of middle name if initial 
already exists 

GDS' Supported: All GDS 
Configuration Setting: TSA Requirements 

Travelers who are not allowed to edit their names in their personal profiles will now 
be able to edit their middle name when:  

• Their company activates TSA enforcement such that the personal profile fields 
corresponding to TSA-required data items become required (i.e., middle 
name, gender, birth date) 
– and –  

• The user's profile has any of the following: 

♦ No middle name 

♦ Only a middle initial 

♦ Only a middle initial followed by a period (".") 

TSA: New HR feed setting to Meet TSA Requirements 

GDS' Supported: All GDS 
Configuration Setting: HR Feeds for Integrated Expense (CES) Customers 

This is an enhancement made to Concur Expense but it touches Cliqbook Travel and 
is related to the August 15th TSA requirements for integrated customers. This also 
could apply to customers considering moving to the integrated Concur Travel & 
Expense platform.  

NOTE: This update when applied, is a Global Setting within the Concur Expense 
application. 

To accommodate clients who cannot update their HR system with the legal name, a 
new host database entity setting was introduced that will indicate if employee name 
fields are updated via an employee import feed. The default value for this setting is Y 
(Yes), meaning the fields will be updated (this is the current default). Clients 
wanting to prevent update of these fields must submit a Client Support case to have 
this setting set to N (No). A setting of N means these employee fields will not be 
updated. 

NOTE:  For standalone Concur Cliqbook Travel customers, this functionality already 
exists. To update an HR data feed, please create a case within Concur Client 
Central. 

In addition to this update, customers must decide whether they want to allow the 
name fields in the Cliqbook profile to be editable, or whether the agency must 
maintain these fields. If the name fields should become editable, a Client Support 
case must be created. Regardless, name changes made in Cliqbook will update the 
GDS profiles and PNRs and will not be overwritten by changes from the HR feed.  
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We suggest adding text on the site to advise your travelers of these changes, either 
on: 

• The Company Notes tab (Administration > Company Admin > Travel Admin 
> Custom Text) 
– or –  

• At the top of the traveler's profile (Administration > Company Admin > Text 
Customization)  

Air 

Airline segment fees (Preferred Fare Pricing for LH, OS, SR)   

GDS' Supported: Amadeus Only 
Configuration Setting: Enable Vendor Segment Fees 

Austrian, Swiss, and Lufthansa have all created Preferred Fares in the different GDS'. 
When a preferred fare is ticketed in the GDS, the agency is charged a fee per 
coupon. This applies to Sabre, Worldspan, and Amadeus. There is no fee for 
Galileo/Apollo.  

In this release, Concur will only support Amadeus. 

To enable this functionality: 

1. Navigate to the Company Travel Configuration (Administration > Travel 
System Admin > Company Travel Configuration). 

2. Select Enable vendor segment fees in the Wizard Options section: 
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3. On the left menu, click Manage Segment Fees to 
add the segment fee for the vendor. 

4. Click Add air segment fees. 

5. Specify the segment fee data for the vendor. 

♦ Specify the airline or apply to all airlines. 

♦ Specify the amount, currency, and whether it 
applies per ticket, per segment, or per segment 
with a maximum number of segments. 

♦ Determine whether it should appear as a fee, tax, or included in the base 
fare. 

♦ Change the label if desired; the default is Segment Fee.  
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Fare search page 

The rate shown on the Search by Price page includes the preferred fare fee. This will 
allow the fares that include the fee to be shown side-by-side with other non-
preferred fare options; the traveler should not be surprised later with an additional 
fee: 

 

Itinerary 

When it is booked, the segment fee will be clearly listed at the bottom of the page. It 
will show, based on the configuration of a fee, tax, or part of the base fare: 
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Remarks 

The format of the remark for the above is: 

CB/AFEES/EUR/5.59/LH/FEE/SEGMENT FEE/EUR/5.59 

Header: 

CB/AFEES/<currency of total>/<total amount> 

Then for each vendor (can be multiple vendors): 

/<vendor>/<include as 
FEE|TAX|BASEFARE>/<label>/<currency>/<amount> 

After booking, the PNR finisher will generate the SegmentFeeData datapoint. There is 
a new folder labeled Segment Fee, should an agency chose to add this information to 
the PNR: 

 
 <SegmentFeeData> 
  <TotalCurrency>EUR</TotalCurrency> 
  <TotalAmount>8</TotalAmount> 
  <SegmentFee> 
   <Vendor>LH</Vendor> 
   <IncluseAs>FEE</IncluseAs> 
   <Currency>EUR</Currency> 
   <Amount>8</Amount> 
   <Label>SEGMENT FEE</Label> 
  </SegmentFee> 
 </SegmentFeeData> 
</PNRFinishData> 

Pre-ticket flight change will remove existing CB/FEES remark 
and add a new one for segment fees if needed. 

Clone trip for flex faring  

GDS' Supported: Apollo, Amadeus and Sabre 
Configuration Setting: Clone Trip and Flex Faring 

Concur Cliqbook Travel now supports cloning a trip that has flex faring. 

When cloning a trip that is originally booked using flex faring, correct content is 
rendered in the trip template page, which includes: 

• Not refundable check box is displayed.  

• Fare bucket name is displayed instead of cabin name.  
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After the flight search for specific flights are complete, Cliqbook automatically selects 
the same flights/buckets as the original trip, when they are available: 

 

When no seat is available under a selected flight/bucket, the flight is selected and its 
bucket radio buttons remain cleared (unchecked). The traveler would then need to 
select the next best option.  
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Extend OAG vendor knockout globally 

GDS' Supported: All GDS 
Configuration Setting: N/A – Auto-on 

Concur Cliqbook Travel utilizes a database of OAG data to knock out vendors that do 
not fly certain routes before the system searches for available flights within the US. 
This allows Cliqbook to reduce GDS scans for our customers.   

Concur Cliqbook Travel has now added a similar functionality for international flights. 
For any non-US flight, Cliqbook will now do an initial check for vendors before 
searching for available flights. 

SWABIZ: Correction to the additional itinerary emails sent to 
Booking Builder 

GDS' Supported: Booking Builder Direct Connect 
Configuration Setting: Hide Email Address 

Concur delivered the ability to hide the email address and upgrade to the new API 
with the May 2009 release. An issue was discovered at that time that would not allow 
a switch to the new version and hide the email address. With this service update, 
this issue has been resolved: 
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Aer Lingus DC: Payment with a MasterCard or Diners no longer fails 

GDS' Supported: Sabre 
Configuration Setting: Aer Lingus Direct Connect 

Aer Lingus flights sold via the Aer Lingus direct connect were failing if the flight was 
being paid by MasterCard or Diners Card. With this service update, this issue has 
been resolved. 

Change the Web text when confirming Web booking 

GDS' Supported: TRAVELfusion 
Configuration Setting: N/A – Auto-on 

The message that a traveler sees when purchasing a Web fare via TRAVELfusion has 
changed. Prior to this release, it directed the user to the vendor directly. Cliqbook 
has added text to contact the vendor or the agency to allow for all scenarios. Here is 
an easyJet example.  

Old Version 

Attention: This fare will be purchased on the easyJet Web site. Once you click Next, 
your credit card will be charged. You will have to contact easyJet 
(http://www.easyjet.com/ ) for service. Cancellations and changes will incur 
additional fees. 

New Version 

Attention: This fare will be purchased on the easyJet Web site. Once you click Next, 
your credit card will be charged. You will have to contact easyJet 
(http://www.easyjet.com/ ) or your travel agency for service. Cancellations and 
changes will incur additional fees.  
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Car 

Trip template: Car reservations, adjust the pick-up and drop-off 
text boxes 

GDS' Supported: All GDS' 
Configuration Setting: Trip Templates 

This feature replaces the text input fields for specifying pick-up and drop-off times 
with dropdowns for a car segment in a travel template. This also corrects an issue 
where the pre-populated times did not match: 

 

Direct connect vendors no longer included in results if not 
preferred 

GDS' Supported: Car Direct Connects 
Configuration Setting: Always Run a General Shop Request for Car Searches 

When searching for a car rental, if the travel configuration option for Always run a 
General Shop Request for Car Searches (Travel System Admin > Wizard Options 
> Car Search Options) is disabled and a car direct connect is enabled, then the 
results from the direct connect are being included in the displayed results even if the 
vendor was not preferred. With this service update, this issue has been resolved. 

NOTE: Most customers would not turn on a car direct connect unless they were a 
preferred vendor, so this problem is not likely to occur. 
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Support frequent traveler number for the Alamo/National direct 
connect 

GDS' Supported: Alamo/National Direct Connects  
Configuration Setting: N/A – Auto-on 

With this enhancement, the Alamo/National direct connect supports:  

• Frequent traveler programs (added through the user's Cliqbook profile) 

• Direct bill numbers (added through the corporate discount page) 

• Employee number and cost center 

Enterprise Direct Connect: CarSell fails if the profile phone number 
is missing or invalid 

GDS' Supported: Enterprise Direct Connect 
Configuration Setting: Profiled Phone Number 

The Enterprise direct connect 
CarSell transaction fails with a 
general error message if the 
user's phone number in Profile is 
missing or invalid. Enterprise 
checks – at a minimum – the 
validity of the country code. For 
country code 1 (North America), 
it also checks the validity of the 
area codes and the length of the 
local number. 

The sell transaction has been 
changed to display an appropriate error message if Enterprise rejects the phone 
number. 

Enterprise Direct Connect: display "Location Closed" message 

GDS' Supported: Enterprise Direct Connect 
Configuration Setting: N/A – Auto-on 

If attempting to rent a car 
using the Enterprise 
direct connect and if the 
pick-up or drop-off rental 
location is closed at the desired pick-up or drop-off time, a generic error is displayed.  
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This has been replaced by a more specific message: 

 

Modified error messages for car direct connects 

GDS' Supported: Hertz, Sixt, Alamo and National Direct Connects 
Configuration Setting: N/A – Auto-on 

Errors that occur while reserving a car or modifying an existing car reservation via a 
direct connect usually give a generic error message "Cliqbook encountered an issue 
that prevented us from completing your request."  These messages were amended: 

• When there is nothing special to report in the GDS log: 

♦ We experienced problems while reserving the requested vehicle. Please 
contact your travel administrator or support. 

♦ We experienced problems while changing your vehicle reservation. Please 
contact your travel administrator or support 

• When there is some extra message in GDS log: 

♦ We experienced problems while reserving the requested vehicle. Please 
contact your travel administrator or support, and report the error message 
below:  

♦ We experienced problems while changing your vehicle reservation. Please 
contact your travel administrator or support, and report the error message 
below:  

• There is also a special one for an Enterprise invalid phone number: 

♦ We are unable to reserve the vehicle because the contact phone number 
is missing or invalid. Please correct the phone number and try again. 
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Do not run General car search when specific vendor location 
selected 

GDS' Supported: All GDS  
Configuration Setting: N/A – Auto-on 

When searching for a car rental at a specific off-airport location and the General Car 
Shop option is turned on in the travel configuration, results sometimes appear for all 
other vendors sold through the GDS. 

Likewise, when searching for a car rental at a specific off-airport location, results 
sometimes appear for all other vendors sold through direct connects. 

With this service update, this issue has been resolved. 

Hotel 

Cancellation policy wording is not the same as Sabre, causing 
confusion 

GDS' Supported: Sabre 
Configuration Setting: N/A – Auto-on 

Cliqbook added a user message to display the appropriate text for rates where the 
cancellation policy is set to a time on the day of arrival, instead of a number of days, 
etc, prior to arrival. This message adds the hour and AM or PM to day of arrival text:  
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Canceling the entire itinerary in Worldspan no longer using HCC 
passive hotel segments 

GDS' Supported: Worldspan 
Configuration Setting: N/A – Auto-on 

When a user chooses to cancel an entire itinerary, Cliqbook will no longer individually 
cancel passive hotel segments in Worldspan. The GDS will not provide cancellation 
numbers for those segments, so doing an individual cancel was unnecessary. 

Although it did not previously cause any errors, this feature reduces the number of 
scans during the cancel. 

Concur's hotel database updated by Northstar 

GDS' Supported: All GDS 
Configuration Setting: N/A – Auto-on 

The hotel database will now be updated with data provided by Northstar. The update 
will include geocodes (latitude and longitude), addresses, hotel names, ratings, and 
amenities. This will assist with mapping issues that may have occurred.  

Non-GDS hotel: Validation issues in Worldspan 

GDS' Supported: Worldspan  
Configuration Setting: Non-GDS Hotels 

This enhancement adds validation 
for the Room Type field in the 
rates form for non-GDS hotels. The 
validation checks to ensure that the 
length of the filled-in room type is 
no more than 8 characters.  

In case a non-GDS hotel is already 
configured with a room type with a 
length longer than 8 characters, 
the room type is cleaned and 
trimmed before Cliqbook sends it to 
the GDS. 

NOTE:  This update affects non-GDS hotels for all areas of Concur: Standard Travel 
and Concur Meeting with Registration. 
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Hilton Direct Connect: Guest travel now supported 

GDS' Supported: Hilton Direct Connect 
Configuration Setting: N/A – Auto-on 

The passenger name was not the same in the Hilton reservation system on 
www.hilton.com as in Cliqbook and in a Worldspan PNR. In the Cliqbook 
confirmation, the confirmation email and in the Worldspan PNR, the traveler's name 
is the same as in the profile (for example, Betty Thomas.) However, in the Hilton 
reservation system, the name is Mark Smith.  

This problem has been resolved by adding guest booking support to Hilton direct 
connect. For guest booking, the billing address from the credit card will be used in 
the request to the Hilton reservation system. If that is not available, the travel 
booker's work address will be used. If that is not available, the travel booker's home 
address will be used. 

Hilton Direct Connect: Multiple room rates returned 

GDS' Supported: Hilton Direct Connect  
Configuration Setting: N/A – Auto-on 

Previously, the Hilton direct connect returned only one result (the lowest) per 
property. We have changed Cliqbook so that multiple results are returned, similar to 
GDS searches. 

Cliqbook no longer removing credit card for hotel-only reservations  

GDS' Supported: Sabre and Apollo 
Configuration Setting: N/A 

We have changed our coding to look for 10 digits following the credit card type in 
strings, such as: 

"0H1¥1/GVIxxxxxxxxxxxx9158EXP 05 11-MCCALLUM/SI-NONSMOKING" 
(Sabre) 

Apollo has been modified as well:  

"VIxxxxxxxxxxxx1111EXP1211" 
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Enhanced display of non-GDS hotels in Apollo 

GDS' Supported: Apollo 
Configuration Setting: N/A – auto-on 

Passive segments and non-GDS hotels stored in Apollo had all of the information 
about the property displayed in a single field without returns. Concur Cliqbook Travel 
now breaks the large string into the appropriate fields so the display looks better. 

Previous display: 

 

New display: 
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Rail 

SNCF: FOP screen available 

GDS' Supported: Amadeus, Apollo, Galileo, Sabre 
Configuration Setting: Send User Selected Form of Payment Check box 

This enhancement provides a way for the traveler to pick the form of payment (FOP) 
for his/her SNCF booking in Cliqbook.  

• If the traveler does not have a card set as default for rail, he/she is presented 
the Trip Payment Information page: 

 

• If a card has been set as the default card for rail, it is presented by default in 
the dropdown at the bottom of the page, but the traveler can pick a different 
card from the dropdown if desired.   

NOTE:  This behavior mirrors how credit cards work for all other areas of 
Concur Cliqbook Travel. 
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• If a corporate ghost card has been assigned, the corporate ghost card will be 
the traveler's only choice. The user will see a message at the bottom of the 
screen stating "Your company credit card will be used to purchase this flight"  

 

NOTE: If the Force User to Select FOP check box is selected in the configuration, 
then the traveler is presented the Trip Payment Information page – 
despite having been assigned the ghost card. However, the ghost card will 
be the only available option.  

The selected form of payment is written into the GDS PNR in the standard FOP entry. 
It will overwrite any other FOP that may already be present in the PNR as a result of 
a profile move. This action makes it clear that the FOP that appears in the GDS PNR 
is the one that the user selected while making the SNCF booking. It is important to 
have the correct FOP in the PNR as the agency must issue the ticket.  

For this reason, be sure to select this check box in the travel configuration 
(Administration > Travel System Admin > Company Travel Configuration > System 
Options) for the following setting: 

 

FOP currently appears in the PNR 

GDS FOP Entry 

Sabre -*VIXXXXXXXXXXXX1881‡XXXXX-XN 

Amadeus FP CCCA5454545454545454/0212 

Galileo FOP -CA5454545454545454/D0318 

Apollo FOP:-AX371449635398431/D0213 
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Amtrak: Add Car support and station identification 

GDS' Supported: Sabre Only 
Configuration Setting: N/A – Auto-on 

Cliqbook continues to support reserving a car on an Amtrak reservation. This feature 
only applies for Sabre, as this is the only GDS that allows a car and/or hotel to be 
added to rail in the same PNR. This is configurable; the Add Car Rental link only 
appears for those Sabre configurations that have this turned on within the Company 
Travel Configuration.  

On the itinerary page, the user clicks Add Car Rental: 

 

The Rental Car Search Preferences page appears with Off-Airport location 
selected: 
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The user clicks the Search link. 

A new popup appears with the Google map loaded, utilizing the Amtrak station as 
the reference point. 

NOTE: In the screen shot below, the Amtrak station is beneath the center cluster of 
car vendor locations. 

 

Dining 

Quotes in restaurant address no longer cause Javascript error 

GDS' Supported: All 
Configuration Setting: Open Table Direct Connect, N/A – Auto-on 

If searching for a restaurant on the Dining tab and if the results contain a restaurant 
whose address contains quotes, the browser were throwing a Javascript error and 
will not display the search results. With this service update, this issue has been 
resolved. 
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Google Maps reference point text incorrect for dining 

GDS' Supported: All 
Configuration Setting: N/A – Auto-on 

When searching for dining near a particular address or reference point and then 
subsequently bringing up the map for a specific restaurant from the search results, 
the text of the map pushpin for the reference point was incorrect. In both cases, this 
text now shows the location name returned from the geocoding service. 

For example, if searching near "nyc", the reference point text now displays "New 
York, NY, USA" 
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Meeting 

Javascript errors correct for meetings in French 

GDS' Supported: All GDS 
Configuration Setting: Concur Meeting 

The following Meeting Admin pages had fatal Javascript errors in French due to 
improperly escaped localization strings: 

• Meeting General 

• Meeting Attendees 

• Air Travel 

• Registration Steps 

• Meeting Emails 

• Meeting Triggered Emails 

• Invitation Resend 

The entire Meeting subsystem has been reviewed and all localized Javascipt strings 
are now replaced. In addition to the above list of pages, the following pages were 
also fixed: 

• Create Meeting 

• Meeting Attendees – Add non-profiled attendee 

• Meeting Groups – Edit 

• Meeting Events 

• Meeting Payments 

• Meeting Steps – Alternate Travel 

• Meeting Steps – Self Registration 

• Meeting Steps – Survey 

• Meeting Email - Edit 

• Meeting Registration/Assist Attendee – Alternate Travel 

• Meeting Registration/Assist Attendee – Attendee Self Edit 
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Support attrition/cancellation credits in Cliqbook Meetings 

GDS' Supported: All GDS 
Configuration Setting: Concur Meetings 

This enhancement targets the business case where a meeting is either cancelled or 
not fully booked, and the company holding the meeting is left with credits. They are: 

• Cancellation credits if the meeting is cancelled 
- or - 

• Attrition credits if the meeting is under-attended 

When an administrator at the company is planning a new meeting, he/she can often 
reclaim those credits if the new meeting is scheduled at the same venue.  
Sometimes, the company must plan the meeting at the same time and place; other 
times, the company simply has residual credits it can use – like an unused e-ticket – 
for any meeting within a specified number of months.   

This feature will allow the administrator to enter these credits – use them completely 
or edit them if they are partially used. It will also prompt meeting planners to use 
the credits if feasible when a city with an existing credit is picked. 

Company-wide and meeting-specific pages 

There are two main administration pages for this feature: one is company-wide 
across all meetings; one is meeting-specific.   

Working with company-wide attrition credits 

On the main Meeting Admin page, click Attrition/Cancellation Credits: 
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The resulting page shows any non-expired, non-used credits available in your 
company: 

 

On this page, you can add credits, edit credits, use credits, or search for credits. 

TO ADD CREDITS 

1. The only fields that are required for adding a credit are the location (down to 
the city level), the expiration date, and a description. If you know the specific 
hotel, the location fields are populated automatically when you select the 
hotel in the hotel search. You can search for hotel by location, name, airport, 
etc. If you know the nearest airport to the meeting, you can select that and 
the other location fields are populated:   
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2. When selected, the address information is populated. Usually there will be a 
value to a credit, but the field is not required. Use the credit description if 
there is some credit that cannot be put in monetary terms like "10 extra 
rooms in next meeting block:"   

 

3. Click Add Credit to save. 

TO EDIT CREDITS 

1. To edit a credit, click the Edit link in the list of credits: 

 

2. The edit screen is largely the same as the add screen. If a credit has been 
partially used, you can reduce the amount of the credit and make a note 
describing the change: 
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3. Click Save Edits. 

TO USE CREDITS 

If a credit is entirely used up, select the Use link in the credit list to use it. This will 
remove it from the available list:   

 

 

TO SEARCH FOR CREDITS 

You can filter credits by city code or by meeting.   

City code: 

1. Type in an airport near the city: 

 

2. Click Filter Credits. 
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Meeting: 

1. Start typing in the name of a meeting. The meeting ID will be automatically 
located and displayed next to the Meeting field: 

 

2. Click Filter Credits. 

Working with meeting-level attrition credits 

If you choose to deactivate a meeting, you will be prompted to see if there are 
meeting attrition credits to enter: 

 

If there are, select Attrition Credits in the left-side menu: 

 

This page lets you add, edit, and use credits for a specific meeting. The list of 
available credits displayed here are the ones that have been entered for this specific 
meeting or that have been entered for the same city that this meeting is scheduled. 
The city of the meeting is determined by the main airport chosen for the meeting in 
Travel/Air.  
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The add, edit, and use functions work as previously described for company-wide 
credits.   

When you access the Add Credit page from a specific meeting, the meeting and 
location fields are pre-populated. If you add a credit and then return to the 
Overview page and select de-activate, you will now no longer be prompted. 

When you set up a meeting and select an airport on the Travel/Air page, a check will 
be performed to see if there are any credits available for this city: 

 

If you select use, the main attrition credit page appears with this credit already pre-
selected for use:   
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Reports 

There are 4 reports that have been added to manage tracking attrition/cancellation 
credits. 

• Attrition Credit City Summary: This is a summary at the city level. The 
number of available credits in each city is shown, along with approximate 
values:   

 

• Attrition Credit Detail: This report shows full details on all available credits. 
By default, it shows all credits. Clicking on a city code will limit the results to 
credits that share that city code. 

All: 

 

Specific city: 
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• Attrition Credits Used: This report shows all attrition credits used: 

 

• Attrition Credits Lost: This report shows credits that expired without being 
fully used. It may contain partially used credits. The original and final 
approximate values are also displayed:   

 

Improve user experience for Save & Go To Event List 

GDS' Supported: All GDS 
Configuration Setting: Cliqbook Meetings 

When saving changes to a Meeting event by clicking Save and go to event list, 
Save and go to step, or Edit Email, a visual indication that the "Event information 
has been updated" appears at the top of the Event List, Step Edit, and Email Edit 
pages, respectively: 
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Change event step name on Event Edit page 

GDS' Supported: All GDS  
Configuration Setting: Concur Meetings 

In Meeting Administration, it is now possible to change the step description from the 
Event Edit page. It is also now possible to navigate directly to the step from the 
Event Edit page: 

 

Also, a minor layout problem with Internet Explorer was corrected and the event 
name now defaults to the step description. A Javascript error in Save and go to 
event list (in Internet Explorer only) was corrected. 
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Live Meeting going on and attendees are not showing - Javascript 
error 

GDS' Supported: All GDS 
Configuration Setting: Concur Meeting 

When a meeting attendee responded to a survey question using a backslash (\) 
character, the Meeting administrator would then afterwards not be able to view the 
list of meeting attendees, and the browser would throw a Javascript error. With this 
service update, this issue has been resolved. 

Profile/PNR Administration  

PNF confirmation number added to finisher 

GDS' Supported: All GDS 
Configuration Setting: PNR Finishing 

The Park N' Fly confirmation number is now available to the finisher via the following 
data point example: 

<PNRFinishData> 
  <AlternateSourceBookingDataArray> 
    <AlternateSourceBookingData> 
      <BookingSource>ParkNFly</BookingSource> 
      <RecordLocator>U0112182</RecordLocator> 
    </AlternateSourceBookingData> 
  </AlternateSourceBookingDataArray> 
</PNRFinishData> 

The confirmation number is "RecordLocator" for the 
ParkNFly "BookingSource." 

NOTE:  This will enable an agency to add a remark that there is PNF on an itinerary. 

Umlaut now translated correctly  

GDS' Supported: All GDS 
Configuration Setting: Profile and PNR Editors 

Previously, Cliqbook translated umlaut-accented characters by removing the umlaut, 
and the German character ß was translated into s. Going forward, Cliqbook will 
translate characters with an umlaut by removing the umlaut and adding an e (for 
example, ü will become "ue"), and ß will become "ss".  This mapping will take place 
any time Cliqbook is sending data to a GDS – for profiles, when making a 
reservation, and during PNR finishing. 
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Finishing template mixed case - Datapoint change needed to save 
as all CAPS 

GDS' Supported: All GDS  
Configuration Setting: PNR Finishing 

Cliqbook stores alternate GDS booking source in a 
case-sensitive format but our tools to allow you to 
match data points convert filters you enter to 
uppercase.   

In order to allow you to match 
AlternateSourceBookingDataArray/AlternateSourceBookingData/BookingSource with 
an uppercase filter, we have added 
AlternateSourceBookingDataArray/AlternateSourceBookingData/BookingSourceUpper 
as an uppercase version of the same field. 

Write Aerosvit frequent flyer number in a remark line  

GDS' Supported: Apollo and Sabre 
Configuration Setting: Profile Finishing 

Aerosvit (VV) is not accepted as a true frequent flyer carrier in Apollo and Sabre. 
Because of this GDS limitation, we have added VV to our special carriers list so they 
can by synced to the GDS in a remark line instead of the normal FF format.  

Cloning a finishing string: double dagger remains unchanged 

GDS' Supported: Sabre 
Configuration Setting: Profile and PNR Finishing 

When cloning a finishing template line or profile template 
line from one template to another, the system would strip 
out non-ASCII characters like a double dagger (‡).   

With this service update, this issue has been resolved. 

Change Travel assistant text in profile not to 
reference Expense if not a Vinnet user 

GDS' Supported: N/A 
Configuration Setting: Cliqbook Profile 

We have updated the text that appears to a traveler/arranger depending on the type 
of expense module they are linked to.  

Previous text: 

Please select the individuals within your organization that you would like to give 
permission to perform travel or expense functions for you.  
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New text: 

Please select the individuals within your organization that you would like to give 
permission to perform travel for you: 

 

 

Combine AARP / Senior rate preferences in the profile 

GDS' Supported: All GDS 
Configuration Setting: Cliqbook Profile 

In previous releases, Cliqbook offered two options in the hotel profile: AARP and 
Senior. There were two customer cases raised: 

• If the AARP check box was selected, rates that were labeled Senior would be 
returned and, since AARP membership occurs at an earlier age than needed 
for some Senior discounts, the traveler would not qualify for the discount 
he/she was shown.  

• When selecting the Senior check box, Senior discounts were not presented. 

Several years ago, Concur discovered that too often the AARP rates were loaded in a 
way that was described as "Senior." Selecting the AARP check box brought back 
AARP and Senior rates. Selecting the Senior check box had no effect.  

In researching these cases, Concur determined that the best course of action was to 
combine the AARP and Senior check boxes. They are now labeled Senior/AARP. 
Concur was unable to maintain them as separate settings because determining the 
rates to display involves parsing the text the hotels load into the GDS.  
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Users who had the AARP check 
box selected will now have the 
Senior/AARP check box 
selected, as that maintains the 
same product function and makes this purely a labeling change.  

NOTE: If an Agency mapped the "Senior" checkbox in the profile template, this will 
no longer be populated with data from Cliqbook. Only the AARP profile 
template option will continue to be in effect. 

Miscellaneous 

Concur Mobile:  Allow people to update their cell phone number and 
provider on the Mobile profile page 

GDS' Supported: N/A 
Configuration Setting: Concur Mobile 

If the travel profile data is restricted from view for a company, the employees have 
no method of adding their cell phone number and provider so they can register for 
Concur Mobile. 

In this case, the employee will now see on the mobile registration page edit fields for 
the phone number and carrier: 
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Airport reference point updated 

GDS' Supported: Google Mapping  
Configuration Setting: Geo-Codes for EMEA Airports 

The position of the following airports have been corrected: 

Airport IATA Position 

Belfast Intl, GB BFS 54.65190º N, 6.21662º W 

Berlin Schoenfeld, DE SXF 52.389016º N, 13.51939º E 

Berlin Tegel, DE TXL 52.554415º N, 13.290356º E 

Brno, CZ BRQ 49.15470º N, 16.69153º E 

Brussels Charleroi, BE CRL 50.457928º N, 4.4545º E 

Bucharest Baneasa, RO BBU 44.496184º N, 26.081135º E 

Bucharest Otopeni, RO OTP 44.571141º N, 26.076806º E 

Dortmund, DE DTM 51.514889º N, 7.613182º E 

Glasgow, GB GLA 55.864171º N, 4.431943º W 

Graz, AT GRZ 46.99550º N, 15.44473º E 

Helsinki, FI HEL 60.318374º N, 24.968137º E 

Karlovy Vary, CZ KLV 50.20119º N, 12.91249º E 

London City, GB LCY 51.50320º N, 0.04977º E 

London Luton, GB LTN 51.87950º N, 0.37634º W 

Oslo, NO OSL 60.19318º N, 11.099045º E 

Prague, CZ PRG 50.10780º N, 14.26839º E 

Rome Campiano, IT CIA 41.79912 º N, 12.59086º E 

Santiago, CL SCL 33.39714º S, 70.79372º W 

Vienna, AT VIE 48.12043 º N, 16.56163º E 

Warsaw, PL WAW 52.170592º N, 20.97311º E 
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Numbers for Google maps 

GDS' Supported: All 
Configuration Setting: Google Maps with Hotel and Car 

Concur changed the mapping service used by Cliqbook to Google Maps with the April 
2009 release. With this change, the display of car rental locations and hotel search 
results lost the ability to show reference numbers on the map as well as the color of 
the locations on the map used to show preferred and non-preferred vendors.  

This has been restored: preferred vendor locations are now shown with purple 
numbered pushpins, and non-preferred vendors with blue numbered pushpins. 

Hotels: 
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Cars: 

 

The layout of the car rental location list has been enhanced to include the pushpin 
number in the same color as it appears on the map, and to appear more like the 
hotel location list. A legend has been added to the top of both lists to explain the 
color coding. 

A reference point has been added to the center of the car rental location map in red, 
which the hotel location map already had.   

The reference point on both maps now shows the reference point name returned by 
the geocoding service – rather than the search string entered by the user. For 
example, if the user searches for "nyc", the geocoding service finds "New York City, 
NY, USA".  Previously the former was shown in the reference point on the map, now 
the latter is shown. 

In car searches, the link show on map that appears in the popup when a user clicks 
on a pin has been removed. 

Also, sporadic Javascript errors in the car location map in Internet Explorer was 
corrected. 
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Additional meal preference support 

GDS' Supported: All GDS 
Configuration Setting: Profile 

Concur Cliqbook Travel now offers a choice of No Salt (NSML) and Peanut Free 
(PFML) meals in the profile: 

 

Update e-receipt opt-in language 

GDS' Supported: All E-Receipt Vendors 
Configuration Setting: N/A – Auto-on 

The e-receipt agreement legal text was modified to read as follows. The changes to 
the text are indicated in bold. 

We are pleased to offer you participation in our e-receipt program (our "e-
receipt program"), which enables our automatic collection of the electronic 
receipts and folio data generated by your transactions with suppliers that 
participate in our e-receipt program (collectively, "e-receipts") for use in 
connection with Concur services. In consideration for providing you with 
access and use of our e-receipt program in connection with Concur services, 
you hereby understand and agree to the following: 

1. You hereby grant Concur Technologies, Inc., your company, and each of 
their respective affiliates, agents, suppliers, successors, and assigns 
(collectively, the "data processors") the irrevocable, perpetual, worldwide, 
royalty-free right and license to send and receive e-receipts generated by 
your transactions with participating suppliers, including without limitation air, 
rail, hotel, car rental, and other ground transportation suppliers, and to use 
such e-receipts provided by such suppliers in connection with Concur services. 

2. You understand and agree that such e-receipts may include any and all 
details regarding your transactions with participating suppliers. 
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3. You understand and agree that such e-receipts will be transmitted over the 
Internet and may be subject to interception by third parties. 

4. You hereby release and indemnify each of the data processors from any 
and all liability in connection with our e-receipt program, including without 
limitation any damages or harm that you may incur in connection with the 
uses authorized by you above, the interception of e-receipts by a third party, 
or any other event outside of the reasonable control of the data processors. 

Hide travel preferences on the Arranger homepage if the company 
has "hide profile links" enabled 

GDS' Supported: All GDS  
Configuration Setting: Hide Profile Link and Hide Travel Profile Link Modules 

The Travel Preferences link will no longer appear when either the 
HideProfileLinks or HideTravelProfileLinks session variables are set to true. 
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Resolved Cases 

Enhancements 

 

Key Summary Issue Links 

CLQ-5038 Airline Segment Fees (Preferred Fare Pricing for LH, 
OS, SR) 

081202-000101;  
Parature: 705-6096216; 
Solutions Suggestions: SID954 

CLQ-5011 Change Event Step Name on Event Edit Screen   

CLQ-5008 Improve UX for Save & Go To Event List   

CLQ-4933 Add PNF Confirmation number to finisher so that an 
agency can add a remark that there is PNF on the 
itinerary 

Solutions Suggestions: SID287 

CLQ-4893 Numbers for google maps 090612-000126;  
Solutions Suggestions SID1003, 
SID1107 

CLQ-4904 Support Attrition/Cancellation credits in Cliqbook 
Meetings 

  

CLQ-4907 Configurable Message-boards Solutions Suggestions: SID992 

CLQ-5175 When canceling the entire itinerary in wspan, do not 
use HCC to try to cancel hotel passives 

  

CLQ-5503 Clone trip needs to work for Flex Faring   

CLQ-5515 Umlaut not being translated correctly in 
Amadeus/CB bookings 

090414-000033, 090625-000140 

CLQ-5523 Extend OAG Vendor Knockout outside the US   

CLQ-5592 Add FOP screen for SNCF   

CLQ-5887 Update e-receipt opt-in language   

CLQ-5638 Support frequent traveler number for the Alamo 
National Direct Connect 

  

CLQ-5657 Hide Travel Preferences on Arranger Home if 
company has "hide profile links" set 

  

CLQ-5658 Add support for NSML (no salt) and PFML (Peanut 
free) meal preferences 

  

CLQ-5676 Amtrak – add car and know where station is Solutions Suggestions: SID775 

CLQ-5683 Store databases' connection information for 
databases other then Outtask in the Outtask 
database 

  

CLQ-5686 Restore the Org-Unit discounts feature   
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Key Summary Issue Links 

CLQ-5713 Create Meeting Planner role that does not have 
access to the Accounting Permission 

Solutions Suggestions: SID707 

CLQ-5737 One shop per property for Hilton direct connect 090622-000452 

CLQ-5744 Update hotel data with the Northstar database   

CLQ-5787 OAG vendor knockout for international trips   

CLQ-5800 Alamo National: read credentials from web.config   

CLQ-5865 Implementation: exported CC report does not 
include last 4 digits of CC. 

090731-000228 

CLQ-5875 Enhance User Interface of Non-GDS Hotels and 
Passive segment hotels in Apollo 

  

CLQ-5898 Change the web text when confirming web booking 090804-000200 

CLQ-5899 Change Travel assistant text in profile not to 
reference expense if you are not a Vinnet user 

090803-000068 

CLQ-5901 Combine AARP / Senior rate preferences in the 
profile 

090603-000321, 090501-000119 

CLQ-5904 Allow people to update their cell phone number and 
provider on the mobile profile page 

  

CLQ-5944 Hr data feed information passed for TSA specific 
fields to be flagged, so they will be read as an 
update, for agencies using XML profile sync, and not 
the GDS 

 

 

Support Cases 

 

Key Summary Issue Links 

CLQ-3342 OAG: OAG treating DIRECT (flights that stop 
enroute) as 1 flight and are breaking it into 2 flight 
segments 

081003-000140 

CLQ-4693 Open Jaw international itinerary Cliqbook trying to 
price ARNK segment 

090310-000287, 090427-000641, 
090625-000231, 090313-000351, 
090424-000464, 090717-000378 

CLQ-4440 Error when booking Cape Air 090312-000447, 090702-000242, 
090317-000344 

CLQ-5902 Worldspan - Fare rules link returns "unable to 
display fare rules'...when the fare basis display are 
based on private fares. 

090327-000210 
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Key Summary Issue Links 

CLQ-4691 World Span: Off airport location car sell yields 0 
results when Enterprise Discount is entered 

090727-000377, 090415-000409, 
090323-000478, 090406-000522, 
090507-000091, 090410-000081 
090422-000391, 090708-000846, 
090422-000201, 090410-000268, 
090406-000522 

CLQ-4822 Hotel deposit error; when accepting ok to book HTL, 
the warning pop up returns, and you are caught in a 
loop. 

090401-000226, 090401-000297 

CLQ-5152 Cancellation policy verbiage not the same as Sabre 
and is misleading to travelers. 

090615-000111, 090723-000040,  
090526-000021, 090618-000244, 
090610-000183, 090430-000401, 
090717-000475 

CLQ-5510 Finishing Template Editor - blank screen returned 
when trying to clone remarks from Finishing 
template 

090323-000265, 090727-000593, 
090325-000044 

CLQ-5511 Some AmericInns hotels are listed under the Chain 
Code IL (Innlink Res Svc) they need to be changed 
to AA (AmericInns). The client wants to be able to 
search for the Americinns under the chain code of 
AA. 

090630-000422, 090507-000426 

CLQ-5599 change move profile code in Worldspan 090708-000860 

CLQ-5601 Autodesk DE problem with DB bookings 090630-000429 

CLQ-5603 Live Meeting going on and attendees are not 
showing - javascript error 

090707-000283 

CLQ-5604 Meeting - Frequent Flyers for non-profiled meeting 
attendees, when added returns error: "The page you 
requested does not exist on the server" 

090409-000192 

CLQ-5626 VAustralia logo 090614-000013 

CLQ-5627 The Cliqbook Map is showing St. John's as St. 
John/'s 

090331-000659 

CLQ-5631 Sabre: Sabre Webservices AddRemarkRQ request 
fails if there are too many remarks in the request. 

090709-000435 

CLQ-5662 Hotel search radius is not honoring the radius stated 
in the travel configuration 

090623-000629, 090710-000407 

CLQ-5665 If new SWABIZ API is turned on, and the Hide Email 
box is checked, the email addresses in the Additional 
Itinerary Emails are not being sent to Booking 
Builder, which results in no conformation emails 
being sent to those email addresses. 

090702-000474, 090520-000537, 
090714-000439 

CLQ-5673 Apollo - SSR format not being sent if last name is 
over 30 characters 

090618-000367 

CLQ-5709 Flex Faring not storing LLF in database, leading to 
not writing LLF or other data to the PNR in finishing 

090716-000699 
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Key Summary Issue Links 

CLQ-5714 Non-Concur users are not able to make changes in 
Travel Configuration, results in Server Error 

090717-000435, 090717-000191, 
090717-000491, 090717-000112 

CLQ-5735 When attempting to pay for an Aer Lingus flight with 
a MasterCard, booking fails 

090715-000249 

CLQ-5740 Hotel Server Errors - Admin Functions 090717-000523, 090629-000356, 
090720-000124 

CLQ-5741 Unable to remove an SNCF Advantage Card from a 
user 's profile 

090717-000533 

CLQ-5742 Problem with Web Service used by CES Pro to create 
companies 

090720-000240 

CLQ-5745 When attempting to pay for an Aer Lingus flight with 
a Diner's Card, booking fails 

  

CLQ-5748 wspan non gds hotel validation issues 090708-000860 

CLQ-5750 When creating a new meeting and non-profile 
attendees are booking travel, the meeting 
administrator is getting copied on all email 
itineraries, even though box is not checked. 

090331-000376 

CLQ-5754 ALTERNATE GDS SABRE NOT WORKING WITH SWS 090717-000694 

CLQ-5762 No Hotel Images Showing for Sabre customers 090720-000705, 090720-000416 

CLQ-5763 not getting all the SWABIZ flight options searching 
from DAL to PDX on new API 

090721-000834 

CLQ-5764 Hilton Direct Connect hotel & GDS reservation show 
name of Cliquser not name of guest when 
adminstering travel for 

090629-000835 

CLQ-5769 SWABIZ: GDS passive air segment returns w/NO 
status after passive sell; the space books correctly 
on the SWABIZ side 

090722-000539 

CLQ-5777 When we get a new card from one of the syncs, we 
won't set it as default if the user has deleted cards 

090727-000006 

CLQ-5789 Finishing Template Mixed Case- Data Point Change 
needed to save as all CAPS 

090507-000055 

CLQ-5790 Unable to change Frequent traveler information on 
the itinerary. 

090720-000065 

CLQ-5795 Guest Traveler phone number entered is not writing 
to GDS 

090430-000055, 090720-000424 

CLQ-5797 Cliqbook not accepting the correct CD number for 
Enterprise and hides results. 

090701-000827, 090511-000384 

CLQ-5801 Car availability configuration 090724-000613 
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Key Summary Issue Links 

CLQ-5807 Hotel search with airport code DSA located in 
Doncaster, UK, is returning hotels located in the US. 
If you complete a hotel search with the company 
location in Doncaster the correct hotels display 

090609-000342 

CLQ-5810 General Dynamics DW Travel Archive Failure 090706-000762 

CLQ-5813 Flight detail report is not listing Air Tran bookings 090511-000481 

CLQ-5817 Unable to clone DB and SNCF trip 090727-000368, 090729-000079, 
090731-000463 

CLQ-5821 Some User's receive simultaneous change errors at 
purchase when booking split carrier routings which 
causes them to start over, when they actually have 
a booking in Worldspan. This duplication results in 
Debit Memos for Churning. 

090710-000310, 090723-000799, 
090702-000805 

CLQ-5823 Landstar - NonGDS hotel booking error 090723-000536, 090629-000536 

CLQ-5826 ICANN-Airline code VA V Australia Virgin Blue 
International Airlines PTY LTD 

090427-000257 

CLQ-5827 Custom Field Display behaves differently than 
instructions indicate 

090424-000457 

CLQ-5829 Minimum length in custom field not registering 090402-000032 

CLQ-5832 Need to handle inactive user in meeting_login.asp 090724-000264 

CLQ-5833 3rd Party Meeting Rule violation Display 090623-000367 

CLQ-5836 Invalid password in history can prevent users from 
changing their passwords 

090729-000258 

CLQ-5838 For airline O3 - limited brands shuttle, CB is 
displaying logo for Limited Brands yet Airline is 
written as Belleview Airlines 

090324-000497 

CLQ-5840 CLONE -Apollo/Sabre do not Accept VV/Aerosvit 
frequent flyer number in MP/FF fields; Need Data 
Point in Profile mapping for Air_Account_Number_VV 

090402-000476 

CLQ-5841 AAairpass - Booked in F should have been A class 090728-000821, 090720-000164 

CLQ-5846 Meetings: When adding a Non-GDS Hotel, the Chain 
Code is defaulting to Independent/not on the list vs. 
the real chain code, which causes a random 
incorrect chain association in the booking. 

090709-000969 

CLQ-5852 QF- Premium Economy needed on International 
searches- AU 

090630-000870 

CLQ-5854 Error being returned Need ATFQ when trying to 
confirm Apollo B6 Bookings 

090724-000193 

CLQ-5857 Cliqbook is stripping the credit card # for hotel only 
reservation for some users, not all from Sabre GDS 
pnr at the hartford 

090610-000627 
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Key Summary Issue Links 

CLQ-5861 PWC AC Flightpass options not being offered on 
meetings for one way travel 

090609-000688 

CLQ-5868 Clone Config Error 090723-000302 

CLQ-5870 No PS - TSA fields not allowing modification of 
middle name if initial already exists 

090803-000129 

CLQ-5879 NoPS/Manage corporate discounts/multiple accounts 
not available 

090724-000261 

CLQ-5881 Cliqbook/Expense user is presented with language 
recognition box and asked to chose language, saves 
preference logs out and logs back in is asked 
question again- does not save 

090723-000289 

CLQ-5885 When cloning a finishing string to a different 
template the double dagger changes to a question 
mark. 

090311-000091 

CLQ-5889 Unable to access a profile from user admin - base64 
error 

090804-000252, 090804-000350, 
090804-000344, 090803-000613, 
090803-000378, 090720-000580, 
090731-000497, 090803-000566, 
090804-000659, 090804-000321 

CLQ-5930 Meetings: Non-GDS Hotel meeting block is not being 
booked or added to the Worldspan record. 

090629-000148 
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Summary 

Major Features 
• Multi-user clone trip 

• Offline approval for Apollo and Galileo 

Minor Features 
• Additional Rules for View More Airfares 

• Hotel search rules for configurable message boards 

• Reminder e-mails for Trips on Hold 

• Remove extraneous "Public Only" air low fare shop in Amadeus 
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Release Notes 

Administration 

Ability to send reminder e-mails to travelers with trips on hold  

GDS’ Supported: All 
Configuration Setting: Travel System Admin, "Trip on Hold Reminder Email Subject" 

Use the Trip on Hold Reminder Email Subject option (Travel System Admin, 
Email Options) to send out trip-hold expiration reminders to users. This will remind 
travelers that they need to submit for purchase to confirm their ticket to avoid 
missing a fare. This will also assist travel managers with keeping ticket costs down 
and avoiding a phone call to reinstate the fare.   

The e-mail will be sent approximately four hours before the ticketing deadline. If the 
four-hour lead time occurs before 8 AM (agency local time) or after 4 PM (agency 
local time), then the reminder will be sent at approximately 4 PM on the preceding 
day. 

 

Enable and disable the reminder 

You can effectively disable the reminder e-mail by saving a blank e-mail subject. By 
default, this feature is disabled for all accounts.  

To enable the feature, add the appropriate subject line. The e-mail sent will look 
exactly like the trip on hold e-mail except with the subject line is determined in the 
configuration. It is, therefore, important to update the subject line accordingly.  

Note the following: 

• Suggested subject line: Trip on Hold Reminder: {DEPDAY} {TRIPNAME} 
{RECLOC} 
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• All e-mail addresses associated with the user will be copied on the reminder 
e-mail, including the user's arranger.  

• Reminder subject line is limited to 50 characters. 

View more fares - additional rules 

GDS' Supported: All GDS 
Configuration Setting: Travel Policy Administrator and Travel Rule Builder 

This feature was initially released in May 2009 and was expanded with the June 2009 
release to include travel policy rules. We have added more data points under this 
category. Now travel managers can better manage when the View More Air Fares 
link should be shown and will provide the ability to place policy around the cabins 
available.  

Some of the data points included are: 

• Cabin classes allowed 

• Flight departure/arrival city is/is not 

• Carrier is/is not preferred 

• Marketing airline is/is not 

• Flight is in/is not in region list 

• Flight is international 

These rules work the same way as they are in Flight - Class of Service section, but 
they only affect finger fare and fares returned from the View More Air Fares link. 

To load the additional data points: 

1. Access the Travel Rule 
Builder (in Company Admin) 
and select the Flight-View 
More Air Fares category. 

2. Select the appropriate travel 
configuration.  

Once the applicable rule 
elements have been selected, 
they will show in the Flight - 
View More Air Fares category under that rule class:  
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NOTE: Remember, in order to use this feature, you must first select the Enable 
"View More Air Fares" Option on the travel configuration page: 
 

 

Examples 

Example of rules set up in Travel Policy (shown on the following page): 

• The first rule says that fares in business class $100 greater than the LLF will 
require approval. This means that if the fare in business class is less than 
$100 difference from the LLF in economy, the user can pick business class 
and remain in policy.  

• Similarly, the second rule says that refundable fares in economy $100 more 
than the LLF require approval. If the refundable fare is less than $100 more 
than the LLF non-refundable fare, the refundable fare is in policy.  

NOTE: Remember that refundable is considered a different cabin than non-
refundable where policy is concerned. Without these rules, all options outside 
of the lowest non-refundable fare are considered to be out-of-policy.  
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Trip request from Chicago to LA:  

 

Non-refundable fare is in policy: 

 

The refundable fare is out-of-policy and requires approval because there is more 
than a $100 difference: 
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Removal of a car company discount  

GDS' Supported: N/A 
Configuration Setting: Car Discounts 

Prior to this release, upon entering a discount code for a specific car vendor, it was 
not possible to change the field back to blank. Upon saving it appeared to be 
removed correctly however, the original discount code remained. 

This issue has now been resolved. 

Deutsche Bahn: Make the BMIS field in the travel configuration 
mandatory 

GDS' Supported: Deutsche Bahn Direct Connect  
Configuration Setting: Travel System Admin 

If Deutsche Bahn is enabled on the travel configuration page, then the BMIS field 
(corporate discount) is now required. The following message appears if the field is 
left blank.  

 

 

Allow users to set their own Exchange login  

GDS' Supported: N/A  
Configuration Setting: 

Integration with Microsoft Exchange was enabled in our January 2009 release; 
however, the only way to enter the MS Exchange logins was via the HR feed or user 
load. The February 2009 release notes erroneously indicated that end users would be 
able to enter their login IDs themselves, although all other information was correct.  

In this release, the functionality now matches the description included in the January 
release notes. For further details on how Cliqbook can integrate with Microsoft 
Exchange, please refer to the February release notes. 
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Add hotel search to configurable message boards 

GDS’ Supported: All 
Configuration Setting: Travel Policy Administrator and Travel Rule Builder 

Concur announced the Configurable Message board feature with the August 2009 
release. We have now added configurable messages for hotel.  

To build your hotel search messages, access Travel 
Rule Builder (in Company Admin) and select Messages 
- Hotel Search Criteria: 

 

The following data points are currently available: 

 

As described in the in Company Administration User Guide, when you create your 
Configurable Message Board rule, enable it for one of your rule classes: 
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Here is an example of the inline message: 

 

Here is a sample of a popup message: 

 

Segment fees enhancements 

GDS' Supported: Amadeus Only 
Configuration Setting: Manage Segment Fees 

The ability to add airline segment fees for Amadeus was delivered with the August 
2009 release. There are several enhancements on the segment fees function: 

• We added an 
additional item 
when configuring 
maximum 
number of 
segments to 
include one-way 
itineraries: 
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• We added a fee type selection to determine the type of fee agency charges: 

 

• We now show segment fees correctly in calendar attachments: 
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• We now show the correct Euro sign when Euro currency is assigned: 

 

• Cliqbook now will apply the segment fee to corporate discount preferred fares 
when the fare basis code contains '37'. 

We also changed the way the fees are associated to an agency: 

• We now list all companies instead of companies that are associated with 
agencies. 

• Once a company is selected, a list of configurations is provided.  

• Once a configuration is selected, the segment fees for the associated agency 
of the selected travel configuration are shown. 

Non-GDS hotel upload spreadsheet updated to include the vendor 
code 

GDS' Supported: All GDS 
Configuration Setting: Manage Non-GDS Hotels 

The non-GDS hotel upload spreadsheet now lets you specify the vendor code. The 
two templates available (spreadsheet and CSV) are updated with this field (labeled 
Chain Code). 

Travel policy "is international" and "is inter-region"  

GDS’ Supported: All 
Configuration Setting: N/A 

Historically, when using the Is international rule option in an air travel rule 
(Company Admin, Travel Admin, Travel Policy tab), Cliqbook used its region 
definitions rather than the conventional "country-to-country" view of whether a trip 
is international. For example, a flight from Paris to Munich would not be considered 
international. 

In an effort to reduce confusion, the text associated with the existing rule option 
changed to "Is inter-region."  
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NOTE: This is a cosmetic change to the existing rule only – your travel policy will 
continue to operate in a manner consistent with the way it has always 
worked. The wording changed to reflect how it is applied. 

Travel arranger update notification  

GDS’ Supported: All 
Configuration Setting: N/A – Auto-on 

When a travel assistant is added or removed, the assistant and the user/traveler will 
receive an e-mail notification.  

Samples 

E-mail when an arranger is removed (sent to user and arranger):  
 

From: Cliqbook [mailto:cliqbook@outtask.com] 

Sent: Thursday, September 17, 2009 7:57 AM 

To: Assistant Removed 

Subject: Your Travel Assistant status has been changed 

 

Vernon Bear (e-mail address 1 from profile) is no longer a travel assistant for Vernon A Bear 
(e-mail address). 

This message was automatically generated. Please do not reply; the mailbox is not 
monitored. 

E-mail when an arranger is added (sent to user and arranger): 
 

From: Cliqbook [mailto:cliqbook@outtask.com] 

Sent: Tuesday, September 15, 2009 10:08 AM 

To: Assistant Added 

Subject: Your Travel Assistant status has been changed 

 

You have been added as a travel assistant for Vernon Bear (e-mail address 1 from profile). 
This will allow you to book trips, make changes, edit their travel profile, and view their 
itinerary.  

They will receive e-mail notifications of any bookings made. You will be able to book travel in 
their name using credit cards stored in their profile, but will not be able to view that credit 
card number. 

This message was automatically generated. Please do not reply; the mailbox is not 
monitored.  
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E-mail when an arranger is added via self-assigning assistant by an arranger (e-mail 
is sent to user only):  
 

From: AssistantChange@concur.com [mailto:AssistantChange@concur.com] 

Sent: Tuesday, September 15, 2009 10:07 AM 

To: User 

Subject: Change in the Status of Your Assistants 

 

Vernon Bear (e-mail address 1 from profile) has been assigned as a travel assistant in your 
online booking profile. This will allow him/her to book trips, make changes, edit your travel 
profile, and view your itinerary. You will receive e-mail notifications of any bookings made. 
This person will be able to book travel in your name using credit cards stored in your profile, 
but will not be able to view that credit card number. You can remove this person as your 
assistant by logging in and navigating to the Travel Profile -> Assistant section. 

Air 

Multi-segment trip 

GDS' Supported: All GDS 
Configuration Setting: N/A 

The large amount of data needed to process multi-segment flights was causing 
Cliqbook to process actions out of order, leading to unfavorable results. A "delay and 
retry" process is available to ensure the best possible outcome.  

Airport search map numbers added 

GDS' Supported: All GDS 
Configuration Setting: All Maps in Cliqbook 

The display of the airport search map has been updated to mimic the other map 
search features in Cliqbook (for example, hotel and car rental location search).   

• The map pins have been changed to indicate the number. 

• The text that is displayed for the "center of search" pin now indicates the 
reference point entered. 
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Previously, in certain situations, the pins would be very close to the edge of the map 
so that some of the pins were not entirely visible. Now, the map display zooms out 
so that all pins are fully displayed. 

In rare cases – if one airport was right on the edge of the search radius – it was 
possible that some airports were mis-numbered. This has also been resolved. 

jAmadeus: Remove the "public only" air shop  

GDS' Supported: Amadeus Only 
Configuration Setting: N/A 

Unlike the other GDS, Amadeus will complete two searches for every preferred 
vendor: one for public fares and one for private fares. For customers who have 
worked with Amadeus to increase the number of results returned by Value Pricer 
from 9 to 20, this extra search is no longer necessary and removing it can reduce 
scans.  
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Sabre: KLM seat maps not displaying 

GDS' Supported: Sabre 
Configuration Setting: N/A 

This is a 2-part issue and correction: 

• First, we mapped KLM Economy Class to "S" instead of "Y" in order to receive 
proper seat map data. Prior to this, we would always get "no seat map for 
flight class" errors, which masked the real responses.  

• Second, we verified that most KLM flights in Economy are for airport check-in 
only. This part of the correction ensures that we handle that response and 
display it to the traveler. At the same time, we also handle responses when 
the dates are too far out to ensure that we display the proper message for 
that situation. 

United seat map not showing upper deck in 747 business class 

GDS' Supported: Sabre Only 
Configuration Setting: N/A 

The following enhancements were made: 

• We now handle multiple sections in the same cabin class. 

• We corrected the issue with code-share flights in Sabre where the initial 
response tells us to go to the other flight to get the seat map.  

• We display the code-share carrier and flight number on the seat map.  

• We pass through upper-deck characteristics so seats show it when the user 
hovers the mouse pointer over the seat. 

Pre-ticket change and same-day travel 

GDS' Supported: Sabre and Worldspan 
Configuration Setting: N/A 

Both Sabre and Worldspan have itinerary responses that do not have an indicator 
showing which flights are only connecting flights as opposed to layover. For these, 
Cliqbook has instituted a four-hour rule so that any flights after the first segment 
that are within four hours of the first segment are considered a connection. 

This change creates another issue with same-day outbound and return itineraries. 
Prior to this change, Cliqbook would show this type of trip as one with the return 
flight marked as a connection. 

Now, with the addition to our four-hour rule test, we will check to see that the arrival 
airport of a flight is not the same as the depart airport of the previous flight before 
we mark it as a connecting flight. 
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Itinerary before the update showing this as a connection:  
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Itinerary after the change that shows this is not a connection and offers the ability to 
add a limo and car rental: 

 

Volaris direct connect not showing lowest fare 

GDS' Supported: Volaris Direct Connect 
Configuration Setting: N/A 

When shopping the Volaris direct connect, Cliqbook is ignoring certain fare classes. 
In some cases, this means that it is not returning the lowest possible economy fare. 
For example, on GDL-TIJ, the direct connect usually returns F, Z, and Q classes but 
ignores F and Z because it thinks they are first and discount business classes – in 
fact, they are economy and even cheaper economy that Q class. 

With this service update, this issue has been resolved. 
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Car 

Update Avis, Budget, Dollar, and Thrifty car images    

GDS' Supported: N/A 
Configuration Setting: N/A 

The rental car images presented during a booking were updated for Avis, Budget, 
Dollar, and Thrifty. The new images more accurately reflect the current car models 
offered by these vendors. 

Sixt requires credit card guarantee  

GDS' Supported: Sixt Direct Connect 
Configuration Setting: N/A 

On August 20, 2009, Sixt implemented v1.27 of its API. They now require a credit 
card guarantee for: 

• All reservations at UK locations  
– and – 

• All reservations of "Special" category cars (defined as cars with a SIPP code 
starting with the letter X) 

Cliqbook has been updated to send (and potentially request from the end user) a 
credit card number for guarantee purposes in those two situations. 

Car rental location reflecting the incorrect closing time in Cliqbook 

GDS' Supported: Amadeus 
Configuration Setting: N/A 

Amadeus is returning a warning that the location is closed when showing drop-off 
time for Avis and Budget. That warning is inaccurate – it appears even when the 
drop-off time is well within normal business hours.  

While awaiting a response/fix from the GDS, Cliqbook will make a change so that 
warnings in Amadeus that do not prevent rates will not suppress rates display as 
they do today. Instead, a "Message from vendor" in car rate description will appear.  

While this is not the 
perfect solution, it is 
only temporary. We 
are following up 
with the car vendors 
to let them know of 
the incorrect 
response we are 
receiving. 
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Hotel 

Cancellation of hotel segment also erroneously cancels proceeding 
air segment  

GDS' Supported: Apollo and Sabre Only 
Configuration Setting: N/A 

There have been sporadic reports of hotel cancellations that have resulted in the 
proceeding air segment to be erroneously canceled.  

It has been determined that this can occur when the PNR is changed between the 
time the user views it and the time the user requests the cancellation. For example, 
a user loads the trip on the ShowTrip page then leaves for a period of time. 
Meanwhile, an agent makes a change or cancels a segment. The user returns, and 
without refreshing the itinerary, asks to cancel a certain segment.  

Currently, Cliqbook passes the segment number that was obtained before any 
changes are made to the PNR. We were not doing an additional verification and 
simply cancelled the segment based on the original trip detail. 

With this change, we will limit these types of errors by verifying the segment number 
we are canceling:  

• Obtain it from a unique SegmentKey (if available) 
– or –  

• Check to see that a supplied segment number: 
1) exists  
– and –  
2) matches a segment of the segment type that was also passed in 

If we do not match on the segment key or if the segment number is no longer in the 
PNR or if the segment type obtained from the segment number does not match the 
type of segment we find in the matching segment in the PNR, Cliqbook will notify the 
user. We will tell the user that the PNR may have been changed and to redisplay the 
trip (using the button we now show on the page) and review the itinerary. 

Hotel configuration for early morning arrival  

GDS’ Supported: All 
Configuration Setting: Wizard Options: "Hotel check-in date prompt for arriving after 
midnight and before X" 

Travel Administrators should use the Hotel checkin date prompt for arriving 
after midnight and before option to assist late-arriving travelers. This feature 
targets travel where a user arrives in the early morning hours and would like a room 
waiting for them when they arrive at their destination.  

Prior to this release, Cliqbook would default to booking a hotel the day of arrival. 
Since most hotels do not allow check-in until after 12 PM, travelers arriving in the 
early morning hours were left without rooms. Customers now have the ability to 
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configure Cliqbook to automatically book the hotel for the previous night. This means 
that even though a traveler arrives on Sunday morning at 3 AM, he/she will have a 
hotel booked for Saturday night.  

There is a new option in the Wizard Options to configure this:  

 

 

Enable and disable the reminder 

All configurations have been set to 6 AM as a default. This means that this feature is 
automatically activated for all sites today.  

To disable this feature, change the option to Midnight.    

Example 

Assume the user is booking a trip from LA to New York with an overnight (red eye) 
flight from LAX to JFK; the user arrives into JFK at 5:45 AM.  
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The user is shown the message asking if he/she wants to change the room to check-
in the night before so it will be waiting for the user when he/she arrives.  

 

Here is a sample of the itinerary as it looks to the traveler: 
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Itinerary in Apollo: 

AA  10S 28SEP LAXJFK HK1   930P  545A+*      MO/TU   E        

HHL MC HK1 EWR 28SEP-01OCT  3NT 14008  MARRIOTT EWR AIRPRT    
1REGA00 -1/RG-USD239.00/AGT49640150/G-VI4111111111111111EXP0611/ 
NM-NEAGLE PETER/CF-86647297 *                                    

AA 201Q 01OCT JFKLAX HK1   635A  947A *         TH   E        

There are no special remarks added to the hotel segment or the PNR when an early 
morning arrival hotel is booked.  

Amadeus passive segment hotels 

GDS' Supported: Amadeus 
Configuration Setting: Non-GDS Hotels 

Amadeus requires Cliqbook to sell non-GDS hotels with a status of HK. This is 
causing them to appear as Confirmed instead of the normal "not purchased through 
the reservation system" status we use for all other GDSs. It appears to the user that 
they can cancel the hotel, even though they cannot.   

Cliqbook will now treat 
these HK segments as 
though they had a status of 
GK (the recommended 
passive hotel segment 
status). This will correct the 
display and will prevent 
cancellations. 
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Rail 

Deutsche Bahn Confirmation and Purchase Seat Link Updates 

GDS' Supported: Deutsche Bahn Direct Connect 
Configuration Setting: N/A 

This confirmation message was updated to alert the user that travel will be charged 
and remind them that the seat assignment fee is non-refundable. As well, the link to 
purchase the seat has moved to the end of the booking process. 

 

German version: 

 

Company-level SNCF discounts disappear during editing 

GDS' Supported: SNCF Direct Connect 
Configuration Setting: N/A 

If an SNCF travel discount has been attached to the entire customer company 
(rather than the travel configuration or an org unit; Travel System Admin, Wizard 
Options – Rail) and then subsequently re-opened for editing, the discount codes 
seem to disappear. 

With this service update, this issue has been resolved. 
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Rail station names truncated 

GDS' Supported: DeutscheBahn and SNCF Direct Connects  
Configuration Setting: N/A 

Rail station names are long and were making the display wider and forcing the user 
to scroll. 

 

The names now break at the comma, improving the display. 
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Meeting 

Meeting survey question order warning  

GDS' Supported: Concur Meeting  
Configuration Setting: Event Setup 

When a Meeting administrator edited a Meeting event by changing the order of 
survey questions and then attempted to leave the page without saving their 
changes, no warning was issued. All other fields on that page were being monitored 
for changes and warnings issued if the changes were not saved.  

This issue has now been corrected – a warning appears if the survey question order 
is changed and not saved before leaving the page. 

 

Support for first name, last name fields in Meeting e-mails 

GDS' Supported: Concur Meeting 
Configuration Setting: E-mail Notifications 

Meeting administrators can now specify "[first name]" and "[last name]" in the body 
of Meeting e-mails. When the e-mail is sent, Concur Meetings will replace those 
strings with the attendee's first and last name. The substitution strings must be all 
lower case ([first name] not [First Name]), as shown below. 
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On the e-mail preview screen – where there is no actual attendee – Concur Meetings 
will substitute the literal "First Name" and "Last Name." 

 

Profile/PNR Administration  

Amadeus: APE line 

GDS' Supported: Amadeus 
Configuration Setting: PNR Template Editor 

The only APE (e-mail address) line in finisher templates for Amadeus had been APE-
PAX.  We have added APE as a new finishing template line. 
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Miscellaneous 

AirTran direct connect: Support TSA requirements 

GDS' Supported: AirTran Direct Connect 
Configuration Setting: N/A 

With this release, we have added support for gender, date of birth, and DHS redress 
number for the AirTran direct connect. 

 

Multi-user clone trip or Manifest Booking 

GDS' Supported: Sabre 
Configuration Setting: Trip Sharing and Cloning 

Concur delivered the ability to clone and share trips in April 2007. This was ideal for 
the travel arranger to clone for a small number of travelers, but did not provide an 
effective solution for a large group. With this release, we now offer the multi-user 
clone (also known as manifest booking) feature. This will allow an arranger to clone 
an already reserved trip (Cliqbook or agent-originated) for multiple travelers 
(unlimited). It will create a unique PNR or reservation for each traveler and copy the 
LLF and finishing requirements.  

Multi-segment clone is different from the standard clone in that we are cloning the 
fare basis code of the original trip for all new trips. The single clone feature clones 
the flights of the original trip but policy is applied and the user/arranger is taken 
through the booking process. With multi-user clone, policy (class of service, airline 
preference, refund ability, etc.) is determined by the first trip only. If there is a 
change in class of service or fare during the multi-user clone, the clone will end and 
a report is sent to the arranger.  

Due to this difference in functionality, we have grayed out the Refundable check 
box on the multi-user clone page as it serves no purpose.  
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How it Works  

1. In the Travel Center under Upcoming Trips, select a trip and click CloneTrip:  

 

2. Select Multiple Travelers from the list (top right corner).  

3. Select the appropriate radio button.  

4. Select Refundable only air fares as applicable.  

5. Click Next. 

 

6. Name your manifest booking. Cliqbook will populate the Manifest Name field 
with the city pairs but you can change it: 
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There are two ways to add travelers – add each individually or use an import tool. 

 

Use Add Passenger 

If you choose to add them individually, you can search the configuration database by 
first name, last name, phone, or e-mail. 

1. To do so, click Add Passenger. The following page appears. 

 

2. Enter the desired criteria. 

3. Click Search. 

4. From the search results, select the desired passengers. 

Once selected, you will be returned to the main page where there is an Edit link. You 
would click this link to populate the trip field data, if required.  

 

NOTE: There is a known issue where manual imports are not allowing the custom 
field data to be populated. This will be resolved with a future release.  
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Using Import Passengers 

1. To use the import option, click Import Passengers. The following page 
appears.  

 

2. Download the sample spreadsheet as instructed.  

 

The sample spreadsheet contains the following columns: 

♦ E-mail  

♦ Login ID 

♦ Column for each required trip question  

3. Populate this data for each traveler. 

4. When done, upload into Cliqbook. The following page appears.  

 

5. Review the information for accuracy. 

6. Select the check the box next to each person to be imported.  

7. Click Add. 
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Form of payment choices 

Once the users have been loaded, you must determine the form of payment for each 
traveler. You can use: 

• The default form of payment in each user's profile or a specified form of 
payment if there is no default  
– or – 

• Only a specified form of payment  
– or – 

• Only the user's default form of payment 

Corporate or ghost cards are not considered unless specifically chosen by the 
arranger. The traveler's personal card choice in their Cliqbook profile takes 
precedence and a corporate ghost card is only available with options 1 and 2 and 
then would apply to all cloned users.  

• Option 1: Traveler's air-default personal credit card is used. If unavailable 
(either the traveler has no credit cards in Profile or none of the credit cards 
are set for air-default), then a default credit card is used instead. All 
corporate ghost cards are available in the dropdown, regardless of any 
arranger or user restrictions.  

 

• Option 2: Only use the default credit card. All corporate ghost cards are 
available in the dropdown, regardless of any arranger or user restrictions. 

 

• Option 3: Only use traveler's air-default credit card is used and no corporate 
default card / ghost card is considered. If unavailable (either the traveler has 
no credit cards in Profile or none of credit cards are set for air-default), then 
no trips will be booked for this traveler. Corporate ghost cards are not 
considered at all with this option.  
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You must also select the options that apply in regards to e-mail options (both are 
defaulted to checked): 

 

Once you click Finish on this page, you will see a list of the users you selected to 
clone, a link to view the original itinerary, the form of payment option selected, and 
the e-mail options selected.  

 

In addition to this, the travel arranger will receive an e-mail with the status of 
everyone requested. The e-mail will include: 

• Names and record locators of successful bookings 

• Names of travelers who did not have successful bookings and why 

• Summary of number attempted, number successful, etc. 
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E-mail Example:  

 

New Manifests tab 

This tab is only visible to arrangers who are associated with a configuration with the 
multi-user clone feature activated. 

 

Clicking the Manifests tab provides information that is very similar to that on the 
Upcoming Travelers tab. 
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The date search form works the same way as on the Upcoming Travelers tab. The 
Filter Results by Manifest Name field uses the manifest names. Existing manifests 
appear in the list if the arranger has any manifests that fall within the specified date 
criteria.  

 

Each manifest displays with the manifest name, the start and end date, and the 
manifest status. If the manifest has at least one passenger, the arranger will see a 
list of those passengers along with the record locator of each passenger's trip (if 
booked) and the passenger's status. 

Manifests and passengers with errors during the booking process display with a red 
background: 
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Feature activation  

To enable the Manifest Clone Trip feature, select the 
new Manifest Clone Trip enabled check box in the 
company travel configuration (Travel System Admin, 
Wizard Options – Trip Sharing and Cloning): 

Permissions 

The person doing the multi-user clone must be set up as an arranger for all the 
travelers being cloned or have the self-assigning assistant permission.  

FAQ's  

• What types of trips are supported?  
Only round-trip and one-way itineraries are supported at this time. Direct 
connect, split ticketing, instant purchase, and mixed content (GDS + direct 
connect) trips are also supported.  
 
TRAVELfusion, Rail, Park N Fly (airport parking), Open Table (dining), GGA 
(limo), and Ride Charge (taxi) are not supported with this version.  
 
Only air and hotel itineraries are cloned. The original itinerary can contain a 
car reservation but it will be ignored during the clone process. There are no 
plans to support car rentals with this feature.  

• What types of travelers are supported?  
This feature only applies to profiled travelers within the same configuration as 
the original trip user. Guest travel is not supported.  

• Are A La Carte options supported for Direct Connects? 
Virgin Blue baggage options are supported but Air Canada a la carte options 
are not.  

• Will travel policy be applied?  
No. The assumption is that the policy of the first trip will be cloned. The LLF 
will be copied for each trip and is not recalculated for each booking. The clone 
will stop if the fare increases to alert the arranger and he/she can decide 
whether to proceed at a higher fare or look for something different.  
 
Travel policy does not apply to class of service. If the original trip is in first 
class, the subsequent cloned trips will also be booked in first, regardless of 
the travel policy to which they are associated.  

• When is multi-user clone offered?  
Similar to the clone and share-trip features, this is available for trips on hold, 
trips submitted for purchase, and ticketed itineraries.  

• What is the average processing time?  
2-3 minutes per traveler. The e-mail summary is sent once every user has 
been processed.  
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• What is added to the PNR?  
The standard clone comment is added but nothing to note a multi-user clone. 
There are no data points in finishing either. If this is needed, please submit 
an enhancement request.  

• What could stop a multi-user clone?  
If the flight is sold out, the clone will end. Every trip that was successful until 
that point will be sent to ticketing.  
 
The e-mail the cloner receives will detail the reservations that went through 
and those that did not. If a profile move fails, Cliqbook will skip that user and 
move onto the next one.  
 
Again, the e-mail summary will identify if this occurs. Last, the clone will stop 
if there is a change in price.  

• Are the TSA requirements supported?  
Not with the first version of this but it will be addressed with a future release. 
With the future release, if the TSA requirements are set in the user's profile, 
they will be passed correctly. If they are not saved to the user's profile, they 
must be added by the agency or at the airport.   

• What GDS are supported for multi-user clone?  
This feature only applies to Sabre at this time. This feature will be delivered 
for the other GDS with a future release.  

• What happens if an arranger attempts to clone a trip where the fare 
basis has expired or no longer exists?  
The arranger will not be able to perform the multi-user clone function. He/She 
will receive an error message stating "NO FARE FOR CLASS USED". 

• What is coming next? 
The ability to integrate multi-user clone with Concur Meeting and an Arrival 
and Departure report will be delivered with a future release, which will include 
a summary of the number of travelers, the original itinerary, and the number 
of successful clones.  
 
As noted above, support of TSA data saved in the traveler's profile will also be 
supported in the future.  

Multi-user clone trip: Add support for cloning trips with hotels    

GDS' Supported: Sabre 
Configuration Setting: Trip Sharing and Cloning 

A clone trip may contain multiple hotels, or contain air and hotel. The following rules 
determine how Cliqbook conducts clone trip bookings and whether a clone trip PNR is 
created: 

• Air + Hotel(s):  

♦ Air booking must be successful or no hotel bookings.  

♦ One hotel booking failure stops all remaining hotel booking attempts, but 
already-booked air/hotel segments stay in PNR.  

♦ No PNR is created when air booking fails.  
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• Hotel(s) only:  

♦ One hotel booking failure stops all remaining hotel booking attempts, but 
already-booked hotel segments stay in PNR.  

♦ No PNR is created when the first hotel booking fails. 

When a traveler’s clone trip is partially booked (such as an air + hotel trip has only 
air segments booked), this booking is counted under Booking Error in the 
summary, but the booking result for that passenger is indicated as Partially 
Completed with a record locator. Here is an example of a notification e-mail in such 
a case:  

Manifest Summary 
-------------------------- 
Booking Attempts  : 2 
Booking Completed : 1 
Booking Error     : 1 
Booking Skipped   : 0 
 
Traveler booking results 
-------------------------- 
John Smith: Completed (BZLIRP) 
 
Paul Wang: Partially Completed (DFVFYR)  

 Offline trip approval for Apollo and Galileo 

GDS' Supported: All GDS 
Configuration Setting:  

This enhancement brings offline approvals in Apollo and Galileo into parity with other 
GDSs. We now support this feature for all GDSs.  
 
Offline Approval allows accounts to send offline (traditional agent booked) PNRs to 
an approval queue. Concur Cliqbook Travel will import these PNRs and send them to 
the trip approver for approval, similar to the way it is done for online trips.  

When a PNR is added to the approval queue, the traveler's designated approver is 
sent an e-mail. 

Example: 
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NOTE: The above e-mail does not include any comparison fares (fares the user could 
have chosen). The e-mail will only contain the itinerary booked by the agent.  

The traveler will see his/her trips in Concur Cliqbook Travel with the status of 
Awaiting Approval and the trip name will be Trip Booked Via Agent: 

 

The manager must log in to Concur Cliqbook Travel and approve the trip just as if 
the PNR was booked in Concur Cliqbook Travel. The manager will see: 
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After the manager approves or declines the trip, the user is sent an e-mail advising 
the status of the trip: 

 

 

All offline approval reservations imported into Concur Cliqbook Travel are sent 
through file finishing. The agency must review the PNR template attached and 
update where necessary. Elements can be set up to add only if the data is missing. 
Elements can also be set up to add or not add depending on whether it is an agent 
booked trip. 

Update German translation of default privacy policy 

GDS' Supported: N/A 
Configuration Setting: Data Privacy Statement 

The default Concur privacy text in German has been updated to match the default 
privacy text in English.  

At this time, any other translations are on hold pending an evaluation by Concur 
Legal of the role that the default privacy policy should play in the Cliqbook / Concur 
Travel & Expense product lines. 
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Jira List 

 

Enhancements 
 

Key Summary Issue Links 

CLQ-5946 Offline Trip Approval for Apollo Parature:  
705-4282727 

CLQ-4927 Obtain Worldspan and Amadeus flight duration via airport time 
zones in database 

090731-000034, 
090817-000081, 
090217-000502 

CLQ-5009 Dirty flag for survey question order changes   

CLQ-4917 Secure Flight - Support Middle Name, Date of Birth, and Gender in 
Direct Connects 

  

CLQ-4928 AirTran: TSA, round 2   

CLQ-5236 Sabre web service 1.19.0 update   

CLQ-5412 Choice: enhance e-receipt loader to match to trip/user when null 
confirmation number found 

  

CLQ-5432 Sabre Webservices native XML Migration - Car Shop   

CLQ-5609 Update Car Vendor Image for Avis, Budget, Dollar, Thrifty   

CLQ-5710 Multi-User clone trip; a.k.a. "Manifest Booking."   

CLQ-5845 Additional Documentation for copy and paste with full style info 090602-000403 

CLQ-5871 Multi-User Clone Trip: Add support for cloning trips with hotels   

CLQ-5934 Credit card charge message for deutsche bahn purchases   

CLQ-5956 Enhancement request : Amadeus : follow up APE format - new line 
needed 

090727-000204, 
090730-000029 

CLQ-5976 Amadeus: Remove the "public only" air shop that we run for airlines 
with discounts entered 

  

CLQ-5991 View more fares - additional rules   

CLQ-6004 Airline Segment Fees - Store Fees in the Database   

CLQ-6005 Update German translation of default privacy policy   

CLQ-6015 Multi-user clone trip - status page for people to see how their 
manifests are doing 

  

CLQ-6023 Rail - DeutscheBahn - Add Warning Message Before Charge Occurs   

CLQ-6035 Change the JR. / Sabre Web Services air shop to allow interline 
fares 

Solutions 
Suggestions: 
SID1453 
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Key Summary Issue Links 

CLQ-6060 Allow users to set their own exchange login if company configured 
for exchange 

  

CLQ-6065 Update German translation of default privacy policy, again   

CLQ-6109 add hotel search to configurable message boards   

CLQ-6118 Segment fees enhancements 090826-000525, 
090826-000506, 
090826-000536 

CLQ-6132 wipe all Enterprise locations from Cliqbook database.   

CLQ-6156 support for firstname, lastname fields in meeting e-mails   

CLQ-6184 Non-GDS hotel upload spreadsheet needs to updated to included 
Vendor Code 

090626-000277 

Support Cases 
 

Key Summary Issue Links 

CLQ-1452 Cancel of hotel segment also cancelled following air segment as well 
in error 

090114-000076, 
090226-000438, 
Parature:  
705-4696962, 
705-5075068,  
705-5983374, 
705-6393630 

CLQ-2393 Fare rules are not being displayed correctly in Galileo for private 
fares loaded in CB. However, in native Gal you can obtain the fare 
rules successfully using the private fare indicator. 

090407-000005, 
Parature:  
705-5771235,  
705-5878840, 
705-5559370 

CLQ-2798 Properly respect the Public + Private and Private Only settings for 
discounts in Flex Faring 

080821-000328, 
081123-000016, 
Parature: 
705-5878840 

CLQ-2482 not searching higher classes of service 090123-000450, 
090109-000274, 
090902-000409, 
090610-000601, 
Parature: 
705-4513233 

CLQ-2945 Multi hotel clone records not working 090119-000337, 
081201-000222, 
081231-000070, 
090805-000569, 
090501-000406, 
Parature: 
705-6501473 
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Key Summary Issue Links 

CLQ-4588 TSA: Add Air to Hotel or Car reservation not sending SSR for 
Worldspan 

090602-000656 

CLQ-4755 Amadeus - Wrong Fare Rules Attached 090130-000021 

CLQ-5082 Change name of "United Airways" to "United Airways (Bangladesh)" 
to avoid confusion with United Airlines in profiles and Frequent Flier 
number selections 

090507-000191, 
090513-000129 

CLQ-5151 5 Segment Multi Segment Trip does not return results; freezes in 
the search mode using Search By Schedule 

090811-000631, 
090430-000112, 
090305-000207, 
090219-000518, 
090605-000248, 
090602-000156, 
090821-000589, 
090619-000513, 
090505-000458 

CLQ-5243 Alert the user if dates coincide. Trip shows ending 2010 but should 
be 2009. 

090526-000488 

CLQ-5509 Cliqbook is not taking into consideration the ticketing time deadline 
entered in the agency configuration 

090623-000054, 
090729-000639, 
090527-000493 

CLQ-5512 Search by price does not show any AC DC not stop flights only 
Sabre AC flights 

090616-000652, 
090506-000105 

CLQ-5602 Unable to delete old travel rule class due to past date meetings 
linked to the rule class. 

090704-000002, 
090522-000289, 
090702-000614 

CLQ-5615 Meetings: Cannot assign trip under meeting attendees for SWABIZ 
booking 

090408-000122 

CLQ-5679 Missing generic error texts for car direct connects   

CLQ-5761 Car reservation rate changing from quoted rate on reserve page to 
higher rate on travel details page 

090710-000291, 
090528-000314 

CLQ-5819 New Zealand air direct Flights not appearing Cliqbook but available 
in Sabre. 

 

CLQ-5851 AirTran full participant in Sabre 090612-000373 

CLQ-5861 PWC AC Flightpass options not being offered on meetings for one 
way travel 

090609-000688 

CLQ-5890 Can not confirm booking DB for the Bahn Card 100   

CLQ-5920 CLONE: If a User books a Monthly Rate for a car, and the Car 
Vendor returns the rate as a Monthly vs. Daily, we show the 
incorrect total in the Car Rental Summary Report. 

090421-000651 

CLQ-5924 Better TSA support for 3rd part meeting posts that have the 
UseCliqbookProfileData flag 

090813-000678, 
090813-000713 
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Key Summary Issue Links 

CLQ-5926 Worldspan: Unable to clone trip 090706-000757, 
090826-000695, 
090728-000522, 
090826-000404, 
090716-000416, 
090702-000744, 
090804-000294, 
090619-000348, 
090709-000488, 
090819-000811, 
090831-000599, 
090710-000131 

CLQ-5942 Remove Alert for Incomplete TSA Information 090813-000776, 
090728-000703, 
090810-000683 

CLQ-5963 TSA - Date of Birth Defaulting to Jan 1st 1980 090811-000587, 
Solutions 
Suggestions 
SID1634 

CLQ-6013 SABRE - KLM Seatmaps not displaying 081010-000293 

CLQ-6033 Amadeus: Air France abonnement returning error NO 
FARES/RBD/CARRIER/PASSENGER TYPE 

090810-000001 

CLQ-6041 Flex Faring: User's who are trying to book combo GDS carriers, are 
being stopped w/a popup warning advising it's not allowed, when 
they could book this previously 

090817-000005 

CLQ-6042 When putting an air + hotel trip on hold, the Hilton Direct Connect 
passive segment does not get entered into the Worldspan PNR 

090701-000897 

CLQ-6043 No middle name field is not checked for null when updating 090812-000724 

CLQ-6047 Travel Rule causing the Personal Travel Template to fail 090407-000023 

CLQ-6051 TSA Gender default needs to be set to Null 090812-000760, 
090811-000873, 
090818-000928 

CLQ-6052 Booking Error on TSA page when the booking is done for a TSA 
Enabled + Meeting book user 

090818-000804, 
090821-000309, 
090813-000695 

CLQ-6059 Hampton Inn Bethlehem not displaying NEG RC-N+BBH rate 090804-000314 

CLQ-6074 Cliqbook hotel data base returning an error when attempting to add 
hotels 

090817-000687, 
090818-000048, 
090819-000582, 
090824-000001, 
090824-000000 

CLQ-6080 Air Canada bookings delivery address needs to be concur address 090819-000600 

CLQ-6083 Error when cloning reservation 090312-000132, 
090715-000557 
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Key Summary Issue Links 

CLQ-6087 CB is creating multiple DJ locators per segment in DJ direct connect 
bookings 

090728-000873 

CLQ-6100 Trip library gives the option to clone a past date trip but then 
cannot find trip in reservation system error 

090728-000826 

CLQ-6101 Server errors accessing specific non GDS Hotels for BNSF 090817-000254 

CLQ-6104 Geocodes Missing for Hotels - Marsh and MClennan 090825-000462, 
090825-000732, 
090820-000775 

CLQ-6106 TSA gender needs to be set to NULL 090824-000580 

CLQ-6108 Hotels are not showing as company preferred nor are showing 
corporate rates due to leading zeroes in our database 

090825-000075, 
090819-000884 

CLQ-6113 Sabre fare rule display not displaying private fare rules correctly 
wrong RD format used 

090511-000604 

CLQ-6115 Car rental location reflecting incorrect closing time in Cliqbook 081205-000285 

CLQ-6117 Travel Profiles getting erased 090807-000424 

CLQ-6119 Deustche Bank Rail Trips are not being displayed in the upcoming 
trips section 

090807-000157 

CLQ-6128 CE -Users can login after logout 090819-000631 

CLQ-6133 Attempt to view hotel rates results in that hotel stuck in 'processing' 
mode/not displaying rates/popup 'request time out' 

090223-000016 

CLQ-6138 Error prevents user from Adding Air to Existing Invoiced Hotel only 
reservation 

090824-000247 

CLQ-6139 AAirpass: If booking the H 7 Day Advance fare, the fare stored, and 
remarks entered are that of the Sabre full Y AAirpass fare, vs. the H 
7 Day Advance fare. 

090803-000445 

CLQ-6142 Carfusion - Meetings e-mail error for nonprofiled Cliqbook user 
entering meeting thru starcite link not cliqbook 

090625-000416 

CLQ-6147 Implementation: Amadeus Same flight pair returned as refundable 
and non refundable for same fare Deutsche Bank 

090825-000512 

CLQ-6148 Hotels not sorting by price 090520-000135 

CLQ-6149 Incorrect promo code sent via SSR for Westjet and Porter 090817-000754, 
090605-000442 

CLQ-6151 For sites that use Manual Profile Build, and have NON-AMADEUS: 
Add title to user's first name for manual PNR build checked in the 
Config, if Air only, we are not adding the title. 

090614-000025 

CLQ-6152 Ricoh incorrect car rate ET 090819-000682, 
090817-000764, 
090819-000557, 
090818-000673, 
090818-000523 
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Key Summary Issue Links 

CLQ-6159 Apollo - Name Length in R: field generates GDS error and 
unsuccessful booking 

090602-000237 

CLQ-6160 Regional Express flights appearing 3 times on results screen for the 
same flight number. When booked, Cliqbook is confirming wrong 
dates. 

090723-000016 

CLQ-6161 Manual profile builds are not moving phone numbers into PNR 090819-000650 

CLQ-6163 Cliqbook is not returning business class availability for international 
flights within Africa when rules are in place which allow this. . 

090518-000032 

CLQ-6164 When searching for refundable, business class flights from LON-RUH 
(with Saudi Arabian Airlines )- Finger Fare returns Economy Non 
refundable. 

090720-000026 

CLQ-6167 HUSA Hotels- add new hotel chain to list in CB and Affinity Programs 090806-000168 

CLQ-6168 Request to add hotel chain code (CA) Confortel to our database 090806-000778 

CLQ-6171 When trying to approve self registration attendees, server error 
occurs 

090831-000687 

CLQ-6173 -Malt-o-Meal Hotel Error 090709-000954 

CLQ-6174 Super Saver fare bucket not displaying S and V Fares which are 
lower in the SYD LDH market 

090524-000020 

CLQ-6175 Deutsche Bahn: Zeuthen not appearing as an option in CB search 090901-000022 

CLQ-6177 Profile Template e-mailfixcompleat filter not behaving as indicated 090508-000439 

CLQ-6178 Apollo: Flight Detail Report / Summary report not showing Airtran 090825-000293 

CLQ-6180 Lilly//UA Seat Map not showing upper deck in 747 Business class 090427-000653 

CLQ-6182 show all dbahn tickets as 'ticketed' in reports 090803-000018 

CLQ-6185 CTE - Configuration/Employee Profile Relationship does not stick, 
but reverts back to Blank 

090518-000467 

CLQ-6187 Swabiz Cancellation Problems 090702-000228 

CLQ-6193 Reserving a NON GDS hotel returns a status of 'Confirmed' in the 
Itinerary where previously it said 'Not purchased through the 
reservation system', would like it changed back. 

090105-000034 

CLQ-6196 Guest phone number writing incorrectly to Sabre; CB is adding area 
code "000" to number when passed to Sabre causing incorrect 
phone number format 

090821-000224 

CLQ-6197 Hotel booking failure with Guarantee error "invalid corp number in 
G- Field" Cliqbook is entering "cd-Millercoors" 

090529-000523 

CLQ-6198 Amadeus :Cliqbook is incorrectly displaying the Premium Economy 
as Business for SAS on all routes on the Finger Fare 

090910-000246, 
090724-000049 

CLQ-6199 Unable to book business class when C not available on the route 
(MEX-ASU with AM/PZ carriers) 

090807-000114, 
090727-000420 
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Key Summary Issue Links 

CLQ-6200 Amadeus: Unable to get business class results on the outbound 
when this rule is in place : Cabin classes allowed: Business class 
when Flight distance is greater than 1 M 

090814-000109 

CLQ-6201 Unable to perform pre- ticketing changes on outbound flight IF 
flights are on same day, and close together within 6 hours. 

090324-000034 

CLQ-6204 AAirpass returning an error if attempting to book flights for next day 
travel 

090630-000860 

CLQ-6206 Split ticketing reservation - One PI stored in PNR created in GDS - 
results in error 

090416-000449 

CLQ-6207 OTE -- HP -- Validity Dates are not accurate 090904-000505 

CLQ-6208 First class rule triggering on business class fare due to incorrect 
flight class designation; BIC showing "D" and flight class showing 
"F" 

090820-000222, 
090811-000757 

CLQ-6223 Enterprise Contract rate not returned in search but reserves at 
correct rate - Racetrac 

090819-000253 

CLQ-6224 Hertz returns oneway rental car with Unlimited miles on reserve 
screen but GDS reservation shows higher daily rate with 0 free 
miles 

090708-000791 

CLQ-6228 wrong 3 letter code for Minsk 090810-000113 

CLQ-6231 Business Class fare bucket does not include I class. 090714-000861 

CLQ-6232 EK not showing up on TransTasman sectors 090802-000006 

CLQ-6233 Implementation: send an e-mail to booker when they are added to 
travel profile 

090804-000195 
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Summary 

Major Features 
• Configurable Message-boards - Add Hotel Results  

• Mask Date of Birth and Passport in Profile 

• Include Web Fares in LLF Calculations (and other rules)   

Minor Features 
• Travel Policy - Add Layover Data Point 

• Travel Policy Data Point - Hotel is "not in" Country List 

• Travel Rule - Is in Country List or Is Not In Country List  

• Log Out / Log In As for Global/Divisional View 

• Connection City - Add Airport Filter   

• Multi-User Clone for Apollo GDS 
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Release Notes 

Administration 

Configurable Message Boards - Add Hotel Results  

GDS' Supported: All GDS 
Configuration Setting: Travel Policy Administrator and Rule Builder 

Concur announced the Configurable Message Board feature with the August 2009 
release. With the September 2009 release, we expanded the feature to include hotel 
search criteria. With this release, we now include the Hotel Results display. 

To build your hotel search messages, access Travel Rule 
Builder (Administration > Company Admin > Travel 
Rule Builder) and select the Rule Template Category, 
Messages - Hotel Search Results: 

 

 

 

 

The following data points 
are currently available: 

 

 

 

 

Rule examples: 
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Message displayed as pop-up: 

 

Message displayed as inline: 

 

How to enable 

1. After creating the new policy in the Travel Rule Builder:  

♦ Click the Travel Admin link on the left to update a specific Travel 
policy/class.   

♦ Select the travel class and click Load.  

♦ The new message category will display below. Click Edit to enable the 
messages created. 

2. Indicate whether the text should be a popup or display inline, and add the 
customized text via the HTML editor. 
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Require Unique Queues in Agency Settings  

GDS' Supported: All GDS 
Configuration Setting: Agency Settings 

Travel agencies may inadvertently assign a reporting queue, reporting error queue, 
or an offline approval queue to the same PCC/Queue Number as another queue (for 
example, Ticketing) for either the same agency configuration or a different agency 
configuration.   

This is a problem as Cliqbook automatically polls these three queues for each 
configuration and removes PNRs from them. If a reporting queue for one agency 
configuration is set as the ticketing queue for another agency configuration, then 
Cliqbook may appear to be removing PNRs from the ticketing queue. If a reporting 
queue in one configuration is used as the reporting error queue in another 
configuration, other problems can occur.   

When this happens, troubleshooting can be problematic, as agencies must manually 
check a large number of agency configurations in order to find the source of the 
problem. 

This feature will not remedy any existing configurations but it will prevent this from 
happening in the future. 

First, if a reporting queue, reporting error queue, or offline approval queue in the 
configuration being edited is used for another function in the same configuration, an 
error similar to the below will be shown: 

  

Second, if a reporting queue, reporting error queue, or offline approval queue in the 
configuration being edited is used for another function in another agency 
configuration, an error similar to the below will be shown: 
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NOTE:  If a queue is used as the reporting queue in one agency configuration, it can 
also be used as the reporting queue in another agency configuration; it just 
cannot be used for another purpose in any configuration. 

Global/Divisional View - Corporate Discounts Access 

GDS Supported: All GDS 
Configuration Setting: Corporate Discounts 

Prior to this release, Cliqbook displayed configurations for discount administration 
based on the company ID of the company whereas Cliqbook should base this on the 
administrator's company ID.  

With this release, administrators will see only the configurations pointed to the 
agency that the administrator is assigned.  

For Example: 

• William Never is the administrator for a company called Global Road Warriors, 
with Agency Reseller, Concur Travel.   

• William is able to see only the discounts associated to Global Road Warriors, 
and not other configurations like: 

♦ Global Road Warrior Executives or  

♦ Global Road Warrior Meetings 

• If William is given divisional view to administer the other two configurations, 
then he would be able to see and update those discounts. 

Global/Divisional View - Log Out / Log In As 

GDS' Supported: All GDS 
Configuration Setting: Travel System Administration 

Currently, agencies can use the "Log out and back 
in as" feature to automatically sign in as a 
company admin. 

For security reasons, we have changed the way 
this works for sites using the global/ 
divisional view. Travel managers must now 
indicate a divisional view administrator for each 
travel configuration belonging to divisional view 
companies. 
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The administrator login is set in the travel configuration itself (Travel System Admin 
> Company Travel Configuration page > Other Information section): 

 

This field is only present when editing the configuration of a divisional view company. 
It is an auto-complete field that is limited to returning the logins of divisional view 
administrators with access to the travel configuration you are editing.   

Type the first three 
letters of the 
administrator's name: 

If the name is located, 
Cliqbook will complete 
the field: 

After selecting the 
desired administrator name, save the travel configuration. The new login will be used 
for that travel configuration when using the "Log out and back in as" feature. 

If a user tries to use the "Log out and back in as" feature for a divisional view 
company and a divisional view administrator login has not been provided, the user 
will receive the message: This company uses Divisional View but does not have a 
Divisional View admin login set in the travel config. Go Back.  

! IMPORTANT: We recommend that agencies review all their global/divisional 
view sites and update this field.  

Travel Policy Data Point - Hotel is "not in" Country List 

GDS' Supported: All GDS 
Configuration Setting: Travel Policy Administrator and Rule Builder 

Travel policy data point "Hotel is not in country/countries" (Company Administrator 
> Travel Rule Builder > Rule Template Category = Hotel) is now available. This is 
helpful for customers to create rules around hotels outside their home country. For 
example, a rule to require approval for hotels booked outside the United States.  

This data point is available to combine with other existing hotel data points. For 
example, a rule to notify the manager when the hotel rate is greater than the city 
rate or $300 and hotel is not in the United States.  
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This data point is also 
available on the Hotel 
configurable message 
board:  

For additional information 
about configurable 
message boards, refer to 
the Company 
Administration User Guide 
(available on Concur 
Client Central). 
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Travel Rule - Is In/Not In Country List Increase  

GDS' Supported: All GDS 
Configuration Setting: Travel Policy Administrator and Rule Builder 

We have increased the number of countries that can be associated to the hotel or car 
is in or not in a country list from 10 to over 100 (Company Administrator > Travel 
Rule Builder). This is for any rule where you can associate a country.  

 

Travel Policy - Add Layover Data Point  

GDS' Supported: All GDS 
Configuration Setting: Travel Policy Administrator and Rule Builder 

A new rule data point has been added as an option for flight availability (by price or 
schedule), as well as for flight search criteria via configurable message boards. This 
data point reflects the number of days spent at the destination after each flight 
segment. The rule is enforced if any of the segments match the condition defined by 
the rule. 

Rule example with configurable messaging:  
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What the traveler will see:  

 

Rule example in Flight category with Require Approval designated:  

 

What the traveler will see:  
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AAirpass - Sample Import File   

GDS' Supported: Sabre Only  
Configuration Setting: AAirpass Configuration 

A sample AAirpass import template has been added to 
AAirpass Configuration section under Travel System Admin. 

 

 

 

 

On the configuration page, select the Sample AAirpass import template link at 
the top of the page. 

 

The column results on the import template are: 
 

Class 
Start 
Region 

Start 
Country 

Start 
Airport 

End 
Region 

End 
Country 

End 
Airport 

Usage 
Rate 

Start 
Miles 

End 
Miles 

Test 
Cities 

Test 
Fare 

 Amadeus Connectivity Update 

GDS' Supported: Amadeus 
Configuration Setting: N/A 
 
This update changes the way sessions are managed with Amadeus. Amadeus 
agencies should see scan reductions of up to 20%. 
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Air 

AirTran Credit Card Address  

GDS' Supported: AirTran Direct Connect 
Configuration Setting: N/A 

The Profile Credit Card Editor places no limitations on the state/province field on the 
credit card address (except in the US and Canada). However, when this information 
was sent to AirTran as part of a flight reservation, if the state/province was longer 
than 3 characters, the transaction would fail. This is because AirTran is expecting an 
ISO-3166-2-compliant state abbrevation, which is always between 1 and 3 letters 
long. 

This was a problem mainly for countries in which the state/province is optional, such 
as Ireland. In such cases, the state/province is not abbreviated. 

For credit card addresses in countries other than the United States, Canada, 
Australia, Mexico and Brazil, this has been changed so that the state/province field is 
sent only if it is 3 characters or less. 

If the address is in the United States, Canada, Australia, Mexico or Brazil, and the 
state/province is more than 3 letters, the transaction will still fail – this is intentional, 
since the user will have to correct/abbreviate the state province in order for the 
credit card to be accepted by AirTran. 

Default blank credit card country to US for AirTran 

GDS' Supported: AirTran Direct Connect 
Configuration Setting: N/A 

When a credit card with a blank country is used to reserve a flight in the AirTran 
direct connect, the transaction would fail. (Although it is not possible to leave the 
credit card country blank in the Profile Credit Card Editor, some credit card feeds do 
allow blanks in that field.) 

The functionality has changed to automatically assume US if the country field is 
blank. 

WestJet No Longer Guaranteed Ticketing Carrier 

GDS' Supported: All GDS 
Configuration Setting: N/A 

WestJet (WS) will move to standard Type "A" handling for travel agencies on, 
October 16. This means that Cliqbook will no longer be sending the form of payment 
as an SSR request and agencies will take over ticketing like other ARC carriers, such 
as American Airlines.  
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The Concur Cliqbook Travel airline table settings were updated to move WestJet from 
Guaranteed Ticketing Status to Standard Type "A" handling.  

In addition to updating WestJet to a Type A carrier, WestJet is implementing a pay-
for-seats program. Pay-for-seats is not supported in Cliqbook; we will suspend all 
generic seat requests for WestJet to allow users to end the reservation. They can 
choose to pay for seats by going to WestJet's website: http://www.westjet.com/. 

TSA regulations - SSR not in PNR 

GDS' Supported: Amadeus  
Configuration Setting: Travel System Admin and TSA Secure Flight Options 

Amadeus required an update in the way we send the TSA SSRs. Amadeus users 
should see those in the GDS PNR if configured to send them, within the Travel 
Configuration. 

Amadeus - Carrier validation  

GDS' Supported: Amadeus 
Configuration Setting: Auto-on 

Concur added a step before doing a fare quote on Amadeus to retrieve a Validating 
Carrier, in order to obtain the correct taxes and fees for a reservation. If a Validating 
Carrier is returned, we use that carrier to do fare quote; otherwise, we use the 
carrier of the first leg of the segment. 

Include Web Fares in LLF Calculations (and other rules)   

GDS' Supported: TravelFusion 
Configuration Setting: Travel System Admin and Wizard Options 

Travel policy rules, in the past, have been applied only partially to WebDirect fares 
(also known as Internet fares or TravelFusion fares). This is due to the nature of the 
interface with Concr Cliqbook Travel, which operates in such a way that WebDirect 
fares are received after GDS fares are already displayed. 

For example, if the travel policy allows booking only the least expensive overall 
flight, typically both the least expensive flight from the GDS and the least expensive 
flight from WebDirect were allowed. 

Cliqbook has been enhanced to support additional checking for receipt of WebDirect 
fare information after GDS fares have been received, but before any further 
processing, including travel policy rules. Four options have been added to the Travel 
configuration (Travel 
System Admin > Company 
Travel Configuration > 
Wizard Options): 
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Option Description / Notes 

Don't wait for 
internet fares 
before 
applying rules 

• This is equivalent to the current web fare functionality 

• No checks are done for web fare results before the GDS fares are 
displayed 

• Rules are applied only partially to web fares  

Check once 
for internet 
fares before 
applying rules 

• One check is made for web fare results before displaying fares 

• After fares are displayed, further checks are made for web fares, until all 
fares are received and displayed 

• Rules are fully applied to web fares received during the first check 

• Rules are applied only partially to web fares received during subsequent 
checks 

• Web fares are already complete at this first check approximately 60% of 
the time, depending on the specific airline searched. 

Wait for 
internet fares 
(30s timeout) 

• Repeated checks are made for web fare results before displaying fares 

♦ Fares are displayed when all web fare results are received, or 30 
seconds has elapsed, whichever comes first.   

♦ In practice, this timeout is seldom reached (fewer than 1 in 60 
searches).   

♦ On average, the repeated checks take only 3.4 seconds.   

• After fares are displayed, no further checks are made for web fares 

• Any fares that take more than 30 seconds are ignored 

• Rules are fully applied to all displayed web fares 

Wait for 
internet fares 
(no timeout) 

• Repeated checks are made for web fare results before displaying fares 

♦ Fares are displayed only after all web fare results are received.   

♦ On average, the repeated checks take only 3.8 seconds.   

• Rules are applied to all web fares. 

In particular, when rules are applied to web fares, they now appear in the trip 
approval screen and trip approval emails. This can happen either when booking a 
web fare or when booking a GDS fare that breaks a rule because a web fare is less 
expensive. 

TravelFusion and Airport Filters  

GDS' Supported: TravelFusion 
Configuration Setting: Travel System Admin and Wizard Options 

Prior to this release, airports returned only by TravelFusion for web fares were not  
listed on the right side of the results page in the Airport Filters area; only airports 
returned by GDS results would appear here.  
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For example: 

• A user performs a search for London to Paris. 

♦ EasyJet as a web fare returns the Luton airport. 

♦ No Luton results are returned by the GDS. 

• Result: Luton would not appear under the airport filters section.  

Airports returned by TravelFusion for web fares are now be incorporated into the 
airport filters assuming the site has been configured to incorporate TravelFusion 
results into the LLF calculation and there is no timeout.  

NOTE: This update is dependent on the Company Travel Configuration option Show 
Internet Fares pick list, as reviewed above in release note item: Include 
Web Fares in LLF Calculations (and other rules). 

If you leave the Internet Fares setting set to Don't wait for internet fares before 
applying rules, then the web fare airports will not be part of the airport filters.  

If you want web fare airports to be considered in the airport filters but do not want 
to include web fares in the LLF calculation, then set the drop down in the 
configuration to Wait for internet fares 
and then create and enable the travel 
policy rule "Fare is a web fare - Exclude 
From LLF" in the travel policy section.  

TravelFusion Provider Update 

GDS' Supported: TravelFusion 
Configuration Setting: Travel Policy Administrator, Web Direct Provider tab 

The following are the TravelFusion (web fare) providers supported in Cliqbook: 
 

Logo Name  Logo Name 

 Aer Arann  
 HÃ·ga Kusten Flyg 

 Aer Lingus  
 Iceland Express 

 airarabia  
 InterSky 

 airBaltic  
 Istanbul 

 Air Berlin  
 Jazeera Airways 

 Air Berlin (B2B)  
 Jet2.com 

 Air Greenland  
 Jetlite 

 Air Italy  
 Jetstar Airways 
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Logo Name  Logo Name 

 Air Southwest  
 Kalmarflyg (B2B) 

 Alaska Airlines  
 Kullaflyg (B2B) 

 Alitalia  
 Kulula 

 Allegiant Air  
 Kulula (B2B) 

 Andalus  
 Lufthansa (B2B) 

 Atlas-Blue  
 MalmÃ· Aviation 

 Belleair  
 Mango 

 Blekingeflyg (B2B)  
 Manx2 

 BlueAir  
 Midwest Airlines 

 BlueIslands  
 Monarch Airlines 

 Blu-Express  
 Monarch Airlines (B2B) 

 bmibaby  
 NextJet 

 bmibaby (B2B)  
 Nordic Regional 

 Calm Air  
 NordkalottFlyg 

 Cimber Air  
 Norwegian Air Shuttle 

 Cirrus Airlines  
 OneTime 

 Condor  
 OneTime (B2B) 

 DAT  
 Regional Express 

 Direktflyg  
 Ryanair 

 Eastern Airways  
 Scandjet 

 Evolavia  
 Skyways 

 easyJet  
 SmartWings 

 Finncomm  
 Sundsvallsflyg (B2B) 

 Flybaboo  
 Thomsonfly 

 Flybe  
 transavia.com 
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Logo Name  Logo Name 

 Flybe (B2B)  
 TUIfly 

 FlyBmi  
 TUIfly (B2B) 

 Flyglobespan (B2B)  
 UmeaFlyg 

 flysama  
 Vildanden 

 FlyThomasCook  
 Virgin Atlantic 

 FlyThomasCook B2B  
 Virgin Blue 

 Frontier Airlines  
 Virgin Blue (B2B) 

 Germania Express  
 Volawindjet 

 Germanwings  
 Volawindjet (B2B) 

 Germanwings (B2B)  
 Vueling 

 Gol  
 WestJet 

 Golden Air (B2B)  
 WestJet (B2B) 

 Gotlandsflyg (B2B)  
 Wingo 

 Helvetic Airways  
 Wizz Air 

Continental Front Cabin Bucket Change    

GDS' Supported: All GDS  
Configuration Setting: N/A 

Continental recently made a change to their font cabin effective October 2, 2009 for 
flights departing after October 25, 2009.  

• Previous front cabin classes of service: J/D/Z/A 

• New front cabin classes of service: J/C/D/Z 

With this release, Concur Cliqbook Travel now reflects these changes.  
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Connection City - Add Airport Filter in Travel Wizard   

GDS' Supported: All GDS 
Configuration Setting: N/A 

When there are connecting airports, Cliqbook will show a Connecting Airport Filter 
item below the Airport Filters section. This consists of a set of check boxes for each 
connection airport and a control to select/clear them all. Clearing (unchecking) the 
check box will remove the flight option that contains that connection from the result 
set shown.  

This feature is available in both the Search By Schedule and Search By Price 
displays. 

Note the following: 

• The grid results at the top of the page are not affected when clearing the 
check box(es). 

• There is one set of check boxes for both one-way and round-trip searches. 

• The check box will affect connections on both outbound and return legs of a 
round trip.  

• Multi-segments will have each segment broken out with its own set of 
connecting airport filter check boxes. 

• This feature does not apply to Rail. 

• The Connecting Airport Filter control area is a collapsible area, like the 
Airport Filters and other areas on the side of the results. To avoid confusing 
users, we are showing that control area collapsed initially. 

• For multi-segments, the main Connecting Airport Filters control will be 
opened to show individual controls for each segment; they will be collapsed 
by default. 
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One-way initial view: 

 

One-way expanded (with Check All 
selected: 

 

Multi-segment initial view: 

 

Multi-segment with segment expanded: 
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Hotel 

IHG Hotel Feed 

GDS' Supported: All GDS 
Configuration Setting: N/A 

The IHG (InterContinental Hotels Group) hotel loader was added to import and 
update hotels that are owned by IHG. IHG owns properties such as Holiday Inn and 
Crowne Plaza. The loader runs every third Saturday after the Northstar loader. IHG 
does not provide internet, parking, and breakfast information. 

Hotel Date Change and Rate Warning 

GDS' Supported: Sabre, Apollo, Galileo, and Amadeus 
Configuration Setting: 

When a user requests a date change for an existing hotel reservation, Cliqbook will 
perform a modify command to try changing the dates. This is done in a test mode 
where we will not end the transaction. We will test the rate that comes back against 
the original; if it is the same or lower, we will simply continue with the actual modify. 

We will display a message for the user:  

 

If the new rate is higher or if the currency has changed, we will display a message 
indicating the old and new rates and ask the user if he/she wants to continue: 

 

• If the user clicks Yes, we proceed with the modify command.  

• If the user clicks No, we close the popup and remain on the itinerary page. 
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• If we get an error, we will proceed with the modify command and let error 
handling catch the error so it is displayed with the proper information and 
options. 

NOTE:  Concur is awaiting word from TravelPort on how Worldspan will be handled. 
They have not provided the same functionality yet as the other GDS.  

Rail 

SNCF Promotional Codes  

GDS' Supported: SNCF Direct Connect 
Configuration Setting: Auto-on 

This enhancement offers corporate rail travelers on SNCF a way to specify a 
promotional code to obtain periodic promotional fares. Such promotional codes are 
sent to selected corporate clients by mail. 

Currently, these are the conditions governing promotional fares: 

1. The departure/return date must be greater than or equal to 3 days from the 
booking date and less than 14 days from the booking date. To be precise, if D 
is the booking date, then the promotional fares will only be offered if the 
departure/return date X is such that D+3 <= X < D+14.  

2. It is valid only for domestic travel within France. (This feature may expand to 
include international routes in the future.) 

3. The fares may be route-specific. Such information would accompany the mail 
sent out by SNCF to the corporate client. 

4. Such fares are usually non-refundable, so you will not see these types of 
fares if you are searching with Refundable only rail fares selected. 

5. Such fares are offered only if no other less expensive fare is available. For 
example, if you have a Military 1st Class advantage card, you will never see 
the promotional fares even if you specified the promotional code because the 
discount from a Military 1st Class card is much more than that offered by a 
promotional fare. 
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SNCF Rail-only Search 

When searching SNCF in the Rail tab of the Travel Center page, a text box now 
allows the traveler to enter a promotional code: 

 

Test Mode Only 

If the Cliqbook travel configuration for the company has SNCF enabled in Test Mode, 
you may review this feature by searching from Paris to Nantes with a departure date 
that is within 7 days from the booking date and typing the code of "PROMO" (without 
the quotes) into the Promotional Code text box. If all the conditions are right for 
the promotional fare (as listed above), you will see the promotional fares displayed 
on the Price page described as "Prem's Special Offer": 
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SNCF Mixed Air/Rail Search 

When searching SNCF in the Flight tab of the Travel Center page, a text box now 
allows the traveler to enter a promotional code if: 

1. SNCF enabled in the Cliqbook travel configuration. 

2. It is a one way or round trip. 

3. The airports/cities specified are both in Europe. 

 

Rail Compare Wizard Section Name Update 

GDS' Supported: SNCF and DeutscheBahn Direct Connects 
Configuration Setting: N/A 

On the Search by Schedule page, clicking on a radio button from the list of trip 
options causes the selected option to float to the top. That section is now labeled 
Chosen Carriers instead of Chosen Flights since the carrier involved could be a 
train instead of an airline. 
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DeutscheBahn – E-ticket Retrieval Address 

GDS' Supported: DeutscheBahn Direct Connect 
Configuration Setting: N/A 

Cliqbook now requires that all companies with DeutscheBahn enabled have the 
company's full address entered on the Company Details page. Administrators with 
Travel System Admin access can verify whether a company address exists by 
viewing the Company Information, and updating accordingly.  
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Profile Administration 

Mask Date of Birth and Passport in Profile 

GDS' Supported: N/A 
Configuration Setting: Cliqbook Module 

Two new, company-wide module properties "Mask Birthdate" and "Mask Passport 
Number" allow companies to hide saved birthdates and passport numbers from 
anyone accessing a user profile.  

Masking: 

• Birth dates are masked with x's using the user's preferred date format. For 
example, "12/25/1990" appears as "xx/xx/xxxx". 

• Passport Numbers are masked with x's replacing each character. A typical 
nine-digit number will be rendered as "xxxxxxxxx". 

Saving: 

• Birthdates containing x's will not be "validated" or saved. 

• Passport numbers containing only x's will not be saved. 

In either case, the existing birth date/passport number will remain unchanged.  

If allowed by the user's module property and configurations settings, blanking-out a 
masked birth date or passport number will remove that information from the 
database. 
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Miscellaneous 

Multi-User Clone - Support Air Canada Direct Connect  

GDS' Supported: Sabre and Apollo 
Configuration Setting: Multi-User Clone 

Air Canada Direct Connect flights are supported in the multi-user clone feature. 
Concur Cliqbook Travel will use the flight number and fare basis code of each Air 
Canada flight in the original PNR when cloning trips. Mix-GDS trips for Sabre-Air 
Canada or Apollo-Air Canada are also supported.  

Similar to Virgin Blue, attributes or flight options for Air Canada such as purchasing 
additional baggage is not supported and will not be cloned for the new PNRs.  

Multi-User Clone - Send TSA Remarks 

GDS' Supported: Sabre and Apollo 
Configuration Setting: Multi-user Clone 

Concur Cliqbook Travel sends TSA information for air bookings created by the multi-
user clone function. When TSA is enabled for a company and a multi-user clone is 
performed for a passenger that has incomplete TSA information (like missing 
birthday or gender), Cliqbook will not send TSA for this traveler.  

To assist in identifying such travelers, the manifest email will note those PNRs. Below 
is an example that shows passengers with and without TSA data sent.  

Traveler booking results 

-------------------------- 

Smith, John : Completed (FG67QW) 

Neagle, Peter : Completed Without TSA Sent (ZNJ69W) 

Multi-User Clone - Support Apollo GDS  

GDS' Supported: Sabre and Apollo 
Configuration Setting: 

The multi-user clone function is now available to Apollo customers. Please see the 
September 2009 release notes within Concur Client Central for details on setup.  
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Multi-User Clone - Make Permission Based 

GDS' Supported: Sabre and Apollo 
Configuration Setting: User Permissions 

The multi-user clone feature was announced in the September 2009 release. At that 
time, you had to check a box in the travel configuration to turn on multi-user clone 
and then any login pointed to that configuration with arranger status or the self-
assign assistant permission was able to perform a multi-user clone.  

Because multi-user clone trip bypasses policy, we 
updated the method of granting access to user-based 
instead of travel configuration-based. Multi-user clone is 
now permission based. The check box in the travel 
configuration was removed; now only logins with the 
Manifest Administrator user permission will be able to 
perform a multi-user clone. This allows companies to 
determine who should manage travel on behalf of a large 
group.  

To assign this permission, 
administrators will navigate to 
Company Administration, User 
Permissions. 

The Manifest Administrator 
permission will be visible to everyone, 
regardless of whether his or her login 
points to a Sabre or Apollo 
configuration. If a user has been 
assigned this permission and they do 
not point to a Sabre or Apollo 
configuration, they will be given an 
error message when attempting to 
perform a multi-user clone.  
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Multi-User Clone - Make Custom Trip Fields Required 

GDS' Supported: Sabre and Apollo 
Configuration Setting: Multi-User Clone 

During the multi-user clone creation process, some companies will need to provide 
custom field answers for the manifest passengers. If a trip field is required, the clone 
cannot be finished until every passenger's required trip fields have been completed.  

If there are no custom trip fields, the manifest admin will see this: 

 

If there is one or more required custom trip fields, the manifest admin will see an 
additional column called Custom Fields. Each passenger will have a green check or 
red exclamation depending on whether their required trip fields have data. In the 
following example, the first passenger's required fields have not been completed but 
the second user's have: 

 

When the admin tries to click the Finish button to kick off the trip cloning process, 
he/she will see the following error message if there are passengers with incomplete 
required trip fields: 
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Multi-User Clone - Custom Trip Fields  

GDS' Supported: Sabre and Apollo 
Configuration Setting: Manage Custom Trip Fields 

Previously, when creating a manifest trip, the only custom fields that were presented 
were those with both Display at the start of booking and Display for Standard 
Trips selected. 

 

 

We now include fields that do not have Display at the start of booking selected. 
The only criteria used with this release are that Display for Standard Trips is 
selected. 

Park 'N Fly Price Breakdown 

GDS' Supported: Park 'N Fly Direct Connect 
Configuration Setting: N/A 

Previous issues with the Park 'N Fly price breakdown have been resolved. On the 
Parking Availability popup, click on the price link: 
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Another popup appears showing the price breakdown: 

  

The Park 'N Fly Re-Search functionality was updated as well. Change the check-in 
and check-out date and time of your choice and click Search Again. The display 
shows the new rates: 
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Park 'N Fly Redemption Instructions Update 

GDS' Supported: Park 'N Fly Direct Connect 
Configuration Setting: N/A 

The Park 'N Fly redemption instructions have changed as well as their cancellation 
policy. Travelers can cancel their Park 'N Fly booking with no penalty any time before 
the check-in time. The Redemption Instructions section on the Cliqbook itinerary 
was updated.  

 

Mobile Carrier/Provider Updates 

GDS' Supported: All GDS 
Configuration Setting: N/A 

The following mobile carriers are now supported in the Concur Cliqbook Travel profile 
for text messaging: 

• CREDO Mobile 

• GCI 

• Iridium 

• MTN (South Africa) 

• Sasktel Mobility 

• Thumb Cellular 

• Vodafone Germany 

• Vodafone NZ 

The following mobile carriers were renamed in Cliqbook: 

• ACS Wireless 

• Bell Mobility (Canada) 
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• Solo Mobile (Canada) 

• President's Choice (Canada) 

• MTS Canada 

• T-Mobile Germany 

• Tigo 

The following carriers had their SMS email gateway information updated, so they 
should now work for travelers where previously they did not: 

• ACS Wireless 

• Sunrise Mobile (Switzerland) 

• Comcel 

The help text on the Profile page was updated to read: 

Cliqbook can send Text messages to mobile devices for some mobile carriers. If 
your carrier is listed, you can select it here, and use the "Send Test Message" 
button to see if Cliqbook can send you an SMS text message. Please note that not 
all providers permit Cliqbook to send SMS text messages. 

A special note to Orange (UK) subscribers - we believe we have the correct Email 
to SMS gateway information for Orange. However, we have received reports that 
the emails are being blocked by Orange. If this is the case, then Cliqbook will be 
unable to send SMS to Orange subscribers. Cliqbook uses a technology where we 
can send an email to a special address for each provider and the provider 
translates that into SMS. 
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Resolved Cases 

Enhancements 

 

Key Summary Issue Links 

CLQ-5487 IHG loader needed   

CLQ-5780 SNCF: Support the new "Promotional Codes" feature in SNCF   

CLQ-5788 Amadeus - Carrier Validation Solutions Suggestions: 
SID1724, SID1786 

CLQ-5935 Include webfares in LLF calculations (and other rules)   

CLQ-5940 Mask Date of Birth and Passport in Profile Solutions Suggestions: 
SID1908, SID1829 

CLQ-5945 Update Amadeus connectivity to use conversation factory   

CLQ-6014 Support Air Canada Direct Connect in Multi-User Clone Trip 
(RETAIL only) 

  

CLQ-6062 Support sending TSA Remarks in Multi-User Clone Trip   

CLQ-6063 Support Apollo GDS in Multi-User Clone Trip   

CLQ-6114 Sabre: Double ET over new SSR segment change message 
from SAN 5599 

  

CLQ-6146 add hotel results to configurable message boards   

CLQ-6212 Continental Front Cabin Bucket Change   

CLQ-6222 Require offline approval queue and reporting queue and 
reporting error queue to be unique queues on a given agency 
setup 

  

CLQ-6225 Divisional View needs to be respected in Manage Corporate 
Discounts when using travelconfig-level discounts 

090714-000660 

CLQ-6240 Connection City - Add Airport Filter Solutions Suggestions 
SID462, SID1371 

CLQ-6252 Hotel - Travel Policy Data Point - Hotel is "not in" country list Solutions Suggestions 
SID1961, SID487 

CLQ-6264 Update Log Out / Log In As feature for divisional view   

CLQ-6301 Travel Rule - Is in Country List or Is Not In Country List - 
Increase capacity beyond 10 

Solutions Suggestions: 
SID398 

CLQ-6328 convert private web services/Amadeus to use conversation 
factory for opening conversations 

  

CLQ-6342 Multi-User Clone - Make Permission Based   

CLQ-6343 Multi-User Clone - Make Custom Trip Fields Required   
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Key Summary Issue Links 

CLQ-6371 Multi-User Clone - Include required custom trip fields even if 
set to appear at the beginning of the booking 

  

CLQ-6377 Travel Policy - Add Layover Data Point   

CLQ-6380 AAirpass Import should have a link to sample import file   

Support Cases 

 

Key Summary Issue Links 

CLQ-2409 Add new carriers to mobile carrier list, delete carriers where we 
cannot validate SMS functionality, and update the mouse over 
help to make it clearer to user what Cliqbook can do. 

080801-000057, 
090203-000319; 
Parature tickets  
#705-5474673,  
#705-5574595 

CLQ-5101 NonARC.instant purchase. B6 and VX sold together if search by 
price, when warning is given if combined if search by SKD 

090402-000279, 
090504-000010 

CLQ-5739 TSA regulations - Amadeus - SSR not in PNR 090821-000188, 
090602-000254, 
090707-000647 

CLQ-5794 Client is unable to book car rental that requires guarantee CC - 
Error received, "MUST INCLUDE GUARANTEE FIELD" 

090625-000505, 
090709-000765 

CLQ-5799 Error booking multi destination trip on AC DC 090709-000573, 
090713-000483 

CLQ-5818 NH FQTV is not being entered correctly into PNR to apply for 
the all Star Alliance airline if checked to do so in the User's 
Profile. 

090713-000645, 
090609-000583, 
090706-000891, 
090826-000443 

CLQ-5822 If a User is pointing towards a Canadian travel conf Rule Class, 
and they try to access a User pointing towards a US conf rule 
class in either XA or via User Admin, the right hand side Pencil, 
they receive a blinking blue screen. 

090714-000461, 
090721-000859 

CLQ-5855 NON GDS hotels marked as not preferred when reservation is 
attempted user receives error message but hotel res is created 
in GDS 

090415-000298 

CLQ-5925 Biovail US -Default for using specific FF number for airline 
alliances are not remaining enabled after saved in profiles 

090729-000660, 
090806-000294, 
090803-000771, 
091001-000360, 
090805-000246, 
090826-000908 

CLQ-5927 Cannot display manage discounts in Travel Configuration with 
Divisional View 

090617-000499, 
090622-000076, 
090629-000643 
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Key Summary Issue Links 

CLQ-6076 Traveler who works at Molnlycke is appearing on a report for 
Advanced Tissue - issue of profile template adding wrong 
company_id remark. 

090724-000434 

CLQ-6096 When changing dates of reserved hotel using the change dates 
link, if new dates have a higher rate, no warning is given 

090303-000187 

CLQ-6112 Via Rail - Sabre passive segments are not created with arrival 
departure times when sabre Webservices turned on 

090824-000745 

CLQ-6202 Incorrect FP line for SNCF booking 090828-000037 

CLQ-6208 First class rule triggering on business class fare due to 
incorrect flight class designation; BIC showing "D" and flight 
class showing "F" 

091006-000839, 
090820-000222, 
090904-000196, 
090811-000757 

CLQ-6237 Car erroring out in Cliqbook but appearing correctly in 
reservation changes are made in GDS pnr 

090803-000677 

CLQ-6243 ECS -- ACDC Options Error Received YYZ-YBG 090807-000660, 
090915-000871 

CLQ-6248 TSA data not saved to GDS when entered during trip booking 090921-000832, 
090814-000736, 
090813-000776 

CLQ-6258 Server busy error when trying to delete rule class 090828-000483, 
090908-000431, 
090908-000217, 
090902-000436, 
090826-000886 

CLQ-6260 Cliqbook failing to return selected flights as finger fare for 
UA/operated by US code share flights 

090721-000163 

CLQ-6290 Galileo : Unable to book Meridiana airlines for most of the fare 
class combinations : P/R, P/U, R/R 

090505-000015 

CLQ-6322 PS763837 UMG - User history error when traveler name with 
apostrophe 

090617-000596 

CLQ-6323 Fare Analysis Report not showing Airline on export to Excel or 
CSV 

090409-000276 

CLQ-6338 Spelling correction on Confirmation Email instructions found in 
company configuration 

090911-000325 

CLQ-6339 support@outtask.com email showing up when user doesn't 
have Cliqbook access 

090918-000364 

CLQ-6340 Apollo/Galileo : Add Kingfisher Air (IT) to Manage Corporate 
Discounts section in Cliqbook 

090918-000021 

CLQ-6348 Enterprise DC: Car Sell Failure for booking international Trips 090911-000526 

CLQ-6356 Apollo: receive error when trying to book for Companion: 
INVLD FRMT/NOT ENT/N:0NEVER 

090917-000533 
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Key Summary Issue Links 

CLQ-6359 ACDC: If same day travel, some flights are returning 2 one 
way's in the same direction vs. a round trip, with that flight 
combo showing as the lowest fare avail in the matrix. 

090807-000555 

CLQ-6363 Hotel "View Rates" link does not return rates on some 
properties; Processing wheel just keeps spinning 

090908-000367, 
090916-000032 

CLQ-6364 DBank 'leastcostonplane' 090922-000255 

CLQ-6365 Citi - Request to display the per diem rates again 090922-000848 

CLQ-6366 Unable to continue from itinerary page to finishing page, error 
on page shown when language in French and travel is more 
than one day and no accom booked 

090924-000040 

CLQ-6367 Travel rule not working properly; "Any segment carried by 
United - Log for reports" - CB returns results on UA as "in 
policy" 

090813-000745 

CLQ-6379 Meetings: 3rd Party Profiled User's, only the BAR is moving into 
the Meeting PNR; we're doing a Manual Profile build vs. moving 
the PAR. 

090921-000368 

CLQ-6381 Default blank CC country to US for AirTran 090825-000378 

CLQ-6389 When booking air for a meeting for a profiled attendee if the 
TSA information has not been updated in the profile, the pnr 
has odd phone lines and is missing udids etc 

090825-000670, 
090826-000631 

CLQ-6391 Amtrak reservations: CB is listing ALL FF #'s in the user profile 
to the CB itinerary as "AMTRAK GUEST REWARDS NUMBERS" 

090807-000087, 
090909-000871 

CLQ-6399 Hilton DC - wrong transformation of Hilton shop results 090817-000819 

CLQ-6405 Getting error msg when trying to book a car off location 090609-000212 

CLQ-6406 Sabre: Error on specific flight selection from IND/LHR 090923-000279 

CLQ-6410 Cliqbook unable to match CC transactions for DBahn bookings 
in some cases 

090730-000498 

CLQ-6414 Java script errors preventing SWABIZ booking from completing 
the Cliqbook Reservation - displays as unfinished trip - match 
CRMC-11134 

090915-000455, 
090912-000002 

CLQ-6425 Search by schedule; CB not following through with a finger fare 
for AirTran and search by price returns no results for AirTran 

090805-000149 

CLQ-6430 DJ Virgin Blue Error - Total payments exceed cost of booking 090920-000042 

CLQ-6431 Hotel rate does not indicate entire non refundable cancellation 
policy 

090908-000611 

CLQ-6437 Credit card Expiration Warning - Incorrect Expiration Date 
under Travel information Alerts (home page). 

090831-000833, 
090911-000537 

CLQ-6438 Term Wizard- terminating users that actually active- happens 
with CB Import tool and new users from Expense (CTE) 

090731-000541 
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Key Summary Issue Links 

CLQ-6440 Government Hotel Per Diems for FY2010 are showing 2 options 
for several cities and offering both the FY2009 and FY2010 
rates 

090928-000231 

CLQ-6443 Car off terminal not returning results when booking within the 
correct hours/Travel Port ticket number 9157712 

090810-000740 

CLQ-6451 Add air to hotel locking in Time Window for Flights and not 
displaying custom text or custom fields at the end of booking. 

090407-000084 

CLQ-6452 ACDC Flight Pass Offered Even Though Tango Plus Inventory is 
Sold Out 

090922-000820 

CLQ-6454 "A" class in wrong cabin on some routes for CO 090529-000503 

CLQ-6455 Deutsche Bank High Fare Definition Changed 091005-000882 

CLQ-6458 Send User Selected FOP on and off and could not get the FOP 
to move into land only bookings isn't moving the CC into a 
Guest Hotel or Car Only booking when the site uses a reg (non 
guest) Corp Card. 

090609-000321 

CLQ-6459 Springhill suites is loaded in Cliqbook Hotel Discount area 
without ending in "s" in suites 

090929-000761 

CLQ-6460 Unable to complete SWABIZ booking. User completed the 
booking on SWABIZ (paid for it and received confirmation) but 
error when returning to Cliqbook 

090930-000935, 
091007-000558, 
090930-000816, 
090925-000443 

CLQ-6467 Porter Air not in Air discount drop down 090821-000239, 
090909-000442 

CLQ-6471 Unable to export non-GDS hotels for Constellation Brands - US 090416-000198 

CLQ-6475 Country Inn & Suites is loaded in Cliqbook drop down menu's 
as Country Lodging, would like it changed 

090813-000578 

CLQ-6476 When booking a reservation, which includes Air, Hotel, and 
Car, IF the reservation is put on hold, and later finished, that 
trip does not go through their Require Approval Process. 

090330-000110 

CLQ-6477 Update for Help URL link 090902-000209 

CLQ-6482 Sun Country X Class of service is set to Cabin "Y" and should 
be set to Cabin "C". 

090812-000756 

CLQ-6483 OTE invalid fare basis used in Phase, misquote to user 090915-000685 

CLQ-6486 Hotel Data base and Hotel Affinity program - Atel - AC chain 
code should be Atel Hotel Network instead of Atel France 

090707-000130 

CLQ-6487 W.R. Grace - AirTran frequent flyer number causing errors for 
booking FL flights 

090708-000853 

CLQ-6488 Cliqbook is giving TWA as an option in the limo flight info drop 
down box - TWA no longer operates 

090710-000330 
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Key Summary Issue Links 

CLQ-6489 IF Concur Travel and Expense, and using My Concur to start 
travel, we have the cities listed in the drop down w/out the 
airport association, and if selected, no results are offered 

090313-000071 

CLQ-6492 COGNOS - Data Integrity Issue with Concur Report 090723-000420 

CLQ-6493 Some SAML SSO users getting security errors setting 
assistants or saving profile 

091009-000714 

CLQ-6528 Airports served by TravelFusion flights and not any GDS or 
direct connect flights do not show up in the airport filters 

091001-000065 
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Summary 

Major Features 
• Allow Assignment of Corporate Ghost Cards by Cost Center, Org Unit, or User 

Custom Field  

• Passive Trip Approval 

• Hotels - Add Third Tier of Preference and add new search options 

Minor Features 
• Air France - Premium Economy Support  

• SNCF Riva 9 Upgrade 

• RideCharge is now a direct connect instead of a punch out 

• Guest Booking Support for Web Fares 
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Release Notes 

Administration 

Allow Assignment of Corporate Ghost Cards by Cost Center, Org 
Unit, or User Custom Field  

GDS' Supported: All GDS 
Configuration Setting: Company Admin, Corporate Ghost Cards 

Corporate ghost cards can now be associated to users via org unit, cost center, or 
custom field/value – in addition to a group or individual. Once enabled, 
administrators can tie an org unit, cost center, or custom field/value to a particular 
ghost card, making that card available to any traveler associated to those items. 

Three new global setting module properties control whether or not a company can 
use this feature. Administrators can request that any or all of these be enabled, via a 
support ticket with Concur Client Support.  

• Ghost Cards can be assigned by Org Unit 

• Ghost Cards can be assigned by Cost Center 

• Ghost Cards can be assigned by Custom Attribute 

Three new fields are available on the ghost card administration page (Company 
Admin > Corporate Ghost Cards). These fields allow the card administrator to tie 
the card to an org unit, cost center, and/or custom field/value combination. The 
fields are: 

• Org Unit: Any users assigned to the designated org unit will have access to 
the card 

• Cost Center: Any users assigned to the designated cost center will have 
access to the card 

• Attribute/Value: Any users with the designated custom user attribute set to 
the specified value will have access to the card 

These fields are available in the Permissions section on the ghost card page:  

 

The permission dropdown options are visible only if the corresponding module is 
enabled.  
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Any or all of the three modules can be enabled; these "filters" do not affect one 
another. This means that a user could have multiple cards assigned based on the 
number of matches. For example, assume that ghost card A is set up based on org 
unit. If User A has a match, then he/she is able to use this ghost card. Assume that 
ghost card B is set up based on cost center. If User A has a match there, too, then 
he/she can use this ghost card as well. 

This new functionality is similar to 
the existing functionality, User 
Custom Property for Default 

Corporate Credit Card except the ‘All Group’ or any group does not need to be 
associated. With this option, when the custom field is selected, the values found in 
the custom field are individually created as separate Corporate Ghost Cards, and 
then displayed to the traveler. There were no changes to this functionality with this 
release. For more information, please reference the Travel System Admin Guide. 

Employee Imports/HR Feeds 

If the feed specifies an org unit, cost center, custom/field value for an imported user 
and any or all of those fields match an existing card or cards, that user would 
immediately have access to that card. 

Concur Mobile  

All cards associated by these three new modules are associated to the user in Concur 
Mobile as well as Concur Cliqbook Travel.  

NOTE:  To assign a single corporate ghost card to three cost centers (for example) 
you would need to create three corporate ghost cards with the same card 
number and then assign each one to a single cost center. 

Travel Policy Datapoint: Flight Duration  

GDS' Supported: All GDS 
Configuration Setting: Travel Policy Administrator, Rule Builder 

The flight datapoint lets you flag search results that are unecessarily long compared 
to the flights the user has chosen. 

 

For example: 

 

The comparison is done on a leg-by-leg basis – so using the example above, if the 
finger fare has a duration of 180 minutes on the outbound including layovers, any 
other flight option with a duration of more than 240 minutes on the outbound leg 
would not be considered when determining the LLF. 
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NOTE:  For fare shops where the user did a search by price and there is no finger 
fare, the basis for comparison is the shortest available routing overall.   

For example, if a search by price request offers a direct flight option with a total 
travel time (including or excluding layovers as per the rule definition) of 350 
minutes, then that flight option is used as the threshold when comparing leg by leg, 
the other flight options. This is similar to the way the finger fare is used in the first 
example. 

Travel Policy Datapoint: Connection City and Country 

GDS' Supported: All GDS 
Configuration Setting: Travel Policy Administrator, Rule Builder 

There are four new flight rule 
datapoints. The Flights connect 
through airport/city will match if 
a connecting city on the trip is 
contained in the list specified. For 
example, assume that a company policy indicates flights connecting through 
unsecure airports as out of policy. No flights connect through airport/city 
enables a company to note/hide flight options, where none of the flights connect 
through the specified airport list. 

The same logic was added around countries, so 
that a policy could be entered around 
connecting flights in a given country that may 
be high-risk.  

An example of two rules setup using the connecting airport and country:  

 

What the user will see – travel connecting through ATL is called out of policy:  
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What the user will see – travel connecting through France is called out of policy:  

 

Travel Policy Datapoint: Car is “not in” Country List 

GDS' Supported: All GDS  
Configuration Setting: Travel Policy Administrator, Rule Builder 

The October 2009 release contained a hotel datapoint for Hotel is not in country list.  
In this release, something similar was added for car: Car is not in country. This is 
helpful for customers creating rules around cars outside their home country, for 
example, a rule to require approval for cars booked outside the United States.  

These datapoints can be 
combined with other existing 
car datapoints, for example, a 
rule to notify the manager when 

the car rate is greater than the lowest rate available plus $30 and car is not picked 
up or dropped off in the United States.  

Travel Policy Datapoint: Regions  

GDS' Supported: All GDS 
Configuration Setting: Travel Policy Administrator, Rule Builder 

New regional travel policy datapoints are available in the following sections: 

• In Region and Not In Region datapoints for Car and Hotel 

• Messages – Hotel Search Criteria 

Hotel “region” datapoints: 

The configurable message board Hotel Search Criteria, 
also contains regional datapoints. Administrators can configure text to appear inline 
or as a pop-up as well as whether the hotel is in a particular region.  

Car “region” Datapoints: 

 

 

The region datapoint was already available for the 
Flight category.  
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The standard region list available within Concur Cliqbook Travel is: 

• North America 

• Europe 

• South America 

• Asia 

• Africa 

• Middle East 

• Caribbean 

• Australia and New Zealand 

• Central America 

Some example rules a company may create with these Datapoints: 

• If the car rate is greater than $90 per day and the car is picked up in region 
Europe, then require approval. 

• If the hotel rate is greater than $100 and the hotel is not in region Asia, then 
require approval. 

Prevent Travelers via Configuration, from a Self-Assigning 
Assistant  

GDS' Supported: All GDS 
Configuration Setting: Travel System Administration, Profile Options 

The Company Travel Configuration page now includes an option for configuration-
wide refusal of self-assigning assistants. If selected, users with the Self-Assigning 
Assistant permission will not be able to designate themselves as an assistant for 
anyone pointed to 
that travel 
configuration.   

For example, assume that everyone on a site is granted the self-assigning assistant 
permission. Canadian travelers need to be exempt from this, without having each 
user update their profile to block self-assigning assistants. If the box is checked in 
the Canada configuration, then no one in Canada can have someone assign 
themselves as an arranger; only the Canada users themselves will be able to assign 
someone as their arranger.  

The user/arranger will see the following message for someone attached to a 
configuration that has refused the self-assign permission: 
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This does not affect any existing assistant setup. The default for this option is not 
enabled.  

Passive Trip Approval  

GDS' Supported: All GDS 
Configuration Setting: Travel Policy Administrator, Wizard Options 

Prior to this release, a given rule could be set to the following actions:  

• Require Approval 

• Notify Manager 

• Log For Reports 

• Hide Results 

• Display Message 

A new rule action is now available: Require Passive Approval. This action is available 
for all policy categories except for Ticket Change and Web Air. It does not apply to 
these two categories because Concur does not allow Require Approval or passive 
approval since the change/reservation was completed prior to an approval process.  

To use it, simply edit any existing 
travel rule to use the new level as 
show here. 

When a trip requires passive 
approval, the approver is given the opportunity to reject the trip for a certain amount 
of time before Cliqbook will automatically approve it. If there are multiple levels of 
approval, they will all be bypassed. The approver may approve the trip at any time 
prior to auto-approval to expedite ticketing. 

When a trip is placed on approval hold, Cliqbook calculates a time that falls within 
agency business hours (located in the Agency Configuration associated to the specific 
Company Travel Configuration), that is in advance of the last ticketing date for an air 
reservation. When that time comes, the trip is considered approved and drops into 
the ticketing queue. 
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NOTE: The trip is considered approved and queued to ticketing approximately four 
hours before the ticketing deadline. If the four-hour lead time occurs before 
8AM (agency local time) or after 4PM (agency local time), then the 
reservation will be queued around 4PM on the preceding day. Cliqbook also 
already takes into consideration weekends and will send prior to the weekend 
if the deadline falls over the weekend.    

For highly flexible fares that do not need to be ticketed until the day of travel and for 
car and hotel trips that do not have a ticketing deadline, there is a setting in the 

Company’s Travel 
Configuration that 

administrators can specify the amount of time to give the approver to reject the trip 
before it is automatically approved. The default is one day but can be increased up to 
10 days. This setting is located under the Wizard Options section.  

Some text instructions throughout Cliqbook now reflect the new auto-approval 
process.  

Passive approval, when enabled, will appear to the user similar to Require Approval 
because the Select button will be red with the stop sign icon. The text to the right of 
the stop sign is customizable in Travel Policy Administrator: 

 

The floating help text:  

 

 

On the Trip Confirmation page, the traveler will see the display below. This is also, 
what the traveler would see if the entire trip was enabled for passive approval (under 
Itinerary section in Company Admin > Travel Policy Administrator):  
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The approver will receive the following email message:  

 

Known Issue - The email sent to the approver still indicates “hard” approval. An 
update will follow shortly to change this text. 

The traveler will see the following in Upcoming Trips tab – the passive approval 
option will show a date and time that the trip must be declined by:  

 

The approver will see the following in Trips Awaiting Approval: 

 

When the approver clicks on the trip name, he/she will have the ability to approve or 
reject the trip. You will see in the history/notes that the trip will be approved unless 
the approver rejects the trip:  
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If rejected, the traveler will see their status update in the Upcoming Trips tab: 

 

The user will also receive an email advising their trip was rejected: 

 

Travelers will not receive an email if the trip is passively approved; it will simply go 
to the ticketing queue. The absence of a decline email is the indication that the trip 
was approved or the status can be viewed on the Upcoming Trips tab.  
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There are no additional remarks added to the PNR for passive approval. The only 
item noted is when a trip is rejected. Cliqbook will note in the standard remarks area 
that the trip was rejected and on what date and time.  

The user will see the following in their Trip Library:  

 

Passive Approval trips will appear in the following reports: 

• Rejected Requests 

• Trips Needing Approval 

• Trip Approvals (passive approvals will appear the same as normal approvals 
with an action of “approve”) 

• Travel Policy Exceptions 

• User Cliqbook History 

Air 

Air France - Premium Economy Support  

GDS' Supported: All GDS  
Configuration Setting: Auto-on 

Air France announced new premium economy options on their long haul flights for 
classes W, S, A, and E (in order from highest to lowest) beginning October 25, 2009. 
Cliqbook now supports premium economy for Air France. The four inventory class 
codes appear on other Air France flights – besides long haul flights – so the brand 
name for them is now "Economy/premium Voyageur". 

The Search by Schedule page looks like:  
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On the Search by Price screen:  

 

All travel policy rules set up for premium economy will now include Air France, where 
applicable.  

Known Issue 

Cliqbook is able to book W class for both Sabre and Worldspan but when the best 
price search occurs, the GDS’ are pricing in economy instead of premium economy. 
We have open tickets with both Sabre and TravelPort on this issue.  

For more information on Air France’s new premium economy offering, go to 
http://www.airfrance.com/IE/en/common/guidevoyageur/classeetconfort/classes_pr
emium_voyageur.htm. 

Amadeus Frequent Flier Number Update 

GDS' Supported: Amadeus 
Configuration Setting: Auto-on 

Frequent Flyer numbers on an Amadeus reservation were updated. For airlines that 
allow Amadeus to host their Frequent Flyer programs (most major European 
airlines), Concur uses a different format than non-hosted airlines. This means that 
for hosted airlines the user’s program status levels are validated and recorded in the 
PNR. 

TSA Sabre Error Update  

GDS' Supported: Sabre Only 
Configuration Setting: Auto-on 

Previously, if the TSA data did not properly pass into a reservation in Sabre, the user 
would see a message on screen saying "FLIGHTS REQUIRE DOCS FOR 
PASSENGERS." We have changed that to read: "The Airline is requiring information 
to meet the US Government Transportation Security Administration (TSA) 
requirements. Please contact your travel administrator to ensure Cliqbook is 
configured to appropriately capture this data." 
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Hold Reminder Email ON for All Customers 

GDS' Supported: All GDS 
Configuration Setting: Travel System Administration, Email Options 

In the September 2009 release, Cliqbook added a new feature that sent a reminder 
email to all travelers who had a trip on hold that was about to expire. The feature 
was originally an opt-in.  

Based on feedback from customers and to be consistent with our other trip hold 
emails, which cannot be disabled (the original itinerary email and the itinerary cancel 
email), we are defaulting this email ON for all customers. Customers who do not 
want it enabled can still opt-out – unlike the other trip hold emails. You can disable 
the reminder email by saving a blank email subject. 

For 
Worldspan 
customers, if 
Trip Hold is 
enabled, 
Concur 
strongly 
recommends 
that this 
email be 

enabled to reduce churning-related debit memos. If travelers put a trip on hold and 
the trip is auto-canceled because the user forgot about the trip, then it is more likely 
that the user will need to reserve the same flight again. 

Hotel 

Hotels - Add Third Tier of Preference 

GDS' Supported: All  
Configuration Setting: Travel System Administration, Manage Corporate Discounts 

A new tier of preferred status is now available for individual hotel properties. The 
newly added tier is Less Preferred. Previously, Less Preferred meant the property 
was not preferred; now it means the property is placed under Preferred and above 
Not-Preferred. This will benefit customers in that they now have a three-tier 
preference system in a given city.  

• Most Preferred properties are marked with a triple diamond.  

• Preferred properties are marked with a double diamond. 

• Less Preferred properties are marked with a single diamond. 

• Not Preferred properties are not marked with a preference other than 
“Company Discount” and will show as non-preferred, but we will append the 
discount code as if it were a preferred property. 
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Most Preferred – Three Diamonds 

 

Preferred – Two Diamonds 

 

Less Preferred – One Diamond 

 

Not Preferred – No Diamond 
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Discounts Configuration and User Import 

Now all four preferred levels are 
available to administrators in the 
Manage Corporate Discounts 
section under individual hotels.  

The legend describing the number 
associated with each preference level was updated in 
the Import Hotel Discounts section: 

• 10 will continue to indicate Most Preferred 

• 5 will continue to indicate Preferred 

• 4 indicates Less Preferred 

• 1 was updated to indicate Not Preferred  

NOTE: All properties that were set up as Less Preferred are now set to Not Preferred; 
this means the user experience remains the same. These properties do not 
display as preferred but the discount code is applied.  

 

A similar logic will be applied to hotel chain contracts with a future release.  

This new three-tier preference level feature also applies to non-GDS hotels. The user 
sees:  

 

The numbering legend is also listed on the non-GDS hotel import screen, just like the 
GDS property import. 
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Hotel Sorting Updates 

GDS' Supported: All  
Configuration Setting: Travel System Administration, Hotel Sort Default 

There are several ways to default hotel sorting on 
the results page. The default for a configuration is 
Company Policy.  

With this release, if your configuration is set to 
Company Policy, then sorting will occur in this 
fashion:  

• Sort by policy (green-in policy, yellow-log for 
reports/notify manager and red-passive approval/require approval) 

• Then by preference (Most preferred-three stars, preferred-two stars, least 
preferred-one star, chain contacts-one gray star, then non-preferred) 

• Then by price  

• Then by distance 

If your configuration is set to Company Prefs, then sorting will occur in this fashion:  

• Sort by preference 

• Then by price 

• Then by distance 

If your site does not have rules set up for hotels, then Company Policy will work like 
Company Prefs.  
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Hotels – Update Map to Show Preference Levels 

GDS' Supported: All  
Configuration Setting: Hotel Map 

The hotel map now shows all three-preference levels. We have color coded each 
preference level to differentiate on the map. We also added a legend to enhance the 
user experience.  

 

Rail 

SNCF: Upgrade to Riva 9 

GDS' Supported: SNCF Direct Connect 
Configuration Setting: N/A 

We have upgraded SNCF in Cliqbook to use RIVA version 9. RIVA is the API that 
Cliqbook uses to talk to Resarail to search, book, retrieve, and cancel bookings made 
through the SNCF direct connect. There should be no difference in the user’s booking 
experience. The only difference that the travel agent would see is that the remark 
inserted into the Resarail PNR (not the GDS PNR) now says:   

CLIQBOOK PRODUCTION BOOKING - BOOKED THROUGH RIVA 9 

Although there is no apparent change in upgrading to RIVA 9, it is a necessary step 
towards implementing the SNCF Dematerialization (ticketless) feature in the near 
future. 
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DeutscheBahn - Update Passive Segment in Amadeus 

GDS' Supported: DeutscheBahn Direct Connect 
Configuration Setting: N/A 

This enhancement involves modifying the Amadeus passive segment when making a 
Deutsche Bahn booking in Cliqbook to better represent the segments in the trip for 
the agency’s mid and back office systems.  

NOTE: This is not for issuing a ticket as Deutsche Bahn bookings made through 
Cliqbook are already ticketed. 

Passive Segment Input 

The Amadeus format used to create the Deutsche Bahn passive segment has been 
changed to: 

RU1AHKQYG<departureDate_ddMMM>-RAIL/DEP-<departureStationCode>-< 
departureStationName>/ARR-<arrivalStationCode>-<arrivalStationName>/DDT-
<departureDate_ddMMM><departureTime>/ADT-
<arrivalDate_ddMMM><arrivalTime>/CL-<class>/RQ-EUR<totalPrice>/TR-
<trainNumber>/ST-OK/CF-<orderID> 

Example: 

RU1AHKQYG10JUN-RAIL/DEP-8000105-FRANKFURT(MAIN)HBF/ARR-8091032-
FRANKFURT(M) FLUGHAFEN FERNBF/DDT-10JUN0942/ADT-10JUN0954/CL-2/RQ-
EUR83.60/TR-1026/ST-OK/CF-680992709 

Description of Input Fields in Amadeus Passive Segment 
 

Field Description Example 

RU Memo segment identifier 
(constant) 

 

1A Vendor code (constant, has to 
always be 1A even though 
Deutsche Bahn’s carrier code is 
2A) 

 

HK Action Code (constant, has to 
always be HK even though this is 
a passive segment, not an active 
segment) 

 

QYG Generic IATA code for German Rail 
(constant) 

 

<departureDate_ddMMM> Departure date in ddMMM format 10JUN 

-RAIL Denotes a train segment 
(constant) 
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Field Description Example 

/DEP- Departure station code and 
departure station name follow 
(constant) 

 

departureStationCode Departure station code 8000105 

departureStationName Departure station name FRANKFURT(MAIN)HBF 

/ARR- Arrival station code and arrival 
station name follow (constant) 

 

arrivalStationCode Arrival station code 8091032 

arrivalStationName Arrival station name FRANKFURT(M) 
FLUGHAFEN FERNBF 

/DDT- Departure date and time follow 
(constant) 

 

departureDate_ddMMM Departure date in ddMMM format 10JUN 

departureTime Departure time in hhmm format 0942 

/ADT- Arrival date and time follow 
(constant) 

 

arrivalDate_ddMMM Arrival date in ddMMM format 10JUN 

arrivalTime Arrival time in hhmm format 0954 

/CL- Class number follows (constant)  

class Class number – either 1 or 2 2 

/RQ-EUR Rate Quote follows (constant, and 
always in Euros) 

 

totalPrice Total price of the trip 83.60 

/TR- Train number follows  

trainNumber Train number 1026 

/ST-OK Seat status (constant)  

/CF- Confirmation Number follows 
(constant) 

 

confirmationNumber Also known as the Order Number, 
numeric 

680992709 

Passive Segment Output 

This is how the passive segment example above appears in the Amadeus PNR: 

MIS 1A HK1 QYG 10JUN-RAIL/DEP-8000105-FRANKFURT(MAIN)HBF/ARR-8091032-
FRANKFURT(M) FLUGHAFEN FERNBF/DDT-10JUN0942/ADT-10JUN0954/CL-2/RQ-
EUR83.60/TR-1026/ST-OK/CF-680992709 
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Taxi 

RideCharge User Interface Upgrade 

GDS' Supported: RideCharge Direct Connect 
Configuration Setting: N/A 

The RideCharge user interface has changed 
from a punch-out to a Cliqbook direct 
connect. RideCharge now has the same 
search fields as Limo from the Travel home 
page. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Search results are also using the same style as Limos.  
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Confirm booking / Credit card page: 

 

If you click Add Taxi from an itinerary, we choose the flight where the user clicked 
Add Taxi. 

Clicking any of the radio buttons fills out all of the other form fields.  
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Car 

Avis/Budget No Show Fees 

GDS' Supported: All GDS 
Configuration Setting: N/A 

Avis and Budget recently announced they would be charging no-show fees for cars 
that are not cancelled 24 hours prior to the pick up date. Avis and Budget have 
delayed the launch date of this new feature until 2010. We will be ready to support 
this feature when it becomes ready and will display a pop-up message to the user 
advising the no-show policy and asking them whether they want to continue. This 
will work similar to the way hotel rate pop-ups function today.  

Web Fares 

Guest Booking Support for Web Fares 

GDS' Supported: TravelFusion Direct connect 
Configuration Setting: N/A 

Cliqbook's WebDirect (or Internet Fares) capability has been enhanced to support 
guest bookings. For customers with Internet Fares already enabled and users with 
the Guest Booking permission, no additional configuration is required. 

When making a guest booking and selecting a WebDirect fare, the values entered on 
the Cliqbook Guest Booking page are pre-filled in the WebDirect Contact 
Information page. The user must, however, provide a title (Mr / Mrs / Miss) and a 
postal address before proceeding. 
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Known Issues 

When using guest booking, the credit card page (Trip Payment Information page) 
allows the user to enter a temporary credit card, but the user cannot enter the card's 
card verification value (CVV). If the airline requires a CVV, the purchase will fail. This 
will be addressed in a later release. 
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TravelFusion: New Provider Jet4You 

GDS' Supported: TravelFusion Direct Connect 
Configuration Setting: Travel Policy Administrator, WebDirect Providers 

Morocco-based low-cost airline Jet4you.com (IATA 8J) has been added to the list of 
airlines available for Internet WebDirect Fares. 

 

E-Receipts 

E-Receipt Opt-In Verbiage Update 

GDS' Supported: N/A 
Configuration Setting: N/A 

Paragraph 4 of the e-receipt activation and use agreement was updated to remove 
the phrase "and indemnify." 

Travel Arranger View 

User Selected Rule Class – Travel Arranger View 

GDS' Supported: All GDS 
Configuration Setting: Travel Arranger View 

The Which policy should apply? dropdown that appears on the Travel home page 
(when a traveler's default configuration allows for cross-configuration rule class 
selection) now appears on the Arranger home page as well. On either page, selecting 
a new rule class will force the page to refresh, updating the various trip options to 
reflect the new rule class and travel configuration settings. 

Travel Configuration Setup for User Selected Rule Class:  
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Traveler view:        Arranger view:  

                 

User Interface 

Company Locations Search Update 

GDS' Supported: All GDS  
Configuration Setting: Air Home Page 

To assist companies that have many company locations, we will present an auto-
complete search field (instead of the dropdown) when there are more than 25 
locations. The user can search by location name, city, state abbreviation, zip/postal 
code, or country.  
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This will not affect fields where we draw a limited number of locations based on 
geographical location, such as auto-booking hotels off supplied airports on the Travel 
home page. 

The "Your chosen language" Page Updated 

GDS' Supported: All GDS 
Configuration Setting: N/A 

Instead of a blank white 
or blue screen displaying 
the “Your Chosen 
Language” page, we are 
now showing the regular 
site branding header and 
using the correct colors 
for the UI color palette 
the travel configuration 
is set to use: 

 

New autocomplete 
field and Help text 
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Meeting 

Third-Party Meeting Security Key 

GDS' Supported: All GDS 
Configuration Setting: Meeting Administration 

Third-party meeting providers will start to send us a vendor ID node in the XML post 
(integration). During meeting creation, the Third party vendor dropdown must be 
selected: 

 

For new meetings, the value will default to the last meeting created. Because most 
companies do not have multiple third-party registration vendors, there will not 
normally be an extra step for creating a meeting. 

When receiving an XML post, Concur will examine the following data: 

• The value of the vendor ID node 

• The value in the meeting dropdown 

• The IP address where the XML is posted from 

If the values do not match, the XML post will be rejected. The attendee and the 
vendor are notified of this mismatch, depending upon the settings the vendor uses in 
their XML.   

If the first two values are not set, the XML post will still be allowed. 

NOTE: This is for backwards compatibility and may change in the future. 
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Meeting XML Enhancements 

GDS' Supported: All GDS 
Configuration Setting: XML Synch for Meetings 

The following two items are now available in the Meeting XML post (the 
communication between Cliqbook and a third-party tool). They are both optional. 

• UseLoginURLForErrors:  

♦ If omitted or false, Cliqbook will simply print an error message for the 
attendee to contact the registration tool (the same functionality that exists 
today).   

♦ If set to true, if there is an exception when logging the attendee into 
Cliqbook, then the following information describing the exception will 
appear in the querystring of the URL that the user is directed to: 
 
result=bad_vendor_id 
result=user_inactive 
result=bad_meeting_id 
result=bad_company_id 
result=login_already_exists (when LoginExists = false, see below) 
result=login_not_found (when LoginExists = true, see below) 
result=unknown_error 

This option allows the third-party meeting registration tools to handle errors 
more gracefully.   

• LoginExists: Specifies if the login ID provided in the XML should (or should 
not, for a value of false).   

♦ If the login should exist but does not or if the login should not exist but it 
does, then Cliqbook will display a message (either in the querystring or a 
print HTML page –see UseLoginURLForErrors above) and not let the 
attendee proceed.   

♦ If this is omitted, then no test will occur.  

This option allows third-party meeting registration tools to do additional 
verification if a login exists or not. 

This feature is designed for third-party vendors and there is no action on the part of 
a third-party meeting admin in Cliqbook. If the third-party vendor wants to access 
this data, the options are now available to them.  
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Profile/PNR Administration  

Profile - Remove Internet Messaging Section 

GDS' Supported: N/A 
Configuration Setting: Cliqbook Profile  

As Cliqbook does not use the instant messaging section in the profile and the section 
was confusing for many travelers, the section is no longer visible. 

Prior to this release: 

 

After this release:  

 

Virgin America Frequent Flyer Numbers  

GDS' Supported: Sabre Only 
Configuration Setting: Profile Editor 

This feature allows Virgin America frequent flyer program number to be added as a 
regular FF field in Sabre PNR, instead of a special program field. Sabre now accepts 
Virgin America frequent flyer numbers in the standard format.  

Customers/agencies should review their profile templates to see if they need to stop 
writing Virgin America to a special field.  
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Apollo Phone Field for Email  

GDS' Supported: Apollo Only 
Configuration Setting: PNR Finishing Editor 

An email address remark is now available in the finishing editor. The email remark 
uses “P:” command just like the phone field. However, it has a type of E/. The city 
code is not configurable. 

 
    1 FONE-DCAAS/703-837-6100                    

   2 WAS703-837-6100-A                     
   3 DCAR/555-555-5555                     
   4 DCAAS/555-555-5555                    
   5 DCAE/CLIQBOOKQA¤CONCUR.COM 
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Miscellaneous 

Multi-User Clone - Remove Unique Email Address Requirement 

GDS' Supported: Sabre and Apollo Only 
Configuration Setting: Auto-on 

Multi-user Clone or Manifest Booking was delivered 
with the September 2009 release. Administrators 
with this permission will no longer use email 
addresses to import passengers. The sample 
import passengers file is up to date and now 
reflects this change. It only has LOGIN_ID now (plus the custom fields, if any); the 
EMAIL column was removed. 

After uploading the CSV using the passenger login IDs, the Import Passengers 
pop-up: 

• Will no longer display the email addresses 

• Will allow passengers with duplicate email addresses 

We are now using the unique Login Name: 

 

As well, email address is no longer visible on the manifest page after adding 
passengers: 
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Resolved Cases 

 

Enhancements 

 

Key Summary Issue Links 

CLQ-4902 Sabre Webservices native XML Migration - Seatmap   

CLQ-4936 SNCF: Upgrade to Riva 9   

CLQ-5520 Automatically place company locations at the top of the list 
based on country selected in business profile address 

Solutions Suggestions: 
SID1552 

CLQ-5778 The "Your chosen language" screen needs to be branded and 
skinned 

  

CLQ-5938 Guest booking support for web fares Solutions Suggestions: 
SID1585, SID2248 

CLQ-5975 Allow assignment of corporate ghost cards by cost center, org 
unit, or user custom field 

  

CLQ-6010 Travel Policy - Need Datapoint/rule for Flight Duration Solutions Suggestions: 
SID1657, SID900, 
SID252 

CLQ-6120 Sabre Webservices native XML Migration - Seatmap - 3 Items 
from CLQ-4902 

  

CLQ-6234 Update Car Images for Hertz   

CLQ-6235 Update Car Images for Alamo   

CLQ-6239 Travel Policy - Connection City   

CLQ-6246 Hotels - Add third Tier of Preferred Solutions Suggestions: 
SID444 

CLQ-6249 Hotel Results - Sort within each preferred category Solutions Suggestions: 
SID1975 

CLQ-6250 Hotel - Update Company Policy sorting mechanism Solutions Suggestions: 
SID1975 

CLQ-6251 Hotels - Sort based on preferred category on map page Solutions Suggestions: 
SID952, SID2049 

CLQ-6299 Self Assigning Assistant - Add check box to prevent travelers in 
this config from being assigned by a self-assigning assistant 

  

CLQ-6302 Hotel and Car Rate Caps - Add Region Datapoint Solutions Suggestions: 
SID796, SID572, 
SID487, SID398 

CLQ-6330 Air France - Add Premium Economy   
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Key Summary Issue Links 

CLQ-6334 Profile - Remove Internet Messaging Section Solutions Suggestions: 
SID765, SID1437 

CLQ-6344 Multi-User Clone - Remove Unique Email Address Requirement   

CLQ-6412 Third party meeting security key   

CLQ-6426 Meeting XML enhancements   

CLQ-6453 need Enterprise / Alamo / National in Travel Feature Dashboard 
report 

  

CLQ-6481 DeutscheBahn - Update Passive Segment in Amadeus   

CLQ-6505 Car Datapoint - NOT booked in country list   

CLQ-6537 Travel Policy - Passive Approval - need a level of approval that 
results in ticketing before deadline, not cancelling 

  

CLQ-6552 change FF number addition in Amadeus to use a new(er) 
message 

090724-000232 

CLQ-6554 Enhancement Request: Default Car Tab when users log in 091006-000948 

CLQ-6558 Display nice error message when Sabre user gets "FLIGHTS 
REQUIRE DOCS FOR PASSENGERS" trying to sell a flight 

  

CLQ-6567 Update Car Images for Enterprise   

CLQ-6568 Update Car Images for National   

CLQ-6591 Remove phrase "and indemnify" from the E-receipt opt-in 
verbiage 

  

CLQ-6603 Default the Hold Reminder email on for all customers   

CLQ-6604 Allow log out/log in when user has Global viewership 091019-000667 

CLQ-6615 Cross-Travel Configuration Rule Class Selection --- not 
available in arranger view 

090828-000640 

CLQ-6653 Add Form-of-Payment Object/Logic to Mobile   

CLQ-6698 KLM Z Class should always be Business   

CLQ-6709 RideCharge GUI converted from a punch-out to being part of 
the Cliqbook user interface 
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Support Cases 
 

Key Summary Issue Links 

CLQ-622 Apollo PNR build for Guest Travelers 090720-000275, 
Parature Ticket: 
705-3277823 

CLQ-4598 [Parking ] Error while Reserve Parking from Pop up . 091006-000070, 
090902-000486 

CLQ-5514 The Private Fare Code is not being applied to the Finger Fare on Int'l 
Flights. 

090617-000191, 
090528-000434 

CLQ-5824 add Starwood Hotels to list of chain-level discounts 090721-000158, 
090727-000166, 
Solutions 
Suggestions: 
SID1610, SID137 

CLQ-5825 Ticket void feature not working properly when ticket is within the 
void guidelines. Error is received. 

090724-000094, 
090724-000085 

CLQ-6191 Unable to book Flybe together with Travel and Medical insurance 
when inserting any other value than "Y" in the flight options box for 
the insurance 

090928-000367, 
090921-000215, 
090904-000055, 
090716-000257 

CLQ-6253 Hertz Direct Connect - Car added to GDS in incorrect order Cliqbook 
is correct order 

090511-000214 

CLQ-6347 Custom Name Sync GDS to Cliqbook no longer working for Sabre 
7VZA 

090804-000168 

CLQ-6394 Cliqbook is not doing a dedicated preferred carrier search 090924-000608, 
090923-000707, 
091026-000032 

CLQ-6422 Hilton DC - we don't hide hotel rates accordingly to travel 
preferences on profile page 

091016-000173, 
090727-000576 

CLQ-6447 Sabre - Enable Virgin America FF#s to be saved to the common FF# 
area 

 090929-000455, 
090923-000208 

CLQ-6449 West Jet is not showing in search results when Flex Faring is turned 
on in the configuration. 

091006-000891, 
090906-000022, 
091019-000478, 
090908-000351, 
090909-000511 

CLQ-6494 Companion Gender Incorrect - defaulting to male 090909-000825 

CLQ-6510 Special characters in the credit card name are causing SWABIZ 
bookings to fail 

090819-000201 

CLQ-6518 Multiple Bookings being created when clients book QF w/DJ, and 
clients receive try again message. 

090825-000808 
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Key Summary Issue Links 

CLQ-6535 Local currency not displayed when Sabre Web Services are ON 
(Air)(Sabre) 

090630-000014 

CLQ-6536 Missing finger fare due to flight error but can still confirm requested 
flights 

090603-000186 

CLQ-6559 Queues not able to be adjusted if a deactivated agency config is the 
config that is misconfigured. 

091016-000100 

CLQ-6571 All GDS: Unable to make any changes to a confirmed flight segment 091019-000038 

CLQ-6579 CB is returning results for Openskies in a search by schedule for 
Economy class when Openskies only offers Business class fares 

090929-000392 

CLQ-6577 Sabre: Cliqbook is incorrectly displaying P class as First class for Jet 
Airways 9W 

091007-000039 

CLQ-6578 POST TICKET CHANGE - Need to Remove Duplicate Queuing 
Command for Post Ticket Change 

090824-000310 

CLQ-6586 CB is not sending the FOP information to the PNR when booking 
block space for a meeting 

090731-000055 

CLQ-6589 Brady International profile template help. Login ID in Cliquser field 
cannot have an underscore 

091006-000623 

CLQ-6593 Townplace suites is missing the "s" in suites 091015-000637 

CLQ-6594 Delta is displaying as coach even though it is actually booked in 
Business Class in S Class 

091006-000633 

CLQ-6596 Intercontinental Hotel Group abbreviation in FF program drop down 
needs clarification 

091009-000509 

CLQ-6602 Guest Travel: TSA gender is defaulting to male 091007-000470 

CLQ-6608 Cliqbook is incorrectly displaying Light Lunch instead of Meal at Cost 
on the itinerary on all SAS flights/ classes of services on the route : 
LHR-CPH : Galileo 

090622-000049 

CLQ-6616 Sabre accepts the regular FF format for Porter in profiles, need the 
ability to write to the GDS 

090922-000106 

CLQ-6618 July Release -Multiple Car Vendor Discounts Displayed Multiple times 
in the Flight tab car auto-book section 

091007-000658 

CLQ-6623 NW Frequent Flyer number chosen for OA mileage chosen either 
during booking process or via Profile 'default for air alliance' does 
not appear on itin but does show in GDS PNR 

090407-000407 

CLQ-6629 Cliqbook is incorrectly displaying P class as First class for BD- BMI 091016-000053 

CLQ-6634 Amtrak Station - Normal IL 091012-000175 

CLQ-6641 Traveler books non-gds hotel in CGN, listed on itinerary as LHR. 
Booking worked fine, display is off. 

090511-000414 

CLQ-6642 Clone trips do not show as the finger fare when choosing specific 
flights 

091022-000214, 
091022-000203 
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Key Summary Issue Links 

CLQ-6652 JetBlue Record Locator not added to CB itinerary when booked via 
Worldspan not Navataire 

090611-000185 

CLQ-6658 Incorrect verbiage on meetings survey page "This page can be now 
closed" 

091022-000457 

CLQ-6661 User not seeing e-receipts in Cliqbook view itinerary when matched 
to trip but not matched to segment 

090928-000449 

CLQ-6662 Cliqbook airport filters not working as expected one way vs. 
Roundtrip 

091016-000504 

CLQ-6663 Some User's bookings are being created in the incorrect Agency 
Pseudo when using divisional view. 

090920-000018, 
091014-000802, 
090922-000814, 
090918-000725 

CLQ-6665 Manifest Booking Passengers Only Allowed From Original Travel 
Config 

090924-000719 

CLQ-6667 Meetings: Force User's to choose a Credit Card is not checked; 
however, during the Meeting booking process, the User is being 
shown the CC choice page, and that page is missing the Meeting 
Ghost Card. 

091028-000320 

CLQ-6672 If trip is exactly 1 year in duration or more, exclude it from the "trip 
overlap" alert 

090922-000566 

CLQ-6671 Same Trip Warning Pop-Up on Withdrawn Trips/warning box for trip 
pop-up 

090723-000257 

CLQ-6673 "Port Macquarie" does not work when entering a city code in the air 
search box. PQQ and Pt. Macquarie does. 

090715-000004 

CLQ-6678 Sky Services or Sky Airlines' code is H2. It is appearing correctly in 
text but when logo on itinerary is CityBird. 

090928-000765 

CLQ-6679 Sabre: The flight status tab does not work when SWS is ON 090916-000818 

CLQ-6685 Continental now part of Star Alliance - Update Star Alliance in Profile 091029-000762, 
091102-000078, 
091027-000686, 
091027-000537 

CLQ-6702 Apollo Phone Field for Email needs to be customizable in File 
Finishing 

090317-000510 

CLQ-6704 iCal issue with Cliqbook Wells Fargo and Lotus Notes 091013-000391 

CLQ-6705 Custom Text page should refresh contents when you choose a new 
travel config 

090619-000079 

CLQ-6707 Cliqbook search tab- Address search criteria- Default Country 090701-000936 

CLQ-6719 Kaiser National rental car rate issue 090630-000867 

CLQ-6720 Credit Card Spec. Taxi Default not working correctly. 090630-000221 

CLQ-6721 airport code appears in wrong place for multi-segment open jaw 
searches - Hyundai 

090602-000432 
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Key Summary Issue Links 

CLQ-6723 Unable to change or view trips when commission tracking lines are 
present 

090731-000378 

CLQ-6722 PNR Finishing Cancel Penalty Missing Leading Zero 090617-000570 

CLQ-6724 Pre-ticket change errors when trying to change from F class to 
Economy class 

090313-000442 

CLQ-6728 Need to update the BHM airport name into Birmingham-
Shuttlesworth International Airport Alabama 

091021-000576 

CLQ-6731 User-Supplied Hotels: No hotel pop up screen with air and car 
booking 

090618-000594 

CLQ-6732 Booking Latitude in Air Canada DC flex faring is returning in 
Cliqbook as Tango Plus 

091102-000393, 
091029-000349 

CLQ-6733 Hotel Import_notes special characters did not error out 090330-000390 

CLQ-6736 Add Air to existing hotel reservation not working properly - Error 
message received 

090706-000702 

CLQ-6794 Air Policy Violation - Reason Code box is displaying incorrect "chosen 
fare/offered but not chosen" information 

091006-000977 
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Summary 

Major Features 
• Auto-Cancel for Rejected Trips 

• User Supplied Hotels - Add Passive Segment 

• Churning Detection for Delta/Northwest    

Minor Features 
• Corporate Cards - Instant Purchase Configuration 

• CWT HARP Database Integration 

• Self Registration - Update to Meet Global Requirements 
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Release Notes 

Administration 

Auto-Cancel for Rejected Trips 

GDS' Supported: All GDS 
Configuration Setting: Travel System Administration, Wizard Options 
Solution ID: SID1635, SID552, SID334, SID361 

Prior to the December 2009 release, we supported auto-cancel for trips on hold and 
trips awaiting approval. With this release, we now support auto-cancel for rejected 
trips that required approval. This will assist travelers with avoiding hotel no show 
fees. As with the previous auto-cancel features, the trip cancels based on the 
ticketing time limit or 24 hours prior to departure, whichever comes sooner.  

How to enable 

Navigate to the Company Travel Configuration screen (Administration > Travel 
System Admin, then select the configuration name). Select the wizard option 
identified below: 
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What the Trip Approver Sees 

Once activated, a message shows to the travel approver.  This message is also 
displayed to the approver via email notification:   

 

What the Traveler Sees 

When the approver rejects the trip, the status of Rejected appears on the Upcoming 
Trips tab on the Travel home page: 
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When a rejected trip is then auto-canceled, the status changes from Rejected to 
Rejected & Withdrawn: 

 

Cliqbook also sends an email to the traveler advising their trip was cancelled: 

 

An auto-cancellation message appears on the Request Status/History tab: 
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Passive Approval Email Notifications 

GDS' Supported: All GDS 
Configuration Setting: Company Admin, Travel Policy Administrator 

Passive approval became available with the November 2009 release. At the time, we 
noted that the email notifications still indicated action required to approve the trip. 
The passive approval email notifications now correctly advise the approver to either 
approve or decline the trip by the deadline or the trip is sent to ticketing.  
 

Traveler: William Never 
Description: Passive Approval Example  

This trip will be finalized and/or ticketed automatically if you do not 
specifically approve or reject it before Friday, December 11, 2009 8:00 PM 
(Eastern) or within 7 day(s). 

Please login to Concur Travel and Expense or follow the instructions below to 
approve or reject this trip. 

Passive Approval and Upcoming Trip Status 

GDS' Supported: All GDS 
Configuration Setting: Upcoming Trip Tab 

An additional update to the passive approval feature is the status under Upcoming 
Trips. The status displays, that the trip will be automatically approved unless the 
approver rejects it before the deadline.  

 

The text that appears for an approver view also indicates that the trip will be auto-
approved by the deadline.  
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The text shown in the Trip Library:  

 

Self Registration - Update to Meet Global Requirements 

GDS' Supported: All GDS 
Configuration Setting: Company Admin, Self-Registration Setup 

The Self-Registration page now supports specifying the country associated with 
user's home address. This update is visible on the self-registration URL for the 
customer, and the data – when entered – is passed into the Concur Cliqbook Travel 
profile.   

An example of the self-registration URL: 
https://app2.outtask.com/registration/register_form.asp?regcode=CQRTRG&host=w
ww.concursolutions.com  

The update is not visible from the Company Administration section of a client site, 
but this will be updated in a future release. 

For the US and Canada, options (droplist) for the user's home state/province are 
rendered: 
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For other countries, the registrant can enter the state, province, or region via a text 
input field: 

 

Corporate Cards - Instant Purchase Configuration 
 
GDS' Supported: All GDS 
Configuration Setting: Company Admin, Corporate Ghost Cards 
Solution ID: SID1018, SID1683 

The corporate ghost card page now includes the Allow Instant Purchase Carriers 
option. This will allow the administrator to control when Cliqbook offers a corporate 
ghost card for instant purchase and guaranteed ticketing bookings.  

 

The new Allow Instant Purchase Carriers check box defaults to selected 
(checked) so that existing corporate cards are available for instant purchase 
bookings. If a Company Administrator clears the check box and saves, the card will 
not appear as payment options for instant purchase/guaranteed ticketing bookings. 

Instant purchase carriers include all air direct connect vendors as well as instant 
purchase carriers from the GDS. Here is the current list:  

Airline Name Airline Code 

Aer Lingus EI 

Air Choice One 3E 

Air Greenland GL 

Air Inuit 3H 
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Airline Name Airline Code 

Air Labrador WJ 

Avior 9V 

Bemidji Airlines CH 

Calm Air MO 

Fly First Class F3 

Florida Coastal PA 

Gol Transportes Aereos G3 

HawkAir BH 

Heli Air Monaco YO 

Israir Airlines 6H 

JetBlue Airways B6 

Jetstar Airways JQ 

JetStar Asia Airways 3K 

Kenmore Harbour M5 

Liat LTD LI 

Pacific Coastal 8P 

Pascan Aviation P6 

Pelican Air 7V 

Porter Airlines PD 

Public Charters P1 

Skyservice Airlines 5G 

Spirit Airlines NK 

Sunwing Airlines WG 

USA 3000 Airlines U5 

ValuAir VF 

Virgin America VX 

Virgin Blue DJ 
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Airline Name Airline Code 

Westward Airways CN 

Wings of Alaska/Seaport Airlines K5 

Xtra Airways XP 

Yellow AirTaxi Y0 

NOTE:  Airtran is not considered an instant purchase in the GDS. 

HARP Integration 

GDS' Supported: All 
Configuration Setting: Travel System Admin, Wizard Options 

For Carlson Wagonlit Travel (CWT) customers, the hotel search in Cliqbook now 
includes data from the HARP database, when configured properly.  

• Hotels from a normal Cliqbook hotel search are automatically included with 
the hotels returned from the HARP search results.  

• CWT-discounted hotels are only included if a travel configuration setting is 
selected. 

If the administrator selects the Include CWT discounted hotels check box on the 
travel configuration page, 
then discounted hotels 
from CWT are also 
included in the search: 

NOTE: The check box is only available when a client code has been entered a code in 
the HARP Company Code field. 

In addition, with this feature upgrade, the Hotel search radius defined in the travel 
configuration overrides the radius entered by the user: 
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Configurable Message Boards - Connection City/Country  

GDS' Supported: All GDS 
Configuration Setting: Company Admin, Travel Rule Builder 

Concur announced the ability to apply policy around a connection city or country with 
the November 2009 release. Administrators now have the ability to apply 
configurable messaging around connection city and country, either as a popup or 
inline text.  

The following data points are 
now available under the Air 
Fare Shop Results category: 

 

Example of a rule setup to display inline for flights connecting through Atlanta:  

 

What the user will see:  
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Travel Policy - Add Hotel City and State as Datapoint    

GDS' Supported: All GDS 
Configuration Setting: Company Admin, Travel Rule Builder 
Solution ID: SID888, SID417, SID2055 

The Travel Rule Builder has four new rule datapoints available under the Hotel 
category:  

• Hotel in city list  

• hotel not in city list 

• hotel in state list 

• hotel not in state list  

These are combinable to create rules pertaining to hotels in (or not in) specific 
city/state combinations.   

To create a rule template that requires hotels to be within a given list of cities and 
states, the administrator would type in an appropriate name for the rule and give it a 
unique Violation Code as usual.  

Next, the administrator selects the Hotel is in a city that is one of [CityList] and 
the Hotel is in state/province [StateList] check boxes: 
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Once the boxes are checked, the administrator must provide defaults for the cities 
and states: 

 

NOTE: Different GDSs provide the state names in full text or two letter state codes. 
It is best to enter both in the list of states, to ensure a match. 

How to enable 

1. After creating the new policy in the Travel Rule Builder:  

♦ Click the Travel Admin link on the left to update a specific Travel 
policy/class.   

♦ Select the travel class and click Load.  

♦ The new message category will display below. Click Edit to enable the 
messages created. 

2. Indicate the action the rule should take, when matched, during the 
reservation process. 

3. Add/Update the Message when matched field. 

An example of how to hide results for non-preferred hotel properties in a city where 
preferred properties exist:  

 

PNR Template Editor – Multiple Phone Fields   

GDS' Supported: Worldspan Only 
Configuration Setting: Travel System Admin, PNR Template Editor 

Prior to this release, Cliqbook limited the PNR template for Worldspan to one phone 
field. This limitation no longer exists; administrators can now add multiple phone 
fields where necessary.  
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Churning Detection for Delta/Northwest    

GDS' Supported: All GDS 
Configuration Setting: Travel System Admin 

Delta and Northwest Airlines are charging debit memos to Travel Management 
Companies for "churning." Churning is defined on the Delta website as "Canceling 
and rebooking the same itinerary in the same or different classes of service across 
one or more PNRs." In recent weeks, Concur has made changes to Concur Cliqbook 
Travel to assist TMCs in managing their debit memo risk by preventing repeat 
bookings of the same itinerary by the same traveler. 

To enable this feature, check the 
option under Wizard options 
(Administration > Travel System 
Admin > then select the company 
configuration):  

For customers who have the anti-churning detection enabled, Cliqbook shows an 
error message on-screen if a traveler makes a reservation that would likely lead to a 
churning debit memo. This targeting was adjusted on Wednesday night, December 9, 
to calibrate Cliqbook more closely to the Delta and Northwest churning policy.  

If a traveler makes a reservation and Cliqbook believes that a debit memo might 
occur, the traveler will see the following page. The exact text is configurable, with 
the default as shown below.  

What the traveler sees:  
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How to modify the default message 

Administrators with the Travel Policy Administrator permission can add specific 
messaging around churning.  

Access Administration > Travel Policy Administration > Custom Text tab > and 
select Air Churn Error Text At Booking.  

NOTE:  The Air Churn Error Text at Shop is the suspended message that will not 
currently show in the product.  

 

From Friday, December 4, through Wednesday, December 9, customers with this 
feature enabled would have seen warnings when travelers reserved Delta or 
Northwest flights. Concur suspended this warning on Wednesday night December 
9. The primary purpose of that warning had been to notify travelers that they may 
be in jeopardy of seeing the above error page if they do not ticket the reservation 
they are about to make.  

Since the error page above is the actual measure that prevents many bookings that 
could lead to debit memos, we have suspended the earlier warning until we can 
recalibrate it. We currently plan to reintroduce that warning in the January 2010 
service update. 

Concur believes that we have made a good-faith effort to align the calibration of 
Cliqbook and the targeting of these messages with the policies of Delta and 
Northwest airlines as best we understand them. Discussions on specific debit memos 
received in the past or in the future would still be between the TMC and the airline. 
TMCs with any questions or concerns about Delta's churning policy should contact 
their Delta representative. If the accuracy of any debit memo is in question, 
please follow the appropriate dispute procedures as documented on the debit memo. 
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Air 

TravelFusion Carrier Update 

GDS' Supported: TravelFusion Direct Connect 
Configuration Setting: Company Admin, Travel Policy Admin, WebDirect Carriers 

TravelFusion is the provider Cliqbook utilizes to access web fares that are not loaded 
in the GDSs. They advised that they will be removing the following carriers from 
their database due to supplier performance. In particular, these carrier web sites 
have been particularly unreliable and prone to error.  

These carriers will no longer be available in the Web Direct Carrier tab and will no 
longer return results within Concur Cliqbook Travel, unless available in the GDS.  

• Air Greenland 

• Alitalia 

• Allegiant Air 

• Cimber Air 

• Cirrus Airlines 

• Dat 

• Midwest Airlines 

• Spirit Airlines 

Baggage Fee Page Update 

GDS' Supported: All GDS 
Configuration Setting: Search by Price below airline grid 

Concur announced baggage fees with the July 2008 release. Multiple carriers have 
updated their baggage fees recently and Cliqbook is now current.  

To view the list of baggage fees, the user clicks on the Checked Baggage Policies 
link on the Search by Price page, just below the airline grid:  
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Here is the updated list: 

 

Hotel 

User Supplied Hotels - Add Passive Segment 

GDS' Supported: All GDS 
Configuration Setting: Travel System Admin and Travel Policy Admin 
Solution ID: SID828, SID1886, SID2648 

Concur announced the User Supplied Hotels feature in January 2009. The purpose of 
this feature was to track and report on travelers who booked overnight stays in 
Cliqbook but did not book a hotel. It also allowed the traveler to add details about 
their hotel if booked outside of Cliqbook. At the time, we added the hotel details to 
the Cliqbook itinerary and a new User Supplied Hotels report but did not allow 
writing a passive segment.   

With this release, we added a new travel configuration option that, when enabled, 
writes User Supplied Hotels to the PNR as passive hotel segments. The passive 
segments will use the same format as non-GDS hotels, hotel room blocks for 
meetings, and direct connect hotels – except that there will be a different key word 
(USER SUP).  
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The ability to add the passive segment is configurable and defaulted to OFF. 
Customers may choose to turn the passive segment on to allow the hotel detail to be 
available to the agency's back office and security reports.  

NOTE: For Sabre customers, adding a passive segment will incur the Sabre 
convenience fee. Please consider this before turning the passive segment on.  

The User Supplied Hotel feature is activated at the travel class level under Travel 
Policy Administrator. However, 
to enable writing a passive 
segment, administrators will go 
to the Company Travel Configuration and select the Write passive segments for 
User Supplied Hotels check box under System Options. 

Functionality remains the same for user supplied hotels in that it: 

• Only applies to simple round trips; for multi-segment trips, the user is not 
able to add more than one hotel. 

• Users do not have the ability to edit or delete the hotel information after the 
PNR is completed  

• All user supplied hotel detail will populate the User Supplied Hotel report 

A few modifications:  

• All of the hotel data is required – including hotel name address and phone 
number – as well as average rate. Confirmation number, zip code, and state 
(outside the US) are not required. These fields become required in order to 
provide all the necessary data for creating a passive segment.  

• By turning on the passive segment, travelers do not have to provide a reason 
code as to why they did not book a hotel if the itinerary rule is activated.  

What the User Sees 

Assume that a traveler books a trip that includes an overnight stay but does not 
book a hotel. On the Travel Details page, the traveler sees a popup with the 
following options:   
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If the user selects I booked a hotel outside of Cliqbook, the user can add the hotel 
information from the Cliqbook database or manually:  

 

If the user forgets to complete one of the required fields, a warning message is 
displayed:  
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The hotel will appear on the Cliqbook itinerary just like other non-GDS hotels: 

 

Custom text is available under User Supplied Hotel (Company Admin > Travel Policy 
Administrator > Custom Text tab):   

 

Custom text will appear to the user as:  

 

A future release will allow a user to add hotel information (booked outside Cliqbook) 
to an existing itinerary.  
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Hotel Passive Segments - Update to Make Consistent 

GDS' Supported: Apollo, Amadeus, Galileo and Sabre (Worldspan in January) 
Configuration Setting: Auto-on 

Passive hotel segments now include the hotel's full address and a key word to denote 
the type of passive hotel segment. Prior to this release, only the key word was added 
for Sabre and Apollo. The four options are:  

 

• OFFLINE HOTEL 

• ROOM BLOCK 

• DIRECT CONNECT 

• USER SUP 

Sabre non-GDS hotel example:  
 
1  HHT FS 09FEB T GK1  SEA/OUT10FEB/FS 3117 FOUR SEASONS HOFOU  
R SEASONS HOTEL S/DBLB/RG-USD250.00/G/SI-¤99 UNION ST‡SEATTLE W  
ASHINGTON 98101‡FONE206-749-7000¤NONSMOKING  CONFIRMED/SI-OFFLI  
NE HOTEL   

Sabre user supplied hotel example:  
 
2  HHT ZZ 23FEB T GK1  STL/OUT24FEB/ZZ CHASE PARK PLAZA HOT/DB  
LB/RG-USD200.00/G/SI-¤212-232 N KINGSHIGHWAY BLVD‡ST LOUIS MISS  
OURI 63108‡FONE314-633-3000¤NONSMOKING  CONFIRMED/SI-USER SUP/C  
F-ABCDEF- 

Apollo non-GDS hotel example:  
 
1 HTL FS BK1  SEA 12JAN-OUT13JAN /W-3135 FOUR SEASONS SE¤99 UNI 
ON STREET¤SEATTLE¤WASHINGTON¤98101¤FONE 800-555-1212/SI-OFFLINE  
HOTEL** NONSMOKING KINGCONFIRMED**                               

Apollo user supplied hotel example:  
 
2 HTL ZZ BK1  STL 19JAN-OUT20JAN /W-CHASE PARK PLAZA HOT¤212-23 
2 N KINGSHIGHWAY BLVD¤ST LOUIS¤MISSOURI¤63108¤FONE 314-633-3000/ 
SI-USER SUP** CONFIRMED**/CF-ABCDEF                              

Amadeus non-GDS hotel example:  
 
2 HTL 1A HK1 SEA 16FEB-17FEB//SI-OFFLINE HOTEL/V-FS/H-FOUR 
    SEASONS SEATTLE/A-99 UNION STREET/C-SEATTLE/S-WASHINGTON/ 
    Z-98101/P-/RT-250.00/CF-/ID-/G-VI4111111111111111 EXP 0814 
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Amadeus user supplied hotel example:  
 
3 HTL 1A HK1 STL 19JAN-20JAN//SI-USER SUP/V-ZZ/H-CHASE PARK 
    PLAZA HOTEL/A-212-232 N KINGSHIGHWAY BLVD/C-ST LOUIS/ 
    S-MISSOURI/Z-63108/P-3146333000/RT-200.00/CF-ABCDEF/ID-/G- 
    EXP 
 

NOTE: In Amadeus, the rate is not appearing in the Concur Cliqbook Travel itinerary, 
but it is present in the passive segment.  $0.00 is displayed to the traveler, 
and this should be updated in the January release. 

Per Diem Location Update 

GDS' Supported: All GDS 
Configuration Setting: N/A 
Solution ID: SID884 

For customers using rules based on US Government Per Diem rates, travelers must 
choose the per diem location for their stay.  

The location tries to 
match on the name of 
the city of the user's 
search. If Cliqbook 
cannot match a city, it 
will no longer default to 
the first location in the 
list.  

If the traveler tries to 
move forward in the 
booking without 
choosing a location, 
he/she will receive a 
message about 
selecting a location 
before proceeding. 
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Rail 

SNCF: Paper Ticket Suppression 

GDS' Supported: SNCF Direct Connect 
Configuration Setting: Travel System Admin, Rail Options 

There is now a new travel configuration option to suppress the "paper ticket" option 
for SNCF tickets when e-tickets are available. If e-tickets are not available, the paper 
ticket option will be displayed. 

 

SNCF Rail Cards: Additional Datapoints 

GDS' Supported: SNCF Direct Connect 
Configuration Setting: Travel System Admin, PNR Template Editor 

Additional finishing datapoints have been added for SNCF discount cards. This 
information appears in a new "AdvantagePrograms" section, and includes the 
following fields: 
 

Field Example 

Company Code 2C 

Company Node SNCF 

Account Number 29090199008220030 

Program Name PASSENTREPRISE 

Program Code FPASS 

Option Name EVERYWHERE OPTION - INTENDED FOR SNCF FORFAIT AND 
FREQUENCE CARD 

Option Code SNCF-EV 

Expiration Date 11/11/2010 
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Finishing points for rail frequent traveller cards have previously been included under 
"Air" in the AffinityCard section. They are now also available under a new "Rail" 
subsection.  
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Limo 

References to "GT3" Changed to "GGA" 

GDS' Supported: GGA Direct Connect 
Configuration Setting: N/A 

GT3 Limo renamed themselves in 2008 to Global Ground Automation, Inc. Cliqbook 
now reflects the new name. Areas of the product updated that impact our customers:  

• The Taxi/Limo Detail report 

 

• The Company Travel Configuration page 
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• The Travel home page for users that have both GGA and RideCharge Taxi 
enabled 

  

NOTE: The travel home page for users 
who have only limo does not 
change, as we did not previously 
refer to "GT3" anywhere on that 
screen. 
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Meeting 

Attendee Data for "Event Companions" Report 
GDS' Supported: All GDS 
Configuration Setting: Reporting, Event Companions Report 
Solution ID: SID2324, SID246 

Attendee First Name, Attendee Last Name, and Attendee Email columns are 
now part of the Meeting Events Companions report. Previously the report showed 
only information about the companions. Being able to identify the associated 
attendee will be helpful to meeting planners.  

The header names now state “attendee” or “companion” to better differentiate 
between the two.  

The new report header looks like this: 

 

 

Miscellaneous 

Multi-User Clone - Explanation of Errors 

GDS' Supported: Sabre and Apollo Only  
Configuration Setting: N/A 

Concur announced the Multi-User Clone feature with the September 2009 release. In 
this release, Concur added descriptive messaging to the manifest email sent after a 
multi-user clone is complete. The manifest email lists all the travelers and whether 
their bookings were successful or not. In the example below, the booking failed due 
to the credit card.  

Traveler booking results 
-------------------------- 
Smith, John : Completed (IMPTAQ) 
Newton, Paul : Error (Credit Card Not Accepted)  
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Multi-User Clone - Include Name in the Manifest Email 

GDS' Supported: Sabre and Apollo Only 
Configuration Setting: N/A 

The manifest name is now included in the following Manifest emails: 

• Email’s subject line as: Manifest clone trip booking completed 
(manifest_name_here) 

• Header line of message body as: Summary of Manifest – 
manifest_name_here 

Multi-User Clone - Datapoint in Finisher  

GDS' Supported: Sabre and Apollo Only  
Configuration Setting: Travel System Admin, PNR Template Editor 

Cliqbook now adds a historical remark to the multi-user clone PNR during the sell 
process. 

The remark has the keyword “CB/MUC/” followed by the name of the manifest 
associated with the PNR.  

In addition to the standard historical remark, a finishing datapoint is now available in 
the finisher template editor: 
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Resolved Cases 

Enhancements 

 

Key Summary Issue Links 

CLQ-4788 Enhancement: Reservations Requiring Approval that are 
Rejected and not being cancelled 

090501-000169, 
Solutions Suggestions: 
SID1635, SID552, 
SID334, SID361 

CLQ-5266 Corporate Cards - Add check box for instant purchase 
carriers 

Solutions Suggestions: 
SID1018, SID1683 

CLQ-5759 Source all pictures from new Leonardo feed   

CLQ-6071 User Supplied Hotels - Add Passive Segment Solutions Suggestions: 
SID828, SID1267, 
SID1886 

CLQ-6279 Self Registration - Update to meet global requirements   

CLQ-6303 Travel Policy - Add Hotel City and State as Data Point Solutions Suggestions: 
SID888, SID417, 
SID2055 

CLQ-6318 Hotel Passive Segments - Update to make consistent   

CLQ-6369 Multi-User Clone - Provide better explanation of errors   

CLQ-6370 Multi-User Clone - Include Name in the Manifest Email   

CLQ-6372 Multi-User Clone - Add data point in Finisher to identify a 
multi-user clone booking 

  

CLQ-6511 Correctly handle situation if user adds more than one car 
from the same DC 

  

CLQ-6677 HARP Integration   

CLQ-6680 Add data point on search rules   

CLQ-6739 Report showing travel details   

CLQ-6749 churn detection for completed previous bookings for 
Worldspan on DL/NW 

  

CLQ-6778 Agency Travel Details report   

CLQ-6789 add attendee data for "event companions" report   

CLQ-6802 Travel Policy - Connection City - configurable message 
boards 

  

CLQ-6813 ADD IV (Invite) Hotel chain to database 091106-000402, 091104-
000303 

CLQ-6826 Finish manager e-mails for passive approval   
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Key Summary Issue Links 

CLQ-6831 Improve notice in upcoming trips for passive approvals 091125-000091 

CLQ-6864 Alamo and National data loaders are non-functional and 
need to be updated to xls/csv from dat 

  

CLQ-6865 Sabre: car shop upgrade to SWS   

CLQ-6875 Convert "profile check" to SWS   

CLQ-6878 References to "GT3" in Cliqbook needs to be changed to 
"GGA" 

  

CLQ-6889 Baggage fee page update 091112-000764 

CLQ-6892 Travel config options for GDS passive control, and GDS 
creation 

  

CLQ-6909 Non-GDS Hotels - Remove No Preference   

CLQ-6999 When Per Diem location does not match, default to no 
location selected instead of the first location alphabetically. 

Solutions Suggestions: 
SID884 

CLQ-7007 enable churn detection for all GDS, DL/NW only, when 
config setting checked 

  

CLQ-7009 User Supplied Hotel - Remaining Updates   

CLQ-7017 add a JS bong when people with churn detection turned on 
try to book on DL or NW 

  

CLQ-7036 Worldspan finishing template only allows one 9 remark 
phone field- CWT would like another 

091019-000182 

CLQ-7045 Churning Detection: Make warning at time of reservation 
and error if re-book attempted configurable text 

  

CLQ-7070 Remove "48-hour" comments from the text displayed in 
churn detection 

  

CLQ-7100 Churning changes after Delta/Northwest discussion   
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Support Cases 

 

Key Summary Issue Links 

CLQ-622 Apollo PNR build for Guest Travelers 090720-000275, Parature: 705-
3277823 

CLQ-1554 CAR- SI Field not populating for ZL and ZI for 
Sabre/Worldspan 

091012-000510, Parature: 705-
4825417, 705-5875802 

CLQ-2916 Offline approval emails do not reflect ticketing 
deadline 

Parature: 705-6298339 

CLQ-5508 Import Tool, <clear> does not work to remove 
Manager 

090523-000003, 090609-000736 

CLQ-5655 Amtrak: Calendar Attachments Missing Data or 
Invalid Data 

090831-000655, 090915-000596, 
090609-000249, 091028-000663, 
091012-000633 

CLQ-5664 Incorrect fare display for Alitalia flights - Web 
direct flights. 

090714-000107 

CLQ-5928 SNCF Rail Cards : Missing Data points 091111-000384, 090723-000073, 
090720-000150, 091001-000018, 
090812-000039 

CLQ-6355 Deutsche Bahn: Update stations in database 
based on last DaGama release's csv file 

091026-000811 

CLQ-6434 Sporadic error canceling trips in Cliqbook - 
Worldspan 

090826-000685, 090910-000664, 
090728-000733, 090826-000184, 
090515-000097 

CLQ-6446 Companion Booking Trip Payment Info page does 
not display Companion info fields in IE6 

090918-000729, 090916-000738 

CLQ-6542 Case Id: 836853 Unable to finalize hotel 
reservation for Guest Traveller. 

090925-000716 

CLQ-6543 Car Off-Airport locations no longer display 
address of car location on itinerary 

091102-000939, 091012-000716, 
091117-000689, 091001-000435, 
091116-000275 

CLQ-6687 Ticketed confirmation emails still show up in US 
format 

090513-000009 

CLQ-6689 TravelFusion is returning Air Southwest results, 
Cliqbook is displaying Air Nepal instead 

091001-000021, 091029-000503 

CLQ-6700 hotel search rules based on company location not 
working for self bookings 

091111-000756 

CLQ-6712 PS838212/MMC/TSA information in profile 091013-000785 

CLQ-6725 American Cancer=AirTran booking error- Unable 
to complete PNR- with CP05 discount loaded on 
config when removed reservations are successful 

091014-000353, 091014-000353, 
091113-000294 
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Key Summary Issue Links 

CLQ-6754 CB meeting Edit Confirmation Step Help Text 
displaying the "?" link inconsistently 

090804-000308 

CLQ-6766 Sabre Support: 747 Seat map in Cliqbook not 
matching seat map in Sabre 

090528-000255 

CLQ-6767 No Error Message is being sent to CWT when 
incorrect Sync Password is used. 

090630-000935 

CLQ-6773 Hilton DC; If one Hilton DC hotel booked and a 
second Hilton DC hotel added in another city the 
CB itinerary shows both hotels booked in the 
original city; GDS is correct 

090701-000891 

CLQ-6786 Cliqbook not returning any train routes from 
Chemnitz, Germany to Zeuthen, Germany; 

091022-000609 

CLQ-6790 Meetings: No hotel needed status on email 
confusing 

090831-000533 

CLQ-6799 Cancellation Information is not appearing on 
Travel Details, Trip Confirmation, Finished page 
or Itinerary, while it is correct on the XXL popup 
displayed to the User during the booking process. 

090921-000531 

CLQ-6815 Incorrect Air Canada DC fare being stored in the 
PQ line in the GDS Sabre 

091104-000758, 091002-000568 

CLQ-6824 Change station name for SNCF -PIERRE DES 
COR, France should be ST PIERRE DES COR, 
France 

091105-000053, 090930-000163 

CLQ-6862 Qantas fare pricing discrepancy. 091112-000924 

CLQ-6863 Apollo profile move errors  091113-000159, 091113-000306 

CLQ-6866 Unable to book a trip using Manifest Clone Trip 
when Custom Trip Fields are required because no 
Custom Field column is displaying 

090928-000773, 091022-000602 

CLQ-6872 Itinerary display of first air Segment is off 091118-000822, 091117-000190, 
091120-000213, 091120-000213, 
091116-000887 

CLQ-6882 SWABIZ ATFQ not being added to the PNR in 
Apollo 

090910-000628, 091028-000460, 
090828-000363 

CLQ-6884 Not able to reserve Enterprise rental car when In-
Car GPS is enabled - CB requesting NVS instead 
of NAV which would return a successful 
reservation. 

090928-000599, 090818-000188 

CLQ-6886  Unable to display seat map for Virgin Atlantic, 
both for economy and business, tested on 3 
different markets 

090519-000019 

CLQ-6887 Ability to import custom trip field drop-down 
values in CSV file instead of XML 

091117-000603 
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Key Summary Issue Links 

CLQ-6890 Error when booking Porter Airlines - FOP error 
stating "CB was unable to set the FOP selected" 

091111-000649, 090917-000644 

CLQ-6907 Custom Remarks in the Manage Non GDS hotels 
do not appear on the Travel Details page for 
Sabre sites 

090927-000016 

CLQ-6908 Hertz Sabre booking - need to truncate long last 
names when sending GTE FOP in Car sell 

090827-000227 

CLQ-6913 New address drop down box in profile - bug with 
build update CLQ-5520 

091113-000305 

CLQ-6914 Ansett Airline reference removal from Cliqbook 
database 

091101-000006 

CLQ-6924 CPH - Kastrup airport is being reported as being 
in Sweden instead of Denmark. 

091103-000427 

CLQ-6929 Thrifty was not showing as a preferred car or 
rates at all 

090511-000598 

CLQ-6933 Searching for "PAU" in the airport search does not 
return the airport in Pau, France 

091116-000047 

CLQ-6935 Car booking errors involving Special Equipment 
requests 

090821-000238 

CLQ-6937 SWABIZ data points for Exchange not working 091030-000626 

CLQ-6940 email message from Cliqbook for profile update 
notification has a spelling error 

091021-000799 

CLQ-6942 Name and airport security warning at top of 
German version of profile page is repeated twice 

091118-000449 

CLQ-6943 All Choice Hotel Logo's need to be updated, patch 
on Nov 24 2009. 

091118-000754 

CLQ-6945 If "more search options" selected in the booking 
process, tool skips hotel step 

090710-000180 

CLQ-6947 Cliqbook Itinerary-Does Not Identify Air Canada 
Flight As Co-Share when booked through the GDS 
or Direct Connect 

090708-000771 

CLQ-6948  TAM (jj) Airlines classes incorrect 091112-000040 

CLQ-6949  Grammatical error in hotel rule (repeating more 
than twice in rule for hotel rate is drop down box 
than the city rate is $ amount) 

091105-000102 

CLQ-6953 Sending from command for Galileo 
ItineraryRemarks linked to a segment 

091125-000184 

CLQ-6959 One-way car reservations do not reflect extra 
mileage charge. 

090605-000464 

CLQ-6962 Business Class being offered in a region that is 
not set up to allow it. 

090909-000641 
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Key Summary Issue Links 

CLQ-7027 Non GDS Property Discount Import Header needs 
to change 

091203-000394 

CLQ-6969 Interjet: Site reporting that prices are lower on 
Interjet website than in Cliqbook 

091014-000115 

CLQ-6972 When they have two of the same vendors listed 
in the discounts, it dupes the car location. 

091113-000687 

CLQ-6974 Required fields in User Administration custom 
fields not working properly - not giving the user 
the ability to select 

090817-000003 

CLQ-6975 Volaris Shop-By-Price broken 091103-000878 

CLQ-6981 When trips are canceled, the segments are not 
always removed from the travel data warehouse 
in Cognos 

091118-000925 

CLQ-6990 Galileo - United Frequent Flyer number to 
Lufthansa booking not linking correctly 

090714-000030 

CLQ-6996 Car only reservations for Guests allowed to 
complete without a FOP in the PNR 

090617-000604, 091110-000154 

CLQ-6997 Cannot book multiple guest for the same trip due 
to conflicting trips 

091123-000742, 091120-000506 

CLQ-6998 CB is not offering flights between YQM and MLI; 
Native Sabre does show availability 

090902-000350 

CLQ-7001 Client does not want the vertical scroll bar to 
appear in IE on the air search results matrix. 

090622-000876 

CLQ-7002 Receive server error when trying to approve trips 
in Cliqbook. Clients are unable to approve trips 
for multi-level approvals 

091130-000204, 091120-000671, 
091130-000707, 091201-000679, 
091201-000598 

CLQ-7005 No rates display for Copperleaf hotel in Cliqbook, 
message displays "hotel is not available for these 
dates" but rates are available in native Apollo. 

091109-000224 

CLQ-7008 Booking fails due to credit card info has invalid 
XML chars in (such as "&") in the request 

091007-000029 

CLQ-7011 Cliqbook unable to store fare for 
Aircanada/westjet flights - when combined on 
one reservation - error message returns " no 
validating airline found" 

091030-000424 

CLQ-7015 Site have config set to NOT send confirmation 
emails, but when booking car and/or hotel, user 
is presented a box on the Trip Booking 
Information page to include map/directions to 
hotel with their confirmation 

090717-000316 
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Key Summary Issue Links 

CLQ-7022  Raytheon-Cliqbook getting stuck on the Provide 
a reason why out of policy pop-up box - "Invalid 
syntax" error on page cannot recreate but BCD 
and Raytheon cannot book connecting flights or 
multi-segment trips 

091130-000715 

CLQ-7025 US Air showing Z as coach on itinerary 
screen/email when it is actually business class of 
service 

091112-000026 

CLQ-7033 Flextronics-AC/DC-Traveler offered J 
class(executive ) by AC/DC when searching for 
economy seating 

091123-000685 

CLQ-7034 Hotel Discounts - Missing Vendor GO - 
Guesthouse International 

091130-000355 

CLQ-7035 Hotel rate code SAGAD is not working - comes up 
in the logs, but not in Cliqbook availability 

091112-000549 

CLQ-7037 Comments that a User adds when canceling a trip 
in the Cancel Trip popup are not showing in the 
User Cliqbook History report. 

090513-000436 

CLQ-7078 If User adds TSA data during booking, and opts 
to save, the Birth date is not saving to Cliqbook 
profile. 

091123-000508 

CLQ-7084 Remove warning for LH fidelity program if it does 
not have exactly 15 characters 

091113-000475 

CLQ-7107 Expiring Credit Card Report errors when trying to 
access 

091203-000623, 091208-000271, 
091207-000204 

CLQ-7115 TMCs are unable to create new travel configs 091028-000381 
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